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Introduction 

 

 
This story is a report of a personal, spiritual search to the deeper cause of the 

reason why people act as they act. 

This story is a report of a personal, spiritual search to try to understand all the 

tensions, all the stress, all the chaos, all the misery, all the sadness, all the 

illnesses and all the wars which people already experience in an endless period 

of time. 

 This spiritual search brought me to the place where I started to understand the 

laws of nature. 

With this story I offer you my experiences. 

Maybe you also can, by this story, obtain more understanding of ‘the art of life’ 

or maybe I can better say ‘the art of survival’ in this world in which the law of 

the survival of the fittest still always rules. 

I sincerely do hope that also you can obtain, by this story, more rest and more 

peace in your life.  

 

I really do hope that with all my heart. 

 

Why I became a conscious ‘searcher’ and why I started my spiritual 

journey. 

 

We live in a period in which everything is possible. The technical science has 

reached a tremendously high level. The prosperity in all of our cultures in the 

world and especially in Western Europe and in the United States of America as 

well as in great parts of Asia has reached an enormously high level. We all use 

with great pleasure the technical knowledge of our world and enjoy all the 

possibilities which this technical knowledge offers us in our lives. Most people 

have enough money so that they can do almost anything they want to do. We 

are the rulers of this world. Even from a medical point of view, science is able to 

handle almost all kinds of illnesses and make us healthy when we get sick. This 

does not currently mean for every illness, but there will be a time that when we 

get ill, we will be cured by the doctors and the knowledge of medical science. 

One day there will be a ‘Science of All’ and it will prevent us from falling sick. 

Still, it is strange that when I look around me I see more and more, in spite of all 

the joy in which we live in this period of our culture, that more people are 

quickly stressed. When I read the papers, I see that more and more people are 
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coming into a phase in their lives, in which they are getting completely ‘burnt 

out’ and are losing touch with the speed of their lives which you could compare 

with a ‘rat race’. 

Besides that, you see and notice more and more, that the intolerance of people 

is becoming worse and worse. You see even more often that people don’t accept 

the behaviour of other people. You see more and more often that the ‘springs’ 

in people have been more often and further pulled out and that the pressure in 

which they live is increasing and increasing, all caused by the stress of life. If 

you look carefully, you will see more and more people walking with their heads 

bowed and with bent backs. Their backpacks are not empty of all kinds of 

ballast which bothers them. The burden of life is getting, for many people, even 

more heavier and heavier. The measuring-line, imposed by our society, is 

getting higher and higher and more people are having difficulties and problems 

reaching for that measuring-line. Life has become a ‘rat race’ and more people 

are running the risk of being derailed in our society, or they actually do derail 

from the stress of society, the stress of life. The game of life and rules of the 

game are becoming more complicated and harder to follow. Where will this 

development bring us? At what point will we finally end? How long can we 

stand the daily increasing of the tensions and stress of our society? How long 

will it take me before I collapse and how long will it take you before you 

collapse? How long will it take before by increasing this pressure, our society 

and our culture will start to totter? I can see how people are fighting with each 

other more frequently and how relationships are not able to withstand the 

pressure of life and are derailing at an increasing rate. Terrorism is, in these 

days, an accepted thing and we conclude so easily that: ‘it is all not that 

different - terrorism is more or less normal these days. It has become a normal 

event.’ A lot of people react aggressively and if I watch these people, then most 

of the time I can conclude that they are actually nice people and that most of 

the time they don’t mean to act the way they act. So I ask why are people acting 

and reacting these days in this way and why do we see it everywhere daily 

around us? 

I do know that there are a lot of people nowadays who are wondering to 

themselves if this way of life is actually the way life should be or was ever 

meant to be? 

I do know that there are an increasing number of people nowadays who are 

wondering if this is the way of life that we have to go, that we have to continue?  

I do know that there are more people nowadays who fight their battles in 

private as well as at work, and who do not understand why things are going on 

in their lives as they are. 
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I do know that there are a lot of people nowadays who don’t understand it any 

more, and who have the feeling that they don’t understand other people and 

that they are not understood by other people. 

People are wondering to themselves how long they can stand this way of life. 

Greater numbers of people are wondering if this life, the life they live, is the 

way of life they once had envisioned. 

Once there was a person who had a story about all that I have just mentioned. 

Once there was a person who told me a story about these things of life and 

what the consequences are for the way we live nowadays. For me it is a story 

that made me understand why our society has been derailed in the way that it 

has. For me it is a story that shows why people act and react as they do and 

showed me why the truth is not ‘tangible’, that the truth is very, very 

‘dangerous’. It is for me a story that made me understand how great, wonderful 

and brilliant people are. This really does mean for every human being, no one 

excluded. It also showed me how we all have forgotten how unique, brilliant 

and wonderful we all are. This story was for me a signpost and a finger-point 

with which I was able to choose a direction, the direction of my life. This 

direction started to shift the path my life would take and kept my life moving. It 

also was a story which had enormous consequences in my life and caused me to 

make the choices I have made. I have written down that story and created a 

book of that story. A story which is called: “A Miraculous Journey”, because 

actually it was my miraculous journey. 

So this story is no more or no less than my personal experience and it is in that 

context no more or no less than a story of an ordinary, driven, spiritual 

searcher. 

If you also have the feeling that we have lost the way of life, our natural way of 

life, the way that life was meant to be, if you are also wondering if this world 

still exists within this world, if you have the feeling that enough is enough and 

that we have to stop the way of life you see nowadays everywhere around you, 

then I invite you to read this little book. 

I invite you to make a journey with me. A journey in which perhaps you can see 

mirrors and in which you will see situations which you can recognize. This 

journey will bring you to the very northern part of Europe. It is also a journey 

in which you will make contact with the most wonderful beauty of nature and 

with spirituality. It is even a journey which can bring you back to the centre of 

‘YOUR own SELF’. 

You may have the feeling that some things in this story seem portrayed in 

‘black and white’. I have done this intentionally, to give more clarity to what I 

am trying to explain. Please, always remain discerning with all you read here. 
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Foreword 
 

 

 

 

 

This book is not exciting. This book is not intended for the greater public, 

unless peoples’ unhappiness has increased so much that they don’t have any 

choice but to read this book. If I look around and read the papers about all the 

things that are happening in the world these days, with a growing number of 

people becoming depressed and becoming more unfulfilled, then it might be 

possible that this book will be shared amongst more people. 

Time will tell. 

 

 

This book can change the lives of many people. It might be possible that people 

can see and understand the chaos in life with this book, chaos which is 

absolutely necessary to instigate the change, which we all have to take. It might 

be possible that people can start to understand the disconnection of our society 

and they also can start to try to reach for their own goal. Only you will be able 

to decide what it will be for you. 

Again, time will tell. 

 

 

This book is not exciting, but still it has to be spread among people now. Why? I 

don’t know, but I just feel it has to be done now. Because we do not have any 

time left. Because it is now or never. Because now something has to be done. 

We do not have any more choices left.  

And again, time will tell. 

 

 

This book is not exciting. It is up to you to decide if you will read it and what 

you will think of it. It is up to you what it will do to your life. 

 

 

 
This book has been dedicated to ’the one and only’. 
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Chapter 1 
 

 

 

This story is divided into two parts of a story of a miraculous journey. It is a tale 

of my own voyage to Finland, which I travelled many years ago, I guess it must 

be 27 years ago. At that time I was 27. At that time I adored Scandinavia and I 

particularly adored Finland. The overwhelming silence and the splendour of 

the wonderful nature attracted me enormously. I had already been to Finland 

twice before. On those former trips I hitch-hiked through the countryside and 

that is how I got to know the people well from this wonderful country. This 

time I travelled to Finland in my car and I just wanted to travel once more 

through this land full of forests and lakes. In some strange way I had the feeling 

I had to make this trip one last time. After all, it seemed to be a miraculous 

journey. Just the trip by itself, and one particular person I met there offered me 

two extraordinary circumstances and two extraordinary journeys. However, 

two journeys in two completely different ways. 

Because the geographical details of this journey are not important for the story 

I want to tell you, or better, which I have to tell you, I will not bother you with 

these details. It is of no importance which way I travelled and which places I 

visited. 

 

I had been travelling for about two weeks and was moving further and further 

North, where the countryside became more wild and overwhelming and where 

the density of the population became sparse. The roads were made of sand and 

stones. The forests became more intense and the lakes became more numerous. 

I travelled with a little shelter and when I was not able to find a camping 

ground, I placed my shelter somewhere in the forest. In the end I slept more 

often in the forests than in camping grounds.  

 

One morning when I awoke and opened my shelter, I saw a bear walking on the 

opposite side of the little lake I was camped beside, which was between him 

and I. The sunsets in particular in this part of the world were so extremely 

magical that the complete landscape would be coloured in a magnificent orange 

colour. The lakes seemed to be enormous tins filled with orange paint, coloured 

by the colour of the setting sun. 
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That morning I rose early, because at the time I travelled to the North the 

nights were growing shorter and the days longer and longer. My shelter was 

not as it used to be, in some places it leaked and because there had been a lot of 

rainfall during the last few days, my sleeping-bag was wet. For this reason I had 

already slept some nights in this wet sleeping-bag and had caught a cold, I even 

had the flu. I got in my car at six o’clock in the morning, continued my journey 

and drove even further into the North. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In me was a strange feeling. Somewhere deep inside of me I felt a twinkling. A 

twinkling which tried to announce to me that something would happen there 

today, something which would have a tremendous effect on me and which 

would influence me forever and would change my life completely. I was not 

unacquainted with this kind of feeling, with this twinkling. Already, some 

previous times before, this feeling had pointed me to something, which 

occurred and of which I afterwards could say that it had effectively changed the 

course of my life. At any rate, they were events with important results. 

 

At the time when I drove away that morning, I was again aware of this feeling. 

This time it was different. I decided that this strange feeling was probably also 
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partially caused by my flu and I decided to wait and see what the effects would 

be in my life that day. The surface of the road was not too bad and it didn’t 

cause too much trouble when driving the car. I realized how quiet and lonely 

this part of Finland was. I had not seen a car or a human being for more than 

two hours and I realized that this was not a good area to have a break-down 

with the car. These feeling are feelings which are better not produced in these 

kinds of situations. One hour later I noticed that my engine had broken down. I 

had serious engine trouble. The only thing I could think of was that this was not 

good. My engine was completely dead. How could I ever leave here and how 

could I get my car repaired? After waiting for two hours I made the decision 

that I should collect as much as possible from my luggage and that I would start 

to walk until I met a human being or arrived in a village. Maybe I could ask for 

help then. I knew what I had to do, because I had previously hitch-hiked twice 

before through this wonderful country. I had a lot of edible stuff in my luggage 

and the water in the strems was so clear, that I would be able to drink it 

without having any problem. 

 

I went over to my car and collected all kinds of things which I could use during 

my walk. I was concentrating on my task when suddenly I heard a voice outside 

the car, just behind me. It was the voice of a woman, who asked in English if I 

was having any trouble and if I needed any help. I crawled out of my car and I 

saw a young woman with medium length long blonde hair, who was 

approximately 5ft 10 in height with a rather slight build. On many levels you 

could say that she was a good looking woman. I could even say she was 

beautiful. When I saw her, I was perplexed. I don’t know why, but I was 

perplexed. I looked at her and I saw in her eyes that she also was astonished or 

maybe she was even bewildered. Either way something had happened which 

bothered her and I could see in her eyes that this all happened within her, 

without her knowing why it had happened. I was hit by the same kind of 

feeling. I had the same kind of impression. I collected myself and told her that 

my car had engine trouble and I was stranded. I asked her if she could possibly 

take me somewhere, where I could ask for help. “That will not be very easy” she 

said. “There are hardly any people living in this part of Finland. I do know of a 

garage, but it is nowhere near this area, but I can help you. Please, bring your 

luggage to my car”. Just at that moment I realized how strange it was that I had 

not heard the noise of her car tyres on the surface of the road. With all these 

stones and sand I should have heard her car from the moment she was driving 

in my direction. I realized that she was suddenly there behind me and that I had 

been startled when she spoke to me, and when she asked if she could be of any 

help to me. 
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I thought that the reason for this was because I had been paying a lot of 

attention to selecting the things from my car which I needed for my walk 

through the wonderful country. When I brought the first items from my luggage 

to her car and walked back to my own car, she gave me her hand and said, ”My 

name is Helena”. I responded by saying “my name is Richard”, and because I 

was in Finland I pronounced it in English. “Where are you from?”, she asked. “I 

live in the Netherlands”, I answered. “Your name does not sound Dutch, it 

sounds more English” she said. “Yes that is right”, I answered. “Your name does 

not sound Finnish, it sounds more like Greek or something like that”, I said. She 

smiled and answered “Yes, you are correct”. 

When I took her hand, a strange twinkling sensation went through my whole 

body. I saw in her eyes that she was astonished as well, astonished by the fact 

that she did not understand what she felt when she touched my hand. I was not 

sure if I felt safe or not. I decided to stay watchful as far as was possible. 

I tried to sense both her feelings and mine, and I decided that neither of us 

were at ease. In a short time we had transported my luggage from my car to her 

car and I locked my car. I took a seat in Helena’s car and we left. “Do you live 

here somewhere?” I asked her. “Yes” she said “about 60 miles from here. We 

have to drive for almost three hours on these roads.” “Is there a little village or 

a garage nearby where we can ask if they can repair my car?” I asked. “Yes” she 

said, “approximately 20 miles from here is a garage. We will pass it and we can 

stop there. I can arrange it for you because I don’t think they speak English.” 

“You are in more ways than one a saving angel”, I said and she laughed. A 

relaxed laugh. I also started to relax more and more sitting next to her and I felt 

that also Helena relaxed. “Maybe you can drop me in the village where the 

garage is and then I can book into a hotel room and wait until they have 

repaired my car”, I said to Helena. “I am afraid that it will not be possible”, she 

said. “In that village there is no hotel whatsoever. Actually you will only find 

some houses there. Besides that, it can take days before they will go and fetch 

your car and it may even take an even longer time before your car will be 

repaired.” “You don’t mean that, surely?” I said. “I suppose you think they will 

have all kinds of parts and accessories for all kinds of different cars in stock? 

This is Finland”, she said, “and not the Finland of the great cities.” I was 

frightened by what she said.  

”I live during the summer in a cottage in the forests surrounded by peace and 

stillness, many miles to the North, and I’d like to invite you to be my guest, for 

as long as you need.” “Do you live there on your own?” I asked her. “Yes”, she 

answered. “Why are you inviting me?” I asked her, “you do not know me and 

you even don’t know who I am or what kind of person I am. I am honoured but I 

also feel confused that you’ve invited me”. She answered: “Yes, you are right, I 
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don’t know who you are but I do feel that it is all right, I do feel that it maybe 

has to be the way it is, that this encounter has a deeper meaning. Besides that, I 

am not sure if I don’t know who you are.” “Sorry, I don’t understand any of 

this”, I said.   

“You are right” she said, “actually I don’t understand any of this either, but I 

think there will come a time when we both will understand it.” We did not talk 

for some minutes and I looked around me to the surroundings where 

everything seemed to be produced from wood, sand and water. After some 

minutes Helena asked me. “Did I frighten you when I spoke to you?” “Yes.” I 

said, “I didn’t hear your car coming.” “Were you frightened when you saw me”, 

she asked again. I watched her. Was it possible that she had sensed that? I 

hesitated and then I said “Yes” and actually I did not know why I told her so 

easily the truth. “Me too”, she said. “I was frightened when I saw you and I could 

feel that you were frightened when you saw me”. Again we did not speak for 

some minutes. I noticed that in spite of this strange conversation I did not feel 

uncomfortable. On the contrary, I felt at ease more and more and I tried to 

observe Helena. She was absolutely a beautiful woman. I realised that she was 

even more beautiful than I had decided she was the first time I saw her. 

“Some miles from here is an inn. We can get something to eat there. I have 

already been driving for several hours and I am hungry” she said. “Yes please, I 

am absolutely hungry as well”. Again we remained in silence until Helena 

parked the car near the inn. We got out, she locked the car and we walked to 

the door. I walked behind Helena. Again I was surprised by the beauty she 

radiated. Something in her fascinated me. I was not sure if it was only her 

physical beauty. There was something in her that really did fascinate me. I 

could not really identify where my feelings came from. This feeling was 

something unknown to me, something I had never experienced before, a feeling 

which made me more or less uncomfortable again. We took a seat. There were 

only a few guests inside the inn. Helena explained to me the differences in what 

they offered to eat and when I knew what I wanted to eat, we ordered. When it 

was served we tucked in. “Why are you here in Finland?”, she asked. “Are you 

on a holiday?” “Yes”, I said. “Twice before I have visited Finland and at those 

times I hitch-hiked through your wonderful country. I just wanted to visit 

Finland one more time, but I wanted to do it in my own car. I just had the 

feeling I had to come here one more time. I felt it could be a visit with more 

possibilities, because I would came with my own car.” “Why did you come one 

more time?” Helena asked, “did you have the feeling you had to go just one 

more time or was it something else?” I waited for a moment and tried to figure 

out my answer. “No, it was a special feeling, I do not know how to explain it 

exactly.” “I understand” she said. “How are you able to understand this?” I 
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asked her, “as I am not even able to understand this myself”. For some time she 

looked straight into my eyes. I tried to understand her look and for some 

reason I was mesmerized by the way she looked at me. “I do understand it 

Richard, because I am different”. “Different to who? Aren’t we all different, 

unique as we are and therefore just different?” “Yes,” she said, “you are right, 

but I am different in a different way”.  

I did not understand anything of this, but I was not irritated. At that moment I 

made the decision that if Helena allowed me to stay with her, I should find out 

in which way she was different. I looked at her and she smiled and said: “maybe 

there will come a time when I can explain it to you. We shall see”. 

This time I took the initiative and asked her: “What are you doing, are you 

working or are you a student?” “I am a sociologist and I work in Helsinki,” she 

answered. “Helsinki is a place far from here,” I said. “Yes, you are right, but I am 

off duty for two months and I needed some time to myself. My parents own a 

cottage somewhere in Northern Finland and I decided to go and stay there for a 

while. I have no fixed plans, but iI have time to myself over the next two 

months. And what about you?” she asked. “I am an accountant and I have just 

started a new job. I have to start in two months, so I am taking time out for me 

and having a break in order to travel through your country. I had a feeling that I 

needed more time for this journey, to be able to do what I want to do.” “What is 

it that you want to do?” she asked. I thought for some time about her question 

and said, “I just want to wander through Finland and to take more time for 

that.” “Did you want to do something specific?” she asked again. Again I thought 

about her question and said “no, I don’t think so”. And again Helena smiled. Her 

smile touched me somewhere very deep inside and again I got a strange feeling 

of acquaintance with something that I could not understand. A feeling of 

acquaintance with something that is not really known. It could have caused me 

to start feeling uncomfortable again, but the strange thing was that I just 

started to feel very comfortable. 

We paid for our lunch and walked to her car and continued our journey. After 

three quarters of an hour we entered the village described by Helena and 

visited the garage. She spoke with the man from the garage and returned to the 

car. “I have arranged everything” she said. “I will give him a call in one week 

and maybe he will have some more new details then. Do not expect too much. 

The man told me that there might be a possibility that it could take over two or 

three weeks”. Although Helena had warned me, I noticed that I was surprised. I 

looked around me. The village really was very small. “I will refuel the car and 

then we can drive in one trip to the cottage”, she said. I nodded and got out of 

the car to go for a walk . It was good for my legs after the long drive which we 

had made. Only ten minutes later we continued our trip. Sometimes there were 
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long periods in which we did not speak, but that was alright and caused no 

feelings of awkwardness. 

At one point I asked her, “You just told me that you understand things about 

me, things which even I do not understand myself. You also said you can do that 

because you are different. Are you a clairvoyant or something like that?” “No, I 

am not” she said. “I am not a clairvoyant but I am different, but if I tell you now, 

you will think that maybe I am crazy and that risk is a risk I don’t want to take 

right now. I also do not know if there will be an opportunity where I can tell 

you about me, but on the other hand I have the feeling that I have to tell you, 

but not just now” she said. “You must be patient and maybe you will not hear 

anything from me at all.” I was surprised by her answer and I looked at her. She 

felt that I was watching her and again she smiled, again a smile which touched 

me deeply. Thinking about this situation I realized that it was a very strange 

situation. Suddenly I realized something else, a realization that frightened me. 

The strange feeling which I had had this morning and which I had actually 

carried with me for some time, had disappeared. It frightened me. From own 

experience I knew what this more or less meant. The strange feeling, my 

twinkling feeling and this encounter were connected with each other, or there 

was a possibility that they were connected with each other. I tried to check my 

feeling again. Yes I was sure, it had disappeared. I also realized that the strange 

behaviour from Helena, at least a behaviour which was strange in my opinion, 

along with my own strange feelings, my own twinkling feelings, which I had 

already had for a long time, had to do with each other. In some way I got 

excited. I got really another strange feeling. I got a feeling that this encounter 

between Helena and myself was predestined. Yes I was able to believe in these 

kinds of things, at least I believed that I could believe in it. Some things played 

over in my head. First there was the strange feeling I had this morning, then the 

problems with my car. I had checked my car throughly before I left for Finland. 

Then the fact that I did not hear the arrival of Helena’s car at all when she had 

offered me her help. I also had not heard Helena when she walked to my car 

when I was selecting my things. I also remembered my astonishment when I 

saw her and her astonishment when she saw me. I remembered the 

disappearing of my strange feeling which I had been with me for some time and 

finally receiving an invitation from somebody who is a complete stranger to me. 

Why was she so sure to invite me? At the same time I doubted the fact of being 

unknown. Yes, I did not know her and she did not know me, but in a completely 

different way - I did not know in which way, it all felt so extremely familiar. 

Everything together created a state of astonishment. 

“Are you all right?” She asked. “Yes”, I answered. 
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I realized that she had sensed my astonishment and I tried to change the 

subject. “I do not feel very well, because I have had some problems with my 

shelter and my sleeping-bag got wet and I had to sleep some days in the wet 

sleeping-bag and have caught a cold. So, from that point of view not everything 

is all right with me”. She looked at me and I smiled. She answered my smile 

with a smile. “You know the Finish sauna?” she said. “Yes I do know and I do 

know how beneficial they can be on colds.” “We have one near our cottage and I 

will light the stove when we arrive, so that we can have a sauna bath this 

evening. It will be good for you” she said. 

Our journey continued for several hours and I hoped that we would reach the 

cottage soon. ”Did you start your trip from Helsinki and did you drive all that 

distance by car?” I asked her. “Yes” she answered, “but I drove via Tampere, 

that is where my parents live.” “That is quite some distance” I said. “Yes” she 

answered, “but you get used to it, if you do it often enough”. I nodded “Yes”. 

After a very long drive we finally arrived at Helena’s parents cottage. 
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Chapter 2 
 

 

 

The cottage was not very big but it was rather comfortable. It had a living-

room, a kitchen and a cellar. On the first floor was a bathroom and two bed-

rooms with, in both rooms, two big beds. Outside, the cottage had a full length 

veranda, covered at the top and open at the front. Approximately 40 metres 

away from the cottage was a sauna, build of wood. The sauna was big enough to 

offer comfort for about ten people. About 50 metres from the sauna was a lake. 

Not very large, but it was very beautiful. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All around the lake were forests and in the far distance I could see some hills. It 

was a wonderful landscape. It showed something unreal, it looked like a safe 

port in an endless sea of nature, of forests, reeds, water and hills. “Richard, 

what do you think of it?” Helena asked. I tried to observe the whole 

surrounding. “What do I think of it? It looks so wonderful, almost unreal, but I 

really love it. 
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I could hardly believe, this morning I had left on my own to survey Finland in 

my car to enjoy a holiday. Some hours after I started my trip, I’ve lost my car 

and find myself alongside a wonderful young Finnish woman travelling to a 

cottage in the middle of nowhere, surrounded by nature where she invites me 

to stay for a long period. It is wonderful but it also feels so unreal for me. I am 

grateful, I really am, but I really also do not understand it.” “Then just enjoy it 

and if you can’t understand it, then don’t try to understand it,” Helena said. “I 

shall try to do so, but I am not sure I will be able to”, I answered. Helena smiled. 

“Come on, let us go and unpack our luggage,” she said, while she walked to the 

car. The car was quickly unpacked and our luggage was also quickly stored in 

the rooms. Helena took the biggest bed-room and I took the other room. It 

made me comfortable that Helena gave me a bed-room of my own. I realized 

again that I was brought in a situation in which I had lost all control.  

 

The development of all things around me went so quickly. It all looked 

wonderful, the unexpected help while I was away from anybody, in the middle 

of nowhere, with my broken car. This help was not only unexpected but it was 

also offered by a wonderful, beautiful, young woman. All the things which 

happened after that, were out of my control. I was feeling, I absolutely had no 

other choice than to step into this flow, but it was difficult for me to leave my 

situation to fate and to just sit and watch where this would end. This was not 

the way I was used to.  

 

I refreshed myself in the bathroom and when I came into the kitchen Helena 

was preparing some food. Baked eggs with bread and meat and some other 

things which were not familiar to me, but it tasted great. After we had finished 

she lit the stove in the sauna. The fuel of the stove was wood from the forests. 

“How long will it take before we can go into the sauna” I asked Helena. “It will 

take about four hours” she answered. I realized that we could start our sauna 

bath at about eight. Together we returned to the cottage.  

On the veranda was a large, wooden rocking-bench. Helena got some enormous 

pillows and draped them on the bench. We both took our place on the bench. “I 

have a feeling that you still have a bit of stress” she said. I watched her and after 

some hesitation I said “yes, you are right, I don’t know if it is really stress but 

there are some things in my head, some ideas, which I cannot let go of and 

which keep working in my mind.” “Which things? Do you want to talk about it?” 

Helena asked. “Yes I will, but it all looks so strange. I will have to take the risk 

that you’ll think I’m a strange person and I can’t allow myself to, in case you 

throw me out because I might be different than what you expect me to be. I 

don’t want to take the risk that I will not meet your expectations”. She looked at 
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me for a couple of seconds with piercing eyes and said “that is impossible, it is 

impossible that you will not meet my expectations.” “You are flattering me,” I 

said, “but I think you value me too highly. How is it possible, and how can it be 

impossible, for me to not meet your expectations? I am absolutely not 

convinced that I am only able to do things for you that you will make happy. 

Besides that, how can you tell this if you don’t even know me? Helena what I am 

going to tell you now is not easy for me and I must tell you that I don’t want to 

hurt you, but your attitude of having the fullest trust in me, of being so sure that 

everything will go as you decide that it will go, is a situation which I don’t 

understand and which makes me feel uncomfortable. It looks as if you know 

something about me which I do not even know myself.” She sat beside me in 

silence and said after a little while, “I really do not know things about you, but I 

feel things about you and what I feel is for me much more valuable than the 

things I do know. I feel things which I cannot yet tell you or maybe which I dare 

not yet tell you now. You said that you were afraid that I may decide that you 

were different and that you would disappoint me. I will not be disappointed. I 

have already told you today that it is not you who is different but it is me. I am 

afraid to tell you that at this moment, because it might be even possible that 

you will leave, in spite of your situation”. She stayed there, without moving and 

stared to the horizon. “Helena, you have told me today several times that you 

are different. How are you different? I almost get the feeling that you are an 

alien. Have you ever told someone before that you are different or is this only 

known to you and is it something you have had to bear all alone”? Helena was 

shocked. “You have said some things which are striking for my situation. I am 

not an alien but I do feel like an alien and in fact I have never told anybody what 

has happened with me. So it is something which I have had to bear on my own 

and this has not always been easy for me. When I met you, in that moment a lot 

of things happened. Our meeting was a shock for me and at that moment there 

were thousands of things in my head. In some way, don’t ask me why, but in 

some way I do understand that the fact that we have met does have a meaning, 

and that the fact that we are together here now is something which is a gift for 

both of us, for you and for me”. She continued with a soft voice, “maybe I have 

already said too much”. “I do not understand any of this.” I said, “But on the 

other hand maybe I am starting to understand some of it. I also have to tell you 

that some strange things have happened with me, things which might connect 

with other things which you just have mentioned. Maybe as it all gets a little bit 

clearer for me. Listen Helena, these are things and feelings which I have 

realized with my full consciousness which I do not understand. Maybe I do 

understand it but I am not willing to admit it, to admit that I might start to 

understand some things. I want it to stay unreal but these are things which I 
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can no longer deny. I shall try to explain to you what has happened over the last 

few days and especially today. Maybe these things will connect to the feelings 

you have had and to what you have just told me. Once in a while I have had in 

my life this experience: Sometimes a feeling is rising, just like a storm wind, it is 

a force which is present in my whole system and which is a part of my whole 

being. Sometimes this force is strong, sometimes it is weak and sometimes it is 

very strong. Most of the time the rise and the presence of this force is pointing 

me to towards something that will happen in my life. Sometimes it is a warning. 

Sometimes it is an announcement. I always find out afterwards, what it was. Up 

until now, as far as I can tell and as far as I can remember, this force announced 

or warned me of something which influenced my life on a great scale. Often it 

did change the course of my life intensely. Actually it already started months 

ago, when I made the decision to come to Finland for a longer period and to 

visit this country for just one more time. Already then, as I realize now, there 

was a field of a tension in me, which has to do with this force. The last few days 

the force in me got stronger and stronger. This morning I realized fully that 

there was a strange and very strong feeling in me, which would give me an 

outcome from the risen storm within. I dedicated this feeling partly to the fact 

that I had the flu and had caught a cold”. Helena looked at me with great eyes. 

There was excitement and astonishment in her eyes. “During the ride this 

morning I hoped that I would not have any troubles with my car in this God-

forsaken part of Finland. Was this a warning? One hour later my car broke 

down and I was not able to ride further one more inch. You saw it yourself. 

After I had waited for two more hours suddenly you were there, standing 

behind me, completely unexpected and you offered me your help. How did you 

get there at that moment? Why didn’t I leave earlier? I was at the point of 

collecting my luggage leaving my car and going to search for help. Was this an 

accident? What has happened after that moment, you already know. What also 

has happened and what shocked me, is that the storm within me has 

disappeared. The feeling of the force which was burning in my system, has 

gone. Immediately I knew for myself what this all meant. I have asked myself 

today several times if this encounter is predestined and from what I remember 

you also have suggested our meeting was fated. Helena, I now really do know 

that the fact that we have met today is no accident and is destiny. My question 

now is why and what for? Why have you invited me? Why do you blindly trust 

me? Why Helena, why?” 

She watched me for some more seconds with great eyes and then she moved 

her sight to the horizon. She was silent and stayed silent. “I still have to ask you 

one more question,” I said, “why is it impossible for me to disappoint you, has 

this all to do with your feelings?” Helena kept peering at the horizon in silence. 
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She was enormously at ease and when I looked at her I noticed that she was 

even more beautiful then she was this morning. Many seconds, which seemed 

to be as many minutes, she was silent. Then she looked at me and said with a 

soft voice and with a strange but very easy look in her eyes, “you have spoken 

words which are truth for my situation. You have spoken about the exact same 

things which have happened in the last few weeks in my life. I am astonished, 

not upset, but astonished. Destiny? I would be a liar if I told you that I dont 

believe in this. Richard, how do you feel about it? How do you experience these 

strange events, which we apparently both, in isolation from each other, have 

experienced?”“It is strange.” I said, “it is absolutely strange and remarkable I 

don’t know what is happening, but from now on I will be aware of all the things 

that develop between us, I will be aware of all that happens between you and 

me”. Helena nodded yes and smiled. “Have you really had these feelings and 

experiences in the last few weeks as you have told me?” she asked. “Yes 

absolutely and now I do understand that you have felt and experienced the 

same things during the same period. Helena have you had these feelings 

previously for periods in your life? Are you familiar with them?” “Yes” Helena 

answered. “I know exactly what you mean, I also experience the storm wind of 

feelings which announce something or warn me something is about to happen.” 

“How is it possible?” I said.  

 

We still had some time left before we could enter the sauna and so I went for a 

walk. I walked to the lake and had all my memories of the past few days passing 

through my head. It was all really strange. How strange it might be, I was not 

upset. Helena radiated so much peace and calmness and when I was very close 

to her, it seemed that the peace and calmness flowed to me. This influence from 

her to me seemed to flow back to her. There was something between Helena 

and me. There was a strange form of connection between us, but I did not know 

yet what it was. I was not yet able to distinguish the details. It was a strange, 

but at the same time, it was a wonderful situation.  

 

When I returned to the cottage and reached the veranda, Helena walked 

towards me with a pile of towels and a bag, and she said it was time to enter the 

sauna. I had never had the experience of a sauna bath before and was not really 

at ease. I decided to tell Helena of my unease. I went ove to her and said that I 

did not feel very well and that the flu was still bothering me. I also said that I 

would like to have a sauna bath but that I didn’t know her well enough to enter 

with her, naked in the sauna. “Are you afraid to be naked with me” she asked. 

“No not exactly. I am not prudish but after all what has happened today, I am 

not sure if it fits with the image I have about our experience so far.” “Do not 
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think too much about everything Richard, do not try to analyse everything. 

Please listen, you do not feel well, we have here a sauna cabin, the sauna bath 

will be very good for you and we, just you and me, are the only people who are 

present here at this time. So is it not just that easy that you and I are now 

having this sauna bath? Is it not as simple as that?” I looked at her and she 

made me smile. “You are right again, I do make problems out of nothing, but 

you are absolutely right Helena. Come on let’s enter the sauna.” She pacified me 

for the time being. She managed the fact that I always wanted to have control, 

control with everything in my life. She cured me of the fact that I felt it 

important to understand everything in my life.  

 

We undressed ourselves and took places on the bench. I looked at her and I 

concluded that Helena naked was even more beautiful than I could ever 

imagine. In every way, she was able to be more open and more honest then I 

was. She got up and asked me if I wanted to get up and she asked me to show 

her my body. I obeyed. She laughed and said “how is it possible that you feel 

ashamed of your body?” “I am not ashamed,” I defended myself. “Are you a 

sportsman? Do you do weight-lifting?” “Yes” I answered. “I can see that, I 

already had noticed that, but now that you are naked, I can see it even better. 

What do you think about me, do you think I am beautiful?” “Absolutely” I said. 

“Without any doubt you are an extremely beautiful woman. Thank you for that 

compliment” Helena said. 

 

We sat down on the bench. She put some water on the stones which were on 

top of the stove and immediately the temperature rose, at least that was how it 

felt.  

 

After about twenty minutes Helena told me that we had to leave the cabin. She 

took two towels, one for me and one for her and she walked outside. I followed 

her. She took my hand and pulled me to the shore of the lake, a bit further. 

When we reached the shore and walked on to a little landing-stage she 

unlocked her hand from mine and jumped into the water. I followed her. The 

water was cold and I felt the tingling on my skin. “Shall we swim to the centre of 

the lake?” she asked. “Yes, all right,” I said and we started swimming.  

 

The setting sun was already coloured in orange. While we were swimming to 

the centre of the lake I saw two geese flying over and they were beautifully 

arranged in the orange sky. It looked like the image of a fairy tale, to swim in 

this open and wonderful piece of nature in the company of a splendid and 

amazing woman, who started to intrigue me more and more. I was still 
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fascinated by the ‘why’ of this situation, and although it would have been better 

for me to accept this situation just as it was, this was still difficult for me 

because I always wanted to have and keep control of everything in my life 

When I had the feeling that I was in control, I could keep the illusion that I was 

the master of what happened in my life. 

 

After fifteen minutes we returned to the landing-stage. There was a little step 

which we could use to climb out of the water. Helena first, I followed her. She 

took our towels and again she took my hand. We returned to the sauna. When 

she took my hand I felt the strange twinkling again. I also noticed that Helena 

felt something like that. Her reaction was subtle, but I noticed. She watched me 

when we returned to the sauna but instead of her having the familiar and well 

known smile, she now had a serious look. I asked her, “what are you thinking 

about?” She nodded no. “Not yet Richard, it is not yet the time to talk about 

what I have to tell you.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now I am absolutely sure, I do have to tell you what I have to tell you, but not 

now, not yet at this moment. I will know when it is time for me to speak.” “Ok 

Helena, that’s alright. For everything is about timing and only you will know 

when the time will be right.” We alternated between the sauna and the lake. 
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After the final time we took a shower and dried ourselves. Helena asked me to 

lay down on a bench outside the sauna cabin and she asked me if she was 

allowed to give me a massage with some oil which would be very beneficial for 

my cold and my flu. I agreed and I loved that massage. I really enjoyed it and 

again my thoughts went over the whole situation. The need to have control 

over the situation had decreased completely and I even felt that I had 

absolutely no need to be able to understand anything about these events and 

what had happened between Helena and me. The only thing I thought of was, 

“very good, try to keep this feeling”! 

 

When Helena had finished the massage we dressed, got our things, shut the 

cabin and returned to the cottage. “How do you feel Richard?” she asked. 

“Wonderful, the sauna bath and your massage have worked miracles for me, I 

absolutely feel much better.” “Nice”, she said. 

“Would you like some coffee and would you like something to eat?” “Oh yes, 

wonderful. I’ll help you. First I have to find my way around this house. Helena, 

we have to talk about the financial side of my stay here with you.” “Do you 

insist?” she asked. “Oh yes, absolutely, for me it is very important, let me say 

that it will give me a kind of feeling of having things in control, if you know 

what I mean?” Helena smiled and nodded yes.  

 

I made a large can of coffee and I served bread, penny-loaf, which I found in the 

kitchen. We took it outside and sat down on the bench on the veranda. The 

evening was splendid and wonderful. It was a particular Finnish evening with a 

sunset, which coloured the whole world in an orange colour. The trees, the 

grass, the reeds and especially the water were all suffused with the bright 

orange light of the setting sun. 

 

“Helena, I have to tell you something” she looked at me and nodded that it was 

all right. “You have given me my own bedroom, I do not know how to calculate 

the situation, but I’d like to use my bedroom tonight. I do not know what you 

have in mind and I do not want to disappoint you and have to tell you that I am 

enjoying this situation in which we both have entered, I..” Helena interrupted 

me and said “of course Richard, you have to feel in control in the situation. I 

know it’s very important to you so it’s fine and as I told you before, you are not 

able to disappoint me”. I looked at her and tried to fathom the depth of her soul, 

she fascinated me enormously and I allowed myself the freedom to fathom her 

spirit and to descend in the depth of her soul. It happened just like that and I 

noticed that she felt as I did and that she understood it and she opened her soul 

to me. I was able to descend into her spirit and in her soul. It only lasted a few 
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seconds, no more than ten seconds. She had closed her eyes. I felt consumed by 

contentment and peace, so much beauty, such an enormous force with so much 

sadness. It frightened me and I started to withdraw. Helena broke this magical 

moment by asking if I still wanted some more coffee and I nodded yes. In 

silence we drank our coffee and ate some of the penny-loaf, while we both 

stared at the horizon and enjoyed the splendid evening and this magical 

moment. After an hour I wished Helena good night and went, tired and with a 

strange but extra-ordinary feeling, to my bed.  
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Chapter 3 
 

 

 

The next morning I was awakended by the noise of Helena working in the 

kitchen. She was preparing coffee and bread. I staggered drunk with sleep into 

the kitchen and when Helena saw me she said “hello Richard, did you sleep well 

and do you feel any better? “Yes I do, I absolutely do and you Helena, how do 

you feel?” “I feel good” she said. Helena had already taken a shower and was 

already dressed. Again it was a beautiful and very warm day.  

 

“Do you have any plans for today?” Helena asked. “No not really, for many years 

I have practiced Chinese exercises which are called qi gong, and I feel the need 

to go into the forests and to practice for several hours”. “It must be wonderful 

to do these exercises here in such a breathtaking natural environment.” I said 

“That is all right” she said “then I will go to a village, about four kilometres from 

here and I will do some shopping and some other things which I have to do. 

Take this day for yourself Richard, it will do you good”. I smiled and nodded 

yes. “Have you been doing these exercises for a long time?” she asked. “Yes I’ve 

practiced qi gong for five years and every morning I get up very early, at four 

o’clock, and I do them.” “Will you please show me when we have time and will 

you teach me qi gong?” “Of course I will.” “Fascinating,” she said, “that you have 

a knowing about things from ancient Chinese culture”. I was surprised with her 

comment . “Later you will understand what I mean with this remark” she said.  

 

We took the coffee and the breakfast on the veranda, and when finished we 

cleaned the table and the kitchen. I took a shower and I noticed that I felt much 

better than yesterday. The bad feeling of my cold had almost completely 

disappeared. I told Helena that I felt much better thanks to the sauna and her 

massage. She smiled and told me that she was pleased for me. I took a book out 

of my bedroom and started reading on the bench on the veranda and just as I 

was starting it Helena came over and sat beside me. “May I interrupt you 

because I see you just wanted to read? “Of course you can.” “Do you believe in 

reincarnation?” she asked. “I think I can believe in that. Sometimes I have my 

doubts, but I can imagine that there must be something such as a karma, as they 

call it in the Far East. I can imagine that your soul will be born again to receive 

new changes. That you have to learn something that you just have to learn. If 

you do things in your life which are going against nature, which are going 

against the laws of nature, if you do things in your life with which you really do 
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harm other people, then I am able to imagine, that once and maybe in another 

lifetime, you have to repair this damage. I also can imagine that you also have to 

experience a similar kind of situation to learn what you have done and what it 

will mean for you. When you have had a similar kind of experience, I can 

imagine that you have learned from that experience and that you will know 

what it means to damage other people.” 

“So we are able to learn to never go against the basic laws of the universe. What 

in your opinion are the basic laws of the universe?” Helena asked. “I don’t know 

but Helena, is this something you know? I have a feeling that you know more of 

this and if you do know the basic laws of life, the basic laws of the universe, are 

you willing to tell me about them?” “Yes” Helena said. “I do know something 

about the basic laws of the cosmos and I can tell you something about that. You 

must understand, Richard, that I only can tell you things the way I feel it. The 

basic law of life is the law of oneness, oneness of all that lives, oneness of all 

that is. This oneness and the consciousness of this oneness will be experienced 

with love, love for all that is. Love is the same as oneness, the consciousness of 

being one. The opposite of this force is ‘not being one’. This opposite force will 

be experienced by ‘not love’ or said in other words, by fear. ‘No oneness’ is the 

opposite of ‘oneness’ and the corresponding forces are ‘fear and love’. If you do 

something in your life which goes against this basic law, or said in other words, 

which goes against nature, then you will be confronted with the things you 

have done, just to learn, to experience that it never can be the meaning of life to 

go against these laws. Richard, you know what they say: ‘What goes around, 

comes around’. I do know that these are eternal points of discussion for all kind 

of groups, but for me this is no point of discussion. I do know I am not able to 

prove this, but this is just something of which I do not need any proof to be able 

to understand it. I know and I feel that this is what happens in all of our lives. 

Can you accept this Richard? What do you feel about this?” “What I feel, Helena, 

is that all you just told me is absolutely the truth. Yes I can accept this”. She 

looked at me and she was surprised. “You can accept this and you don’t have to 

understand it all with your head. Thank heaven, you are not yet lost”, said 

Helena and she smiled. “Richard you make me very happy that you can accept 

this with your feelings and I am very grateful for that. For me it has a great 

value and it increases a feeling in me which grows by the day. I also want to talk 

with you about that feeling but not now, at least if you agree that we will talk 

about it”. I looked into her eyes and I said to her “Helena do you think that I 

have travelled all these thousands of kilometres to be here with you and not be 

willing to talk with you about all these things? Can you help me Helena? How 

was it possible to have the feeling we both had, a feeling about pre-destined 

fate? I feel that there’s no such thing as chance in the fact that nor you nor I had 
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any influence about being here in a cottage in northern Finland, in the middle of 

nowhere and almost isolated from the whole world. You asked if I understand 

your question? No I do not, but my feelings tell me more and more clearly than 

ever before, that this encounter between you and I is not for nothing. This trip 

to Finland, my trip to Finland has been planned, not by me and not by you, but 

by a force that does what it has to do. Helena you have asked me what I think of 

these things but what do you think of it?” She watched me for some seconds 

and said, “Richard you speak again with words that are my feelings and 

thoughts. I am not able to describe my feelings in any way better than you just 

have done and Richard, this is not the first time that what has just happened 

has happened. We definitely will talk about this later”. She stood up and said, ”I 

will go now and do my shopping.” “Do you need any help?” I asked her, 

“because if you do, I will go with you and do my exercises some other time.”  

 

“No, that’s not necessary” she said, just go into the forest and enjoy doing your 

exercises in this wonderous part of Finland”. She went inside and took what she 

needed. Then Helena got into her car and drove away.  
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As she drove past the veranda, I waved her goodbye. I made another cup of 

coffee and tried to continue reading. It did not work. I was not able to 

concentrate. I noticed that Helena was constantly in my mind. I closed my book, 

left it at the cottage and walked in the direction of the lake. Near the lake I 

found two paths, one was going around the lake and the other went into the 

forest heading in the direction of the hills in the far distance. I decided to take 

the path that was going into the forest. 

 

After a while I came to a wonderful spot. I sat down to meditate and then 

started the qi gong. I practiced for two hours and when I was ready I meditated 

again. The result of doing these exercises for such a long time was enormous. 

When I opened my eyes after my last meditation, I saw Helena sitting on the 

floor of the forest about twenty meters away from me. She observed me. When 

she saw that I had finished all my exercises, she stood up and walked slowly 

towards me. She sat down beside me and said that she had been observing me 

for some time while I was practicing and that she didn’t want to disturb me.  

 

She was impressed by my exercises and asked if I was willing to teach her. I 

said yes, of course I was willing to teach her. “How did you know I was here, 

how did you found me” I asked her. “Automatically” she said. “I attuned to you 

and I just walked straight to you.”. I looked at her and said “Helena we have a 

strange but an intense connection, do you realize that?” She nodded and said 

“yes, I do realize that and I think we have to talk about it. Can you tell me 

anything about these sorts of things we have to talk about?” I asked her. 

“Richard, I don’t think it will be long before I ask you to hear my story.” “Please 

understand me Helena, I don’t want to rush you. Only you can be the one who 

decides when the best moment will be.” She nodded and agreed. We both stood 

up and walked slowly back to the cottage. “Did you do all the things in town you 

had to do?” I asked her. “Yes I did” she said. “Did you notice all the money you 

spent?” “Yes as far as it is necessarily, I kept an eye on it” she said. “Helena I 

have the feeling that the story you want to tell me is burning inside of you. Do 

you feel ready to tell it now?” “Yes I do, but before I am able and and willing to 

tell you I must be absolutely sure that I really can trust you with anything. I am 

still frightened that you will condemn me with what I have to tell you. That you 

will think that I am crazy and that you will not take me seriously.” “I promise 

you that I will not do that. You must believe that I will not judge you in any way, 

not anymore. You are a beloved one for me now. You are special to me, really, 

very, very special. Even already now I am not able to forget you. You are etched 

within my being forever as a very special human being and as a very wonderful 

and special woman. Any possibility of hurting you is not an option for me. 
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Hurting somebody is difficult for me anyway, but hurting you or not taking you 

seriously, is something I wouldn’t do and I mean that with all my heart, with my 

whole beings”. She looked at me and kissed me. “Thank you Richard, I do 

believe you. Actually it is not even a matter of belief but it is a matter of 

feelings. Feelings that I know that what you say is true and that you mean it 

with all your heart”. Again Helena took my hand and slowly we walked in the 

direction of the lake. “May I ask you something personal?” I asked “Yes you 

may.” Helena replied “What is your age? I am twenty-four years old.” she 

answered, and you? “I am twenty-seven years old” I said. 

I asked her “is it true that you have felt and experienced a lot of sorrow in your 

life?” “How do you know?” she asked “I have sensed that you have and I have 

felt it with you. I feel a lot of sorrow within you but I also sense a powerful 

force. That force is bigger and stronger than your sorrow, but I know that there 

has been a lot of sadness in your life.” “Yes Richard, I have had a lot of sorrow in 

my life.” “Helena is that sorrow an important part of your story, of the story you 

have to tell me?” “Yes” she said. “You are absolutely right”. We slowly continued 

to the cottage. I looked around me and again I enjoyed the surroundings. I said 

to Helena “you are lucky that your parents have this cottage in this part of 

Finland. Are you often here?” “Yes” she said. “Actually I am the only one of our 

family who visits and stays in this cottage and I have asked my father not to sell 

it. This place is very important to me.” “Did he want to sell the house?” “Yes, he 

thought about it but he told me, he will not sell it now. I love to come here and 

when I can spend some time, I come here for a visit.” “I can imagine that” I said.  

 

We walked and talked and before I noticed, I saw the cottage behind the trees. 

When we entered the cottage we started to prepare our meal. When it was 

ready we took our place on the bench on the veranda and enjoyed the food. The 

rest of the day and into the evening we hung out relaxing on pillows on the 

bench talking about everything, our work, our hobbies, our interests, our 

families. We talked about sports and about everything. We started to learn 

about each other on deeper levels. She was very surprised when I told her that I 

was an artist, a painter, not a professional one, but I told her I was good. I told 

her that I was specialized in creating paintings of seascapes and sea going 

yachts. I also was a fanatical sailor. I went to my bedroom and took some 

photos of some paintings out of my luggage and showed them to her. She was 

enchanted. She told me that she loved the sea very much too. 

Again we concluded that we had a lot in common. The energy between us had 

changed. The connection we both sensed was one of an enormous common 

ground and similarity with everything in every way with each other. I had the 

feeling that I had already known her all my life and Helena told me that she had 
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that same feeling. I told her that my need to be in control had disappeared. 

When I said that to Helena, she laughed. I was tired and at eleven o’clock I went 

to my bedroom. Helena told me that she would do the dishes and lock the door. 

I lay in my bed and was not able to sleep immediately. Thousands of thoughts 

and feelings went through me. What would be the final result of my stay with 

Helena? I was not able to imagine any further developments in lieu of the fact 

that we were in strange circumstances, here in the middle of nowhere, 

somewhere in northern Finland, apparently by fate, ‘holed up’ to enable us to 

do what we had to do. Whatever that might be. I was just at the point of falling 

asleep, when I saw that the door of my bedroom was softly opened. I saw 

Helena standing in the open door, she was naked and she walked quickly and 

softly to my bed. She slipped under the blanket and looked at me. She 

whispered softly “I have to be with you, may I please be with you this night?” I 

looked at her and nodded yes. Her eyes were wet. She did not cry but I saw the 

twinkling in the light of the unshed tears in her eyes. Slowly she bent her head 

to me and her lips touched mine. That was the beginning of a night that I shall 

never forget. We opened up to each other and I descended not only physically 

deep into her, but we also opened our spirits and souls and reached into their 

depths. All the secrets which were hidden there were visible and touchable for 

both of us. We travelled through the universe and visited each star and each 

planet. Heaven and earth seemed to melt that night. That is all I have to tell 

about that night.  
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Chapter 4 
 

 

 

The next morning I awoke and when I turned my head I saw Helena. 

Apparently she also had just awoken and was looking at me. She smiled and I 

answered her smile. “Helena, I have to confess something to you,” I said. “I think 

I am in love with you.” “I also have to confess something to you,” she said. “I am 

in love with you, but I also have to tell you that I already felt love for you from 

the first moment I saw you, from the first moment we met.” “I never noticed 

that” I said. “Maybe I have expressed it to you but you haven’t noticed it, 

because it might have been frightening for your feelings to not be in control of 

everything. Maybe it was a threat to your feelings, because you could not 

understand how a woman you do not know could fall in love with you so 

suddenly. Can you accept now that I am in love with you?” I nodded yes and 

said “yes Helena, I can.” “Can you accept that I loved you from the first moment 

I saw you?” Yes I can, but Helena, if I try to go back in my feelings I maybe must 

admit that I was also in love from the first moment I saw you. From the first 

moment I saw you, I felt a fascination for you and if I am really honest, I must 

say that you attracted me enormously. In my eyes you are a very beautiful 

woman, and from the beginning you were very kind, even sweet, but for me it 

was hard to accept. You did not know me so how could you trust me in the way 

you trusted me. For me that was a reason to be watchful. Watchful for 

something of which I did not know. I was suspicious because you were nice, 

even sweet or maybe even in love with me. Actually I now realize what a 

strange reaction I had. How is it possible that someone like you, acting in the 

way you did, could make me suspicious?” Helena said “may I ask you 

something?” I nodded yes. “The time has come for me to ask you if you want to 

listen to me. I will ask you if you will allow me to tell you what I have to tell 

you”. I said “yes Helena, I am honoured that such a wonderful person as 

yourself thinks that I am good enough to share a secret with, because , as far as 

I can tell that which you have to tell me is your great secret”. Helena nodded. I 

kissed her and it took over two hours before we left the bed. We took a shower 

and had our breakfast on the bench on the veranda. Again it was a beautiful and 

warm day. I asked Helena “why is this spot, this house so beloved by you?” “In 

this house I have had certain experiences and this house, this spot, has helped 

me to overcome firstly the confusion, to win over my initial emotions after 

what has happened regarding what I love and what I have to try and explain to 

you. You must promise me Richard, that when I am confusing or when you 
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don’t understand what I mean and what I am telling you, you must immediately 

let me know.” “I promise” I said. “This spot is for some reason extra-ordinary. It 

feels as if the vibration of the energy in this spot, around this lake, is different. It 

feels much stronger than anywhere else. “Yes,” I said. “I know what you mean 

and I guess you are right. I noticed this energy yesterday very strongly while I 

was doing my qi gong exercises. These exercises work with the energy within 

and around the body and I noticed yesterday a very strong reaction. I have 

practiced several times outside in nature in the Netherlands, but what I 

experienced here yesterday, I have never experienced before”. 

 

Helena continued, “because this spot is the spot where it happened and because 

this spot is the spot which helped me to digest everything from the start, this is 

why the cottage and this piece of nature are for me so very important.” “Were 

you alone when it happened?” Yes” Helena said. “Were you lonely?” I asked “I 

think that most of the time I feel lonely and particularly during this last year I 

experienced loneliness.” “And now, do you feel lonely now?” I asked “No” 

Helena said. “I do not feel any loneliness now at all, I feel very happy in myself 

now. And what about you?” she asked. “I must say Helena, I do not feel lonely, 

on the contrary, I feel only happiness. I definitely feel completely out of control 

and I do not understand any of this. But I do feel extremely happy.” I was able 

to produce a smile on her face. “When did it happen, what happened with you?” 

I asked her. “It was in February. I was here in wintertime for one week when it 

happened”. Helena stared off into the landscape in a dreamy way. Again I found 

myself trying to fathom her soul. It just happened and again I felt the loneliness 

and sorrow together with the force which was so extremely strong that it 

dominated her loneliness and sorrow. I even felt that Helena was completely in 

control of that force and that she was able to work with it in any way she chose. 

Again I was fascinated by this woman. I knew I was in love with her or 

whatever you wanted to call my feelings. Meanwhile she was for me very 

precious. How long now was I actually here? It seemed as if I had already 

known her for ages and ages. It even seemed as if I had known her for all my 

life. That was the way I felt it, but I realized that I had just known her for a 

couple of days. How is it possible that feelings for a person in only a few days 

can lead to what was happening here, between Helena and I? How is it possible 

that somebody you have never met before, can be so acquainted with you, that 

it even feels like you have known them your entire life or maybe even for this 

life and many lives before?     

 

Suddenly I remembered a little book that I had read once. I tried to remember 

the contents of it and realized the contents were nearly an exact duplicate of 
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the situation between Helena and I, the situation which we had experienced in 

the past few days. From the moment I met Helena for the first time and the 

feeling of shock caused by that first contact with her. At that same moment 

Helena asked me “Richard have you ever heard about twin souls? Do you know 

what I mean by that?” I looked at her completely amazed. Here was another 

situation which I did not understand or maybe I was just starting to 

understand. It was a situation which was related to Helena and I. Surprised, I 

answered ”Helena I was just wondering how it’s possible that there’s such an 

enormously strong feeling of trust, of love-sickness, of being in love and a 

feeling of knowing each other between you and me. How is it possible that this 

can be felt, knowing the fact that we have only known each other for some days. 

I just remembered a little book which talks about twin souls and at the same 

time you ask me about it. How many times have our thoughts been in line with 

each other and journeyed at the same time along exactly the same path?” 

“Continuously” she said calmly. “Our thoughts are exclusively going parallel. 

When I was looking for you while you were doing exercises somewhere in the 

forest I walked just straight, to you when I wanted to see you. Everything 

between us is familiar and known; the first contact between us gave us the 

shock of remembering, the first time we saw each other in this life caused us to 

immediately in love with each other, I can only conclude that we must be twin 

souls!” “Everything you say I am thinking at this moment. I’ll just grab another 

cup of coffee” I said. “Do you still want some coffee?” “Yes please.” she 

answered. “Helena what exactly do you mean by twin souls?” “Twin souls are 

related souls to the deepest degree, in which one represents the male aspect 

and one represents the female aspect. Both souls have separated from each 

other, to walk their own evolutionary development. You must accept 

reincarnation. Once separated they only have one drive, which is to be 

connected again and to experience the most uplifted form of Oneness. Oneness 

which is identical with love, and so every soul is able to experience the most 

highest form of love with his or her twin soul. The drive to be united with one’s 

twin soul is for every human being an everlasting quest to the ‘one and only’ till 

the moment of oneness. “Of course you never will get real proof that you’ve met 

your own twin soul“ I said. “You are right” Helena answered, “but for me that is 

not necessary. Actually I already knew, or maybe I can say it better by, I already 

felt that you were my twin soul and for me that is sufficient.” “You are right, my 

dear Helena, I absolutely agree with you!” and I kissed her. We drank our 

coffee. We sat down in the thick pillows on the bench and Helena laid her legs 

down on my legs. I started to massage her feet. After a little while she said, “that 

is really nice. Are you just giving my feet a rub or do you know remedial 

massage?” Now I am just playing around, but it is possible to give a healing 
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massage. It’s called foot reflexology, it is a very old technique to improve your 

health.” “Do you know this technique?” Helena asked “Yes I do” I said. “I have 

studied and learnt it.” “Will you please give me a treatment?” “Oh yes, I will give 

you a treatment everywhere” and again I was able to create this wonderful 

smile on Helena’s face. “ I will do a trade your feet massage for a back massage? 

“No” she said, “I will not give you a massage just for your back, I will give you a 

massage everywhere,” and again it seemed as if Helena was radiating. “I could 

hardly believe what was happening here. It was just a dream.” “Yes” Helena 

said, “but it is a wonderful dream.”  

 

For a little moment we stared at each other and Helena’s face was changing, she 

had a serious look. “I am going to tell you my story now, Richard. It is difficult 

for me, not because I do not trust you, but because I realize that it may very 

well sound strange to your ears. It is so difficult to start”. I interrupted her and 

asked her to start with the incident that started it all off. . “Yes”, she said, “you 

are right, there has been an event.” She breathed deeply, thought for a second 

and started with her story. 

 

“Richard, when I look to the world all around me, it looks like we live in a 

special time, in which the prosperity, especially in the Western part of the 

world, has increased to an enormous degree. In a material way we all have 

every thing. We are very happy people. A lot of us have enough money, have a 

wonderful house and some of us even have several houses. We take our 

holidays, we have cars and so you can see a lot of things, with which you can 

prove how splendid this period is, in which we live. You could even say that we 

live in a wonderful world and in a wonderful time. Our science, which has 

reached such an enormously high level, invents a lot of wonderful things. Only 

the sky is the limit. We are able to discover a solution for each problem. We can 

travel even faster and further and even higher than before and with greater 

numbers of people at the same time. Also medical science can do miracles.  

 

There is almost no disease left which medical science can’t solve. Medicines, 

surgery, prevention of illnesses, all of this is possible. The only thing which is 

not so pleasant is, if they have defeated one special illness, again there will rise 

another illness”. I nodded yes, to show her that she was right. Helena 

continued. “Even illnesses we have conquered before, are returning. But do not 

worry, we will get them again. A lot of people are absolutely sure that we live in 

a wonderful society. Besides that, science will make even more and more 

progress and there will one day be a time when science can conquer more 

kinds of problems than you can even imagine. One day there will be a time 
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when we will discover a ‘theory for everything’ and then all imaginable 

problems will be solved. New problems in the field of society, science or 

medical, will all be solved. We will be able to think about them and find 

solutions. But we have to think more and more. Every time we see new 

problems in our lives knocking at our doors it’s never ending, we see that we 

have to try and solve them again. If we have conquered some kind of disease, 

we see a new form of it entering our world.  

 

You see people who feel totally free in this world. They have learned and 

therefore accepted that fear, sorrow, pain and sadness are just part of our lives. 

We have to accept that it’s a normal part of life. But if these people were to feel 

a brief moment of sincere honesty, then maybe they would be willing to accept 

that we have not yet conquered all problems, but to be assured that we will 

arrive at a point where we will be able to conquer them. Oh yes, we still have 

some discovering to do, we have to find solutions to a few problems and then 

everything will be all right and we can live in contentment and peace. But is 

that really the way it is? Will everything be all right in the future? Why do I see 

that everywhere in the world the intolerance is growing? Why do I see that 

everywhere in the world the fear is growing? Why do I see that the conflicts 

between the world religions are growing? And if you will listen very carefully to 

people around you, you can hear that a lot of people are wondering where it 

will end. Where will this world end? Do we all have to continue forward on this 

path? Do I have to go along this narrow track? Are all of our securities at this 

time still as valuable as we thought they were? Are all the things which are so 

very important to us, at this time as important as we thought they were? You 

can see that even more people are losing their way and feel the pressure of 

society getting greater and causing high stress levels.. The burden of the 

pressure of our society is increasing even more. Thank heaven we are able to 

escape for a short moment from this burden and flee into alcohol, nicotine, 

drugs and into sex, thinking of course this will help us, but it will only help us 

for a very brief moment. Often I hear people say that life is like a ‘rat race’ and it 

gets even more difficult to be and to stay a participant in this race. We are 

relatively rich but are we happy? Is this path of life offering us the happiness 

we are all searching for? Is this path of life offering us the fulfilment we are all 

searching for and the peace we all desire in our hearts? We are able to kill, 

without a problem, the natural eco-system of this planet. We have no problem 

killing our environment. We pollute the oceans and we kill the forests. Are our 

children still able to live on this planet or our children’s children? But how can 

we worry about the life of this planet if we do have no concern about the lives 

of all the people around us? Millions and millions of people have been 
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slaughtered in the course of our history for a so called good purpose based on 

all kinds of ‘sensible convictions and meanings’ and it even still happens at this 

very moment. Is this world going in the direction which will work for the 

purposes people are striving for? Do we think that war, slaughter, theft and 

intolerance are the most uplifted things in this world? Are we striving for these 

purposes? Are we still able to do with the greatest ease things to other people 

which we would never like if they did the same to us? Are these the most 

uplifted visions we have about life? Is this the direction of life as it was 

ultimately meant to be?  

Do we still know which direction in society is the right one and do we think that 

the way we live is the way in which we can be ultimately happy?” 

Helena told me all of this just at one time. I looked at her and said “All that you 

have said is right, but who cares and even more who cares in as driven a way as 

you do? Who is wondering all these things?” “I do” Helena answered “and I 

have already been doing this for a very long time”. She was looking really 

serious. 

 

“Wondering all of this has driven me in a direction in which I grew extremely 

unhappy, where I lost my way, which nearly drove me crazy and which has 

brought me to the point of what has happened with me.” “What exactly has 

happened with you my dear Helena?” 
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Chapter5 
 

 

 

Again she breathed deeply and said “What has happened with me? Dear 

Richard, please listen. A long time ago, I also concluded that people have not 

understood how life is to be lived. This was caused by all the things I had 

experienced in my life, but also by all the things which had caused me a lot of 

sadness. I concluded that humankind has lost the way of life and that they do 

not know any longer how life is to be lived. I concluded that they don’t know 

what happiness means, maybe they are looking for it, but they are no longer 

able to observe happiness, they are no longer able to find happiness and they 

are not able to fit happiness into their lives. Everywhere around me I saw and 

still see battles, battles in relationships, battles between men and women, 

battles between parents and children, and battles between people at work. 

Everywhere I saw and see fear and sadness in people’s eyes. People who do not 

understand other people. People who have the feeling that other people do not 

understand them. This feeling only increases the feeling of fear, increases the 

feeling of sadness and finally this way of life will bring us literally to the point 

that we will make life sick, we will make ourselves sick and all the lives around 

us. 

 

For me it was no different as to how it was for others. I felt exactly the same. 

Also I had these kinds of feelings which only increased my sadness and which 

caused me to feel afraid and insecure, even more than I already was. Still, I only 

see and I only saw exclusively very nice people, people who were fighting other 

people because they were full of fear and sadness. In my own despair I made a 

decision. I made an arrogant decision that this was the end for me, I decided 

that enough was enough. I had to find out how life was to be lived. What was 

the real art of real life? I had to find out what we all did not understand about 

real life, about the ability to live in joy, to live in contentment and to live in 

peace.” 

“How old were you Helena, when you made that decision?” “I was eighteen 

years old at the time I made this decision. It has now been six years since that 

moment and that choice I made in my most extreme despair”. Helena continued 

her story. 

“That decision has taken me on a spiritual journey which took six years. It was 

a journey that took me through the most gruesome and most Godless areas of 

my spirit and my soul. Areas which I had never understood before they were 
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excised. It has been a journey in which I had to break myself down completely, 

to reach rock bottom. After that I had to rebuild myself, but this was a process 

of rebuilding by following other principles. It has been a journey in which I 

have had to chip away the enormous rocky crust around my soul with my nails 

and with my teeth. During this journey I have often had the feeling and the need 

to return back to the spot where I started the journey. I had the feeling and the 

need to return back to my old place, but my drama was that I also had lost the 

way back, to the place where I had started, so the only thing I could do was to 

continue forwards. I have made this journey all on my own, without the help of 

anyone. I did not dare to talk about it with anyone. After a journey of six years I 

finally reached a place where the cold, the dark and the most extreme misery 

had disappeared and where the temperature in my inner world was more 

comfortable, where I was able to see more than I could see before. At that time I 

could take more rest.  

 

From my inner sight I could see my final obstacle it looked like an overgrown 

wall, which reached right into heaven. I was not able to pass this obstacle. I 

could feel that I had entered the last part of my journey, and this was the end. I 

wandered for months and months along this wall but I could not pass it and I 

could not go through it.”  

 

“How have I been able to maintain this?” I wondered “I had no choice, it could 

only cause a success or failure. I had to succeed.” “But how did you continue?” 

asked Richard “Obviously I just had enough power and force to be able not to 

collapse. Richard I know that I am not the only one in this world who has 

experienced such a journey and I know that a lot of people do collapse during 

this experience. I have seen them in hospitals during my studies”. I looked at 

Helena and I was only able to feel respect for all she had done and with what 

she had told me, which she had done by herself, and for the enormous power 

which she had to expose to survive this spiritual journey. “How did you 

continue, what was the meaning of this unpassable wall?” I asked and Helena 

continued her story. 

 

“Finally I started to search and I started reading, I did a lot of reading and found 

books written by other people, from a very long time ago, which made it clear 

to me, that these people had fought a similar battle, had made a similar journey 

and that they had completed this journey. These people had reached a point 

where a very important part of this journey had been completed. They reached 

the end of the journey, although I now know that it is a never ending journey. 

Because I was able to read about it, I understood that what had happened to me 
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was not unique. I saw that sometimes people, driven by their circumstances, do 

fall outside the ‘box of balls’ and fall onto the wayside . When they manage to 

set themselves free of this box, set themselves free of our society, free of our 

cultural values, they understand their values and are able to understand how to 

change the issues in their life, so that life can improve and get back on track. 

This experience had previously happened for people over thousands of years 

and many of them had recorded this fact somewhere, somehow. But here I was 

still banging into an enormous, impregnable wall. I was not able in any way to 

move past this obstacle. From the books I had read, I understood that I had to 

be patient and that it was not possible to complete the last stage of the journey 

on my own. I accepted that. In February last year, while I was outside near the 

lake with a strong wind blowing and a temperature of minus 18 degrees Celsius 

I envisioned that the anchor chains of the little ship on which I had made my 

journey, broke.  

 

I heard the noise of the chains braking and I saw an enormous gate in the wall, 

a gate which I had never seen before, opened and my ship was lifted up and it 

floated through this gate. On the other side of the wall my ship was lifted even 

higher and it floated into another world. For weeks and weeks previously I had 

seen this world and was in a state of absolute puzzlement.  
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Puzzlement from what I saw and felt on the other side of the wall. The last part 

of my journey was finally offered to me, at that moment and I absolutely did not 

expect it. Since that moment my life has changed enormously. I understand why 

things in life won’t work. I understand how we all do it wrong and I know what 

we have to change in order to change this world.  

I see connections between things in life. I see how one thing is a result of 

another. I see how everything is going wrong and why everything is going 

wrong and I also see that no one is to blame and therefore that no one is guilty. 

I see the influence and the workings of all the things. My body is changing 

caused by the change in me. I can feel how my diseases are slowly flowing 

away. Fears, which troubled me a lot in the past six years, have disappeared. 

Spiritually I have the feeling of being invulnerable. From all the books I have 

read, I understand these are known phenomena in these kinds of situations, 

where people have stepped out the box filled with all the balls, people who are 

no more of this world, but who are only in this world.  

 

Also, I am only following the trail from all the people who walked this path 

before me. Besides all the miraculous, fantastic and wonderful experiences, I 

have learnt and experienced there has also been a shady side. Every day and 

everywhere I see people with bent backs, with heavy heads which are hanging 

forward, people who literally are bent over by the burden of life, people who 

are afraid, who will break and collapse because of sadness, disappointments 

and embitterment. People who become sick or are already sickened by the 

burden of life. People who are not able to run the ‘rat race’ of life and who are 

not able to understand why they have to keep running daily in society and who 

are too tired to keep on running. I have also noticed how difficult it is to speak 

with people about all of this. The influence of the ‘old world’ is present in every 

atom of every cell of every fibre of their whole system, just as the working of 

the ‘new world’ is anchored now in every atom of my whole body and soul. If I 

try to talk with them about these things, which I try to do as subtly as possible 

and without telling them what has happened with me, they watch me with 

compassion and they tell me that I am not of this world. If I ask them if they 

think that this world is maybe not as it seems, they shake their heads and 

continue with all the things they are doing. I’m not able to have just one second 

to try to convince other people that life as it is lived now, lived conforming to 

the present cultural and social standards and values, will not work anymore 

and will only lead to fear, suffering, embitterment, illness and chaos.  

 

So, my dear Richard, I do not know how I am able to tell you in some kind of 
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different way except than to try to explain to you what has happened with me. 

Do you understand a bit more how I sometimes feel like an alien?” 

I looked at Helena and actually I was too surprised to tell her anything or to 

show her a reaction. I felt the depth of her story. I had not experienced this 

myself and still I felt the depth and the weight of her story. I looked at her. She 

looked at me with great, wondering eyes, which were glittering with tears. 

 

“Yes Helena, I think I do understand what you’ve just told me. In spite of the 

fact that I haven’t experienced what you have experienced, I feel that I 

understand what you have told me. I understand the battle which you have 

fought, all by yourself in great loneliness and I am deeply impressed by the 

power and the force which you were able to produce. Even though I was 

already impressed by the human being that you are Helena, I am impressed 

even more now in every way you could ever imagine. How have you been able 

to carry this burden so long?” 

I took Helena in my arms and heard how she cried with her head against my 

chest. When she had calmed down a bit I asked her how she had managed it all 

these years, with her studies and now with her work. “How have you been able 

to carry all this, all these years just on your own?” I asked “Often my studies as 

well as my work were more distractions than burdens” she said. ”It was easier 

for me to combine it with my studies and with my work than the moments 

when I had nothing to do”. Helena turned around and lay down against me on 

the comfortable bench with the big pillows. I stroked my hands through her 

blond hair. “Shall I get you something to drink?” I asked her. We both needed 

something nice, which I arranged. 

“How do you feel, now that you have told me the first part of your story? Does it 

relieve your feelings?” She nodded yes. “I can hardly imagine that you don’t find 

this a strange story, maybe even something to condemn me by or to think that I 

am strange or even weird?” “Strange? Weird? No, that is not what I can say. I 

would prefer to use the notions sweet, beautiful, strong and brave. But Helena, 

how have you managed to integrate all that you experienced on that day in 

February, here near the lake? The thing which intrigues me the most is, how 

have you been able to fit all these things into your life? What did all of this 

mean to you? ”  

“In the beginning it was very hard, but finally I have found my way in it. I shall 

try to explain it to you.  

I shall try to describe how I see things now, the things which I have confronted 

in the past six years, how I experienced them and what I have learned from it. I 

have stepped out of the box and I see the working of the social and cultural 

influences on human beings, with all the consequences which it has for our 
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lives. I am not affected by the influences of the box , I am apart from the social 

and cultural influences and therefore it has allowed me to enter a new world. I 

have not discovered anything new. What I have experienced has been 

experienced by thousands of people before me in the past millenia. I have 

discovered nothing. I have only this knowledge, this knowing, of what lays 

deep, deep within myself, stripped of the outer mask, and therefore I have 

discovered it deep within myself. This knowledge is present in every human 

being. This knowledge is in every human beings possession. The only thing I tell 

you with this story is no more and no less than ‘the way I did it, was my way’. I 

shall try to tell it to you with the help of images. I shall try to tell it to you via 

imaginating circumstances and situations. They are just my experiences and 

these experiences are not transportable to any other person, because they are 

just personal experiences. But these experiences are truly , what I have felt, 

what I have heard, what I have seen. what I have smelt and all these things are 

not transportable to you.” “I think I understand what you mean”, I said. “A lot of 

people have had an experience like yours, but it always stays a unique 

experience and every human being will feel it in his own special way. No way is 

better or worse than another. Each person’s experience is just different.  

 

There are many roads which lead to Rome. Maybe my path might be 

interesting, because I have reached a goal, my goal. My experience was found 

through my work and I have been able to reach for Rome. With this I give you 

the only thing which is really important. Good or bad is not interesting. The 

only thing which matters, the only thing which is interesting, is if it works. If it 

will work for you, then you can say that it is good for you. To be able to 

establish if something will work or not, you first have to choose a goal in your 

life. You must choose something you want to reach in your life. If you are not 

interested and not driven to choose for a goal in your life, then you just go with 

the flow and see what happens with your life. Even that might be a purpose, a 

goal for you. Nothing is ‘a must’. You are free to do with your life whatever you 

prefer. Nothing is a must but everything you do, generates consequences and 

these consequences are always yours and they belong to the laws of the ‘cause 

and effect?’, remembering that there are no good and no bad ways to do life. 

Richard, do you know what I mean?” I nodded yes. “Sometimes you see people 

who are beginning to feel and to know that there is something wrong with their 

lives. They have started to see, to smell, to feel and to know that something is 

not right. Bit by bit they begin to understand, begin to feel, begin to know that 

something has to be changed. They start to feel restless, they feel the effects of 

an influence, of something they do not understand. They feel that their lives are 

moving into another frequency, another vibration of energy. They get restless 
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and feel fear at the same time. They feel driven, driven by something they do 

not understand. They are like balls, which are driven by circumstances, to move 

inside the box of life. They roll to the left side and to the right side. They bump 

against other balls, which results in a change of the direction they roll. This 

moving of balls in the enormous box of life, in which are billions and billions of 

other balls, will never go unnoticed. They bump against other balls and these 

balls, these people, will have an opinion about that and they will react to this. 

The only thing which counts, the only thing which is important, is the fact that 

people are being driven to move and the fact that they are moving. The need to 

search and the fact that you can see that they move is the basis and the source 

of every spiritual journey. 

 

The need to search is based on the fact that they feel the working of ‘The Great 

Plan.’ ‘The Great Plan’ is for me everything which is stored in the ‘blueprint of 

life’. This influence is an influence forming the natural principle. For me the 

best name to give this influence of the Great Plan is the working of the natural 

principle or just the working of nature. Other people have called it the cosmic 

principle or the divine principle. The fact that these people are going to move 

brings them into conflict with another principle, the ‘social or cultural 

principle’.”  

 

Helena continued her story with even more and more enthusiasm. I interrupted 

her and asked her if she wanted to continue or if she wanted to end her story 

for now and if we could go for a walk into the forest. I asked if she would like to 

continue her story then could she tell me during our walk? She looked tired. 

“What is the time now?” she asked. “It is two o’clock. If you’d like to have a 

sauna bath this evening, I can also give you a massage after the sauna. The 

sauna bath is all right, we will only swap the massage from me to you. This 

evening, after the sauna, I will give you a massage I said. Oh that sounds 

wonderful she replied. Let’s go and let’s start the fire in the stove”.  

 

We still stayed for a moment on the great bench and I stroked Helena’s blonde 

hair. She closed her eyes and slipped into a nap. Helena lay against me in a 

restful sleep while I stroked her hair, I looked out into the beautiful nature 

around us in this peaceful part of Finland. I thought about the words Helena 

had told me and actually I was not sure what I thought about everything I had 

heard. What was the working of nature which she had spoken about? Why do 

some people have these experiences and others don’t? Why do some people 

understand these kinds of stories, even if they have not experienced it 

themselves, while other people will tell you that you are completely insane? 
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Isn’t that also connected to the fact that some people do not wonder what 

happens in others lives, people who are not touched by the sadness of all these 

people as Helena had tried to describe? What image could I generate for myself 

about her story? How deep does this feeling go for me? Yes, I am interested in 

the fate of other people but am I able to get upset from everything that happens 

in the world? Am I able to be driven in the way as Helena is and am I able to 

decide to turn my life around and seek, to discover why there is such a mess in 

this world? How do I imagine the mess Helena described? How do I understand 

this for myself? Many people are discontented, but is that not their own fault? 

After some deep thinking about that question, I decided that it was their own 

fault but for some reason I also doubted that it was their own fault. I could not 

find out where my doubt was coming from. It was more like some kind of 

feeling, deep inside of me and not really touchable. I realized that the beginning 

of Helena’s story had caused a lot of questions and a bit of chaos in my head. 

“Richard what are you thinking about?” Helena asked. She looked at me with 

her beautiful dark eyes and I told her that I had tried to let her story work in my 

system and that this working had caused at least ten questions for which I 

absolutely could not produce any answer. I told her that I had tried to imagine 

the impact of what was still only the beginning of her story and acknowledged 

to her that it had already caused quite a lot of chaos in my head, in my thinking 

and in my feelings. Helena smiled. “Are you able and are you are willing to 

listen to the rest of my story Richard, as this is still only the beginning?” 

Without any hesitation I answered that I absolutely wanted to hear the whole 

story. I also told her that all the time, up until now, I had not had any idea that 

her story would go in this direction. This amazing direction! What will be the 

outcome of this direction? “In any case I am very interested which way you will 

go with this, what the final result will be, and with what I will make of it and 

how I can enrich my life with it! I understand that you have concluded that we, 

all people in the world, except those few that have stepped out of the box , see 

our lives in a wrong way, we do not understand life and that is why we cause 

chaos in the world. Obviously others are not able to see what you have seen and 

they have not heard what you have heard. The question is, without condemning 

you in any way, is everybody in this world mad or are you mad? Please do 

understand me well, my dear Helena, I am not saying that you are crazy, but 

what will produce more weight, the views of almost all the people in the world 

or the experiences of only a few people who have obviously stepped out of a 

mental box. Do you understand that I want to try to be critical, without being a 

judge?” “Yes” said Helena “and I ask that you stay as critical as you can be. You 

are the first human being which I have told my story and I do so because I trust 

you completely. Besides that, it is for me a test to see if I am able to tell other 
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people in an understandable way anything I feel, anything I see, anything I 

smell, anything which is stored in any fibre of my whole being. Maybe 

somewhere in the middle of my story I will stumble across your questions 

which I am not able to answer and that will give me an idea of what it all means 

to me and if I am able to do anything with it. Maybe it will also give me an 

indication as to whether I am weird or not. If I am able to convey it to you, 

Richard, in an understandable way then that will mean very much to me. You 

must know and you must understand that I will tell you some things which you 

have to accept or which you can not accept. I will tell you things which never 

can be proven and which will have to be accepted by you, by your feeling that 

you know that it is true and that it is right. If you can accept these things, if your 

intuition is able to accept them, then it does not mean automatically that 

everybody is able and willing to accept these things. I will be really happy if I 

only reach a few people, who start to work on themselves, who are inspired by 

my story and who are then maybe able and willing to tell it to others. Just a 

handful of people is enough and if each of these people reach another handful 

of people, then my story will ripple out among many like circles in a pond that 

are produced by a stone which I am throwing into the water.”  

 

“I will ask you only one other question,” I said. I took a piece of paper on which I 

had written something. I read it loudly, “What do you mean by the impulse that 

starts people searching in their life is based on the fact that they feel the 

working of ‘The Great Plan’?” “This is, as I have said before, a natural principle. 

The fact that they start to question things outside of society’s mental box, 

brings them into a conflict with the ‘social and cultural principle’. “I am sorry 

Helena, but I really don’t understand what you mean about that.” “Yes Richard, 

I will try to explain all of that to you but not now, I want to finish for now. No 

actually, I want to continue. I feel that I can reach you and that you have opened 

yourself up to my story, so I would actually prefer to go on until I have told you 

everything, but I know if I do that now, this will not work and it will not be 

good, not be good for you and not be good for me. Just this little part of my 

story has everything to do with your feelings. This is something which nobody 

can prove to you. It is something which you feel is right or that it is not right. If 

you stumble here and if you are in no way able to accept this with your 

intuition, then we have to ask ourselves if it makes sense to continue telling you 

my story? Let’s create a fire in the stove for the sauna now.” Helena said and 

with this statement she subtly closed the book on her story for now. 

“I am curious about your style of massage” she said. Do I get a special 

massage?” “Yes” I said, “I had a friend from India. He is a master in yoga. He 

taught me a lot and from the yoga I changed to the exercise of qi gong. For me, 
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it was even more intensive than yoga. This friend taught me a form of massage 

which treats the lines of the great meridians and at the end of this massage I 

will give you a special massage for your face and your head. This massage is 

extremely relaxing. It might be possible that at the end of the massage you will 

fall asleep and I have often seen people fall asleep during this massage.” “That 

sounds great”, Helena answered. “You said you had a friend, is he no longer 

your friend?” “Yes he is and he will always be, but he has moved to Canada. 

Once in a while he returns to the Netherlands and we catch up”. In the 

meantime, walking and talking, we had reached the sauna and worked together 

to create the fire in the stove. Helena knew what to do and just within five 

minutes Helena had created a blazing fire. We now had to wait a few hours 

because the temperature in the sauna cabin had to rise. When we returned to 

the cottage Helena told me that, if I was interested, she was willing to show me 

a wonderful, fairy-like surrounding somewhere deep in the forest. We would 

have to walk for an hour to get there. We would have to rise very early because 

we had to be there before the sun had completely risen. “With this kind of 

weather you will see on this spot so early in the morning a landscape which is 

absolutely fairy-like”, Helena said. “At what time do we have to leave” I asked. 

“We will start walking at half past three and we will get there at about half past 

four. That is absolutely the best moment to show you what I mean. Do you 

think it is too early for you?” “Oh no Helena, that is absolutely no problem for 

me. At home, I get up in the morning at four o’clock and do my exercises for 

about one hour. The only thing I don’t like, is that I have to leave my place next 

to you in bed, at least if I sleep with you tonight?” “Of course you will sleep next 

to me tonight.” Helena answered and at the same time she produced one of her 

magical, wonderful smiles. “If getting up will give you any problems tomorrow, 

I will help you. Richard you must remind me that we must make some food and 

drinks this evening for tomorrow, which we will take with us, so that we can 

leave tomorrow morning right after we have taken a shower. We can eat it 

during our journey. Maybe when we get there, you can start to teach me your qi 

gong exercises, because before you return home I want to know them and want 

to be able to do them myself.” “Yes of course,” I said. “I would love to teach you 

the exercises and Helena, we should take some pens and paper so that we can 

make notes if necessary”.  
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Chapter 6 
 

 

 

Some time after lunch we went into the sauna and enjoyed the workings of the 

steam on the body. The sweat was flowing out of me and to experience that 

naked, is very pleasant. Helena closed her eyes and was in a deep rest, calmly 

breathing deeply and enjoying the heat. I watched her ‘being naked’ and 

concluded again that she had a very special beauty. I wanted to tell her that, but 

I realised I shouldn’t disturb the peace and this wonderful, particular moment, 

so I decided to be silent and to enjoy observing the beauty of this, young, 

beautiful woman. After about twenty minutes the heat was no longer pleasant 

and Helena suggested that we get to the lake for a swim. After that we took 

another sauna bath and one more splash in the lake. While we were in the 

sauna cabin Helena asked me, ”Richard where are you thinking of?” “I am 

thinking of the last thing you said this afternoon about the The Great Plan and 

the cultural and social influences. That last remark is still hanging over my 

head. Will you please explain to me what you mean by that?” “No, Richard”, 

Helena answered. “This is a very crucial part of my story, of how I have come to 

know it. It is not good to tell you about it just like that, but we can talk about it 

tomorrow morning during our walk in the forest. If you feel well enough and if 

you like it, I can take you for a walk, where we will return only in the evening, 

so it will take the whole day and I can show you some really wonderful things 

in this area of Finland. Have you enough stamina to do that? Being a sportsman, 

you must be able to keep up with me.” “How many kilometres do we have to 

walk?” “Roughly it will be twenty kilometres.” “I must tell you Helena, I am a 

sportsman, but I’m not used to walking, but I will do anything I can and I will 

accept your offer. I would love to go with you.” “If you give me my massage this 

evening, I will give you another massage tomorrow after the walk and , that will 

help you to relax your muscles. I am used to walking,” Helena said, “so I guess I 

will be in better form when we arrive tomorrow evening.” “You might be right, 

but we shall see” I said. When we had finished the sauna I gave Helena a foot 

reflexology massage and decided that I would give her a meridian massage 

another time. While she was enjoying the massage, I decided to invite her for 

dinner somewhere at a restaurant. I asked her if she knew some kind of 

restaurant, somewhere in the neighbourhood. It had to be a restaurant with a 

romantic atmosphere. “Yes,” said Helena, “I do know of a restaurant. We can go 

by car to the waterfall. It is one of the things I’d like to show you tomorrow. The 

waterfall is unique in this area because it is quite big and the river is rather 
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rough at that place. At this waterfall, the only one in this area, is a good 

restaurant and is a tourist attraction which we can reach by car. I will have to 

phone first, because in summertime it’s busy and then we will know we have a 

table.” “It sounds great”, I said. Helena arranged a table for two people and 

about half an hour later, we drove off. The roads were exactly as I remembered 

from the journey to the cottage, when Helena picked me up. Everywhere I saw 

sand and stones and it took us some time before we arrived.  

 

“Can I ask you something, Helena?” She nodded that it was all right. “You told 

me that a lot of people, just as yourself, driven by their circumstances, started 

to shift and to move out of the box. What were your circumstances? Can you tell 

me something about that?” Again Helena nodded yes. She started to tell her 

story. “I come from a family where I experienced a lack of love and not a lot of 

warmth. I do not say that they did not give me this, but this is how I have 

experienced it. My father owned a big company and he was always busy with 

his company and his work. His company creates anything you can imagine with 

wood. He is hugely wealthy and he is always busy with something, except with 

his family. I am the youngest of three children and I am a straggler. My mother 

was always busy with anything and she had little time for me. My two elder 

sisters were older than me and they lived their own lives. That was hard for me. 

Of course the feeling of suffering and sadness is just what I have experienced. 

Of course it could have been that the other children, my two sisters were able 

to handle this in another way, but I suffered. My parents fought often with each 

other, especially about all kinds of material things. There was more than 

enough money but they regularly fought about it and that kind of things. I could 

not stand that, so I slowly moved away, away from all the chaos I saw and when 

I grew older, I started to look around me. Actually I noticed that everywhere I 

looked, I saw the same things. I saw people fighting with each other. Often I 

noticed that they were fighting over nothing, but these other people saw it 

differently. I saw it at school, I saw it during my studies and Isee it now at my 

workplace. Everywhere you see people fighting and it started to intrigue me. 

Mostly these people were not so bad. Mostly they even were nice people but, so 

often I saw them react aggressively and angrily. They reacted embittered and 

grimly. One day I found out that at the base of everything they did, of all their 

actions and reactions, was fear, no more and no less than fear. At the age of 

fifteen I saw fear with my parents. I saw fear as well between my father and my 

mother. How is it possible that grown up people, who are so rich and really 

have everything they wanted to have, can have and experience fear? That was 

something I could not understand and also it was something that intrigued me. 

I started to pay attention to other people as well and I noticed that about nearly 
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all the people I saw were touched with fear. I found out that it was some kind of 

game, a game about power, to have power over each other and the fear of being 

overpowered by somebody else. The drive to dominate other people, and at the 

same time the fear of being dominated by other people. It was an absolute 

shock for me to find out and to conclude that the world is like a jungle, which 

will be ruled by the strongest of us. In spite of all of our rules and laws and our 

so called civilized culture, we are in fact barbarians and later I even discovered 

that we are vampires as well, at least what I mean to tell you is, that we live as 

vampires. This was for me an enormous shock and I had to find out why we 

lived and still do live in this jungle. I did not believe and deep inside myself I 

knew, and still know, that this could never have been the real meaning of life. 

For what reason in God’s name, had we lost the way and this, as far as I feel it, is 

the same for every human being on earth. We all have lost the way in an 

extreme manner and we are mostly constantly fighting each other. The game of 

power, being the ruler or being ruled and fear is the actual ruler in this jungle 

and this happens twenty-four hours a day, everywhere in this world. This 

knowledge was shocking and I was driven to find the answers to all my ‘why’s’.” 

“And did you discover the solutions?” I asked Helena. “I do not know, I have 

discovered a solution and I am not sure if there is only the one ‘solution’. For 

me, my solution is a solution. I think that there are more possibilities, more 

roads to find out what I have discovered. I think I know how it works and why 

it works the way it works. I am not the only one who has discovered this 

insight, only by looking at life and realising, that somewhere, somehow, 

something very important has gone extremely wrong and the direction is off 

track. I think you can accept, I have this illusion, that human beings are not 

driven to have to live in fear and chaos. I cannot imagine that human beings 

love to live in a world that is a jungle where the only law is the might of the 

strongest person. I am absolutely sure that human beings are searching for 

peace, for love, for warmth and that they are not looking for fear, chaos and 

misery.” Helena now said something which hit me in the depth of my soul and I 

told her that she was absolutely right and that I totally agreed with her. 

“Thank you Richard,” she said. “You asked me to explain my circumstances well 

Richard, these were my circumstances which caused me to start to shift 

internally six years ago with my spiritual journey. If I should had known in 

advance what the impact of this journey would have been on my life, now I am 

not really sure if I, at that moment, would ever have started it.” Again this was 

such a moment that I felt sadness deep inside of Helena. I could see it in her 

eyes. I could see it in her face. I could see it in everything Helena was at that 

moment. We both were silent for some minutes. “Shall I stop the car so that we 

can walk somewhere for a little while?” She nodded no and smiled. “I am all 
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right” she said. “The fact that you are here with me is enough, is even more than 

enough. You give me a lot of support. I now realize that, because of the fact that 

I can talk to you about all of this. I’ve just now started to work out everything of 

my complete journey, the results of this journey and the impact this journey 

has had and still is having on my life. I don’t know if I am able to make you 

understand how grateful I am.” I looked at her and she looked at me. This time 

she watched me without her always magical smile. She had an earnest face. “It’s 

good, Helena,” I said. “I am not only grateful that I am here with you, I even feel 

honoured that I may experience all of this together with you”. Now Helena 

smiled again and she said “Thank you, dear Richard”.  

Now we have come to the neighbourhood of the waterfall, we only have to 

drive for another quarter of an hour.” I noticed that the landscape had changed. 

First there were only hills and now it was more like a little mountain - at least 

that was how it looked for somebody who comes from the low and flat lands, as 

the Netherlands are. Helena said, “we are a little bit too early, we can park the 

car near the restaurant and then walk to the waterfall and sit down there, if it is 

not too crowded.” “Yes, that’s a good idea,” I said. “Helena, can I ask you 

something?” she nodded. “Actually you just started to tell your story. I will 

accept the fact that you and I are here now, at this moment and that you are 

telling me your story - for me an extraordinary story as one of thousands - that 

this is not just like that. I will accept that I do believe in predestination, 

whatever that may be. Just now at this very moment I have more questions 

triggered by what you’ve told me. For instance your remark about the fact that 

people are vampires, is absolutely shocking for me and I’d really like to ask you 

to tell me all about that and explain why you see it that way, before I am able to 

accept such a thesis. What I actually want to ask you is how much time do we 

have left?” I asked “Time to talk about all of this and time to work it out. I am 

still here for two months and how much time are you able to spend with me, 

Richard?” I calculated and said “yes, it is also possible for me to stay two more 

months with you. But when I stay on for two months, I will then have to go 

straight home in order to be on time to start my new job”. Helena smiled and 

said, “For the next two months you are my guest, my friend, my mate and my 

lover. Do you have any more wishes?” “Yes, I have” I said, “I think the time of 

two whole months is a bit too short for me, can we make it any longer?” Helena 

laughed and turned the car into a side road, which was going up hill, and at the 

top of the mountain she parked the car near a chalet-like house with a lot of 

space for parking. By the number of cars, you could tell that it was not at all 

crowded. We walked to the edge of the chalet and found some stairs and 

walked down. As we walked on the stairs we could hear the noise of the 

waterfall. We could hear the water sparkling as it cascaded over the rocks and 
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could hear it sing and dance around us. The haze of the falling water was 

hanging around the mountain. The sun was shining on these drops of water and 

it created a magical vision. Suddenly I realised that I had to walk a long way to 

the waterfall and I said to Helena, “My God, what will you do with me 

tomorrow? Do we have to walk all that way? I am not sure if I am able to 

manage that.” “Please don’t worry,” Helena said.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Going by foot we will take a much shorter way. I will show you such 

breathtaking scenes of nature that you will completely forget the distance and 

the time.” “I hope that you are right,” I answered. Carefully we walked down the 

stairs and there, at the base of the waterfall, we had a wonderful view of it. 

“This is indeed wonderful,” I said. “Wonderful country, Finland, isn’t it?” Helena 

said. “Why do you think, Helena,that I am here now for my holidays?” I said. 

“Not for Finland,” Helena answered, “but for me.” “Yes,” I said, “Finland is 

beautiful but it can’t, in any way, match you.” “Shall we agree upon the fact that 

we will talk no more today about my story? I would like it if we told each other 

about ourselves. Actually I still know very little about you, Richard, and I should 

like to know more.” “Actually I would like to know everything about you.” 

“Everything is a lot,” I said. “but that’s okay Helena, you can know everything 

about me, just start asking”. Helena asked me all kinds of things and I told her 
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everything. If there was a starting-point she also told me a lot about herself. 

When we reached the time for us to have our dinner, we walked to the stairs 

and climbed them. The food was wonderful and with a Finnish culinary guide I 

really got the most delicious kind of food. We both enjoyed it and after dinner 

we went for a little walk. During this walk Helena told me that her sister lived 

more then hundred kilometres to the south and that her sister had asked her if 

she was willing during the time that she was in the cottage, to take care of her 

dog. It was a Labrador, big and golden, and his name was Sam. Her sister was 

going to spend a long time in the United States of America. Sam was five years 

old and Helena said that he was a very adorable dog. He always wanted to play 

and he was indefatigable. You could walk with him for hours and hours. She 

had promised her sister that she would go and get Sam within a few days and 

she asked me if I wanted to go with her. I agreed and I asked her how she would 

introduce me to her sister. She reacted surprised and said that she would 

introduce me as Richard, a very beloved friend from the Netherlands. I 

understood what she meant. I told her that I really was an animal friend and I 

liked all kinds of animals, but most of all I liked dogs, because when I was 

growing up, we always had dogs. I also told Helena that I enjoyed the fact that 

Sam would be with us within a few days. Helena loved my outlook. When we 

returned to her car, we drove back to the cottage. When we arrived back home 

we both fell down on the pillows on the verandah bench and just enjoyed the 

view of the setting sun, which actually was not willing to disappear completely 

in this Northern part of the world. 

Actually we were not really interested in the setting sun but we were more 

interested in each other. In spite of the fact that we had to rise in the middle of 

the night, we slept only a little, but who cares. The night was one of those 

magical nights with only love and tenderness.  
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Chapter 7 
 

 

 

The alarm clock did what it had to do. I am used to getting up early in the 

morning but this time it hurt me. Thank heaven Helena was smart enough as to 

arrange all kinds of food and drink the evening before. Everything was ready 

and the only thing we had to do was to put it in our backpacks. It was extremely 

early but there was still some sunlight. In this part of the world it never will be 

completely dark in the summertime. We took a shower and had a big cup of 

coffee. Helena took two long wooden sticks and told me that I had to take one, 

because you needed a hiking staff for extra support on the rocks and in the 

forest. Helena took the other one. She also had a map of the area and a compass. 

For me it was exciting to take such a long trek in a wild, untouched natural area 

and to try to find your way only with a map and a compass. After we had 

packed all the things we needed for our trip, we locked the house and left. 

“Helena, do you mind if I spend some time during our trip to do my exercises?” 

“Yes, that’s fine and I would like it if you would teach me your exercises too. 
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I’d like to start today.” “Of course, I’d really like to teach you my exercises. I am 

sure they will help you getting and staying fit.” We walked around the lake and 

then we turned into the direction where I had practised my exercises some 

days ago. Helena took two big cookies out of her bag and gave me one. They 

were tasty and nourishing. We continued in silence and the light in the forest 

increased rapidly as the sun rose. I looked around me and took Helena’s arm 

and showed her a wonderful sight of the light, filtering down through the 

canopy of leaves. She stopped and smiled. 

“When I paint this wonderous scene , people will say that it’s exaggerated”. She 

nodded yes and we stayed there for a little moment to watch the play of 

sunlight on the leaves, then we continued our hike. “When we arrive at the spot 

I want to show you, we shall have a break. There you can do your exercises and 

teach me. After that we will have our breakfast – a breakfast amongst nature.” 

“Can you give me an image of the spot you wanted to show me Helena?” “Do 

you like fairytales?” she asked. “Yes I do,” I said. “Everything which is magical or 

which radiates a magical feel, always has my attention. It is part of a lake, 

another lake than the one near our cottage. It’s like a “fairytale landscape”, 

especially really early in the morning with this kind of weather. Everybody that 

I have shown it to, has been amazed by its splendour.” “Were you really able to 

get other people to come with you so early in the morning?” “No I wasn’t, you 

are the first who was willing to do an early morning trip and I’m proud that you 

are able and willing to do so.” “Well Helena, if you get up in the morning at four 

o’clock daily, then it is not such a problem to get up at three o’clock or even 

earlier, any way, it’s not all that early”. Again we continued in silence. “What a 

pity that Sam is not with us, I think it must be wonderful to hike with such a 

great, powerful dog in wild nature.” “We can do that with him another time,” 

Helena said. “Sam really loves that.” “How long do we still have to walk before 

we will arrive at your wonderful, fairytale-like spot?” “If we can continue at this 

speed, I think we will be there within three quarters of an hour. Are you having 

any trouble with all the walking? Are you already tired?” she asked “No,” I said. 

“I am not yet tired, but I do have to get used to it. I have the feeling that I’m 

getting in the rhythm of walking and I am curious as to the outcome of an 

experiment, which I will do during this trip.” “Experiment?” Helena asked. “Yes, 

an experiment. I will not tell you just yet, because I want to concentrate and see 

what happens.” “You make me curious, are you not willing to tell me something 

about it? “All right, Helena, I will: it has to do with the result of my qi gong 

exercises. Now, that I have been practising these exercises for some years, I 

notice that the influence on my body and of the energy in and around my body 

is increasing. The exercises strengthen the energy in your body, in your system 

and enlarge the energy lines through which the energy, the qi, is flowing. A long 
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time ago I noticed that walking in some way, feels like I’m on automatic , as if I 

do not walk myself. The strange thing is that when I do walk uphill or upstairs, I 

feel an energy which is controlling my legs and this energy makes my legs go. 

Walking seems to be just happening without my influence. It just feels as if I am 

being pushed uphill or pushed up the stairs. Climbing stairs is something which 

seems to happen without getting tired whatsoever. I am not sure how this 

phenomenom works, but it works and I have already been having these 

experiences for a long time. I am curious as to what will happen with me and 

with my legs, and if I get tired or not during this walk. I am not a trained walker. 

I do a lot of sport but I am not used to walking. So I am curious as to how far the 

energy will take control of the muscles of my legs during this walk and how I 

will experience this, whether I will get tired or not.” “Interesting,” Helena said. 

“I want to know all about it.” “I will keep you informed,” I answered. “Do you 

still want to talk today Helena?” “I do not know. We have to take care where we 

walk in this area. If you are not careful enough you can hurt yourself on these 

roads. So we have to take care that we don’t stumble or fall. My concentration is 

in walking, so I’m not sure if I will have a possibility today to tell you more, but 

I thought if we go to get Sam, maybe you can drive my car so that I am able to 

talk during the drive. We have to drive over two hours. What do you think 

Richard?” “Yes, Helena, it is a good idea” I answered. “Only a few minutes more 

and I will show you the special spot that. Look over there, behind that hill and 

the big trees, to the right is my magical spot. I call it my spot, because every 

time I am here, I experience an extreme feeling of rest and I enjoy the beauty 

and the magical radiation which is here.” “I am curious to see it.” I said.  

 

We walked around the hill and I saw in front of me a panorama of a lake with 

an island in the middle with a lot of trees. Above the water was the morning 

dew, heightened by the rising sun. At the other side of the lake was a hill with 

trees with leaves in all different kinds of colours. Sunlight and morning dew 

played in the light and created a magical sphere about the beautifully coloured 

leaves. I sensed an enormous energy of peace and calmness at this place. I 

agreed with Helena. I took a seat on a rock at the shore of the lake and Helena 

took her place next to me. I enjoyed the beauty of this splendid piece of nature, 

seemingly different from the rest of these surroundings. Helena took my hand 

and asked me my opinion about the location. I told her how it was a pity that I 

did not have my brushes, my oil paint and a piece of canvas. She nodded and 

smiled. So we sat together for a while and just gazed over the water and tried to 

hold the images of this amazing scene in our minds-eye.  

“It is a quarter past four, we have walked quite a distance and we are right on 

track. Do you want to eat something and do you want coffee Richard?” “Yes, 
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lovely”. We enjoyed the breakfast, prepared by Helena. “I will do my exercises 

for half an hour, is that all right for your plan?” “Yes,” Helena answered, “when 

you are ready, will you please start to teach me the first principles of them?” “If 

you like, I will shorten the time I will use for my own practising, so we will have 

more time to teach you”. I finished within twenty minutes and started to teach 

Helena. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

She had talent for doing the movements and she had a very strong memory, so 

within half an hour she understood nearly all the movements of the first three 

exercises and she already knew nearly all the different movements by heart. 

We took another quarter of an hour to really teach and practise the first 

exercise. She was astonished about the things she felt in her body and she told 

me that she already was absolutely sure, that these exercises, from now on, 

would be a part of her daily program. After the first lessons we took a rest near 

the shore of the lake and Helena decided to continue our trip at a quarter to six. 

We cleaned everything and took our bags. When we were sure that we had left 

nature in the same state as we found it when we arrived, we took our hiking 

sticks and continued. The path we took was better than the ones we had taken 

before. “I feel fine,” Helena said. “I don’t have to pay too much attention to the 

path now and we have to follow this path for nearly an hour. Richard you have 
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already asked me several times what I meant by the fact that I think that people 

live like vampires. You told me that you do not understand at all what I meant 

with that and that you are, in no way able to create an image from my remark. 

Shall I try to explain it to you now? You know, also this part is a very essential 

part in my whole story and in the way I see it and in the way I feel it. This is also 

a part of everything I saw in my daily life, with all the suffering of all the people 

and the eternal battle between people and so you can imagine that this is also 

an essential part of the fact, that I had been driven in the direction, I have been 

driven”. I nodded and smiled. “Yes please, tell me all about it. I want to know 

everything and I really am curious as to what you all have to tell me. You also 

have to tell me today about the working of the Great Plan and the consequences 

of that for the social and the cultural working, as you call it, because I don’t any 

idea what you mean. But please, first tell me all about your vampires”. Helena 

smiled back to me and again her smile had that magical way that 

communicated to my soul and also this smile worked the same for me as all her 

smiles before. She took my hand while we were walking the path, Helena 

started to tell her story. Again she had a special look in her eyes and I saw her 

ordering her mind with how to start the story. Thoughtful Helena said, “Richard 

all there is, all you see and also all you are not able to see, but which is here, is a 

manifestation of energy. Energy and exclusively energy. I am not scientific but I 

think that every human being must be able to understand that all there is, is 

just only and exclusively energy. Energy has a quality that it always has some 

kind of frequency of vibration. When energy changes its frequency, faster or 

slower, it will manifest itself different than energy with another frequency at 

that time. So the frequency of energy defines its manifestation, but in what way 

the energy manifests itself, it is and it stays always just only and exclusively 

energy. Energy has been built by particles, very little and very small particles. 

These particles exist in even smaller and smaller particles. Down to the 

smallest and the most basic particle of all. So somewhere there is the most 

basic, the smallest part of all there is. This essential and basic part is the basis 

of all that is. This world and everything in this world, this universe and 

everything in this universe, everything we can see and everything we are not 

able to see, everything we can hear and everything we are not able to hear, has 

been built by this smallest and most elementary and basic part of energy. It is 

the building block of everything there is. The kernel of everything is this most 

basic part of energy. From this you can say that in essence I have been built up 

from exactly the same energy as you and from the exact same energy as the tree 

over there and from the same exact energy as the water and from the same 

exact energy as the energy of the air we are all breathing and so you can go on 

and on. In essence, this means that you and I are in some way the same, in the 
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way we have been built up from the same building blocks. So we are one and 

the same. This oneness is the characteristic of life and I do mean here really all 

life, everything that lives, everything that is. The knowledge of this oneness and 

the consciousness of this oneness is what we call love. At this moment I feel 

connected to you in a very special way. I feel one with you, so I am in love as a 

result of the very special feeling of oneness with you. Being in love is no more 

and no less than a very special and stronger feeling of oneness with another 

human being. We both experience this at this very moment and every human 

being knows this experience and does experience this as a wonderful and a 

very special occasion. It is an experience which gives you a very special power, 

it gives you energy, it gives you wings and it gives you the feeling that you can 

have a thousand times more than you can have without having this feeling. So 

having the feeling of oneness with all that is, with all that lives, give you a 

special power which makes you strong, because with this feeling and with this 

knowledge you are be in touch with the most basic principle of life, THE 

ONENESS OF ALL THAT IS. Every human being who lives in this knowledge and 

consciousness is absolutely stronger than a human being who is not aware of 

the notion of the oneness of all that is. What will happen if you are not aware of 

the knowledge? What will happen if you turn yourself away from this 

knowledge, from this notion of the oneness of all that is and when you split 

yourself off from this oneness, split your self off from every other form of life? If 

you experience this splitting up of all other forms of life, you will not experience 

oneness of all that is, so you will not experience the feeling of love but you will 

experience the opposite of the feeling of love. As breaking apart up is the 

opposite of oneness, so is the feeling of fear the opposite of the feeling of love. 

So you will experience fear. As the dark is the opposite of the light, fear is the 

opposite of love. This principle is, for my story, very important. What has all 

that I have told you about energy and about the oneness of all that is and about 

the feelings of love and fear got to do with the fact that we live as vampires? 

Because all that is, is only energy and because energy is therefore present 

everywhere, this will also mean that there is an absolute and everlasting 

connection between all of us and between all that is. Because the same energy 

as the energyblocks of which we have been built from is also present in all the 

space between you and me, between all of us, we are by the energy in the 

spaces between us always connected with each other. This connection will be 

there without any doubt and will be always there. All of our thoughts are no 

more and no less than a form of energy and because our thoughts are a 

manifestation of energy, we can always come into contact with and connect 

with other people. Our thoughts will influence the frequency of the vibration of 

the energy of these thoughts. The energy between us absorbs the frequency of 
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the vibration of your thoughts and so your thoughts, vibrating in the energy 

filled space between us, will reach me. This process is not extraordinary and 

every human being is able to do this. In fact we do this daily, we do this 

thousands and thousand of times a day. We do this unconsciously. So we can 

reach each other with the force of our thoughts and we can influence each other 

with the force of our thoughts. This interaction of influencing each other is 

happening continuously. So my thoughts are able to vibrate energy. Dependent 

of the characteristic of my thought the vibration of the energy will be different. 

When I am angry and when I have thoughts which will be connected with my 

anger, this will produce another degree of vibration than when I am happy and 

when I produce thoughts which are connected with my happiness. So you are 

able to feel if I am happy, angry or sad. This connection in life, a connection 

which we all have with each other, is so very important for the way we treat 

each other, how we live with each other and why we live in this way with each 

other. The characteristic of the energy which we produce by vibrating the 

energy in some way, dependent on what we think and how we think, is an 

essential importance in the battles we daily have which each other. We are able 

to transport energy. I can produce the energy that will flow from me to you and 

from you to me. When I think of you in thoughts filled with love and tenderness, 

this energy will flow to you and you will feel happy by receiving this energy, 

which is vibrating in a frequency which is equal to all my feelings of love. The 

energy which is flowing from me to you, will immediately be filled up by nature. 

We both profit from this process. What will happen when we quarrel? When we 

quarrel there will be a fight internally and both of us will try to get our way, to 

prove that we know best and that our vision is the only right one. Both of us 

will try to convince the other that he or she is wrong and we shall try to force 

the other person to admit that they are wrong and that he or she should 

surrender to all the things which we are sure that we are right. There will be a 

fight, there will be a war and in this war there can only be a winner and a loser. 

The very moment I agree that you are right, the very moment that I surrender, 

my energy will flow to you and I will feel sucked empty and I will feel tired. You, 

as a conqueror, experience the taking away and the absorption of my energy, 

and you will feel good and powerful. To conquer gives a feeling of power. You 

literally feel strong. So, every quarrel, every fight, every disagreement which 

gets out of hand will create a winner and a loser and that will always result in 

an vampire and a victim. The winner sucks, as a vampire, the energy out of the 

human being he conquered, out of the victim. Richard, do not underrate this 

process. It happens daily, nearly uninterrupted and every where on earth. Look 

to the people who quarrel. The loser sometimes has the appearance of a 

“sucked empty wreck” and most of the time it will take him or her a lot of effort 
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to get this energy filled up again. So will all the people who are suppressed by 

other people, for instance in a relationship, have trouble with a shortness of 

energy and their endurance will decrease dramatically and they will get sick. 

Do you understand what I am telling you Richard?” “Helena, I have listened to 

your story with a lot of attention and yes, I do understand all that you have told 

me. I never realized what you said before but I know that you are right.” “I will 

tell you a little story. I worked with a female colleague who had a very good 

attitude. One day when she was cheerful, companionable and sociable, she got a 

phonecall from her husband and he started a quarrel. Firstly she defended 

herself firmly but the longer the conversation carried on, the more she lost the 

fight. Finally it was obvious she was the loser of this little war. When she ended 

her phonecall she was a broken woman. Her skin was grey, she looked very 

tired, her mood was below zero and she nearly started to cry. The rest of the 

day she looked tired and she sighed continuously. The change in her mood was 

striking and shocking”. Helena continued her story and she said, “this 

connection we have with each other by the energy which is between us and 

which we use as a ‘connection-line’, means that we all live in a network, in a 

web, in which everyone and everything is connected with each other and also 

means that everything we do will always be noticed by everyone else. The next 

part of my story is essential and I will tell you later more about it”. In the 

meantime the sun had risen and the temperature had risen as well. “Dear 

Helena, that was very clear, did you find this out all by yourself?” “Yes and no. I 

also read something about it, but only little pieces of the complete puzzle. I saw 

the connection when I had that ‘Aha experience’ on that winter day in 

February.” We continued our trip as we talked and Helena tried to explain to 

me what she had felt that winter morning, what she had experienced and how 

shocked she was by the experience. While she was telling me, I noticed that she 

took my hand more firmly and sometimes she even pinched my hand as a result 

of the emotion she felt again. Her voice showed emotion when she told me and 

actually I felt the emotion in her whole body. This time it was clearly more 

difficult for Helena to tell me the things that she had to tell me. She also showed 

me more details of her story, more details of her feelings, more details of her 

emotions. Walking the path, we reached a little flowing brook which ended in a 

pool. The temperature had increased and it was really warm. I stopped walking. 

“Richard, why do you stop?” Helena asked. “I have an idea,” I said. “Helena you 

have told me a lot and you showed me your feelings and your emotions. I can 

tell it was not easy for you to tell me. Now I will start to think Finnish. I will try 

to start thinking within the bounds of this wonderful and for me overwhelming, 

nature. I will try to flow outside my own Dutch shores and propose you swim 

with me, naked in this pool, now, at this moment. Just you and me and I am sure 
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you will feel completely better afterwards.” “That’s a very good idea” Helena 

said and her look changed. “I will teach you, Richard, how to think in a really 

Finnish way.” She put her stick and her backpack on the floor and came to me. 

She kissed me and embraced me.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is also possible to do other things while out in open nature. That is thinking in 

a really Finnish way. She loved me and loved me and loved me, before I even 

noticed what was happening. 

Helena showed more energy than I had expected. What she offered me was a 

complete, for me unknown and new experience. Then we took a swim and after 

we stopped swimming, we dried ourselves with the towel Helena had in her 

backpack. Then we continued the walk Helena had chosen for me. After half an 

hour I heard the noise of bubbling water.  

The more we continued, the louder the noise grew. “Do you hear that noise?” 

Helena said. “That is the noise of the wild river which is flowing through this 

area. At the end the river will split and one part will result in the waterfall 

which I showed you yesterday and where we had our dinner. This part of the 

river is beautiful as well, at least, that is how I see it.” “Dear Helena, I don’t 

doubt in any way, the beauty of what you will show me now. I already know in 
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advance that I will enjoy what you have to show me today. I am curious.” After 

twenty minutes more we reached the shores of the wild river. Again I loved the 

view. “Can we stay here for a while Helena, I love the violence of the water, it is 

splendid.” “What do you think, Richard, of all the things I have showed you 

today?” “As I just told you before, Helena, I have enjoyed this whole trip, but I 

also enjoyed the experience of being alone with you in this breathtaking nature, 

in the forests. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I have the feeling that we are the only two people in the whole world and at this 

moment, I absolutely love that idea.” “Yes Richard,” Helena said. “I absolutely 

agree with you”. 
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Chapter 8 
 

 

 

“What do you have in mind, will we continue or do we return back home now?” 

I asked Helena. “We will return home now.” It was about noon and we decided 

to have our lunch at this spot, at the shores of this wild river. “What have you 

prepared for lunch Helena, what’s in our backpacks?” Helena emptied her 

backpack and she really had again prepared some delicious things and I 

enjoyed her culinary qualities. I watched the raging river. “Not water to swim 

in.” Helena said. I nodded yes. Helena’s blonde hair had been dried by the sun 

and wind and was swaying in the wind. While she was eating, I saw that she 

was also enjoying this time. “Your story about the energy and the connection 

we all have with everybody and with everything is quite revelationary Do you 

realise that we constantly, with everything we think about and with everything 

we say, have an influence on other people. If we are angry we burden other 

people with this feeling and we are also able to hurt other people with our 

angry thoughts, just as we are able to carry and help other people the very 

moment we send them our thoughts and feelings of love. If we do send other 

people our feelings and our thoughts of love we can fill them and help them to 

overcome their problems, instead of sucking people empty with negative 

thoughts”. Helena looked at me, she put her piece of bread on a rock, she rose, 

walked to me, embraced me and kissed me. “You really, really do understand all 

of it,” she said. “Richard if you are able to understand all of this and if you are 

willing and able to make this a part of your daily life, then you understand one 

of the most important and basic principles of life. You understand how you can 

influence your own life and the lives of all other people. You understand how 

we are able to carry energy, to help or to break other people. You understand 

the difference between war and peace. Oh Richard, you have no idea how happy 

I am that you understand the most basic principle of my story. I love you.” she 

said and she radiated. “What a coincidence, Helena,” I said. “I love you too”. I 

embraced her and pressed her tenderly against me. “Will you please tell me 

more now? It’s starting to fascinate me. Yes, it is new for me.” While I said these 

words, I concluded with a shock that it was new for me in words. I had never 

heard such a story before, but there was something which surprised me 

enormously. “My dear Helena, I do not understand. This story, your story, is 

absolutely new for me, at least in words it is all new for me. I have never heard 

or read such a story before, but why is it all not strange for me, it even feels 

known. Why are your words not strange for me? Why are you no alien for me 
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and why are neither your words nor story seem like it’s coming from another 

planet? Why does this all sound so familiar and so logical for me? Why, dear 

Helena? How is this all possible?” Helena radiated and smiled. “Do you not 

understand Richard? Do you not understand why you understand everything I 

tell you?” I thought again deeply and nodded no. I really did not know. I was not 

able to get the answers. “You understand everything that I tell you and it 

sounds logical for you because everything I tell you has to do with the natural 

principle. The oneness of all that is, is a natural principle and that’s why this 

knowledge is stored in everybody, in all that lives, in all that is. You only have to 

tune in to it and, dear Richard, thank heaven that is no problem for you. If you 

are able to do this tuning in, you connect yourself with all the natural processes 

of life and if you are able to make this connection, then everything is logical and 

self-evident for you. This reality is stored in you as it is stored in me, and as it is 

stored in anybody, in all that lives, in all that is, in all that exists. You do not 

have to understand this reality, you are that reality”. I took a seat on a big rock 

near the shore of the wild river and Helena took a seat next to me. I took her 

hand and said, “how is this possible, is it really that simple?” “Yes, Richard.” 

Helena answered. “It is in fact that simple.” Helena, you have made a spiritual 

journey and you have suffered a lot. You have had sadness, you have known 

fear and you have travelled for six years. Finally you have discovered a reality 

which is not somewhere behind the moon or somewhere far away in the 

universe, not at the bottom of the ocean and not somewhere behind the highest 

mountains. No, this reality is situated inside of you. You have discovered a 

reality which is part of you, a reality of which you have been built upon, a 

reality of which you have been created out of. How far are we away from the 

natural principle of life? How far Helena, are we away from life itself?” “We are, 

Richard, many, many years and thousands and thousands of kilometres away 

from it. Unfortunately this is a fact. We are still years away from it and the truth 

is that this reality is only the width of one hand away from us. We are able to 

touch it, to get it and to turn it around in our hands”. I tried to realize what this 

all meant and stared into the raging water in the wild river. In silence we 

finished our lunch. We continued our trip and walked away from the river. 

Quite soon we could hardly hear the noise of the wild and raging water and 

again the rest in the air around us returned. “Helena, your story up until now, I 

understand - at least, I think I understand - but what are you doing with your 

story in your life? Is it not difficult to bring this in some way into an integrated 

process in your own life? As far as I can see that must be very difficult. Time 

after time every person will be confronted with himself or with herself. Time 

after time, again every person gets angry towards somebody else. Time after 

time again we will be hurt, we will be insulted, we will be sad and every time 
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we project these feelings to somebody else, somebody whom we think of, every 

time that this happens we will cause all these other people a lot of damage. 

With these feelings, with these thoughts, with these convictions we do not send 

the most pleasant things to other people. We often do not speak the most 

pleasant things of other people and with that behaviour we absolutely will 

damage all these other people. I see clearly that it’s not often we carry and help 

other people by saying nice things about them and by having respectful 

thoughts about them, or helping them and carrying them by sending them our 

love.” “Exactly,” Helena said “and that, my dear Richard, is the jungle of which I 

have told you about. This world is a jungle, which is ruled by the strongest 

people and which is ruled by the law of ‘eat or be eaten’. This world is a world 

in which they play the never ending game which only knows two words: ‘Fear 

and Power’. These two notions of ‘power and fear’ balance each other and 

creates the jungle in which we live”. Helena was on great form now, motivated 

by my realization of what she’d said. My realization of the feeling of what she 

said was true, was real, and that gave her strength and energy and now she 

seemed indefatigable. “Do you want to know more about it now, Richard?” 

“Yes,” I said. “I do, if you are able to tell me, please do. You have awakened my 

curiosity and you have my full attention now. Please my dear Helena, please, 

tell me more.” “I first have to tell you then about the working of the Great Plan 

and the result of this on the cultural and the social processes”. Helena took a 

deep breath and started, apparently without any need to use her mind. “The 

working of the Great Plan and the effects that followed of the social and cultural 

influences, are the most important principles for already over more than 

thousands, ten thousands or hundreds of thousands of years. Sometimes people 

will be confronted with these principles. Why are people driven to do some 

things? What is this natural principle? All that I can tell you about this, are of 

course only my own experiences. I am not able to tell you the absolute reality of 

it. That is of no importance. How you bring, how you tell or how you show this 

principle is of no importance. The fact that you start to see and to feel this 

principle is the only thing that is really important. Still Richard, I will tell you 

my own experience, because if you can gain an idea of this principle, you can 

use it as an anchor. I had to use this anchor many many times to slow down my 

little ship, when there was a danger that I would be thrown on the reefs in the 

enormous storms and high seas which I sometimes had to face and to stand 

strong during my journey. My anchor worked for me. My story, the vision of 

this, which I started to understand bit by bit, I shall try to express clearly now 

for you. 

As I have already explained before, all that is, all that exists, is energy. 

Everything that you can imagine has been built from energy. Everything has 
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form because this energy is vibrating to some degree. The frequency of the 

vibration of the energy causes the form. There is also a dividing-line, created by 

the frequency of the vibration of the energy, which causes the materialism of 

energy and the fact that it will be visible and palpable in this world. Again, in its 

basic form everything is only energy. I have also told you before that this 

energy has been built up by continuously compressing smaller and smaller 

particles of energy. In my experience, the very smallest particle of energy is the 

basis of all that is, because everything has been built up with these most and 

very smallest parts of energy. This smallest particle of energy is the most 

elementary part there is, it is the only building block of all that is. This most 

elementary and smallest particle of energy has characteristics. Stored in this 

tiny particle of energy are all the basic laws of nature and all the elementary 

laws of life. It contains all the principles of the laws of nature, both ‘original’ 

and ‘natural’. This most small particle of energy is the ‘blueprint’ of everything 

that lives, of everything that is, of everything that exists. The ‘natural’ can also 

be called the ‘cosmic’ or the ‘divine’. I prefer the ‘Natural’. Because all that is has 

been composed of energy and all energy has been built up by a mass of the 

tinest particles of energy. I can say that all that is, all that exists, also has the 

characteristics of all principles of the ‘Natural’. Because we represent the 

Natural, because we have been built up of elements which are these Natural 

principles, this means that we only can be of the Natural. In other words, 

anything that is, is equal to the Natural. 

 

The most important characteristics of these tiny parts of energy are, as I have 

said before, ‘love and the realization of oneness. Anything, anything that is, has 

been built up out of these two characteristics; ‘love and the knowledge or 

consciousness of oneness, oneness of all that is, oneness of all that exists’. 

Anything that is, has been built up by these characteristics and you can also say 

that the realization of oneness is the same as love. Unfortunately we do not 

experience these laws. We have lost the connection with these natural laws and 

principles. The automatic telepathicconnection which we have with our 

elementary and natural principles has been cut off and we are no longer able to 

make this connection. No longer guided by our natural compass we have 

drifted away, we have lost the original course and we have lost it completely. 

We have all lost the Way in a terrible way. The Way is the Path, about which we 

will always walk, guided by our natural compass and in line with the 

elementary, natural and cosmic principles. It is the Path as it always was and is 

always meant to be. It is the Path that when we follow it, we will always be in 

harmony with the natural system and in which we always will be 

representatives of the natural characteristics, which are ‘oneness and love’. It is 
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the Path by which, when followed by us, we will always be balance and 

harmony. The painful reality is, however, that we have lost this Path and we 

have been lost in the wilderness and in the jungle. The harmony, the balance, 

has disappeared out of our lives. Instead, we are ‘out of balance’, ‘out of 

harmony’ or said in other words, we are in chaos, we are in ruins, we are the 

fear, we are the loneliness, we are the sadness, we are the sickness, we are the 

suffering itself, we are all the misery. The fact that we have lost the connection 

with our automatic telepathic-connection, that we have lost the connection 

with our natural compass and that we have therefore lost the connection with 

the Path, as it ever was and ever meant to be, has tremendous consequences.  

This establishment will lead us to the two next questions: first, what are these 

consequences? and second, how can we return to a course which we can 

connect to our natural compass again and where we are able to reconnect our 

natural telepathic and find the Path on which we can live again? The Path by 

which all the fear, all the disappointments, all the loneliness, the sadness, 

despair, chaos, sickness and all the misery will disappear out of our lives and 

therefore out of this world?”. Helena stopped talking, we had walked into a 

different kind of forest. The sky, which had been for a great part of the day a bit 

hazy, had cleared up and the sun was shining in all her splendour. Already a 

great part of the afternoon had passed and the sunlight was growing a 

yellowish. “Helena, I want to ask you a lot of questions before you continue, is 

that alright?” “Of course that is alright, ask all that you want to ask”. I stopped 

Helena, took her arm and asked her very quietly to stop walking. “Look behind 

you” I said and move slowly. At some distance in the light of the gold and 

yellow coloured sun, filtered by the leaves of the trees, was a stag. His black 

silhouette was well visible against the sunlight. For some time we watched each 

other, we watched the stag and the stag watched us. Then, with a quick 

movement the stag disappeared. “My God, how wonderful. Helena, today you 

have shown me a lot of wonderful things, how happy you’ve made me. This day 

is one of those days which I will promise you, that I never, ever forget. This day 

is a day in which the course of my life has changed permanently. This day is for 

me a day with great and important influences. I am still not able to understand 

completely all that you have told me, but I do realize that we have been derailed 

somewhere, somewhere in our evolution and I realize that you have given me a 

handle with which it must be possible to reconnect again somewhere with the 

original Path. The Path which, in its original form, was meant to be, to find 

again the connection with nature, with all the natural things, deep within us. 
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My most difficult problem, apart from all my questions about all kinds of 

details, is my question of how we will be able to change our course? How can 

we ever reconnect to the old course? How can we ever reconnect to the original 

Path, the Path we have to walk and the Path as it is meant to be? How are we 

ever able to go back to the Path, which will bring us back into balance, into 

harmony, into rest, into tolerance, happiness, peace, curing all illnesses and into 

love? How will we ever come back?” “The answer to that is not so difficult”, 

Helena said as she held my arms in her hands. She stood in front of me and held 

me firmly. “Actually the answer to all your questions is very simple, it is an 

answer which will not give us a solution to all the misery, to all the fear, wars, 

sicknesses and despair, but it is an answer which can start to work as a lever – 

prying open a new consciousness. It is an answer which is very simple but 

which can bring an unbelievable power to the circumstances of every human 

being and to all the circumstances in this world.” “My dearest Helena, please tell 

me, have the earth has shaken for me, what is the answer?” Helena looked at 

me with an earnest look in her face. “The knowledge, the consciousness that all 

the circumstances we find in the world now, are not normal. We all think that it 

is not different and that it has to be this way because we are used to it, we all 

think that it has to be the way it is. We all think that the fear, sicknesses, 

despair, and wars are a normal part of life. We must all be aware of the fact that 

this is the biggest mistake we have ever made. We must all be aware of the fact, 
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that this is the biggest lie that has ever been told. It is not normal, it is not 

normal. Do realize that this is the biggest mistake which we have already made 

for the past millenia? If we do not start to realize that this is an enormous 

mistake in thinking, and a disgusting lie, then we will not be able to know how 

we are to live, and how to stop giving all our energy out in the wrong ways. If 

we all start to realize that all these terrible things in our lives are not self-

evident, that all these things ought not to be, then there will be a time that we 

all will hear the voice deep within us, which will tell us about how to reconnect 

to our natural compass, which everybody has, somewhere deep inside. At that 

moment we will be able, guided by our own compass, to find the way back 

home and then this world will change. So, you do not have to do anything, you 

just have to stop doing all these wrong things. Actually you have to stop doing 

all kinds of things, everything that you think is correct and normal.. That, my 

dearest Richard, is the essence of my story.” Helena opened her hands and I 

took her shoulders and I said to her, “My God, you are right and I understand 

exactly what you mean. How simple it is! You are brilliant, I love you”. I pushed 

her tenderly against my breast and I kissed her on her head, on her beautiful 

blond hair which was moving in the wind. I took a seat in the grass and Helena 

sat herself beside me. I grabbed my backpack and told Helena that I needed 

some coffee. Helena also wanted some. I arranged two cups which we both 

enjoyed, even though it was rather old coffee. While she was drinking, she 

asked me how tired I was and what the effect was of my qi gong exercises. Did I 

have any trouble walking for today? “How far are we now?” I asked Helena. 

“How far do we still have to go?” “We have covered at least three quarters of 

the whole distance.” “That means that I have walked over 15 kilometres. I do 

feel my feet but I am not tired. This is for me a new experience.” I loved that 

coffee. When I had finished my cup I stretched myself, lying on my back. The 

ground was soft on the grass and moss. Helena finished her coffee and lay down 

as well. She lay her head on my belly and stretched herself. I closed my eyes 

and Helenas' words were spinning through my head. I was not able to 

reproduce all she had said. “I have to make notes of what you say, will you help 

with that? Everything you have said is now mixed up. I am not able to 

remember it again as a logical story. Will you please help me, Helena?” “Of 

course,” she said. “Of course I will help you with that”. We stayed there, lying on 

the grass, for at least half an hour and I had the feeling that I was almost falling 

asleep, when I felt Helena’s lips on my lips. She kissed me and she said that she 

loved me. I embraced her and I told her that I loved her too. I told her that this 

was a very extraordinary period in my life. I told her that I still was not able to 

understand anything of what happened and why all of this happened, although 

I had to admit that it all seemed to be so natural, so self-evident. Helena 
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nodded, she had exactly the same feelings. I looked to the skies and said that I 

had the feeling that we would see a wonderful sunset, where you see the whole 

world is orange coloured. “You are really getting a feeling for it, you are starting 

to be a natural man” said Helna and smiled kissing me tenderly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then she rose and said resolutely that we had to continue. “We are not yet 

home.” “Oh Helena,” I said, “I will sleep tonight as I have never slept before. Will 

you?” she said, “You must not be too sure of that. I am not yet sure how much 

time I will offer you to sleep. When I see your eyes, I fear the worst”. Helena 

laughed. We took our backpacks and our hiking staffs and continued our trip 

back home. After just another half an hour the sunlight changed her colour 

from yellow to orange. I was right. The change in the colour took only a few 

minutes. The landscape was changing a bit and I started to recognize that we 

had entered the forests where we already had been before. When we passed 

one of the many little lakes, I stopped and stared at the landscape. Helena also 

stopped and she said, “it is fascinating you, isn’t it Richard?” “I am so sorry, 

Helena, that I am not able to create a painting here with you. I would be able to 

create my most beautiful painting ever made, here now. I am absolutely sure of 

that”. What a land, I thought and before I realized it, the next thought running 
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through my head was, ‘what a woman’. I smiled. Helena noticed my smile and 

felt that there had to be something she had missed, asked me what I was 

thinking and I told her that I had realized how intensely I enjoyed this 

wonderful country and how intensely I enjoyed this wonderful, magnificent 

and very lovely woman. Helena said, “I am flattered, no, I feel honoured.” “Sorry 

Helena, but here is only one person who can be honoured with the company of 

the other person and that person is me”. Helena bowed and she said ”I thank 

you for this extreme compliment,” and I heard something in her voice that 

made me realize that she was pulling my leg, but I didn’t mind as I was in the 

company of a wonderful woman, somewhere in the endless forests of northern 

Finland. Again we continued. “Come on dear Richard, we will start the last leg 

of our trip for today. You have to hold out for a little while. We can be at home 

within two hours and if I have any strength left, I will give you a massage to 

bring rest to your fatigued muscles and I absolutely will not accept any 

objection this time”. She looked as if she meant what she said, so I was clever as 

to not make any objections and told her that I was willing, with although with 

mild dislike, to accept her offer. She winked, took my hand and we walked on. 

We had not met anyone the whole trip. Up until now there had only been the 

two of us, Helena and me, alone in the magnificent forest . What a day, what an 

experience. While we were walking it was somehow a bit darker, or maybe I 

can better say there was a bit less light.  
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The orange colour, everywhere around me, increased. I had seen during the last 

few weeks in Finland these extreme orange sunsets several times but every 

time it was a great experience. “Richard, will you please tell me something 

about yourself?” Helena asked. “I want to know anything and everything about 

you. There will be a moment when we have to take leave of each other and then 

I will have the knowledge that I have known you and I mean that I have known 

you completely. I want to know every nook and cranny hole of you. I want to 

have the feeling that I have examined every little part of your soul.” 

 

“My dear Helena, why do you have to speak on this splendid day about leaving 

and going home? That is an anti-climax.” I said. “Yes,” Helena said, “you are 

absolutely right, it is an anti-climax, but that will not take away the fact that it 

will happen.” “Yes, Helena, you are right, but I am not amused by the idea that 

we have to say ‘good bye’.” “Neither am I”, Helena answered. “All right, you 

want to know things about me and as far as I understand, you want to know 

anything of me, so I will you show you something which you, up until now, do 

not about me.” I took off my backpack and took my stick. I said to Helena that 

she had to stay where she was and that she had to watch. I walked away from 

her to make some distance between us and concentrate. She was surprised and 

asked me what I was going to do. I said, “Take care, Helena, and watch. My 

friend from India has taught me bo-jutsu. Bo-jutsu is a Japanese technique of 

fighting with a stick. I will show you a ‘kata’. A kata is a studied fight with a lot 

of attacks and defences against imaginary enemies. This is one of the parts of 

the training of this kind of sport.” I practised the kata and Helena was highly 

surprised. When I was finished she asked me if I would do it again and so I did. 

Then I put my stick against a tree and told her that I would show her another 

one. Karate was also a sport in which I trained intensively which I hadn’t told 

Helena about. I told her that if you wanted to obtain the black belt or the first 

dan-degree you had to be able to do the kata. Helena was highly surprised and 

asked me to show it to her again and I did it for the second time. “You really 

have unknown qualities,” she said. “You surprise me from time to time and now 

I realise how safe I am, when I lay in your arms”. I took my stick and I placed 

the backpack on my back. Helena took my hand again and we commenced the 

very last leg of the wonderful trip we had made this day. “Shall we try to hurry 

a bit for the last bit?” Helena said. “I want to be home with you. It was a 

wonderful day but I must be honest - I am starting to get tired now.” “Shall we 

turn around the massage?” “No,” she said. “at least at this moment I’ll say no, 

but when we arrive back home I may accept your offer for that massage.” “You 

have to know it yourself, Helena. You do not know what you might miss”. We 

continued in silence, at least for now. I was tired of walking all the kilometres 
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and I decided that what I had done was not too bad for an unpractised walker, 

but I had to admit that I had reached the end of what was possible for me. After 

walking another half an hour, I recognised the spot where I had practised my qi 

gong exercises in the open nature and I realised, with a lot of joy, that we were 

nearly back home. The sunlight had decreased in intensity and had turned a 

darker orange. The view on the lake near Helena’s parents cottage of was 

wonderful in this orange red-like rays of light.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We walked the path that led us around the lake and fifteen minutes later we 

returned back home. I was glad when Helena opened the door and opened all 

the windows of the house. We took some cool drinks and some food, which we 

prepared quickly, and we fell down on the pillows on the bench on the veranda. 

We quickly took off our shoes and socks. “Let us have a shower together, that 

will do us good,” Helena said. “Yes my dear Helena, that is good but I first have 

to sit, eat and to drink something. I’m worn out”. When we had finished our 

meal Helena rose, took my hand and pulled me off the bench. “Come on 

Richard, we have to take a shower. If we do not do it now then I am afraid it 

won’t happen at all”. I stumbled behind her and stepped under the warm water 

next to Helena. After twenty minutes we dried ourselves more or less and we 
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walked naked to the veranda where we fell down on the pillows on the bench. 

“Did you enjoy today Richard?” I did not answer straight away but finally said 

that I was looking for the right description for today but was not able to find the 

right words for it and the wonderful moments we had had. After we had been 

on the bench for a while on the veranda we decided to go to bed. There were no 

massages, but we were at absolute peace with that. In bed I laid my arm on 

Helena and I was not sure which of us fell asleep first. 
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Chapter 9 
 

 

 

When I woke up next morning it was ten o’clock. For me that was very late to 

wake up. Helena was still sleeping and I decided to make a breakfast for her so 

we could eat together in bed. Carefully I got out of bed and did my best to not 

wake Helena. My legs were stiff but the fatigue from yesterday had 

disappeared. The stiffness in the muscles in my legs felt like it probably would 

disappear after some movements, a few cups of coffee and a hot shower. In the 

mean time I knew where I could find all the things in the kitchen and all the 

things in the house. Within twenty minutes I had prepared a breakfast and ten 

minutes later I went to the bedroom to serve breakfast to Helena. Helena had 

just woken up and looked surprised when she saw me enter the room with her 

breakfast. “Surprise,” I said. “A nice and tasty breakfast for a tired and beautiful 

woman. What would you like to start with?” “Coffee, please first coffee,” she 

said. I arranged two big cups of coffee and made it just as Helena was used to 

drinking it. She tasted her coffee and smiled. “Wonderful,” she said. “Richard 

how are you and how are your muscles - are your muscles stiff from all the 

walking we did?” “Yes,” I said. “I am stiff in the muscles in my legs but it is not 

too bad. I think that when I do some movement, when I have done my qi gong 

exercises and had a hot shower, I will be all right. And you Helena, how do you 

feel?” “I don’t know yet but when I stretch my legs I do not feel any stiff 

muscles.” Helena finished her coffee and asked for a second cup and she wanted 

to have a sandwich with an egg. I arranged the things she asked for and created 

something for myself. I got into the bed and we both enjoyed the breakfast and 

the coffee. “I think,” I said, “that I will take a restful day today. Just do nothing 

and sleep a bit on the bench on the veranda.” “If you like, Richard, we can go for 

a sail this afternoon.” Helena said. “Go for a sail?” I said. “You mean with a 

boat?” “Yes, Richard, with a boat, how else than with a boat?” Helena asked 

surprised. “Yes of course, you are right, but I have not seen a boat on this lake.” 

“Correct”, answered Helena. “The boat is not on this lake but fifteen kilometres 

from here on another lake, a much larger lake. We can go there by car. Oh 

Richard, your eyes are shining, I think you really will like it”. She kissed me on 

my forehead. “Sail or motor,” I asked. How large is that lake?” “Large.” “How big 

is that boat?” “Big” she answered. “Wow,” I said. “Wow,” Helena said and she 

pounced on me. All the breakfast things were falling from the bed on the floor, 

but we didn’t care. She knew what she wanted to do, she knew what she had to 

do and she had caught me completely and she was not willing to let me go. Not 
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that I wanted her to let me go. I just loved being caught by Helena. After an hour 

and a half she let me go and we both took a shower. “Maybe I can tell you on the 

boat this afternoon another part of my story. Actually that might be the most 

important part of all that I have to tell you. It defines for every human being 

who they are and how they are as they are.” “Well Helena, that is quite 

something”. I answered. “I even have to say, actually that is all that really 

matters. If you are able to show us why we are as we are, why people are how 

they are, that also means that I also must be able to show myself why I am who 

I am. If I do not have peace with that, then maybe, I might be able to show 

myself how I can grow and become the person, the human being, I want to be 

or I’d even love to be. Oh dear, I do not understand myself, what I am saying 

now.” “Please Richard, try to repeat that once again”, Helena said. “Because 

what you said is so very right and it touches my story at its deepest essence. 

Richard what you said was brilliant”. How I did try, how I did my utmost, but I 

was unable to reproduce it. Helena helped me and together we built up the 

sentence I had said before. Helena wrote it down in a little script we had 

arranged. “Dear Helena, from now on we will always have a pencil and this 

script. Up till now you have told me so many things, which has opened a new 

world for me, but I must tell you now that I do not know anymore everything 

you have told me. I will make more notes”. Helena agreed with me. We went 

outside and we ensconced our selves lazily on the bench on the veranda. 

“Tomorrow we will get Sam,” Helena said. “I do enjoy having him here with us.” 

“What time do you want to go to the boat, Helena?” “If we leave some time 

earlier, we can have lunch in a restaurant in the harbour.” “That’s a good idea. 

What kind of ship is it, Helena?” “It is a motor-sailor , a Finnsailor, it is a Finnish 

sea-going yacht.” “Yes, I do know,” I said. “Regularly you see these kind of ships 

in the Netherlands and once I sailed a Finnsailor on the North sea off the coast 

of the Netherlands.” “Wow”, said Helena. “Are you able to sail at sea?” “Yes I 

was able to, after I had done a course in coast navigation.” Helena looked at me 

admirably. “Are you able to sail, do you know anything of sailing?” I asked 

Helena. “A little bit, but actually I already had thought that you know all of it 

and that the boat is yours, you are the captain and I am just your passenger and 

maybe I am a bit your crew, whatever you want and if you don’t make it too 

hard for me I will do my utmost to help you out. I can pull the lines and so on”. I 

nodded to Helena that I understood what she was saying. “I think we will 

manage.” I said. An hour later we walked to the car. Helena had collected some 

things and put them in a bag. “Do you have the keys of the boat?” I asked her. 

“Yes I have,” she said. “Talking about keys, here you are.” She handed me the 

keys of her car. “What is the meaning of this Helena?” “Richard, we agreed that 

you will drive tomorrow when we go and get Sam, so I want to propose to you 
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that you also drive today, so that you can get used to my car.” “That is a good 

idea, Helena”. I took the keys and opened the car doors. I started the engine and 

drove away. It still took quite some time driving these roads and after three 

quarters of an hour, we arrived at the harbour. “Shall we first put the bag in the 

boat, then we can have lunch after that?” “That is fine,” I said. I recognized the 

ship. It was a good, sea-going yacht. “Richard, what do you think of it? Aha I 

already see, I’m not sure anymore if you will leave today with me back home. 

While I admired and inspected the ship, I took Helena’s shoulders and kissed 

her. I said, “when you insist to me strongly enough, I will absolutely come with 

you”. Helena smiled and went on board, opened the doors and went inside into 

the cabin. She stored away the bag and arranged some other things. “Come 

Richard, let’s go and have our lunch, I am hungry”. We went to the restaurant 

and enjoyed a very good lunch. After that we returned to the boat and went on 

board. Within ten minutes we slowly sailed out of the harbour. In the belly of 

the ship was a seventy horse power motor growling when I pushed the gas 

handle forwards just a little. Immediately the ship reacted and we went on our 

way. “Helena how deep is this lake?” “Very deep, you can sail everywhere as 

long as you stay over 50 metres away from the shores, because there you will 

find rocks just below the surface.” “We are not lucky Helena, there is no wind 

today. We shall not use the sails today, maybe another time.” “No problem 

Richard, we still have two months left, and I am absolutely sure that 

somewhere within these two months there will be enough wind for us to hoist 

the sails and enjoy being moved by the wind with this ship.” “Do you know a 

nice spot where we can go to?” “Yes, if you go to the other side of the lake, there 

are nice areas.” “Come on Helena, let’s go outside and use the steering over 

there.” It was warm and I undressed myself and put on my swimming-trunks. 

Helena did the same. I pushed the engine up to three quarters of its power and 

our speed increased. When we reached the other side of the lake we slowed 

down and anchored at the spot directed by Helena. The nature around us was 

splendid. There were a lot of little islands with a lot of trees. When I dropped 

the anchor, I checked if the anchor was not drifting. “Are you coming with me 

for a swim, Richard?” Helena dropped the swimming stairs, took my hand, she 

stepped on the bench and jumped with me into the water. I still had Helena’s 

hand when I realised that the water was enormously cold. “God, this water is 

cold,” I said to Helena. “Yes dear, the lake is very deep and so it is very cold”. 

She had to laugh because I probably looked desperate. “You are a big man and 

you are so strong and you are afraid of the temperature of this water?” she 

asked. I nodded no, I was not able to stand this terrible temperature. “This is 

not cold, this is terrible cold”. “Come Richard, you have to swim, that will make 

you warmer”. And so we did. But even after five minutes it was too much for 
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me. Helena could see in the despair of my face that I didn’t like it at all. “We will 

return to the boat” she said. “Yes” I said. Again she laughed and we returned 

back to the yacht. I helped her climb on board and I quickly followed her. The 

sun was warm and soon I got warmer in the warmth of the air. Helena took a 

big towel and started to rub me dry and warm. “Shall I make some coffee?” she 

said, while I was still shivering a bit. “Oh yes, please, ,” I said. “Unbelievable 

Helena, for me it is unbelievable that you don’t care about this cold at all.” “You 

just have to do it again and again and then you get used to it. She said” “No 

Helena, I will never get used to this”. Some minutes later the coffee was ready 

and we poured it out in a thermos flask. I layed down on the bench outside and 

drank my coffee. The heat of the coffee was doing its work making me warm 

again. “Helena, would you still like to tell some of your story? If you do then I 

will get my pen and the script.” “Yes Richard, I will and I know where to start. 

First I’d like to repeat the last bit I told you last time. Do you still remember 

what I was talking about?” “No, I am sorry Helena but I’ve started to mix it all 

up now.” “I was talking about the guiding of our natural compass, the guiding of 

our natural telepathic connection and therefore our possibility of walking the 

natural Path, the Path that was meant for us to follow and which we have lost. 

This has enormous consequences for all of us. This statement causes two 

questions: first, what are the consequences and second, how can we return to 

the course which we can again reconnect with our natural compass and 

reconnect with our natural guidance to be able to find the Path again, and 

therefore be able to return to a life in which we can live without fear, without 

disappointment, without loneliness, sadness, despair, chaos and all the illnesses 

and miseries. A lot of books have been written to answer these two questions 

by people throughout history. First I have to tell you another important thing, it 

is , maybe even the most important point of my whole story. I have told you, 

Richard, that we all exist and have been built up from energy. This energy has 

been built up from the smallest and most elementary particles of energy. These 

most elementary particles have characteristics. As we all have been built up 

from these most elementary particles, we also all have the same characteristics. 

We own these elementary characteristics and we own all the characteristics of 

the whole universe. The universe has been created and is creative. The human 

being is also created and creative. So we all are ‘everything that has ever been 

created and we also are creative’. We are creative beings. We are able to create 

life circumstances for ourselves. Most of the time this creative process is for us 

an unconsciousness process. Because we do not know that we are creative 

beings we create unwittingly. We create as a reaction in a process we have 

activated ourselves. So Richard, we are like Gods and able to create things in 
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our lives, we create the things in this world, we create the circumstances in this 

world. 

Beside the fact that we are creative beings, we are also ‘instruments of 

experience’. All we want to experience in life, we will create. This means that 

for everything we want to experience, we will create a world in which we will 

experience our wishes.. The universe reacts to all that we wish for. The 

universe works as a mirror for everything on which we focus. If we have a 

thought, an intention, a conviction and we focus on that, the creative power we 

all have will reform, rebuild our worlds in such a way that we will experience 

everything on which we focus. Richard, this is something I cannot prove to you 

and your feelings will tell you what you will think of it and what you are able to 

do with it, but my next example might make it a bit more clear for you. Imagine 

that you have three people, one of whom is intensively hated by the second 

person, and is intensively loved by the third person. Regardless of what the 

hated and loved person says I assure you that both other people will get 

confirmation in what they already think about this person. The first person will 

affirm that this person is absolutely the worst human being there has ever been 

and the other person will be experience that this person is the most beloved 

person he or she has ever seen. Whatever we think, everything we are 

convinced of and believe, we will build into our world, but exclusively in our 

own world. How often have you heard one person crying to another person, ’of 

course I am right, open your eyes and you will see it, open your ears and you 

will hear. Are you blind and deaf?’ With these laws we reach the tools of life on 

which everything revolves around. What I am telling you now Richard is the 

most important thing and probably the source of all the misery in this world, 

but you must know that all of this happens without us being conscious of it. 

‘Having convictions, having opinions, having ideas about anything, having 

thoughts about whatever, are the instruments with which we are building our 

worlds, with which we reform, we give form, to our worlds. By our creative 

abilities and by having beliefs and opinions we will have the destiny of our own 

lives in our own hands. The consequences of being creative beings and having 

convictions and opinions about everything in this world – is having opinions 

and convictions which, in our culture, are very important. How often do we say 

that you are only somebody if you keep that opinion and if you will defend it. 

Having opinions and having convictions always creates enormous 

consequences. Having an opinion, having a conviction always creates 

expectations. Knowing this, you can imagine what the consequences will be if 

we do start the journey of our life when we are not guided by our internal 

compass. People have their own opinions and their own convictions and by 

their creative powers they decide that the world is, as they think the world has 
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to be. By building and formulating our opinions and our convictions, our ‘I 

think‘, we create, we sculpt and we paint the world in which we live. What we 

think, what we are sure of and the way we think it has to be, forms and creates 

the world in which we live and experience. With this phenomenon we give form 

to a law in which we, as human beings, live, namely the creative powers of our 

mind. We as human beings live like Gods with the power to create. Having 

beliefs, deciding all kinds of things, creates a world in which you will 

experience what you think and so you literally experience all the things you 

think of and of which you have decided that only they are right for you or that 

you deserve. All of the things you think will be created and you will become the 

living experience of what you think. This is what happens to us, we human 

beings, we the creative beings. Besides this is the realization that the degree of 

reality of the worlds we create is one hundred percent. This degree of reality is 

so high, that everything we create by our thoughtforms and our convictions, 

will be confirmed by our experiences and so it will be the absolute truth for us. 

This truth is so clear and so convincing, that we are absolutely unable to 

imagine that this truth cannot be seen by others. What we think, we will 

experience. What we experience is the absolute truth, at least for us. That 

somebody else is not able to see, that everything we are experiencing is not the 

absolute truth, in our mind will make all others stupid that they are not able to 

see and to experience our truth. Based on what we think is true, based on the 

fact that we know how everything ought to be and how it is, we create 

expectations of how all other people ought to act and to react. This is all ruled 

by our beliefs of how life ’should’ be. Allocating a meaning to something defines 

the feeling of how it ought to be, experienced and defines what we can expect 

or even what we can demand from other people and how they have to act and 

react. This expectation will all be defined by our beliefs and the fixed Universal 

Laws and by our creative power, realised worlds. Richard, it’s important that 

you are able to feel that you understand what I have told you. How do you feel 

about this?”  

“You’re asking me Helena, if I understand what you have told me? Actually I do 

not know. Your story comes as a tsunami over me and I think I do understand 

what you mean. I agree with you that when people have a conviction or belief, if 

they really hold on to that belief, their world will be formed and created by this 

outlook and most of the time these people are able and willing to defend their 

world with everything as vigorously as possible. Actually Helena, that also 

applies to me. If I think something, when I am absolutely sure that I am right 

then I will defend that opinion. I will not allow that anybody will attack my 

world, my truth. Helena, you are right I see now. I was talking about ‘my world 

and my truth’.” “Yes Richard, it is your truth. Everything you think of, all the 
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opinions you have. Every conviction of yours defines and creates your truth. Do 

not underrate this truth. The degree of reality of your world, of your truth is 

one hundred percent. You will experience it this way and you will live in your 

own truth. At that moment you are that truth and indeed there is nobody who 

is able to take you away from it. Can you understand this?” “Yes, I absolutely 

can understand this, it seemed like something kind of theoretical for me and 

until now, I did not see clearly what you were trying to explain, because my 

dear Helena, I know now that you have a purpose for telling me this 

introduction, or am I wrong about that?”  

“No Richard, you are not wrong, you have understood this very well. The story 

which I just told you, of the fact that human beings are creative beings, has 

unbelievable consequences for every human being. The consequences of being 

a creator of your own world, destined to experience all the things you think of, 

by having convictions, has unbelievable consequences for every human being 

and the interaction between every human being. Actually it has unbelievable 

consequences for our complete society.” “Wow Helena, these are ‘heavy words’, 

but please continue, I am curious.” “I will repeat what I said before. Based on 

everything we think of, based on all our opinions about our truth, based on how 

we think it ought to be or it has to be , we create expectations of how other 

people in our world have to act and react. This fact is enormously important. 

My belief, my conviction defines how life is and has to be. Because it is defined 

by me, I place demands on how you are to act and react , as defined by my 

expectations in my own created world. My powers of creation create 

expectations. These expectations also create something else. These 

expectations always create disappointments. The creation of disappointments 

is not happening by chance , but will always be defined and created out of every 

expectation. So Richard, please listen very well to what I have to say you now, 

’People everywhere are doomed to be always be disappointed’.” “Helena”, I said 

shocked, “you can’t mean that. “Unfortunately, Richard, I do mean everything I 

say and I tell you this with my full consciousness. “What a mess ‘I said’. What a 

world. If you are right Helena, then this world is only one big vale of tears.” “Is 

that then not the truth Richard?” Suddenly I remembered why Helena started 

her spiritual journey, why she had been driven in this direction. Even as a child 

she was hurt by all the sadness and the enormous misery which she saw in this 

world and I remembered her conviction that there had to be a solution to all 

this misery. Suddenly I saw some of the connections in everything Helena had 

told me up until now. “Do you still want some coffee, Helena? I need one now.” 

“Yes please.” Helena said. I took our empty cups and turned around. I saw that 

the weather was changing. I saw some very dark skies and I knew what that 

meant. “It is not looking good, Helena, we are going to get really bad weather”. 
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Helena looked around and predicted a heavy thunderstorm. She also told me 

that she had a strong headache and thought that it was a result of the change in 

the weather. “Richard I am afraid to be on the water in a thunderstorm, can we 

please hurry and go back to the harbour?” “Of course.” I said while I started to 

pull in the anchor. Within five minutes I started the engine, turned the boat 

around and increased the speed. There was absolutely no wind and the sky was 

even darker and more threatening than it was before. In the distance we heard 

the first thunder clap and the lightning had already started. Again I increased 

the speed and the boat reacted immediately. The first rain started. I was a bit 

worried. There still was not any wind and we had to go quite a distance. It was 

a fast yacht but the dark skies arrived faster than I had expected. “Richard, you 

are looking worried, do you expect problems?” “In Dutch we have a saying and I 

shall try to translate it for you in English, Helena: ‘if the wind arrives before the 

rain, there will be no problem, but if the rain arrives before the wind, then you 

will have a problem’.” She understood what I meant. It was raining and there 

still was absolutely no wind. Helena went into the cabin and returned with two 

cups of coffee. “Thank you, that’s nice” I said. “I would like some coffee now.” 

“Do you expect problems Richard?” “Maybe, but please Helena, don’t worry. I 

know what I have to do and I know how to handle these types of boats. This is 

not the first storm I have fought against and it will not be the last one”. In the 

mean time it started to rain intensely. I had transferred the steering and we 

were now inside the cabin. “If you will save me and get me back home, then I 

will treat you to dinner in the restaurant in the harbour”. I smiled and said that 

it was already a deal, there was no question about bringing Helena back safe in 

the harbour, that was just a fact. Helena smiled and relaxed a bit. “How is your 

headache?” “It is better, I have taken some medicine and it has eased off a bit 

now.” “That’s good”. The force of the wind was increasing and the sound of the 

thunder was also increasing and grew louder and louder. The yacht was rolling 

around a lot and I had to decrease speed. This vessel was good and very 

reliable. The waves increased and I had to turn the bow around so the waves 

were right in the front of the boat. In the distance we saw the harbour. The 

wind was turning a bit so we kept the wind right in front of us. The bow of the 

ship was taking a battering in the increasing waves. Water and foam washed 

across the deck of the yacht. “Are you not seasick Helena?” “No,” she said. “I am 

not sick or anything like that. Richard you give me the impression that you like 

this terrible storm.” “Listen, my dear Helena, how often did you tell me, when 

we first met, that you are different, different than most people. I am also a bit 

different. Most people would dislike this situation, but I love it. It is my battle 

against the elements and it is always fascinating, it is always a battle which I 

always enjoy. Helena I was just remembering that I said I would give you 
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something this evening. What do I get from you?”, Helena asked. ‘This evening I 

will give you the meridian massage. I have to finish this chapter of my story. I 

want to tell you this today, it is important for me”. she said. “Yes I understand 

but when you have enough energy and when your headache has gone, you can 

tell me your story in the restaurant, while we have dinner, because my dear 

lovely Helena, you have lost your bet. Look there is the big mast from the 

harbour. Only some ten minutes and we will be inside the harbour and we will 

be safe. By the way Helena, I want to propose something. Tomorrow we will get 

Sam and I will drive as we agreed. I have started to see connections in all the 

things you have told me up until now. Maybe we can repeat tomorrow all the 

things you have told me and then I can try to find more connections. I will see if 

I can get the pieces of the puzzle all lined up and connected to each other. 

Maybe Helena you then can write down all the essential points in our script.” 

Helena nodded yes. “Good idea Richard, that’s what we will do.” In the 

meantime the wind was still increasing and I had to decrease the speed a little 

bit more, otherwise the bow of the ship would be hitting the waves too hard. 

The distance between the harbour decreased every minute and I realized that I 

was lucky with the wind right in front of me. That’s all I had to wish for in this 

kind of situation. As soon as I turned the boat into the canal entrance we 

reached the shelter of some buildings which were built right on the shoreline of 

the lake. From now on it was a piece of cake. The estimated ten minutes was a 

bit too enthusiastic and all together it took twenty minutes before we were 

safely inside. The thunderstorm was heavy now. There was a lot of thunder, a 

lot of lightning, wind and rain, so all together a lot of noise. “We had better wait 

here until the storm has passed.” “Is that not dangerous?” Helena asked. “No my 

dear, it is not dangerous.” “Richard I am convinced you know what to do, for me 

you are a sailor and I really do have the feeling that you have saved my life”. 

Helena kissed me on my cheek. “Dear Helena, for saving your life, only one kiss 

is a poor gift”, I said. “All right”, Helena said, she embraced me and her thanks 

was really great. I accepted her thanks without any problem. Only half an hour 

later the thunderstorm had disappeared. The sky was bright again. The tension 

was out of the air and Helena felt much better. We cleaned and closed the yacht 

and went to the restaurant. “I am hungry.” Helena said. “Me too.” I said. “As far 

as I can see, you are always hungry Richard.” “Not always,” I said, “nearly 

always.” “Exactly.” Helena endorsed. She took my hand and we walked into the 

restaurant. 
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Chapter 10 
 

 

 

There were only a few guests inside the restaurant so we could take any seat 

we liked. First we ordered something to drink. When we had our drinks, I 

looked to Helena and said, “one thing is going round and round in my head, it is 

something which you have said. There is one word you have mentioned that 

really strikes me and that word is ‘disappointment’. Do you feel fit enough to 

tell me all about that? All you have said, has impressed me. I even can say, it has 

made a deep impression on me and it touched me. If what you have said is true, 

then I think I understand a lot more of what you have told me up to this 

moment. I may understand your motivation for why you have gone in the 

direction you have been going.” “I feel fine,” Helena said. “ I am going to tell you 

what I saw near the shore, near our house on that cold winter morning in 

February. Everything I have told you until now, will finally lead to the appalling 

conclusion that we are doomed to be disappointed for the rest of our lives and 

we will be disappointed many times a day, some of us even continuously.” The 

waitress interrupted Helena and we ordered a meal. When she left Helena 

continued her story. “I have told you that every human being will send his 

beliefs, convictions and his ‘I think that’… into the world and for most of us it’s 

done in a rather fanatical way. I have told you that every human being has his 

beliefs and his convictions and that they create and will reform the world of 

every human being in such a way that the beliefs and convictions of everyone 

will give them an experience of all the things which are represented by their 

beliefs. People sculpt by their own particular meanings in their own world, by 

their own laws, their conditions of how life ought to be, how it has to be and 

therefor how their worlds will be defined. Also these people will, by all their 

meanings, by all their beliefs and convictions about how life is and how life has 

to be, create their own expectations.  

 

Every human being has its own assortment of meanings and opinions, which 

you can say are the same as other people, but the assortment as a whole, is 

absolutely unique for every human being. From this you can see that the 

pattern of expectations for every unique human being has built up on the basis 

of how people formulate the desires and demands in their lives. This means 

that every human being has his own unique pattern of expectations about how 

other human beings have to act and react. This means that we can never 

understand other people and allows us to think that other people must be 
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stupid. This is all frightening. This means that we will often experience being 

misunderstood by other people and that is even more frightening. We solve this 

problem by concluding that all these other people are rather stupid and cannot 

be of this world (meaning not be of our world, not be of the world which has 

been created by our own meanings and opinions). The ultimate result of this is 

that every expectation will lead to a disappointment, because the type of 

expectations from one human being will never match the type of expectations 

of someone else, because they live in different worlds, a world which has been 

created by themselves. This means that to live on a basis of these laws, will 

always lead to never ending disappointment, a disappointment which will 

ultimately lead to a continual fear, frustration, chaos, misery, a feeling of 

loneliness and this all will eventually lead to all kinds of illnesses. When people 

start to feel, somewhere deep inside, that this way of life is not the way of life 

they were hoping for, that this way of living is a wasted way of life, that it must 

stop and wonder if there is another way, wondering if there might be a 

possibility that they can change something, somehow, so that their lives will 

change as well, then these people start to come into contact with a little voice 

somewhere deep inside of them. This will brings me to the second point: how 

are we able to return to the course where we will renew our contact with our 

own natural compass?  

 

Many people understand what I have just outlined will work theoretically, but 

they tell me that they do not know how they can practice these things in their 

daily lives. Yes Richard, it’s a challenge to learn how you can practise in your 

life what I have talked about, but it is possible for all the people who keep the 

goal of ‘change’ firmly in their minds. Many people succeeded in changing their 

lives before you, Richard. The basic characteristics of nature, anything which 

presents and represents the natural, is oneness and love. Every deviation of 

oneness and love causes the opposite of oneness and love and this is 

separateness and fear. What is it that nature wants? Nature is a natural 

institute that only wants harmony, it is always striving for harmony, it always 

strives for situations that are harmonious. If we deviate from the natural path, 

from the Path as it was and is always meant to be for us, then immediately 

there will be a force, which will always try to lead us back to the original Path. 

By leaving the original Path, we create automatically chaos and disharmony. 

Nature always wants to restore the chaos and wants to bring back the balance 

in our lives. By leaving the natural Path and going into the wilderness or the 

jungle it is akin to stretching out a spring and because it is a spring, it has the 

characteristic of bouncing back, when we stretch them out. The more we leave 

the natural Path and the farther we go into the jungle, the more the tension we 
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create from the stretching out of the spring and the more that tension will be in 

us. This tension causes and fortifies the chaos in us and will always create and 

lead us to a never ending fear. This situation will continue until we will return 

to the natural Path. People who live alongside but not on the natural Path, are 

always stressed and will therefore always live in fear. To give you an idea of 

what I mean exactly is the following image: imagine blowing up a tyre tube 

from the wheel of a car. This tube represents our life. By living alongside and 

deviating from the natural Path we will have the experience of the tyre tube 

being blown up to a point of the tension which will be caused by leaving ‘the 

Path’. To prevent the tube being inflated to extreme and therefore exploding, 

life or nature has given us a rescue tool. This rescue instrument is our 

emotions. Our emotions are the tensions which go to the extreme in our own 

tube, in our own life, and when it is necessary we allow our tensions, our stress 

to flow away by releasing the air valve in the tube. The tension, the stress, the 

pressurised air in our tube can be let go by adjusting the valve. Then you will 

hear the sound of whistling and sizzling air, which is akin to hearing the sound 

of somebody who expresses his emotions, by being sad, angry, furious and so 

on. So emotions are never the end result in life, they are a means to an end, it is 

a rescue instrument to prevent us from emotionally exploding completely”, she 

said. 

 

Suddenly the waitress arrived with our dinner. It looked wonderful and we 

filled our plates. I arranged Helena’s and my drink and while she was starting 

to eat, she was compelled to continue her story. ”Sometimes we are not able to 

handle the stress and the tensions which have been stored in our ‘tube’. If we 

overfill the tube and don’t release the valve frequently enough, then the tube 

will explode or another example, it would be like stretching a rubber band to its 

limit, causing it to bounce back extremely. At that moment the person will 

collapse. The chaos caused by this explosion or collapse is complete and it will 

cause all kind of wretched consequences. This Richard, you see happening 

around you daily and at the very least you can read about it daily in the 

newspapers. There are too many people now for whom the daily stress grows 

too high and for whom the spring bounce back suddenly and extremely, with all 

kinds of disastrous effects. Unfortunately you see this happening more and 

more frequently. I have seen these people in hospitals during my studies. I had 

to visit hospitals and psychiatric institutes and I have seen what the effects of 

the sudden rebound of the spring have in the lives of people. These are extreme 

human dramas. On a larger scale you see the same. Our society, our culture as a 

whole, has also pulled out the springs too far and too extreme. The springs are 

close to the moment they will jump back suddenly with an enormous and 
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disastrous effect. Nature is pulling back. When the springs of a society, of a 

culture, jump back unexpectedly and with an enormous force, then the society 

and culture will collapse. In the last ten thousand years of human history we 

have seen this happen too often. If we continue to refuse to return to the 

natural Path, our culture will collapse as well”. 

By moving my hand I tried to stop Helena tell her story about disappointments, 

high stress, exploding of overly blown up tubes and emotions. “My dear Helena, 

may I disturb you? I really do not understand. May I ask you something?” “Yes 

of course Richard, tell me what you don’t understand.” “Emotions which we 

shouldn’t have? You tell me that emotions are not a natural part of life? I am not 

able to get an idea of what you are talking about. I do not understand that at all. 

You tell me it is not a part of life. Joy, sadness, fear and happiness are all facets 

of life. These are all things of which I think that they really are significant parts 

of life and which will give depth to life. Today I am sad and tomorrow I am 

happy. Isn’t that wonderful? Isn’t that just the beauty of life?” “Are you really 

sure?” said Helena. “Are you striving for moments in your life as sadness, pain, 

misery and chaos, only to be able to enjoy, in relation to this misery, all the 

moments in your life which you call the happy moments? Do you need all the 

‘misery’ to be able to enjoy all the ‘non misery’. What is your purpose in life 

Richard? Is it sadness or joy, is it fear or love?” “If I had to choose out of these 

four things then of course I would choose joy and love.” “Well Richard, what 

would you choose, would you choose to experience temporary moments of joy 

and love or would you choose constant moments of joy and love?” “That 

question, Helena, is not fair. Of course I would choose a permanent feeling of 

joy and love.” If I understand you well,” Helena said. “then you do not like to 

experience these nice and warm feelings temporarily, to then have it changed 

in the next moment to feelings of sadness and fear?” “So it is.” I said. “Then why 

do you call joy, sadness, fear and love all facets of life which as you say, have to 

be a part of life and which give depth to your life?” “That is a good point,” I said. 

“I will have to withdraw that idea.” “Richard it is possible to experience only 

joy. Emotions in the form of negative feelings and experiences are not 

necessary. It is a mechanism for escape, no more and no less. We do need it and 

we use this mechanism to blow off the steam in our lives. If you are able to 

arrange your life in such a way that there will no longer be any production of 

steam, then you also do not need to blow it away anymore”. I nodded yes and I 

told Helena that I understood what she meant. “Please dear Helena, continue”. I 

wrote some things in my script. Helena continued. “I told you about the 

collapsing of cultures. If you can imagine all the springs, represented by a 

culture, have been drawn out to their extreme limit and were to jump back 

suddenly all together, this culture would collapse. Often this will go together 
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with natural catastrophes such as tsunamis, storms, earthquakes and so on. For 

me Richard, it is therefore very important that even more and more individuals 

start to make an escape out of the status quo mental box that is. Then these 

people can make and form a counterpart for the mass in our society which has 

already been influenced enormously by heavy stress, which you nowadays can 

see everywhere in our society. A relatively small group will be sufficient for 

that purpose. The critical mass, which can form a counterpart, does not have to 

be very large. ‘Escaping’ from society is actually a complete other story and will 

bring us to the working of the ‘web’. ‘Escaping’ is a notion which is always alive 

within people and which has been used very often in books and in films as a 

subject or as a metaphor for a story. Somewhere it looks like if we feel 

unconsciously that we do not live in full freedom and that we are always 

suppressed by stress and that we always have to live in fear and that there is 

only one way to get rid of this, namely that we have to escape.  

 

What is the working of the web and why is this working so catastrophic? Every 

human being is connected to all other human beings. These connections have 

been built from ‘energetic threads’ through which energy will flow from one 

person to another and vice versa. Because all and everything is energy, this also 

means that in the spaces between all of us exists energy and by this ‘ever 

present energy’ we are able to contact each other. Through this contact we have 

influence on each other. Within a family, all the members of the family will have 

a very close contact with and influence to each other. There are also a lot of 

‘connection threads’ to all the other family members, to friends, acquaintances, 

colleagues, members of the sports club and so on. From what I just told you, do 

you understand that we always have an influence to each other and therefore 

we also are able to control each other. This is something, Richard, I have told 

you before. Within the working of the web all the functions of the people within 

the web will be based on fear, on fear and I say it again, only on fear. This fear 

works by the need to have power over other people. To be able to rule other 

people. If we have power over other people, then we are also able to control 

people. As in the web the principal ruler is fear, fear of being ruled by others, 

everybody will fight to have the feeling that they personally are the rulers over 

others , that they are the ones who are in charge.  

 

Having power is a holy notion in the web. This power can be expressed for 

example by the next question. ‘Oh please, will you get me a cup of coffee?’ In 

this question one is trying to lay his will on another person. This means that 

when somebody gets the feeling that the old path, the old way of life, the path 

which has been thrust upon us by society, no longer works for that person, then 
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this person will go and search for another path, with other values in life. This 

will mean that this person will start to rummage unconsciously through the 

threads of the web. This action will never go unnoticed. Other people will 

notice that this person, by searching for another way of life, will change and 

they will tell him that he is starting to become abnormal and that he must start 

to act normally again and that it is no good to try to be different. If this person 

doesn’t react to this, the opposition to him or her will increase and continue 

increasing and the opposition can even be very unpleasant. People will use ‘the 

power’ to force every person who will not react to these demands to return to 

his old place in the web. The one who wants to change, who will see that for her 

or for him the old path, the old way of life will no longer work and therefore 

will go on a ‘quest’, will find even more and more opposition and reactions to 

his or her way, because they keep changing. He or she will not understand this 

but by one person making changes it will effect other threads in the web, 

threads which will affect other people. The web around this changing person 

becomes restless. As this person continues, he will see that he will lose friends. 

The reactions of other people will be that he is seen as strange, in some way 

different, different from all the other people, acting and reacting in the web. 

The changing person will lose even more and more of his old habits, his old 

actions and reactions. He still has another problem. He is no longer able to act 

and react in the old way, but he has not yet found another way of life to replace 

the old one, he has not yet found new values but he has left the old values, 

which are valuable in the web. In this process. He starts to lose the way forward 

for himself and he will not be supported by the other people in the web. People 

around him will say that it is his own fault and that he has to be, to act and 

react, normally and because of this the pressure and stress will grow. When he 

collapses because of this pressure and gets sick, then every medical man, every 

psychologist, every psychiatrist will do anything to bring him back to his ‘old 

place in the web’, will lead him back to his ‘old cage’. We do not know any 

differently, this is all we know and this is the only thing which is ‘normal’ in our 

minds, normal in our world. If he is strong enough to continue his journey then 

he will lose ‘the old ways completely’, without having to find ‘new ways instead’ 

and he will find on his way more and more opposition and criticism. People will 

not accept that he is moving this way in the web and that he is starting to 

manipulate the threads in the web. If after all he is strong enough to work 

himself out of the web in spite of all the opposition and pressure, then he will 

enter new and unknown surroundings and there he has to face and to struggle 

with another force, which will confront him with other things. He will travel in 

his spiritual journey through the most bizarre and frightening areas of his own 

soul, where he will meet loneliness and fear. He starts to feel and to understand 
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that he is no longer able to continue his journey with the ‘old tools’ from his life. 

He starts to feel and to understand that he will be blocked by his own ‘ego’. He 

notices that he will be blocked by the characteristics of his own character, by 

the characteristics of his own ego. He will have to face these characteristics. He 

will have to fight these characteristics and will have to leave them behind. 

Everyone is only able to fight this battle for himself. Everyone has to defeat his 

own characteristics. So you will move and be moved as a ball in the enormous 

box filled with balls until you have been moved by all the movements to the 

edge of the box and will fall over it, out of the box, out of the ‘status quo’. That 

will be the moment that you will be free from the working of the box, free from 

the workings of our society and you will find yourself near the immense wall. If 

you are able to lose every part of your old self, to lose every part of your ego, if 

you are able to conquer all your characteristics, then the last part of your 

journey will be given to you and you will be allowed to enter the enormous gate 

in the wall. Many of the travellers will stop their journey during the trip and try 

to return to the old world. Only a few reach the end and will fulfil their journey. 

Many books have been written about this spiritual and exhausting journey in 

the span of our great history. Still there are even more and more people who 

are able to celebrate the triumph of the victory of the new world and who are 

inspired to return to the old world to tell everybody who is willing to listen 

about it. They are all willing to reach out a hand where it is possible and 

required. They all want to return to place signposts for every searching soul to 

help them fulfil their spiritual journey, a journey which you always have to 

make on your own. Nobody is able to open the gate for somebody else or to 

shove away the veils in order to show them the new world. 

This knowledge of the spiritual way to return to the natural Path is not new in 

this world. They have found scriptures from thousands and thousands of years 

ago which tells about this journey. Actually all the religions have outlined the 

way back home. The problem has been mankind - we have only made a mess of 

it and we have not understood it at all. Jesus Christ never had the intention to 

change us into Christian people but his purpose was to change us into ‘Christs’. 

Buddha never had the intention to change us into Buddhist people, but his 

purpose was to change us into ‘Buddhas’.” 

 

Helena had finished her story for now. Again she was able to tell me in an 

understandable way what she meant. Again she had bewildered me by talking 

about subjects which seemed so self-evident for her and which entered my 

world like a thunderstorm on a clear sky. This time she was even able to eat 

two big meals while she was telling her story. She enjoyed it, she enjoyed telling 

me her story, a story which, as she said, she had to tell me and she enjoyed her 
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meal. I looked at her and I realised how intensely I had fallen in love with her 

and how much I was enjoying this wonderful moment. I enjoyed every moment 

which I had spent with her up till now. I looked at her and asked her if she still 

wanted to have something for dessert. We both chose a cup of ice-cream, 

covered with whipped cream. When we had finished our dinner and when 

Helena had paid, we walked to Helena’s car. I started the engine and we drove 

back home.  
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Chapter 11 
 

 

 

On our way back home I noticed that the sky had cleared completely and that 

for me, it was another magical Finnish sunset, again bringing an end to the day 

in a fairy-like way. We followed the shores of the lake and the splendid orange 

light of the sun coloured the sky and the water in a majestic light.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Helena, how wonderful this is for me and how wonderful this will always be”. 

Helena nodded, she smiled and she said that she agreed fully with me and told 

me that this extreme sunset was one of the things which she would miss if she 

ever, for whatever reason, should leave Finland. The road was going uphill and 

we took the wrong way. Helena only noticed it after a few minutes and we 

drove for some time in the wrong direction. A quarter of an hour later we drove 

back to the lake to take another road near the lake which was the right way. As 

we turned around corner, we could see the lake stretched out in front of us. The 

sun had set even more and spread a marvellous glow across the sky and on the 
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surface of the lake. I stopped the car and told Helena that I wanted to enjoy for 

a few minutes the wonderful view of so much splendour in nature. We both 

enjoyed the view. After five minutes we drove away and returned back home. 

“What time do you plan to leave tomorrow to get Sam” I asked Helena. If we 

will leave no later then eleven o’clock, we can be at home for dinner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I am really excited about getting Sam tomorrow Helena. Me too” she said. 

“Richard can we exercise tomorrow, before we leave – can we do your 

exercises? I want to try to practise daily together with you. Of course Helena. I 

suggest we get up at least at seven, then we can take all the time we need. 

Agreed” said Helena. “This evening you get a special treatment” I said. Helena’s 

eyes started to shine. “You mean after the massage” she said. “No Helena I mean 

a massage treatment. Oh” she said disappointed. “But maybe we can arrange 

something after that” Helena smiled and kissed me.  

“Richard were you able to follow, to understand my story this afternoon? Yes 

Helena, I was able to follow your story and I have the feeling that I can follow 

you now even better than ever. I have the feeling that I can start to feel what 

you exactly mean with what you have told me this far. You do tell it very clear 

and very understandable, but every time that you tell me a piece of your story, . 
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it hits me hard. I start to understand that all of us in this world, mostly live in 

completely the wrong way, which will end in the most extreme form of chaos 

and I also see now that your point of view seems to lead in a direction as to how 

we can clean the mess and how we can prevent it, but is there no where in 

between? No Richard, there is absolutely no middle. Once somebody has said, 

that the difference between hell and heaven is less then one millimetre so it is 

true for them. It is true that the way we live now and we already have lived for 

thousands and thousands of years, maybe even very much longer, will only lead 

to chaos. It is not true that only my way will lead to clearing all the mess and is 

the only way to prevent all this chaos. At the end of my story I will tell you 

something which maybe might be a shock for you, but in that, I will try to tell 

you the truth of my own story. I am curious Helena. But first Richard, I have to 

tell you a lot of other things” and again she kissed me. “Helena I still have the 

feeling what you say is true or might be true, but it still also feels so theoretical. 

It is so totally in the exact opposite of the thinking of nearly all the people in 

this world and sometimes I wonder, how people will be able to change their 

lives or to start with having the intention of changing their lives, requiring a 

change which is completely in the opposite of the way they all live now. 

Richard, the only motivation which can lead to this change is chaos, fear, 

suffering and sadness. If people, as individual human beings, have the feeling 

that their cup is full, that they are no longer able to manage their own suffering, 

their own fear, their own sadness, despair and chaos, that they are no more 

able to live with that, they might even feel that they are sick of it, then two 

things might happen. They then might become willing to look for another way 

of life and they might look for another path. At that moment they have opened 

to their ‘inner selves’ enabling an ability to be able to tune in to their own, built 

in, inner compass, the compass that will guide them back to the natural Way of 

life. The Way as it was and has always ever meant to be. So Helena, I do 

understand that the chaos in this world is not yet intense enough, that people 

do not yet suffer enough and that their chaos is not yet alarming enough”. 

Richard, my dear Richard, you are brilliant, you are starting to understand it”. 

This success gave reason for Helena to kiss me a third time. “But” Helena said, 

“I bet on another aspect, I bet that I should try to make people understand , that 

everything which they think is normal, which they think is the way it ought to 

be and shouldn’t be changed, where they think that all the misery and chaos, 

sadness and all the suffering in life and within the world and all the fighting 

that is the result of all of this misery, are not even a little bit self-evident. I’d like 

to have them realize that it is not normal, that it does not have to be this way, 

that all the misery and chaos are not part of the natural Way of life, they are not 

part of the natural Path. If that might be possible, if we can arrange such a shift 
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of thinking, such a shift of consciousness in this world, then the old way of pain, 

suffering, sadness and chaos would no longer be supplied with energy and it 

would slowly die, like a monster which is no longer provided with food. Then 

people would search for an alternative way of life and they would tune 

themselves to their inner compass, which will tell them where to go and which 

will guide them back to the natural Path”. Richard I am not sure if this vision 

ever might be a realization, but it really is my most uplifted vision, this is the 

image I tune myself into, this is my most highest purpose in my life. To awaken 

people to the consciousness that everything which is happening in the world 

now, is not a given it is not the way it ought to be and that it is not a normal 

part of life. Everybody who tells it is, is a liar. And Richard, somewhere in my 

trying to actualise this purpose, you have been placed on my life path”. I 

stopped the car and parked next to the road. I turned me to Helena and looked 

at her. I took her head in my hands and kissed her intensely. “I feel that 

somehow you are right Helena and I am actually speechless right at this 

moment and can only say ‘Wow’ and with this ‘Wow’ I am only trying to show 

you, that I am deeply impressed by the things which are happening now and 

which have happened up until this moment. What has happened with you and 

what has happened with me, how I have been placed on your path and how you 

have been placed on my path and how synchronistic everything has evolved up 

to the situation in which we are in now at this very moment”. Helena nodded 

yes and she wanted to show me that she seriously agreed with me. “Helena, you 

are the most sensible out of both of us, do you have any idea what the end 

result will be, down the track? No Richard I only can see what is happening now 

and I know that I intensively enjoy being here and experiencing with you all 

these wonderful moments that we’ve had for the past two months. I even can 

tell you now that it might be possible that these two months might be the most 

beautiful months in my whole life. But I do not see any outcome. My feelings are 

completely non attached for that. I nodded to show her that I understood what 

she said and I told her that we were going home. In the mean time I loved that 

cottage in the enormous forests in the northern part of Finland and I loved 

staying there with Helena and tomorrow with Sam, the great, golden Labrador. 

Five minutes later Helena’s car was parked where it was always parked, next to 

the cottage. We went into the house and opened all the doors and windows. I 

told Helena to have a seat on the bench on the veranda and I told her that I will 

make the coffee, so I went to the kitchen. When I arrived on the veranda, 

Helena was making notes in the script. I gave Helena her cup of coffee. We both 

enjoyed sitting on the bench with a nice cup of coffee and watching the sun set. 

“Helena how about a massage? Yes Richard, that would be great, where do you 

want me to lay? Somewhere, where you can lay down with your arms 
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stretched. What about the bed? Yes that’s fine. We closed the house and went 

upstairs to the bedroom. Helena laid down on her back on the bed. “This is the 

way you want me to lay?”, she said. I said yes and I started the massage. This 

massage which I gave her was a massage of the great meridians. These 

meridians are situated all over in the legs and in the arms. This part of the body 

was treated, including the feet and the hands. The massage finished by an 

intensive massage of the face and the head. After some minutes Helena was 

murmuring about how nice it was. She asked me to do it more often. Again she 

showed me her only for me, well known smile, with which she fascinated me 

again. After I had given the massage to Helena’s legs and feet she seemed to 

sleep, at least she seemed to be no longer consciously present in the room. I did 

not know where she was, but she seemed to be far away. I continued to give the 

massage to her arms and her hands and finally to her face and head. Helena was 

in a very deep rest and she breathed very regularly and very slowly. She was no 

longer consciously present in this world. I watched her relaxed body and the 

deep rest she radiated. I was disturbed by her beauty. I covered her with a 

blanket and went carefully downstairs, without making any sound. I decided to 

go outside and practise my qi gong exercises between the trees for half an hour. 

When I had finished, I went to bed as well. When I entered the bed, Helena 

turned her head to me and looked at me with great eyes. She embraced me and 

she said that she had made a journey during the deep rest from the massage. 

She had made a journey and she had seen things. She began to tell me what she 

had seen. She looked anxious and had tears in her eyes. “Dear Helena, what 

have you seen and what is it that you have to tell me?” I asked her gently. “I 

have seen some things of the future. Your future and my future”. Helena 

swallowed. “Dear Richard, after these two months, we will not see each other 

anymore, we will not see each other for many, many years, maybe even more 

than twenty years. Maybe we will never meet again. I do not want to lose you. I 

don’t know if I am able to miss you”. She was crying intensively. I was very 

surprised about all she told me. I lay down next to her and pushed her gently 

against me. I stroked her hair and her back. Helena cried softly. When she 

relaxed a bit, she kissed me again and again. Again we disappeared out of this 

world, but this time together. She held me fast and it looked as if she never 

wanted to let me go. I had the need to hold her fast. We disappeared into the 

night, we disappeared into the universe. 

At seven o ‘clock next morning the alarm clock woke me up. We both opened 

our eyes and watched each other. Helena closed her eyes and said nothing. 

Normally she was completely awake and alive, the very moment she opened 

her eyes and although I absolutely do feel my best the moment I wake up, she 

sometimes was too alive for me. I also closed my eyes and tried to sleep again 
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for some minutes. Ten minutes later the alarm clock rang out again so we got 

up. I decided to get out of the bed and to make a nice pot of coffee. When I 

sneaked softly out of the room, Helena asked me to return for some minutes 

into the bed. So I did. “The experience you had yesterday Helena, was not nice” 

I said. “My journey was not nice, but what I experienced with you, after that, 

was very nice”. I nodded and smiled. I stroked her blonde hair gently. “Richard I 

have seen what I did not want to see, what I did not want to know, but it is 

something which I already felt and which had me scared. We are both 

connected at the deepest degree there is, but we both have in this life our own 

mission. We have been offered this period to do what we have to do together 

and then we both have to go our own way”. “That is not to be changed?” I asked. 

“No Richard, there is nothing that can be changed”. Surely I told Helena, that if 

we both knew all of this now, then we had to sort out everything between us 

during these two months, but I noticed that I did not sound really convincing. 

“Yes Richard, we will. I will hold dear the fact that it will be absolutely 

impossible for you, to forget me for the rest of your life. That I will forget you? 

No Helena, that is absolutely and completely impossible. My dear Helena, from 

the moment I met you with my broken down car, I knew there was something 

special. That moment was an absolute dazzling moment for me, you shocked 

my world the moment I saw you. Do you understand that?” Helena nodded and 

laughed. “That’s great” I said, “you are able to laugh again. Would you like some 

coffee? Come on my dear Helena, we have work to do and you still have to tell 

me a lot of things and before I forget to tell you I still want to love you many, 

many times in these two months, because that is something I never want to 

forget for all the days, left in my life”. Helena watched me and asked, “two 

times,, many times? Two times, many times” I said, “that is no problem”. We got 

up, took a shower, got dressed and prepared coffee and breakfast. We enjoyed 

our breakfast and a few cups of coffee on the bench on the veranda. “Helena, do 

you still want to practise the exercises with me” I asked her. “Yes, I definitely 

will. I will practise these exercises for the rest of my life and these exercises will 

always be a connection to you. Let’s agree that we will both do that. What a 

brilliant idea.” Helena, agreed. Also after twenty years Richard? Yes Helena, 

even after twenty years”, I answered. She watched me and kissed me and said 

“let’s start”. We practised at the same spot where I practised yesterday evening. 

Helena was talented. She was able to do the first three exercises continuously. 

“Helena you really are talented. What do you think of these exercises? What do 

you feel? It is wonderful. I have the feeling that all the energy canals will be 

opened. I feel the energy flowing through my body. That is good” I said. We 

practised for three quarters of an hour and then it was ten o’clock. Helena’s 

plan was to leave at eleven o‘clock and no later, so we were easily able to do 
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that. At ten thirty we had finished all we had to do and Helena proposed to 

leave. “I have a suggestion” Helena said. “I want to drive to my sisters via the 

highway, so we can continue straight on. On our way back, I want to leave the 

highway to visit the garage and we can find out how the fixing of your car is 

going. To be honest, I forgot to ask for their telephone number when we left 

and get an idea of when they will be finished with your car, I shall ask for their 

number. Yes Helena, that‘s a good idea. Can you drive?”, Helena asked. “Yes I 

will drive. Well then let’s go”. Helena stored some things in the back of the car 

and we left. After five minutes I asked her how she felt and if the bad feeling 

had disappeared a bit. “Only a bit. I think I will not be able to shake this feeling. 

If that’s the case” I said, “then we have to share your feeling. You a bit and me a 

bit”. She laughed. “It’s a good idea “she said, “I offer you half of it”. We drove 

some time without speaking. I felt that Helena had relaxed completely. “What is 

your sister like? Can you give me some idea about her and does she know that 

we are both coming”? Yes, I have told her that a friend from the Netherlands is 

staying with me and that we’re both coming to get Sam. Her name is Birgit and 

she is married to an American. He is not there, he Iives in the States and she will 

go there as well. He is loaded and they live in an enormous big house, near a big 

lake and with a lot of land. The lake is Sam’s most dearest place to be. When 

they lose Sam, he is hunting for ducks and sometimes he comes swimming back 

and brings a duck. Birgit and I are very different. She loves the wealth and her 

luxury life. That’s about all I can tell you about her. How do you feel now 

Richard? Good, I still feel the weight of the words you told me in bed this 

morning. When I think about it, I feel sad. It all sounds so unbelievable but I 

also have a strange feeling that what you have told me is the truth. I also have 

the feeling that what is happening now between you and me is temporary. 

Brilliant and great, but temporary. On the other hand, I do realise that we both 

still have two months that we can be together. My God, two months in a lifetime 

is like a wink, but on the other hand, it is still two months and I have decided to 

go for it. I will go for it completely Helena. I shall make the most of it during 

these two months. I will enjoy every second , so I can say I feel fine. I actually 

can say, I feel very fine. For two months alone with you in this wilderness, that 

is really great and I am sure that there will be people in this world, who will not 

experience one day in their whole life with what we will experience during this 

time. So, my dearest Helena, I only can repeat that I do feel very fine. You are 

the sweetest”, she said and she kissed me. “Helena, do you feel good enough to 

tell me some more things now? Yes Richard, I will try to tell you as soon as 

possible my whole story, so that we will have time left to be able to go over it 

and to discuss it. That is a good idea. Do you have the script? Yes I have. I first 

want to try to give a short summary of what I have told you before. That’s a 
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good idea Helena”. Helena continued. “As I have told you before Richard, there 

are people who do understand what I have told you. They understand that it 

might work in theory but they do not know how to use all of it in their daily 

lives”. “I reacted by saying that it was exactly my problem too”. “You and they 

are right. You need to go a very long way off the Path and often you need the 

experiences of a lot of misery to come so far, that people, driven by despair, are 

going to search for other ways. The path of the old world will only lead to all 

kind of disappointments and will almost never lead to answered expectations 

and if your expectations are to be answered, then most of the time it is only 

temporarily. From these disappointments will only come the feeling of sadness, 

the feeling of not being able to understand why you feel misunderstood by 

others, the feeling of despair, bitterness, angriness, frustration and finally 

illness. I shall try to show you again how you will be confronted in your life and 

where that will lead to. 

 

Everything that you think, all your opinions and all your convictions are based 

to two things. The first is your education, your culture and everything which 

you have learned from your parents, your school, your religion, your friends 

and so on. It is that which forms the basis of what you think from all they have 

told you, that life should to be that way and even , that it has to be that way and 

that it is what we can call normal. You will be punished if you do things 

different. If you choose to leave that way of life, the way which is known for 

everybody, they will knock you down. They will warn you and they will even 

punish you if you do not react to their comments and their reprimands. This 

falls within the laws and the working of the ‘web’. The other basis, on which 

your opinions and convictions, all the things ‘you think’ have been formed will 

be based on who you are as an individual. It is based on your characteristics, it 

is your character, whether you are envious, jealous, argumentative, intolerant, 

greedy and so on. If you really want to return back home, if you really want to 

return to the natural Path, if you really want to return to the only Way, then you 

will have to fight for it and to work on two different fronts. You will have to 

escape and free yourself from the web and you have to break down all your 

characteristics and you have to leave them behind you. You will have to allow 

your ego to die and to leave it behind you and let it go. You are the only person 

who is able to do that for your life. This battle, this task is the biggest fight, 

which each individual has to face at some time in his or her evolution. Many 

people will try to start, driven by their own circumstances and many of them 

will return back to their old place in the web, many will collapse during their 

journey and will experience a complete burnout and only a few will reach the 

wall at the end. But more and more people will finally reach the wall and pass 
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through the gate. They will examine their surroundings and they will place 

signs for all their searching brothers and sisters. They will reach out helping 

hands and they will talk with everybody who wants to know more about it. The 

basis of all the misery is the fact that we have learned that we must have all 

kinds of ideas, all kinds of opinions and convictions. All these meanings, and 

these opinions causes expectations. These expectations will cause 

disappointments, these disappointments will finally cause frustrations. These 

frustrations will damage our own lives and so we will all get sick, no exceptions. 

Richard I will tell you something important, it is something which might be 

sound strange to your ears, but it is something which is for an important part of 

my story. The meanings, opinions and the convictions which are for all of us so 

very important, are the devils in our world. Opinions and convictions have the 

characteristic that they always want to be right and that is the reason why we 

all fight against each other about the rightness of our opinions and our 

convictions. ‘I am right and when I am right, I will have all the power’. That is 

how children act, that is how adults act, that is how politicians act and that is 

how groups in religions will act. The attitude I’m about to tell you next will give 

you an idea of what I mean and how ludicrous it actually is: 

 

 ‘It is not the people who fight against each other in wars but is their 

opinions and convictions which fight against each other in wars. The sad 

thing is actually that for all the meanings and convictions people will be 

get killed’. 

 

All the meanings and opinions will be formed in the head. These meanings and 

opinions will exist by the process of thinking. Leave the workings of your mind, 

leave the ‘thinking processes’ behind you. Pay more attention to all the things 

you do feel. ‘Do not think, do feel’. I can tell it to you in other words. Richard:  

 

‘He whose mind is empty and without thoughts, is as a human being 

without expectations. He who is as a human being without expectations is 

as a human being without disappointments. He who is as a human being 

without disappointments is as a God among the Gods’.  

 

This knowledge is not new in this world but has been known for thousands and 

thousands of years. This knowledge was around 2600 years ago. And already at 

that time the people spoke about the old masters of thousands and thousands 

of years before that time. Dear Richard, you have taught me qi gong exercises. 

Exercises which have an age of thousands and thousands of years and which 

have their origin in the ancient China. I am also interested in ancient China. I 
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have discovered the theory of the ancient Chinese masters and philosophers 

and in these theories I recognised something in myself. I am not an expert of 

this theory but what I have found in it and what I have seen in it, appeals to me 

enormously. Lau-Tse, who is seen as the founder of Taoism who has stated a lot 

of wise and interesting things 2600 years ago. The Tao means about the same 

for what I do call the natural Path or the natural Way, the Way as it is and was 

ever meant to be. The only Way of life which will bring us back home. It is the 

Way which has been hidden deep inside of us and which we have covered with 

all kinds of mess by leaving the original Path and by going into the jungle of our 

beliefs. It is the Way we have to lay bare and which will shine again gloriously 

at the moment we pass the gate. This is the connection with our source of life. 

Lao-Tzu said 

 

 

He who strives for knowledge, 

Will learn daily more and more. 

He who strives for the Tao, for the natural Path, 

Will lose his knowledge daily. 
 

 

So stop to learn all the things which do not really matter, stop filling your head, 

but try to lose and forget everything you have learned. Try to break down 

everything, because almost everything which is stored in our heads, all of our 

meanings, all of our opinions, all of our convictions, are only burdens that 

weigh us down and make us sick. If you are wondering what in life is really 

important, what are the things which really make the difference, then you will 

see that there are not a great number of things. We try to float along on our 

securities, but all these securities are no more or less than false securities. Your 

work, your wife, husband, children, friends, sports club, health, money, holiday, 

car, are your status. They are all wonderful things but, how sure are you that 

you will have them tomorrow and if you will lose them tomorrow, what will be 

left of you? The solution is really very simple. Stop creating all kinds of beliefs, 

opinions and convictions, stop creating the expectations. In spite of the fact that 

a man must have his own meanings and his own opinions and that this man is 

only a real man when he is willing to fight for his opinions and convictions, we 

all have to break down this attitude. How will you practise breaking down 

everything from a culture, a society that demands that you have to do it the old 

way, because that is the only good way and it will make you a good human 

being? How are you able to swim against this stream? How are you able to free 
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yourself from this enormous web of which the threads have been pre-woven 

for thousands and thousands of years and in which we all are connected to each 

other and in which we are all entangled? The answer is simple. Get so sick and 

get so miserable from all the workings of our present social and cultural values, 

so that you will have absolutely no choice left than to make the one last 

decision in all of your despair. ‘Leave the old values, leave the old ways’ as they 

are and go and search for new ones. Go and search for new ways. Take this 

decision, in spite of all the streams which will work against you, in spite of all 

the opposition which will work against you, because that’s what you will have 

to face. You are not allowed to free yourself from the web. The very moment 

that you are untangling from the threads of the web, with all the connections 

we have with everybody, people will see and feel that you are manipulating the 

threads and our society will call you to order. If you are able to finally free 

yourself from the total tangle of threads, then you will be confronted lonely and 

alone on your own way, on your own journey, with all the monsters and 

dragons which you will have to fight with your own bare hands. You will be 

confronted with mountains, deserts, coldness, thunderstorms and darkness. All 

these experiences address your characteristics, your opinions, convictions and 

expectations. While you are breaking down all these characteristics, you are 

actually breaking down yourself. Do empty your backpack and when it is 

empty, do throw it away. When you are finally completely naked, totally lost 

from your ego, you will find yourself in front of an enormous, impregnable wall. 

You can not go through it and you can not go over it. Finally , the last piece will 

be offered to you. The gate will open and you will enter a new world. That 

world is at that moment your possession. At that time you are no more a ‘seeing 

blind man or a hearing deaf person’. At that time you are no more a ‘living 

death person’. You will experience that everything in that world will offer you a 

rise in consciousness, which you never could receive being in the old world. 

You will also experience the oneness of all, from all that lives, from all that is”. 

Helena stopped talking and I watched her. We drove one of the highways in this 

wonderful, virgin land. Again I was caught up by what she told me. I saw some 

signs next to the road with the names of towns on it. I asked Helena which way 

we had to go and she told me to continue on the highway for quite a way 

further. “Do you have any questions Richard? Do you understand what I have 

told you? “Questions my dear Helena”? You ask all of us to cut off our heads, in 

any way you do ask us to stop using our heads. How can you ask and explain to 

people something like that? How can you expect and how can you desire that 

we all stop thinking”? “I can” Helena said, “because all the thinking has brought 

us in the wrong direction. All the thinking has lead us away from our source. 

The more we think, the more we will be entangled in the jungle. What has all 
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the science, what has all the thinking delivered us? Results” I said. What kind of 

results Richard? Every answer, every solution, discovered by science, will only 

deliver more and new questions. The more we discover, the more we will know 

and we will see that we do not know anything and that we will never discover 

the solutions of the real problems of life. What is finally the big profit of science 

for humanity? May I tell you something and of course I will exaggerate a bit to 

try to make it more clear for you. What do you think of my next thesis? Hurray 

for our invention of the economy. Richard, you will go every day, every year to 

your work. Locked in a building, you make daily all kinds of calculations about 

whatever. For all this daily toil you will receive at the end of the month some 

money. With your money you will go proudly to the green-grocer and you will 

buy an apple. Unfortunately you have forgotten that the same apple will grow 

maybe only fifty metres away on an apple tree, just around the corner. We 

worry about all kinds of things which we don’t have to. Have human beings 

been created by the Creator to make the whole day all kinds of stupid 

calculations somewhere in a stuffy building? Is that something you really do 

believe yourself? We have killed our own feelings. Please, do not feel anything, 

because it is weird, so it is better to get rid of our feelings. To feel something is 

not a threat for anybody, but to think something can mean the death of 

somebody else. I think that you are a bad person, so you have to be killed. This 

has been happening already for thousand and thousands of years and it 

happens in all the corners of the world and today is still happening, everywhere 

and in every moment in the world. Thousands and thousand of innocent people 

will die because somebody finds something and thinks about something”. I had 

listened to Helena and I was sure that there had to be a mistake in all she said. I 

was looking for the mistake in the thesis from Helena, but I was not able to find 

it. With all my thinking, with all my brains I was not able to discover the 

mistake. I was perplexed. “Helena, again I have to bent my head out of shape 

over all the things you told me. Again I have to admit that I am not able to find 

the error in what you have told me. I do understand what you mean and yes, 

the most terrible thing is, that you are right. What a world. What a chaos. What 

a wasted energy which we, every human being, pump into our lives. How can 

we break through this chaos, this waste? How, my dear Helena, how”? Helena 

smiled and embraced me. “My dear Richard, please shout with me from the 

rooftops as loud as we can, time and to time again that all of this is not normal. 

That this is not the way it ought to be. That there is another way. No”, I said. 

“You are right Helena, it is not normal and it is not the way it ought to be and it 

is not self-evident”. Helena said “get the feeding energy out of all the ideas, 

eliminate the ideas by eliminating the thinking process and there will be a 

beginning. A beginning of a new world”. I nodded, Helena was right, that was 
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the only thing I could make of it. “There is still another argument why we have 

to stop thinking as we do, why we have to stop thinking all the things which we 

think now and with having all the opinions and convictions which we have 

now. I have told you before Richard. It has all to do with the fact the we are 

creators, that we are co-creators with the Creator, with the Source of all that is. 

We create with all we think of, with all our opinions and with all our 

convictions. Thinking and having opinions creates a world in which we will 

experience all that we think as according to our meanings and opinions. We will 

experience that world and we will enter that illusion, we will enter that 

illusionary world of all that we are convinced of. This illusion is so real that the 

degree of reality is one hundred percent. We will experience what we think and 

what we experience it is absolutely real. Every conviction creates its own 

world, its own illusion and so we go from illusion to illusion. If we eliminate 

and let go all of our opinions and all of our convictions by eliminating the 

thinking process, then all the illusions will disappear and what will be left will 

be that which gives a connection to our natural source and this will show us 

who we really are”. I could imagine what Helena said and it was something I 

never could have thought of myself. All the artificial things in this world would 

disappear and all the natural things would come, instead of the artificial things. 

I breathed deeply in and I breathed deeply out. “Wow, Helena, that’s enough for 

now” I said. “It is enough to let sink in for now, I have to think about all of this. 

Shall we take a break and drink and eat something? I have brought some 

refreshments with me” Helena said. “Good idea Helena” I said. I parked the car 

next to the road and we got out of the car. Helena took the bag and we dropped 

ourselves onto the grass some fifty metres from the car. “That was a shocking 

conclusion” I said. “It shocked my world and in everyway it has shocked my 

view of the world. Though I am not able to imagine that we have to eliminate 

the thinking process completely, why have we received the ability to think from 

the Creator, from the Source of all that is”? “Richard, you are really starting to 

understand the whole process” Helena said. “You are absolutely right and 

maybe that seems to be in contrast to what I have told you before, but you are 

right. What we have to realize, is that from the creative process, from the fact 

that we are co-creators and that we are able to create, our own world with our 

thoughts and our opinions, what I have tried to explain to you, is that we have 

to make a ‘mind-switch’ first. We have to realize that as long as we act and 

react, driven by our egos, we are only able to create demolition and chaos. Only 

first when we have let go all of our ego drive and when we have returned to the 

natural Path, where we exclusively have been focussed on the consciousness of 

oneness of all that is and on the consciousness of love, unconditional love, only 

then, our thoughts and opinions will create a positive form of all that is. Then 
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we all will create a new world and are able to create with our mind power a 

new paradise. As long as our ego drive is in charge, it is better to stop shouting 

to everyone what your beliefs, opinions and convictions are. As long as your 

ego drive is in charge, you also will be influenced by duality. Duality and the 

ego-drive are completely connected. The nature of duality is that there will 

always be two extremes, it is or good, or bad. It is acceptable or it is 

objectionable. With duality the one extreme will always summon and create the 

other extreme. It is like a pendulum, when the pendulum goes to the one 

extreme, it will always come back and go to the other extreme. In reality life is 

not only good or bad. There are thousands of factors which define an action or 

reaction and there is the rule, that nothing, absolutely nothing in our illusionary 

world, will be as it appears to be. I will come to that later. Richard do you 

understand this?” I sighed and said that I understood.  

 

Helena arranged something to eat and something to drink. When I was finished, 

I stretched myself, while laying in the grass. “Are you all right again?” Helena 

asked. I watched her and said, “and you were ever afraid that I was able to 

forget you? Just only by all what you tell me, will that absolutely be impossible 

and then I still even don’t mention all the other things which I do experience 

here, together with you. Richard, only because we have other things to do and 

only because we have to go to Birgit far from here, but otherwise I should give 

you an experience which you would never forget. Oh no my dear Helena, if I see 

the way you look at me, I already am able to guess what you mean with what 

you say. Come on Helena, we have to go”.  

The rest of the trip to Birgit caused no problems and Helena told me no more 

details of her story. I discussed with her the things she had told me during the 

ride and in spite of the fact that I was realising that Helena often used extremes 

to try to make things clear, was the image of what she was trying to sketch me, 

very clear for me. This world has gone to a direction, in which we all have to 

support a lot of energy, to maintain the system, which we have build up in 

thousands and thousands of years. This system generates tensions and stress. 

This is what you can see and will see everywhere around you and sometimes 

you have to take care, that you do not fall prey to the stress of this system. We 

all do think that this is normal, that it is not different as it is, that it is all the way 

it ought to be, that it is all the way it has to be. It is all self-evident for us. You 

also see that the stress in this World is increasing. When I told Helena that 

there must be some happy people in this world, she answered that everybody is 

in opposition. They are all in opposition because they are not happy. They are 

all in opposition because they have left the natural pattern, because they have 

left the natural Path. Every human being has been troubled by emotions, 
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negative emotions and you do know now Richard what that means. Sometimes 

we think we are happy. We try to believe that we are happy. But when we 

decide that we are happy we will, at the same time, be afraid that we will lose 

all of our happiness. Everybody, nobody excluded lives in an unbalanced 

situation. Everywhere in this world is chaos. We do destroy our natural life 

system, we pollute the oceans, we kill the forests, the lungs of this world. Is that 

how it ought to be? It is all chaos. Helena told me that for the next thirty or forty 

years all this chaos would just increase. By all this increasing stress, the 

intolerance between people would increase as well. This increasing tolerance 

would again influence the stress in this world.  

So we continued our ride to Sam and Birgit and before I noticed how long we 

still had to go, Helena told me that we only had fifteen minutes to drive before 

we should arrive. Twenty minutes later we arrived and entered the enormous 

estate of Birgit, the sister of Helena. 
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Chapter 12 

 

 

 

We parked the car near the house, it really was a huge house, partly build from 

stones and partly build from wood. The house was absolutely beautiful. Helena 

walked around the house and I followed her. When she turned around the 

corner she opened a door and we entered inside the house. There was Birgit, 

who welcomed us heartily. For the first time I realised that I heard Helena 

speaking Finnish, of course fluently, and in some way it seemed not to fit. Birgit 

addressed herself to me and she spoke, just as Helena, fluently English. She was 

kind. She did not at all look like Helena. Helena took my arm and brought me to 

an enormous kitchen, from which we had a wonderful view to the backside of 

the estate belonging to the house. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I also saw the shore of a lake. My goodness, I thought, what a garden. It all was 

pure nature. “Do you want some coffee” Helena asked. Yes, that was surely 

something that I wanted. The coffee was already prepared and Birgit poured 
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out three cups. Helena prepared my coffee, just as she knew that I like to drink 

it and we took a seat at a table in the middle of the enormous kitchen. “Where is 

Sam” I asked. “Undoubtedly he will be outside” Birgit answered. After we had 

finished the coffee, we went outside and to the shore of the lake. Birgit called 

for Sam and a little moment later, we saw a ‘swimming dog’s head’ coming to 

the shore of the lake. When he clambered on the shore, I saw that on the dog’s 

head was also fixed a wonderful, great blond Labrador. When he clambered on 

the shore, he carried a dead duck in his mouth. “No” Birgit said, “Sam leave that 

duck”. Sam dropped the dead duck in front of Birgit and barked proudly at 

Birgit. When Sam saw Helena he greeted her enthusiastically. After this 

greetings Helena was more or less as wet as Sam was and he also shared some 

of the water in his coat with me. Although Sam did not know me, he greeted me 

also very enthusiastically. “Richard, may I introduce you your new friend Sam” 

Helena said with a smile. I squatted and Sam came to me. He was absolutely 

glad. I stroke his wet coat and told him that we would obviously be good 

friends. Before I noticed, he lured my cheek and with the thought of the dead 

duck in his mouth, I was not very amused. Birgit took Sam and walked to the 

house and Helena and I followed her at some distance. “Well Richard, what do 

you think of this place and what do you think of Sam? I think this place is rather 

overwhelming and I think that Sam is a whopper. I am glad that we are able to 

take him with us for the time we both have left”. We followed Birgit and 

returned to the kitchen. Helena and Birgit started a conversation in Finnish. 

Meanwhile Birgit tried to dry Sam’s coat as much as possible. When Birgit had 

finished her job with Sam, they started to prepare the table for our lunch. Birgit 

arranged different kinds of food and they all looked very tasteful. “Richard I 

heard from Helena that you mostly do eat quite a lot, so please, take as much as 

you want”. Birgit said. Meantime Helena winked to me. “Thank you Birgit. I 

shall try not to disappoint you”. Birgit asked me what for kind of job I had and 

why I visited Finland. She also asked how long I already knew Helena and I 

decided to be as honest as possible. I told her that I had met Helena actually 

more or less by accident and that she had been my guardian angel. I told her 

that Helena and I had the feeling that we liked each other very much and that I 

was very grateful for Helena’s help and offer to be her guest for a while. That 

was all I could think of and for me it was all right. It was all right for Birgit as 

well. She reacted enthusiastically. I enjoyed all the food and while Birgit and 

Helena were continuously talking without eating very much, I did eat quite a 

lot. After an hour Helena said to Birgit that we had to continue because we still 

had to visit the garage where they had promised to repair my car. We stored all 

the things for Sam in Helena’s car, dropped Sam in the back and we left Birgit. I 

started the car and we drove away, waving to Birgit. Helena looked at me and 
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said that she was glad that we were again with only the two of us. I agreed with 

her and told her how strange it sounded that she was speaking Finnish. In some 

strange way it seemed not to fit with her. I also told her that I was sure that it 

only seemed that way, because I was not used to hear Helena talking Finnish. 

Helena had to laugh and she asked if I was willing to speak to her in Dutch and 

to tell her that I love her very much and that I like to be with her in Finland for 

these two months. I told her in Dutch a splendid story. I told her how beautiful 

she was, how fascinating, how unique and how lovely. I told her how glad I was 

to be able to spent these two month with her and I told her how sad I was when 

I thought about the fact that there was a possibility that I was no more able to 

see her ever again, after these two months. She laughed and she told me that 

she did not understand anything of it. She also asked me, if I was willing to tell 

her again exactly the same thing in English, which I did. When I was finished 

she said that she felt the same for me. She kissed my cheek. Sam was sitting 

behind us, he was panting and his enormous tongue was hanging out of his 

mouth. Finally he laid down on the bench and fall asleep. After a drive of one 

hour we left the highway and we followed the roads, only build of sand and 

stones. Again we crossed an area with beautiful nature. One moment Helena 

said, “will you please stop at the next corner Richard”, I did what Helena asked. 

She said, “look around you, what do you see?” Suddenly I realised that this was 

the spot where I had met Helena for the first time. This was the spot where I 

had been with my car which was not willing to go any further anymore. It all 

started here. Helena looked at me. I turned myself to her and I kissed her, 

finally longer then was meant. The last period together with Helena was going 

through my head and I noticed that it was an emotional moment, also for me. I 

also sensed emotions with Helena. She watched me and said that she loved me 

sincerely. I said that it was the same for me in my love for her. I told her that 

she had to calculate the fact that we, once in a while, might be a bit sad with the 

idea that we had to leave at the end of these two months. She nodded that she 

agreed. We continued our ride and finally we arrived at the garage where they 

had promised to repair my car. We both got out of the car and walked inside. 

The man in the garage recognized Helena and he told her that my car would 

probably be repaired in about ten days. He had ordered the needed accessories, 

but they had not yet arrived. Helena asked the telephonenumber and wrote it 

down and stored it safely. We left and started the last ride back home. After 

more then one hour we finally arrived at the cottage. “I will prepare you a meal 

this evening” Helena said. “I like to make you a nice and extensive meal. Can I 

help you?” I asked. “Yes, that is all right. Do you already know what you will 

prepare Helena? Yes, I will prepare a fish meal for you. I do know that you are 

not a great lover of fish, but I am absolutely sure, that you will love this meal. 
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Well Helena, I am curious”. While we both were preparing dinner, I 

remembered something that Helena had told me and which was still hanging in 

my mind. I could remember that Helena had noted it down in the script and I 

tried to find it there. Yes, there it was. I read: ‘If you can tell me why it is that 

you are who you are or said in other words, if you can tell me how it is that I am 

who I am and if I should understand what you do mean, should that also mean 

in the same time, that I also must be able to establish that I am who I am. If I 

should be discontented with ‘who I am’, then I also might establish how I can 

become the person I want to be and that I can become the person which I 

should like to be’. I started to discuss this again with Helena, while we were 

working in the kitchen. Helena stayed in front of me, she wore her apron and 

she turned to me. “That, of what you talk about Richard, is one of the most 

important items. I will tell you something now and you must try to realise very 

well that the thing which I am going to tell you now, will define who you are 

and will define who you finally decide to be”.  

She took a deep breath and said, “As long as you are who you are not and 

therefore are not the one who you actually are, you also will never be the one 

who you really are and as long as you stay the one who you are not, you will 

never feel the power of being the one who you actually are. As long as you are 

who you are not, you also will carry all the misery of the one who you are not, 

because you finally are not the one who you actually are and who you actually 

only can be. Since you exclusively can be the one who you really are, because 

that is your only destination, because that is the only natural Path for you, are 

all the other things, are all the other roles which you play of being the one who 

you are not, false, unnatural and unreal. As long as you are false, unnatural and 

unreal by staying the one who you are not, will there continuously be sadness, 

fear, despair, misery and all kind of illnesses in your life. As long as you are and 

as long as you stay the one who you are actually not, this situation will never 

end and never change. At the moment that you are who you really are and 

when you will stay who you really are, because it is the way it ought to be, 

according to the natural Path, will all these abuses disappear. But only then and 

no second before. The sadness and misery is, that you do think that you are 

who you actually are not and therefore you do all your utmost to stay who you 

are not and that to stay who you are not, is the way it ought to be and that it is, 

according to your vision, absolutely right to be that way, with all the 

catastrophes that will finally be the results of acting this way. So, you only have 

to chose to be the one who you really are and to let go, being the one who you 

are not and for that reason, you absolutely, never, ever are able to be”.   

I looked speechless at Helena and said, “My dear Helena, will you repeat that 

please. I am not sure if I am able to repeat that again but we will both try”. We 
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worked both on it and we succeeded to write it down in our script. When 

finished, I closed the script. “Richard, please do not disturb me now anymore. I 

will start cooking now and I have to concentrate. All right, I do understand” I 

said. “Please tell me what I can do for you and where I can help you”. Only half 

an hour later we were sitting outside on the veranda where we enjoyed the 

wonderful meal, created by Helena. It really was delicious. I complimented her 

and asked her if she would prepare this meal once more and if she was willing 

to teach me how to prepare it. She agreed. After the dinner we cleaned anything 

and washed the dishes. Half an hour later we were sitting again on the bench on 

the veranda with a great can of coffee. “Your story about the fact that we do 

create our own worlds is actually unique in the possibility that we are able to 

define how our lives have to be. If it is true that you will experience all that is 

stored in your own opinions and in your own convictions, then you are also 

able to chose the life you want to live, if you are able to tune in on that, with 

your convictions. Yes” Helena said. “But there is one great ‘if’. You have to take 

care of one very important thing. Yes, unconsciously we will be convinced of 

anything, but when it deals for consciously convictions, there will always be 

doubts in us. Doubts are killing. It is not sufficient if you do only want it a bit, 

you must not only, more or less, do hope that it will be the way you want it to 

be and in the meantime, having your doubts that the creative process will 

succeed. Also in religions they teach us that believing is only possible if there 

will be no doubt. ‘Believe’ will only work if it is as a ‘knowing’, if it is as a 

conviction as fixed as a rock. If you do doubt, then there will not be a creative 

process and there will be no results. In our culture, it is not allowed to wish the 

good things for yourself. That is egoistic. If you want to propose, if you want to 

go in the conviction that all the good things in this world will be yours, then you 

will act against what you have learned. That is the way we have been educated. 

This knowledge will feed your doubts. You can change your life and you can 

step out of the chaos if you will accept the fact that also you do have the right 

for happiness. You must start by accepting this conviction. If you already have 

doubts for that or if you do doubt that also you have the right for happiness, 

then the creative power well be zero. Helena I want to ask you a question. Why 

is it not possible that we will create the situation for both our lives that you and 

I will be together for the rest of our lives, that we together will have a lot of 

children and that we both will grow old together and be happy for the rest of 

our lives? I do not know” Helena said. “I do know that next to the power of 

creation, which has an enormous influence on your life, there will also be other 

laws, which have a great influence on your life. One of such a law is karma. It 

means that you have to deal with things in your life from other times, maybe 

even from other lives, which you have lived before this life. You do create 
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karma in this life, but following the law of reincarnation, you have also to deal 

now with karma from other lives. These laws are also part of the influences on 

your life now. Maybe these laws even have a higher priority. Of course for all 

what I tell you now will mean, that it is no more and no less then all that I do 

feel about it, nothing of all of this is demonstrable. I, just for myself, can do 

something with it and so it means for me that I do not try to fight it. I try not to 

fight against things and situations in my life, which I am not able to influence 

now and which just happen with me. Richard, did you had any influence to the 

fact that we have met each other and were you not aware of the fact that there 

had to happen something, to which you had no influence at all? Isn’t it right that 

the stormy wind in your system disappeared at the moment we had met each 

other? Yes”, I answered resolutely and I still remembered it as if it was 

yesterday, what had happened at that moment. But, apart from all the other 

laws in life, is the power of creation of our mind, an unbelievable great force 

which will have us to experience what we want to experience by our thoughts, 

our meanings, our opinions and our convictions. We are like Gods. Do create for 

yourself, as far as you are able within the laws of your own life, a life full of 

happiness and only then, you can be someone and you can be something, only 

then you can really mean something for somebody else. Your happiness, your 

bliss is your responsibility and if you have courage enough to take that 

responsibility, first then you can be something and mean something for 

somebody else. What can I be and what can I mean for another person when I 

am always sad, embittered and frustrated”? Again I had to admit that Helena 

was right. “How can I change my convictions, how am I able to eliminate all the 

things which bother all of us in the way that I will therefore no more be sad, no 

more be embittered and no more be frustrated? How you will be able to do that 

Richard”? Helena smiled and said, “Do tune yourself to your natural compass. 

This compass is situated within you. This compass is your inner voice, your 

‘logos’ or to say it even more clear, this compass is ‘Your Guide’. Your ‘Guide’ is 

your connection with all the ‘Natural’. It is the only instrument which you can 

use as your advisor. Keep always during the journey of your life one rule in 

mind, it is a rule which will always work and which will always keep in touch 

with all ‘the Natural’. This rule presents always the ‘Reality of Nature’. This rule 

is ‘do never to other people what you don’t want that other people will do to 

you’.  

 

The essence of the story about having the power to create your own world and 

your own happiness, to reach for you ‘your own heaven on earth’ is not the fact 

that we have to do all kind of things, but is the fact that we just have to leave all 

kind of things. When we have left anything and when we will be complete 
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naked, when we have left anything of the old world, when we have left all of our 

ego’s, then we are also no more able to lose all kind of things. All the things of 

which we thought to be our securities in live, seemed after all to be only false 

securities. They did not give us our happiness and the rest and the peace we do 

need so much. When we have left anything and therefore when we have lost 

anything, we also are no more able to defend all kind of things and there will 

also be no more need and necessity for that. If the situation will arrive, that we 

all have nothing anymore to defend then there will finally be rest and peace in 

this world. But Richard, do remember, it is ‘all or nothing’. You have to break 

down anything and I really mean anything which belongs to the old world. You 

will have to break down all of your characteristics which belong to your 

egodrive. You will have to break down and to let go all of your ego. Only less 

then one millimetre is the difference between heaven and hell.  

 

Do follow your inner voice, do follow your feelings and let go the working of 

your head, while you are still driven by your egodrive. Do not think to much, do 

not find to much, but please Richard, do feel. You can follow each master which 

you want to follow, but the greatest master, the master who will always tell you 

the right thing at the right moment and who always will know what is the best 

for you at this moment is your inner voice, which you hardly can hear. Your 

inner voice is your only true master, it is the only thing of which you know, that 

it is always connected with ‘Reality’, with ‘Nature’, with the ‘natural Path’. 

Nothing is good and nothing is bad. The only thing which is good is the thing 

which will work for you, which will work to reach the goals which you have 

chosen for your life. How do you find out if something will work? That is really 

simple. The only thing which works is only the thing, which will work, and you 

will find out immediately and so, you will know. Listen to the music of the harp, 

which has been built in, deep inside of every human being. When you are able 

to play the chords of your own harp, when you will hear the most beautiful 

tunes from the chords of your own harp, then you will know that you have 

acted and reacted according your conscience and you will know that the things 

you have done, have worked. Then you also will know that the tunes you have 

heard from your own harp tells you, that you again have chosen the right 

direction for the natural Way, for the natural Path, you have chosen to follow 

for your life the fact that you will reach your goal. Nothing, absolutely nothing 

has to be done, but you must know that anything you will do have 

consequences and these consequences are yours and only yours. Fine Helena, I 

do understand what you mean and as far as I can feel it, anything you say is 

right, but still, how am I able in this sick world to prevent that I will be sad, 

embittered and frustrated. I do have an ancient and practical advice for your 
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question. If you really can understand it, life will be much more simple then we 

think it is. How will you find your rest? What do you have to do to prevent that 

you will be hurt, that you will get sad, embittered and frustrated? I can tell you 

something which has been said about 1900 years ago by the Greek philosopher 

Epictetus.  

‘It are not the things itself which confuse people and which bring them out 

of balance, but it are their opinions about it’. 

 

‘Therefore, never blame somebody else when you are out of balance, when you 

are hurt or when you are confused. You only have to blame yourself, because 

anything you do feel is a reaction of your own opinions. It is thoughtless to 

blame others when you are the cause of your own misery, in such a situation 

blaming yourself is an action of somebody who starts to understand it. The 

person who is able in such a situation, to blame neither somebody else, nor 

himself, is the one who really understands all of it’.  

 

I can also tell it in different words Richard. An event in your life is no more and 

no less then an event in your life and as so, absolutely without any value. First 

at the moment, that you start to create an opinion about the event in your life, 

you do create with your creative powers, the world, the illusion in which you 

will experience anything of which you have decided that it will be with the 

event in your life. 

The opinions you create, will be your truth, will be your illusions. When you 

decide that the event is bad for you, you will experience this situation. Do you 

decide that you have to be hurt by this event, then you will be hurt and you will 

experience all the things which are fixed to the choice of being hurt. You are the 

one who fixes labels to every event in your life, because you are the one who 

chose the opinions about all the events in your life. If you refuse to stick a label 

to an event, then that event will remain an event without any value. It will 

remain an event, which is not able to hurt you, to embitter you and to frustrate 

you. This is unfortunately only possible if you are no more able to have hit 

anything in your system, anything of your characteristics, anything in your ego, 

because you have already let go all of your ego. If you have broken down 

anything of all your characteristics. If you are no more able to offend your 

proud. If you are no more able to feed your jealousy. If you are able to stop 

encountering your arrogance with anything in your outer world. In short, when 

you have been able to conquer your ego, that you have broke it down and that 

you have let it go completely. Therefore Richard it is so very important to break 

down anything of your ego and to stay completely empty in this world.  
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‘Do not find anything, do not have any opinion and therefore do not have any 

expectations and you will start to rule your own life. Then you will be the 

captain of the ship of your own life’.  

 

If you do start to understand that and if you are able to practice this by 

breaking down your own ego, you will create an immense foundation for your 

own life. The only thing which will work is, ‘Do not find anything and therefore 

do not expect anything, that is all’. 

When you do not have any opinions anymore and therefore do not have any 

expectations anymore, you will no more be a ‘named drop’ in the ocean. Any 

opinion, chosen by you, will make you a named drop in the ocean, because you 

will mask and label yourself by giving yourself a characteristic. If you do think 

that you are some special thing, will that include, that you are no more able to 

be another special thing. If you decide that you will be no more something 

specific, will that mean that you will be anything there is. You will change from 

being a ‘named drop in the ocean’ to the being of the ‘complete ocean’.  

 

Richard, I will tell you once more something, which must show you how it 

works in the old world and what the consequences are. 

‘By anything we find, by all our opinions and by all our convictions, we are the 

creators of the regulations of Live, or said in other words, the way we decide 

that Life, our life, has to be lived. By these regulations, created by what we think 

that is good or bad, we do create for ourselves expectations how life, lived by 

other people, has to be fulfilled to our expectations and so, how other people 

have to live their lives from our points of view. To establish if other people will 

answer to our expectations, we have to watch all the other people carefully to 

be able to see, that they do live the way we have decided they have to live. So, 

we are the police-officers who must examine that the rules, which have been 

created by us, will not be broken by others. If we do see that all the other 

people do not live the way we expect them to live, we will have to arrest them 

and bring them to the judge. And of course the judge will be me. So I will judge 

over and I will condemn all the people I have arrested, because they have not 

liven the way I expected them to live and they have not answered to my rules 

and my expectations and of course there is only one thing clear, they are all 

guilty. They are all fools and guilty. This is absolutely intolerable, because I am 

already seriously, as you will understand, frustrated by all the other fools who 

are not able and not willing to live according my expectations, so there will rest 

me only one thing, I have to punish all these fools. And this is also something I 

will have to do myself. So I will be next to the creator of the regulations of (my) 

Life, also be the police-officer, the judge and the executioner of all the idiots 
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who are not willing to obey to ‘the rules of LIFE’ or better said, ‘to the rules of 

(my) life, created by me’.  

 

This is the way we all stay in life and this is the way we will all meet each other 

in life and how strange it is, that we will not understand, that nobody and I 

really do mean nobody, will trust anybody else and that we all, in advance, have 

decided that we all are each others enemy. 

This is a shortage we will bring over other people but it is also a shortage we 

will bring to ourselves. What an immense lost of energy, what an immense 

absurdity for something which will only lead to all the disappointments, 

frustrations, bitterness, still more fear, illnesses, fights, war and death. 

 

My dear Richard, are you able to answer to my next question? ‘Is this world still 

from this world?’ 

 

Dear Helena, enough, please enough for now. Enormously, what a waterfall, 

what a tsunami. Only this day you have given me enough to think over for the 

rest of my life. But I still do have one question. You do know how it works. You 

are able to chose if you will stick labels to events or not. You have seen things, 

which not have been seen by others. Still you will be upset if you do see that 

you will lose me and most probably will never see me for the rest of your life.  

Yes”, Helena said, “I also still have my limits” and she looked at me intensively 

sad. I pulled her to me and hold her firmly and when we felt down on the 

pillows on the bench, I said to her that I understood it all and I kissed her blond 

hairs on top of her head. I kissed her and hugged her so intensively that she had 

to understand that I did understand. “It is all right” she said. She looked at me 

and said. “enough for today? Yes” I said “ my dearest darling, it really is enough 

for today”. That evening we stayed on the bench on the veranda, without 

talking a lot. We went to bed rather early and we both felt soon asleep until the 

next morning, when we got awaked by the barking of Sam. 
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Hoofdstuk 13 

 

 

 

Helena opened her eyes and looked at me, she smiled and said sleepy “Richard 

we have a new alarm-clock, will you please see what’s going on”. Not amused I 

left the bed. It was half past six and for me this was to early now. Sam was still 

barking. “Will you please return in bed” asked Helena. I muttered sleepy that I 

should return. When I came downstairs, Sam was staying in front of the door 

and still barking, he had to go outside. I opened the kitchen door and let him go. 

Sam disappeared between the trees and I arranged something to eat and 

something to drink for him. I left the kitchen door open. I returned to the 

bedroom and I got back into bed. Helena smiled and continued stumping. 

Within ten minutes she was again completely asleep. That was unfortunately 

not possible for me. Once awake means for me, no more able to sleep. I stayed 

in bed for another ten minutes and then I realised that I really should like to 

have a nice cup of coffee. Carefully I left the bed again. Helena continued 

sleeping, she was completely asleep again. I went to the kitchen and ten 

minutes later I had a big cup of coffee and drank it outside on the bench on the 

veranda. It was going to be a nice and warm day again. The sun radiated 

already quite some warmth. Suddenly Sam appeared between the trees and 

came to me. As far as I could see from his reactions, he seemed to recognize me 

and he greeted me enthusiastically. I stroked his coat and showed him where 

he could eat. I went back outside, back to my cup of coffee. When I had emptied 

my coffee, I went to the spot between the trees where I had practised my 

exercises before. When I had finished after one hour with my last exercise, I 

saw Helena sitting on the bench drinking a cup of coffee. I went to her and 

kissed her. “You are not yet ready” she said, “will you please help me with the 

exercises Richard, because I also should like to practise now”. So we went back 

to my spot between the trees and I taught Helena the fourth and the fifth 

exercise. Helena loved specially the last exercise. We practised once again all 

the five exercises and we finished with a meditation. It was obvious that Helena 

enjoyed all of it. “Richard, once I found a piece of paper with some text of an 

ancient Chinese philosopher, at least that is what I think he was. I shall search it 

for you and show you. It is talking about the Tao, or the Way. When I read it, 

years ago, I was astonished by it. It is really wonderful. It is going about the rest 

and the peace of ‘the Natural’ and about the ‘nature of the Natural’. It tells how 

anything will find its way, without being forced. It is telling how you can find 

your own way without forcing anything, without commanding anything, 
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actually by doing nothing and by leaving anything. I feel it will fix in my theory 

of the creative process. I feel it will fix in my story of the fact that nature will 

create all kind of different worlds by our creative powers. Worlds which we 

shall experience. Worlds which shall force us to enter our own created illusions. 

I will go and search it for you now”. After a few minutes Helena returned with 

some sheets of paper which she gave me. She took a seat close to me. 

“Unfortunately Helena, I do not read Finnish, so you have to translate it for me”. 

She sat very close to me with her cup of coffee and started reading. The text 

was composed out of different little pieces of texts and was going as follow. 

 

 

Lao-tzu spoke: There is something, an undifferentiated whole, which has been 

born before heaven and before earth. Its images are only abstract and its form is 

not concrete. It is enormously deep, it is dark, silent and undefined, its voice we 

can’t hear. To give it a name I will call it the Way. 

 

 

The Way is endless high, immeasurable deep. It encloses Heaven and earth, 

receiving all from the formless, it produces a flow which flows deep and broad 

without flowing aside its shores. It is not transparent and it uses temporarily 

brightness by being unmovable. When you use it, it is endless and it does not know 

day or night, but when you try to depict it, it takes less space then the space in 

your hand. It is simple but it is able to open, it is dark but it is able to enlighten, it 

is flexible but can be resolute. It absorbs the negative and radiates the positive 

and so it reveals the light of the sun, the moon and the stars.  

 

 

The Way causes that mountains are high and oceans are deep, that animals do 

run and birds do fly. It causes that unicorns do wander, that the phoenix is able to 

float, that the stars are able to make their eclipses. It assures survival by means of 

destroying, it assures elevation by means of humble nature, it assures progress by 

means of withdrawing. In the past the three Sublimes reached the united order of 

the Way and were standing right in the centre, their spirits roaming during the 

Creation and in this way they were all comforting in the four corners. 

 

 

So the Way causes the movement of the heavens and the stability of the earth, 

endless turning like a wheel, endless flowing like water. It is at the beginning and 

at the end of all things: when the wind starts blowing, when clouds are being 
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formed, when the thunder rolls and when the rain will fall, it will answer in 

endless unanimity. 

 

 

It brings what has been created and has been polished back to simplicity. It does 

so without being forced, but melts live together with dead. It does not force itself 

to ensure this, but tells about the virtuousness. It is only a peaceful happiness 

without proud, by which one can reach fulfilment of harmony. 

 

 

There are numerous different ways in which the Way makes live easy: it 

reconciles dark and light, it arranges the four seasons and it tunes all the forces of 

nature. It gives water to all the plants, it penetrates all the minerals in the World. 

The cattle grows with shining skins, the eggs of birds won’t break, animals will 

not die before birth. 

 

 

Parents do not suffer and do not have sadness of the lost of their children, 

brothers and sisters do not have sorrow of the lost of each other. Children will not 

be orphans, women won’t be widows. You even won’t see any bad signs in the 

skies, there will not be any thefts and there will not be any robberies. This all will 

be the result of inwardly virtuousness. 

 

 

The natural unchangeable Way gives birth to all creatures, but does not own 

them; it takes care of their development, but it will not lead them. All creatures 

will be born by it, but none of them does know how to thank it; they all will die by 

it, but none of them is able to blame it. Increasing of the things will not make it 

richer, expenses and pleasure will, in no way, make it poor.  

 

 

It is so slippery and indefinable that you can not depict it; but although it is 

slippery and indefinable, its impact is endless. Deep and mysterious it reacts to all 

the developments without form; successful and effective it never acts in vain. It 

rolls up and it unrolls in determination and in flexibility; it contracts and it 

expands with the dark and with the light. 

 

 

Lao-tzu spoke: Virtuous people are peaceful and cherish no desires; they are calm 

and are not worried. They make heaven till their roof and the earth till their 
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wagon; they form the four seasons to their horses and recreate dark and light till 

their leaders. They do travel where you will not find any roads, they do roam 

where you will not find any fatigue, they do not leave through any gate. With 

heaven as their roof nothing is uncovered; with the earth as their wagon nothing 

is not carried. With the four seasons as their horses nothing stays unexploited; 

with the darkness and the light as their leaders nothing stays out of reach. That is 

why they are quick without delay, why they travel far without fatigue. Because 

they do not misuse their body, their mind will not weaken and they are able to see 

the World clearly. This is maintaining the essence of the Way and the emotion of 

the endless earth. 

 

 

That’s why all the things of this World don’t have to be forced, but have to be 

stimulated conform their own nature. Nothing can be done to help the changes of 

numerous creatures, except to understand the essence and to return to it. That’s 

why the wise people develop their souls and why they are not interested in 

surfacelike things. They activate their spirits of life and calm their opinions. That’s 

why they are open and inartificial and still there is nothing they will not do; they 

do not know any rules and still there will not be found any chaos. 

 

 

Being inartificial means: do not act before others. Having no rules means: do not 

change nature. That you will not find any chaos means that they only act conform 

the oneness of all that lives and all that is. 

 

 

Lao-tzu spoke: They who follow the Way which lead people do agree with the 

things as they appear and they act conform the way people act. They react to 

developments in all creatures and do harmonize with the changes in all events. 

Therefore is the Way not material, equal and easy, bright and calm, flexible and 

manageable, undividable and pure, clear and simple. These all are concrete 

images of the Way. 

 

 

Empty immaterialism is the residence of the Way. Equal ease is the fundament of 

the Way. Clear calmness is the mirror of the Way. Flexible complaisance is the 

function of the Way. Turning around is a use of the Way, flexibility is the 

willpower of the Way, complaisance is the power of the Way. Undividable purity 

and clear simplicity are the bearer of the Way. Emptiness means that there are no 

inner burdens. Evenness means that the soul is uninhibited. If you have no 
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burdens of unlimited attachments, it is the fulfilment of emptiness. If you do not 

know any preference or rejection, it is the fulfilment of the emptiness. When you 

are in oneness with yourself and stand, is that the fulfilment of calmness. If you do 

not have any personal interests, is that the fulfilment of purity. When you are sad 

neither are pleased, is that the fulfilment of virtuousness.  

 

 

The government of complete people leaves the intellect behind and clears itself of 

extreme externals. Trusting the Way she rejects cunning. She rises in honesty, in 

harmony with the nation. She restricts what is safe and minimizes what has to be 

pursued. She clears itself from seductive lusts, eliminates the desire to valuables 

and decreases the consideration.  

 

 

Limitation of what is safe leads to clarity; to minimize the things you strive for 

leads to acquisition. Therefore, when the external is controlled by the centre, 

nothing will be ignored. If you are able to reach the centre, then you are able to 

rule the external. 

With the acquisition of the centre, the inner bodies are calm, the thoughts are 

equal, the nerves and bones are strong, the ears and the eyes are bright. 

The great Way is flat and not far away from us. They who search for it far away, 

will go and will finally return. 

 

 

Lao-tzu spoke: Wisdom has nothing to do with ruling other people, but is a matter 

of self organization. Nobility has nothing to do with power and position, but is 

only a matter of self accomplishment; reach for self accomplishment and you will 

find the whole World in the Self. Happiness has nothing to do with wealth and 

status, but is only a matter of harmony. 

 

 

They who do know enough to see the importance of the Self and who think that 

the World does not matter, are near to the Way. That is why I said: ‘At the 

extreme of the emptiness, in absolute silence, while numerous creatures treated in 

oneness, I do observe the return’.  

 

 

The Way creates for numerous creatures their form, but is self always without any 

form. Silence and motionless she embraces complete the indifferent unknown. Not 

any expansion is wide enough to be out of reach, not any nothingness is little 
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enough to be inside of it. It does not own a house, but bears all names of what 

exists and what not exists. 

Real people show this by an open emptiness, equal ease, clear purity, flexible 

complaisance, undividable purity and absolute simplicity and they are not weaved 

in business. Their perfect virtuousness is the Way of heaven and earth and that is 

why they are called real people.  

 

 

Real people do know the greatness of the Self and do know the smallness of the 

World; they do have high respect for self control and dislike the control over other 

people. They do not have to disturb their harmony by anything, they do not have 

to confuse their feelings by expectations. When the Way starts to work for them 

they disguise their name and withdraw themselves and they appear when they do 

not. They act without any force, they work without any competition and they do 

know without any intellect. 

 

 

By cherishing the Way of heaven and by embracing the heart of heaven, they 

breath dark and light, they breath out the old and they breath in the new. They 

roll up with the dark and they unroll with the light. They roll up and unroll 

together with willpower and flexibility. They have the same spirit as heaven, the 

same body as the Way. 

Nothing pleases them, nothing agonizes them, nothing delights them, nothing 

angers them. All the things are in a mysterious way the same; there is no good 

and there is no bad. They who are physical wounded by the torture of extreme 

critical circumstances, do feel that the spirit stifles when the body is exhausted. 

They who are hurt psychological by the tortures of emotions and thoughts, notice 

that the body is delivered to itself when the spirit is exhausted. 

 

 

That is why real people return purposefully to the essential. Trusting to the 

support of the spirit and therefore reaching to completeness. 

That’s why they are able to sleep without any dreams and nightmares and why 

they are able to awake without any sorrow. 

 

 

“It is really wonderful Helena. It breathes so much rest, peace, resignation and 

acceptation of all which we are not able to change. Anything you will resist, you 

just will maintain” Helena said. Another explanation of Lao-Tzu of the Tao or 

the Way is:,  
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‘When a wise man will hear of the Tao, he will search for it zealously. When an 

average man will hear of the Tao, he will search for it occasionally.  

When a fool will hear of the Tao, he will laugh intensively about it. If he is not 

laughing intensively about it, then it is not the Tao’. 

 

Helena said “the circumstances in your life will define for the greater part to 

which category you will be fixed and you will define what you will do with it. 

Every human being has to give himself back to himself. And this will only 

happen by returning back to your own natural Way?” I asked Helena. “Yes” she 

said, “by returning back to your own natural Path, by returning back to the Tao.  

 

Exact my dear. Richard you are starting to understand more and more of all I 

have to tell you. Helena, I really do believe that I do start to understand even 

more and more of all what you mean and have to tell me and actually, I should 

now, in the meantime, do not know how it can be different after all what we 

will be for each other now. Helena smiled, nodded affirmatively and kissed me. 

“Helena, how can people change? How can you reach people and tell them in a 

way they will accept that they have to get lose of the old way and that they have 

to change for another way, another way of life? How can you reach people that 

they will realise that all the things in life do not ought to be the way they think 

it ought to be and of which even everybody thinks that it is self-evident? How 

can you bring that consciousness into the world? How can you show people 

that they are able to see, to feel, to smell and to hear that the old way is a dead 

way? How can you show people that continuing on the old way will only offer 

us more pain, more sadness and more despair? Yes Richard” Helena said. “You 

are right and I must tell you that I have no answer to all your questions. I do 

have an idea but I am not sure if that idea will be a success. What is your idea 

Helena? To be able to change, you first must be willing to change and if you do 

decide that you want something, then it is important that you will do it, you 

have to make choices and you have to do something to be able to change. I will 

try to tell you how it might be possible how you can show people how to 

change. To be able to change you first must know who you are now. If you do 

not know who you are, you are not able to change into the person you like to be 

and you like to change in. How do I know who I am and what I am? A person 

does know exactly what he wants. He also knows exactly what he wants to have 

and what he will become. There is the problem. The problem is stored in the 

notions ‘to be’ and ‘to have’. 

People in these days, living and formed in our culture as we know it today, do 

know exactly what they want to have. He wants or he must have money, he 

wants or he must have power, he or she wants or must have such a wife and 
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such a husband, he wants or must have a big house and of course he prefers to 

have it all more and in a greater extents then his neighbour or anybody else, or 

shortly, within only one minute he can tell you exactly all the things that he 

wants and actually, all the things that he must have. And when the moment 

arrives, that he has anything, then he might decide that ‘he maybe is somebody’. 

Once somebody told me that, ‘if I will have a big and wonderful house near a 

lake, then I will be someone’. ‘To have’ oblige you to the process of ‘thinking’. 

You have to think what you all want to have. ‘To have’ creates also 

‘expectations’.  

 

People who are walking the natural Path are only focussed to the natural, ‘they 

have not, they have nothing’, but ‘they are’. A man walking the natural Path is 

not thinking, he just ‘is’. He is and he knows that he is. He has the consciousness 

of ‘being to be’, so he possesses the consciousness of ‘being to be’. He is not 

thinking because it is not necessary. He just is and because he is, in full 

consciousness, he is all and anything there is to be and that he wants to be. He 

is whatever he wants to be because he is in his full consciousness 

understanding the fact, that he is. He even is the universe if he chooses to be the 

universe. If you are able to be the universe then you are also able to be as God, 

because being as God is being as the universe.  

 

‘To have’ demands at the same time expectations. Expectations which most of 

the time will not be fulfilled, because people living in this culture and following 

the old path wants to have anything, at least this will mean for most people. Not 

fulfilled expectations or expectations which will actually never be fulfilled, will 

only lead us and create for us disillusions and so it will create suffering, besides 

that it also creates aversion and jealousy to all the other people who seemed to 

have all they want to have. 

 

A man walking the natural Path ‘is’. ‘to be’ includes also ‘to have’.  

By being peace, I will have peace. 

By being rest, I will have rest. 

By being love, I will have love. 

 

The next step we have to make is, that when we have taken the choice that we 

want to be, we must take the step of having the courage to be. Our problem is 

that we have not the courage to be or the courage to be not. So, ‘dare to be’. In 

our education we have been stored with an enormous amount of labels which 

all tell us what is allowed and what is not allowed, what is good and what is not 

good, what is accepted and what is not accepted. What is expected of us and 
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what is not expected of us. What is demanded of us and what is not demanded 

of us. 

We must dare to have the courage to take the choice to be no more as a drop in 

the ocean. Drops of the ocean must not be named with ‘whatever’. Named drops 

of the ocean have special characteristics, the labelled characteristics. We are no 

drops, we are the ocean. When I do decide to be something, I can not, at the 

same time, be something else. When I am big, I am not little. By our connection 

with every other drop in the ocean, we are all the drops of the ocean, so we are 

the ocean. Be the ocean. Make the choice to be the ocean and you will be the 

ocean. Conquer your own fear and look through your own majesty. Because you 

are all that is and therefore is all that is, equal to you.  

 

Once somebody said, ‘If you are, then you will be and if you are not, then you 

will not be. If you really are then you will stay the one you are and if you choose 

not to be, then you are not and by that reason, you will never be’.  

 

‘If you will make the choice to go on with your journey and to search for the 

natural Path and to set foot on this natural Path, then you have to strive to be 

the Path’.  

 

The only thing which has an enormous influence on each life, the only thing 

which offers you and all of you a power which is even greater then the power of 

the most extreme hurricane, the only thing which offers you the most extreme 

creative powers, with which you can change, rebuilt and reform your own 

world, is speaking in full consciousness, the next two words ‘I AM’. What you 

are and who you are is up to you, defined by your choice. 

 

Richard it is difficult and it stays difficult. I have walked that way, I have fought 

that battle and even now it is oh so easy to fall back into the old world. It is 

always possible to go every direction. I can continue to walk the natural Path, to 

walk the Tao and I can fall back into the ‘all sick making ways’ of the old world. 

Nothing is self-evident. Still there are now and anywhere people who do feel 

that life has derailed. Who have the feeling that the vehicle of their life has run 

aground completely and that to much in life is not and no more as it has to be, 

whatever that may be.  

 

There are no unwilling or bad people. There are only desperate people. We all 

are desperate. We all try to escape despair, but we do not know how. We hope 

to find an escape from the influence of the web going into alcohol, tobacco, sex 

and drugs and yes it works, but only for a while. The despair has to increase 
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first only to such a size that we will collapse of it, or that we dare to take the 

step and in an unexpected moment, will go ashore and start our own journey. A 

journey which always starts with a desperate search.  

 

Helena you have told me about illusions, about creating your own world, which 

is actually nothing else as an illusion and which only will remain as long as you 

will keep your own opinions and convictions alive. As soon as you are able to 

change your convictions, will also change your world, your illusion, so you will 

also change your situation. So also situations must be based on illusions, which 

again will be carried and supported by our thoughts and convictions. Illness 

and health are situations. How do I have to see that Helena? Wow, Richard, 

again I must say you start to understand it. Illness and health are situations. I 

can tell you al lot about illness and health, but again I am not able to prove you 

anything. You just have to feel, what you think of it, if it does appeal to you. I 

will tell you things which will shock you, which will shock the world if they will 

hear it and if they will realize it. To be more clear, I will again repeat some 

things which I have already told you before. We do all live in a world which is 

not real or said in other words, which does not show the exact reality of all that 

is.  

 

We do all live in a world which we do create with our thoughts, with our 

meanings, with our opinions and with our convictions. That of which we think 

of, that of which we are convinced, is that which we will experience. From that 

what we experience, we can learn. So that of which you will think of, will be 

that in which your material world will change and will enter your world of your 

creation. At that moment we will literally feel our convictions and opinions in 

our bodies. So will your life offer you the possibility to evolve further and 

further by all the experiences we have and which we do offer ourselves by our 

thoughts. This world, your world is not real and is only temporarily. As long as 

we hold up our opinions and our convictions we will hold up this world. Do we 

change our convictions then we will change this world. In spite of the fact that 

this world, that your world, that your illusion is not real, is the degree of reality 

of your illusion one hundred percent. It is and it stays an illusion which will 

seamless change in another illusion at the moment we do change our thoughts, 

our opinions and our convictions. Since we, regularly, influenced by many 

circumstances and situations and by the meanings and opinions of other 

people, do change our own meanings and opinions, will also our own world, 

our own illusion change regularly. This is confusing and chaotic. That’s why you 

are able to feel brilliant now and to feel depressive just another moment. 

Because we do not know all of this we are not able to mention this. We do think 
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that all these changes, all these situations are a normal part of life and that 

therefore these situations ought to be in our lives. This is the way it happens 

and it does happen by our continuously changing meanings, thoughts and 

opinions.  

 

This means that we, without knowing it, have influence about all we 

experience, about all how our world will be created and that all the chaotic 

things, which announce themselves many times a day, are not normal and 

therefore are not self-evident. 

 

What does this mean? This fact has enormous consequences and this fact can 

be projected by you to all aspects of life. Also to health and illness. I will try to 

show you what I mean 

 

Once we lived with the knowledge and the consciousness that we are creative 

beings. We created conscious the world in which we lived. We had the 

consciousness that we just are people, living as creative Gods. That was still the 

moment that we walked the natural Path, we walked the Tao and there were no 

tensions, no stress, there were no pulled out strings and there were no blown 

up tubes as I have shown you before. Then there once must have been a 

moment, that we have focussed to our head. Our concentration changed from 

our feeling to our thinking and that was the moment we slowly started to 

derail. We started to argument and we knew better, better then our own inner 

voice. That was also the moment we created the ego, the ego appeared in our 

lives. That was symbolic the Fall of Men, as has been written in the Bible. For 

that reason we were thrown out of Paradise, the natural Path, the Tao and we 

entered into the jungle. Actually we have thrown out ourselves out of Paradise 

by separating ourselves from our inner Source. The result of this is stress, 

chaos, fear, fights to gain the power and finally illnesses. Fights to gain the 

power can easily lead to death and destruction. Therefore we left the natural 

Path, the Tao and we entered even more and more into the jungle. Nature, as an 

instrument to harmonize, wanted to have us back on the natural Path and 

fastened strings to our system to pull us back again, back to the natural Path, 

back to the Tao. The result of the influence of these springs is, that the further 

you will pull them out, the more extreme they will pull you back. I have tried to 

explain you this before Richard. What has all of this to do with health and 

illness? 

 

People who live conform the natural Path and who are, therefore not 

influenced by a system of springs, which constantly tries to pull them back, will 
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not be bothered by stress and therefore will they also not be bothered by fear 

and illness. People lived in balance with nature and with itself and sopeople are 

in balance with itself and with its environment. Then we experienced a 

complete oneness with all that is and so we did not experience separateness. 

This way is the only way, according to nature and according to the natural laws 

of life, the only way which there can be and which there ought to be. All that is 

different from this Way, is unnatural, is not normal and is not the Way which it 

ought to be or which it has to be, all the difference is not self-evident. Fear and 

illness are not normal, not usual, not self-evident. We think that being ill and 

suffering for fears are in the meantime so normal and self-evident, that it has 

been a part of our pattern of life of how we think that things in life ought to be. 

In our culture, in our system, in our society are also physicians and a huge 

system of medical assistance to help us when we get sick, so we have decided 

that fear and illnesses have been an acceptable and normal part of life. No, my 

dear Richard, it is absolutely not an acceptable and normal part of life and this 

is one of the most important reasons why anybody and I really do mean 

anybody, get sick and suffers for fears. The fact that we all think and that we all 

find, that it has to be this way, that it is all normal and acceptable, means that 

all these things have grown now as a part of all of our opinions and all of our 

convictions. By this, all this opinions and convictions have grown till important 

factors with which we do create and form our world, because as you do know 

now, we do create and form our world with our thoughts, opinions and 

convictions. How will it be possible to eliminate all this misery. How am I able 

to change my world, to change my illusions, which are, as we know now, not 

real. If my world is an illusion, then is also my situation an illusion. Your and my 

illness Richard, are for that reason also illusions, but also these illusions have a 

very high degree of reality because the illusions of my illness is able to damage 

the material of my body. They are able to destroy my body. In spite of the fact 

that it all happens, is it not normal and is it not the way it was and is ever meant 

to be. The complete medical assistance is helping, unconsciousness and with 

the best intention, to maintain all of this chaos. The fact that there is a physician 

and the fact that we think that there has to be a physician, will make me 

conscious that I can get ill. Therefore this fact is entering within the force field 

of my convictions and that will do create for me the situation in which I will 

enter a situation of being ill. Therefore I will accept this situation, I will create 

this situation and I will get sick. But still we can not say that this is a normal, 

that this is a natural situation.  

What can you do to all of this Helena? How can you break these things which 

have been such an acceptable part of our lives?  
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Start to realize that the fact that you feel miserable and sick and the fact that 

your body and mind are not willing to do what you want them to do, is not 

normal and not acceptable. Start to realize that all which is happening with you 

is only an illusion, which is not correct, related to the natural process of life and 

that for that reason this illusion not has to be in your box of labels. Refuse to 

accept it any longer. This is just a start. If you do so, the creation of this image 

will no more be feed and there will start a ‘discreative process’. Try to continue 

this for three days and you will start to feel another human being. Try to 

continue this for three weeks and you will notice changes. Try to continue this 

for three months and there might be a chance that your natural healing process 

has been started.  

 

This is all, unfortunately, not as easy as I do tell you here Richard. Again I have 

to tell you about the doubts in this process. If you have any doubts, will this 

mean that your new conviction, which has been filled with doubts, has no 

creative powers and therefore it will not be able to create new illusions, new 

situations. You have to believe that you are able to do it, no even better is, you 

absolutely have to know that you are able to do it. That is the real believe of 

which all religions will tell you. You have to believe in yourself. You have to 

believe in yourself as a natural, divine and creative being and you will rule 

nature and matter. Mind over matter. So, doubt will be killing. 

 

We are without any problem, able to believe in all kinds of things which are bad 

for us, but when we have to believe in all the things which will rise us over all 

the misery, we will absolutely have all the doubts, which we can have. We think 

that all the bad and miserable things are an accepted part of life, but as you 

know now, is this the biggest and most terrible lie, there has ever been brought 

into this world. Unconsciously we will be influenced by our environment and 

therefore we are unconsciously bothered by our characteristics, therefore our 

opinions and convictions will be unconsciously be formed and will often ‘dance’ 

between feeling good and feeling bad. They often change. Therefore our 

illusionary world will also change often. Our ‘reality’ is constantly changing and 

therefore we constantly change between feeling good and feeling bad and of 

course we do not understand anything of this. We only experience by all of this 

the chaos and therefore we are very unhappy. Try to make a conscious process 

of it. Chose for a target in your life. Chose for the most uplifted vision in your 

life and try to focus on that. Try it intensively for at least one week. That will 

not be easy, but have a try. The result is that your world will change to the 

image that you have chosen consciously, because anything you will focus to, 

will create the world which you will experience. It sounds unbelievable but it is 
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true. The power of the mind is all what is important. If you do have any doubts 

then the creative process will stop. Do not doubt, but act. Richard I do invite 

you to do this test. Take three months for it. Try it. Do realize that your right 

and the right of anybody is the right for happiness and health and so, reject all 

the other things which destroy your life and which do not belong to the natural 

and normal things of life, in spite of the fact what this world is now trying to 

create and is trying to make you believe. 

So I have to focus myself with my mind to my health and I have to be conscious 

of the fact that I, in my natural situation can only be healthy and that my 

sickness is no more and no less than an unnatural situation. Suppose I do use 

medicines, do I have to stop them” I asked. “No of course not” Helena reacted 

quite furiously, “How can you say so Richard, as long as the people do not know 

what they are able to and as long as they are not able to use their mind powers, 

is that of course no option. We do not realize what we are able to and until we 

all do, we need all of our medical science. Besides that it is a process which 

needs conviction and practise. I am also not yet able to control my own 

situation. When I got a headache on the boat, I needed a medicine to solve my 

problem. But I can say that my health is improving remarkably, but I still have a 

long way to go and we all have a very long way to go until we are able to control 

our material situation. That means in any way that we all first have to return to 

the natural Path or to the Tao. The problem for the greater part is that as long 

as medical science exists and the medical assistance exists, we accept that 

getting ill is a normal and acceptable situation and that we will be helped by the 

physicians and all the other medical people.  

On the other side we all do need intensively all of the medical assistance. All 

that works within us, the reaction in us to the fact that we are not balanced 

with nature, defines that we are constantly stressed and that we do live in fear. 

Some people experience this consciously and some people experience this 

unconsciously, but it bothers all of us. This process reduces constantly the 

frequency of our energy and for that reason our resistance reduces as well and 

we will be susceptible to any disease you can think off. The misery is situated 

inside of us, so the healing must also come from the inside and not from the 

outside. Not from a pill, not from a potion, not from a salve and not from a knife 

in the operating-room. These techniques will help us but do not heal us. We are 

glad that we have this knowledge, but we do not know that we have the power 

to increase the frequency of our energy and if we do so, we will no more be 

susceptible to bacteria and viruses. Our problem is that we have been focussed 

with anything to the stream from outside to inside and not to the stream from 

inside to outside. We have to realize that our problem is inside of us and that it 

will not come from the outside. We have to realize that nothing is what it 
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appears to be. By the fact that you do realize that all people, driven and forced 

by the situation in which they are now, will place themselves in the ‘you world’. 

As long as people will place themselves in the ‘you world’ is it absolutely 

impossible to reach these people. Anybody is thinking actually that anything 

which happens to them, just ‘come over’ them. They are so unlucky that all the 

misery is ‘falling to’ them. So, it is pure a coincidence, but it is in any way 

enormous miserable. They had all kind of expectations of their lives and all 

these expectations are not willing to be fulfilled. This will be experienced as 

being unlucky, as pure sadness and as pure misery. Besides that one has the 

tendency to blame other people for their misery. So it is all your fault and it is 

my fault. In any way it is not their fault. They do not understand me and they do 

not understand you and actually, they do not understand anybody. So, they 

conclude that we are all idiotes. They conclude that we are all insane. But what 

is even more worse, even more frightening, even more threatening, is the 

feeling that all the others do also not understand them. Nobody will understand 

what they all do feel, nobody will understand where they all will go through. 

That is all scary. Might it maybe be their own fault? No, that can not be possible. 

Of course it is not to them. It is obvious, all the others are unreliable. The whole 

outer world is unreliable. And the worst of all is, that you can not change this 

situation, it is just as it is and it is a normal part of our lives and therefore 

acceptable, miserable yes, but acceptable. This is the way the world is. Pity yes, 

but it is not different. These people are not willing to take the step from the 

‘you world’ to the ‘I world’. They will not start to take their own responsibility 

for anything which will happen in their own lives and which will happen with 

their lives. What my role might be in my own misery is something we are 

absolutely not willing to think of. It is not my fault, no, it is your fault. Let that 

be very clear. That is the way in which men will fight against women, that is the 

way in which men will fight against men That is the way in which women will 

fight against women. That is the way in which mothers will fight against their 

children. That is the way in which fathers will fight against children. That is the 

way that colleagues will fight against colleagues. That is the way that sport 

clubs will fight against sport clubs That is the way that countries will fight 

against countries and that is the way that religions will fight against religions. 

In this way you will always find quarrels, fights and wars, because no matter 

what you will think of it, it all is your fault. 

 

Richard, how will I get people that far, that they carefully will start to look 

inside? That also they will realize that they do play a role in every situation in 

which they are involved. How do I get these people that far that they will start 

to see that it is a mad world where anybody is pointing to each other? How do I 
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get these people that far that they will start to see that the ways we have been 

taken, which we already have been taken for thousands and thousands of years, 

do not work, did not work in the past, do not work now and will not work in the 

future? How do I get these people that far that they are willing to empty their 

heads, to throw up their opinions and convictions and to leave them there? 

How do I get these people that far that they will throw away all their not 

working luggage? How do I get people that far that they will start to realize that 

their lives have been built on pillars of fear, fear which is to eliminate? The only 

thing which can work for this is to try to get the people that far that they will 

see that it is not all normal and that it is not the way it ought to be, that it is not 

all self-evident, that illness, sadness, despair, pain, fear and misery do not 

belong to live as a self-evident situation, but that they will be created by the fact 

that we all are daily busy to shoot our opinions and convictions into this world, 

where they will create what they do create. There they do create illusions 

which are not real but which seem to be real for us. They do create a world 

where nothing is what it seems to be. The by us created illusions do create 

expectations. Expectations which will never be fulfilled, because they can not 

be fulfilled. This not fulfilled expectations do create again disappointments and 

frustrations and again the circle will be closed. 

 

We have to realize that the springs in our whole, worldwide culture have been 

pulled out till the most extreme position. Daily there happen things, which are 

absolutely contrary to the laws of nature, laws we do know very well. Daily will 

the most important law of nature ‘what you not want that others will do to you, 

do that never to other people’ be trampled upon. That all has consequences. We 

have a will of our own. This ‘free will’is holy. Nature does not force us to do 

anything. That is how nature is. If it was not that way, we would have been 

created differently. Nothing has to be done, but anything we do, has 

consequences. By these consequences you will experience. From these 

experiences you can learn. We only have to look around to see and to establish 

that by the way we live, the consequences which we create for ourselves will 

not work now, will not work tomorrow and is already not working for 

centuries and centuries. All what you see around you is pain, misery, sadness, 

illness and fear. 

  

‘It is not all normal and it is not all as self-evident as we all think it is’.  
 

All right, my dear Helena” I said. “This is where we will stop, this is for me again 

a new waterfall with information. Again I do understand what you mean. I even 

was able to make notices, but this is really for now for me enough, otherwise I 
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will absolutely lost any connection with anything you already have told me and 

maybe I then will derail”. Helena had to smile for my reaction. “Did you 

understand Richard? Yes, at least I think I have understood all you have told 

me. I first have this all to be stranded and then I am sure I will have my 

questions. My dear darling Helena, again I do realize in what a wonderful 

situation I have been parked with you. I have to tell you honestly that I do enjoy 

every second here with you. I have to tell you honestly that I have fallen in love 

with you in a very extremely way. What will happen if I have to leave I do not 

know, but I will see. At the other side I do realize that I do experience things 

with you, that you do tell me things, which actually makes the world shake. If 

we do realize that we all have walked a path of life which will exclusively bring 

us into the jungle and with which, as long as we follow this path, will bring 

misery, pain, despair and fear into this world and this will be as long as we stay 

following this path. Knowing this, I am not amused. But, my dear Helena, I do 

know and I do feel that you are right, so I will go for it and I still want to know 

all and anything about it. I want to exploit this unique period together with you 

till the very last second. Thank you Richard” Helena said. She laid her head on 

my legs while she was laying on the big pillows on the great bench on the 

veranda of the cottage of the father of Helena, there in the endless forests and 

the virgin nature in the high north of Finland. 
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Chapter 14 

 

 

 

“Do you know Richard, we only will still have summer for about three weeks 

and then the autumn will enter soon. That quick? Yes, because we are living 

here in the northern part of Europe, autumn will enter soon. Helena, I like to go 

again for a walk in the forests some other time, but then I like to leave very 

early in the morning. I will see the sun rise while being in the middle of nature. 

Then you have to leave at three o’clock in the morning. Well Helena, if so, I 

absolutely will leave at three o’clock in the morning. I don’t have a need to go 

far, but I really love to experience to see the sun rise. All right”, Helena said, 

“then it will not be that you will leave at three o’ clock, but we will leave at 

three o’ clock in the morning. We will enjoy it with you. We? Yes, Sam and me. 

We shall go with the three of us. There is still another thing we can do”, Helena 

said. “Behind the cabin of the sauna is still a little barn and there we have a 

canoe for two persons. We can use the canoe for a day and cross the lakes and 

Sam can join us. Wow, dear Helena, that is again another surprise. I kissed 

Helena and I kissed her again and again on that bench on the veranda of that 

cottage in the middle of the endless forests in the high northern part of Finland. 

“Shall we go for our walk tomorrow morning? Yes we will and leave very early. 

Wonderful” I said. “I have to work out my notes, because I still do know now 

what I meant with my little notes. Will you please help me? Helena nodded. “I 

first want to eat” she said. “That’s a good idea, bread with baked eggs and 

bacon” I said and it made my mouth water. “Please, for me without bacon” 

Helena said. I took a big frying-pan and started with the eggs. The first eggs I 

prepared were for Helena and then I baked them for me. We went to the 

veranda and enjoyed our meal. Also Sam was very interested and he sat next to 

me as if he was starving completely. The temperature was rising and again we 

got a wonderful, warm day. “When I have finished my eggs I will have a look at 

the canoe. Is there a connection from this lake to other lakes? Yes Richard, 

there is. From here you can make a wonderful journey, but that also means that 

we have to leave in the morning and that we will arrive at the end of the day. 

We shall go for it” I said. “We shall go for it” Helena said.  

“I keep thinking Helena, about your remark, what you just said and what you 

already have said different times before. You stay repeating this remark every 

time. That things are not as they seem to be and that all these things do not 

ought to be as we think that they are. That remark keeps me fascinating. Can 

you be some more specific about that? Yes Richard, I shall try to say that in 
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different words. Helena’s face changed a bit. It was her expression of 

concentration when she started to continue to tell what she had to tell. “Listen” 

she said. All things in life are not self-evident. Changes will not only be created 

by doing things different. By doing things different, there only will exist other 

things of which we think they will be again self-evident. Just by stopping to do 

all kind of things, will all the things of which we think that they are self-evident, 

disappear. If these things do disappear, if all the things of which we think that 

they ought to be that way, will disappear, will just by doing nothing, the things 

of which we think that they ought to be the way as they are, disappear, because 

they are not natural. It will disappear because it will die a slow death, because 

we do stop feeding it with energy. This will only happen by doing nothing. By 

just doing nothing will appear that, which always has been there because it is 

part of ‘the natural’ and therefore it is the only thing which is as it ought to be, 

according to the natural Path, according to the Tao. Then the things will be as 

they ought to be and that will be the moment that all the fear, all the pain, all 

the despair and all the chaos will disappear. Is that more clear Richard”? I 

looked at her and said “Helena two things. First, I have to write that down in 

the script and second, ‘again you are brilliant’ ‘and I kissed her cheek. Helena 

continued. “The fact that we start to realise that nothing in this world is what it 

seems to be, if we do start to realise that anything in the old world is an illusion, 

we also start to realise that there is no truth. If we start to realise that there is 

no truth, then we are maybe also able to realise that there is no lie. If we start to 

realise that there is no lie, then it is also no more possible to be disappointed in 

other people and there is no more need to distrust other people and to 

condemn them”. Again I looked at Helena and said, “yes you are brilliant” and I 

kissed her other cheek. “No Richard”, she said, I am not brilliant I only do have 

now two fatty cheeks from your kisses and from the fat of the eggs and bacon 

on your mouth. Yes, indeed you do have, but in my opinion, you still are 

brilliant”. Helena smiled and kissed my both cheeks. “Are you actually sure, that 

you will start to walk tomorrow morning”? Maybe it is better we first will see to 

the weather forecast, because I do prefer to see the sun rise on a very clear 

morning without any clouds. I will see such a morning that the sun will rise as a 

burning ball in heaven. Then we first have to watch the weather forecast” 

Helena said. We went to the kitchen to do the dishes and to clean all the things. 

When I had finished, I went to the barn behind the saunacabin. There was a 

polyester canoe for two persons and there were two paddles. The canoe looked 

fine and was wider than I had expected. I had the idea that it was a stable canoe. 

Suddenly Sam appeared and greeted me if he had not seen me for weeks. Sam 

was always glad. Just already now I loved this great Labrador and he had 

become my very dear friend. We both walked back to the cottage and I took a 
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seat next to Helena on the bench. “Where are you thinking of, Richard? I am 

thinking of all what has happened with me. What all has happened during the 

last weeks. What has happened with me, how I have changed in another human 

being by the encounter with you. I am thinking at the encounter with you and 

the strange way anything has developed since. I am thinking how life can go. I 

am thinking at the fact, if there exists accidents in life or if all of what we both 

have experienced, was already a part of the blue print of our lives. I have the 

feeling Helena, that I already know you for thousands and thousands of years. I 

do know you from a dizzy deep past and I am thinking at the fact that I maybe 

will not see you anymore after these two months. Maybe I never will see you 

again. How is life running and why is it running as it is? Does life matter what 

we do think about it? Why am I not able to create the life that I want to live, 

which means for me that I will live here, together with you. If I do create that 

conviction now, why will I then not succeed? How does that all work Helena? 

How it exactly works Richard, I do not know for sure. But as far as I feel it, is the 

blue print of your life a fixed print. The drawing of your life will be there, but 

the way you colour your drawing is up to you. Any human being has to do 

things in his life. These things are fixed. If you do resist against the things you 

have to do, against the things which will be placed on your path, then there will 

be no improvements in your life. Resistance will maintain all that is and will not 

bring any changes. If you will go with the flow, the flow of your life, then your 

life keeps moving and you can settle all you have to do. So Helena, if it is in the 

blueprints of our lives that we will not be together any longer then just these 

two months, then it will be as it is. Yes Richard, I do think and I do feel that it is 

working that way. My dear Helena, I do not know if I am still able to paint the 

drawing of my life with cheerful colours after we have said goodbye. Let’s try to 

do so Richard, If we both have to do other things, let us then try to keep that 

train running and not by resistance of it, because that will stop the speed of our 

lives. Maybe if we have done what we have to do, when we have fixed our jobs, 

there will remain a piece of our lives to be together in whatever way. Dear 

Helena, with what you say now, I can do something, whatever I will meet on my 

path of my life, I will always remember this. Do what you have to do, do what 

life will offer you and the sooner you might be free to go your own direction. 

Yes my dear Richard, so it is”. She embraced me and pushed her head against 

my breast. The rest of the day we were lazy hanging on the bench. I changed my 

laziness with playing with Sam between the trees in front of the house. Actually 

we were both a bit tired from the enormous walk we had made and we decided 

to take also a day of rest tomorrow. We also liked this lazy day very much. The 

weather forecast for the next day was great, so we decided to get up early and 

to go for our walk in which we should encounter the rising sun.  
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So we did. At three o’clock in the morning we left the house and again this time, 

I was delighted by the splendour of nature. When we left, there was still rather 

some twilight. 
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Again we used our sticks and again Helena had arranged something to eat and 

something to drink. 

We planned to be home at about ten o’clock in the morning. Helena was very fit 

and this time we went another direction. She knew this area very well. Sam was 

very glad that he was allowed to enjoy us and he ran about ten times as much 

as we did. Sometimes he disappeared at our right side and then again he 

suddenly appeared in front of us or at our left side. Every few minutes he 

appeared to see if we were still there.  

 

Half an hour later the sun rose carefully above the trees and throw his orange, 

yellow and golden colour glow over us. It was more extreme then it was with 

the sunsets. The glow was now increasing instead of decreasing as it is with 

sunsets and this was an absolute different and wonderful sensation.  

During a little while, there was a moment in which it looked like, that the forest 

was burning by the light and the glow of the rising sun. This was a moment 

which I should like to fix, to be able to enjoy it for a longer time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The dew above the grass was, enlightened by the glow of the sun, just like 

silver. The dew drops reflected the light but they also fixed the light. So we 
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wandered for a while through the forest and Helena asked me if this was the 

view which I had in mind. I answered her that this reality was far more than it 

was in my imagination. “I should love to experience this again for another time” 

I said to Helena. It was a good choice of Helena to choose this day for this trip, 

because at the end of the day there was a change in the weather and actually 

this was the last warm and beautiful summerday of my stay with Helena. While 

we were wandering through nature, I asked Helena how it was possible for her 

to live in this world with anything she knew now. Apart from the fact of all 

what she had told me, was the reality of life and of this world. I wondered 

myself how she, in gods name, was able to live with it. With all she knew, was 

anything in life in contrast with ‘her knowing’. Yes Richard, it is not easy, 

specially in the beginning it was even very hard.  

 

If you are able to make a choice, to label yes or no to an event in your life, 

through which an event will yes or no influence your life, does this not yet 

mean, that you will be ready. What else can you expect? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If people do approach you with a comment or with an attitude, then they do 

expect your reaction. If you decide to react or not to react and you finally 
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decide to refuse to stick a label on this event, which means that you will not 

react, then they will deduct you. These are things which, within the working of 

the web, are not acceptable. If you react by not reacting, will that give 

resistance. Not reacting is not social and so not acceptable. Do you react, which 

with you will stick a label on the event and with which you will activate the 

creative process, then does this also mean that you will influence your own 

circumstances or better said, your own life. Being able to choose consciously if 

you are willing to stick or not to stick labels to events, demands a strong power 

from the persons who makes this choices. He must be a strong personality. 

Richard, the fact that you are here, the fact that I am allowed to spent these two 

months with you and that I may tell you and discuss with you anything which 

has been happeneing with me, is for me an enormous and unique process to 

assimilate anything. It is very good for me. It also means that also I am able to 

line again all what I have seen and all what I have understood and still now I 

start to realize what the consequences are of all what I have seen. I shall give 

you an example. My parents do quarrel a lot. They have a lot of fights.  

 

My name is not accidentally Helena. You told me, when I introduced myself to 

you, that in your opinion my name was not sounding real Finish, but more 

Greek”. I was able to remember me that I had told Helena these words. “You 

were right. My father is Finnish and my mother is Greek”. That explained 

suddenly a lot. Helena had the radiation from a person from the North, her 

expressions, her beautiful blond hair, but she had the dark eyes from a person 

from the South. “My mother can react furiously and that does always mean war. 

The way they act is love, at least, that is what they say. In my eyes that is 

impossible. A lot of people do fight a lot in their relationships and they say that 

they act like that, based on love. Love and war do not match. Love means 

oneness and fights, quarrels and wars are based on separateness. That’s why 

love and fights do not match. Fights are always based on fear. Fear and love are 

as close to each other as that are alienated from each other. They are each 

others back. They both are a side of the same coin. That coin is life”. Helena 

looked at me, came to me, took my hand and she said. ”I am so glad that you are 

here. You are not the only one who feels that joy” I said. We walked on, without 

talking. “Helena, you really have told me a lot but I wonder how you, with all 

which you feel, with all which you have experienced, are able to fit this in your 

life. Are there any measurement points? How can I define where people live 

according, as you call it the old world and where people live according the laws 

of the new world. Yes, there is a measurement point. That measurement point 

is the disappointment. Anybody who will come to you with disappointments is 

living according the principles of the unconscious creative process, with which 
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he or she will create his or her own world. The illusionary world which seems 

to be so real and for that reason also is very real. That is the world where 

nothing is as it seems to be. That world, build on all kind of convictions, creates 

expectations. Expectations which never will be and can be fulfilled by other 

people. This not answered expectations, will again lead to the inescapable 

disappointments, with all the well known consequences. I do understand” I 

said. “In my new world are no disappointments. Helena are you really never 

disappointed anymore? Yes I am disappointed off and on, but when I realise 

that I am disappointed, then I also do realise, that I have returned again in the 

old world and at that moment I can make a choice to step back in my new world 

and I also do realise then, that I have to reject my expectations. When I have 

done so, then my feelings of disappointments will disappear and then will also 

disappear anything which is fixed to these feelings of disappointments. Again I 

do understand Helena” I said. “Again you handle the principle of labelling the 

events in your life”. That remark produced a kiss from Helena. “Again you do 

understand” she said and she smiled. “Helena do you really have a feeling that 

your experience has produced something for you? Have your life been richer? 

Richard I shall try to explain that to you. After my experience on that cold 

morning in February, I had the feeling that I had again discovered the natural 

Path, the Tao. This meant for me the following things. It meant that there is no 

more tensions and stress in my life and that no more springs will be pulled out 

and that no more tube is pumped up. It means that I do not have anymore any 

fear. It means that I am no more able to be hurt and that I do not need anymore 

emotions to have flown away the air from my to much pumped up tube, to 

discharge my stress. Of course this will only mean for me, for the moments that 

I not have been returned with my feelings to the old world. It also means that I 

have a connection with nature and that I receive knowledge from nature. It also 

means that I am able on every, by me chosen moment, to travel between the old 

and the new world. It also means that I am able to look through and to 

understand why anything goes wrong in the old world and what I can do to 

change the course of the old world. It does not mean that I do know anything, 

but that I daily do understand more and more about the laws of life, about the 

Tao. Also my journey has not been ended. This journey will never end. It also 

means, that I understand that nobody is guilty to the misery of every person. 

There are no guilty people. There are only desperate people. It also means that 

I always have an enormous feeling of compassion with all that lives, with all 

that is. It also means that I have been for myself ‘balance and harmony’, as long 

as I am in my new world. It means that I am able, from the moment I had to let 

go my ego and that I therefore was no more able to be tricked by my own 

characteristics, to see any event only as an event. It means that it will be me 
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who decide, without any emotions, what happens in my life and it is also me 

who will decide that I have to worry about it or not. If it is not, then I will leave 

the event for what it is and I will be able to stamp the event as an event without 

any value. It means that I will be ‘woman and mistress’ about my own life. It 

means that all the fear, the restlessness and the sorrows, which first were my 

companions, have changed for the new companions as rest, peace, care-free 

and an immense feeling of compassion. 

 

Does this mean that there will only be joy. The answer is no. There is a reverse 

to this medal. There is a shadow-side. When I entered the new world and 

enjoyed over there the immense joy, then also my consciousness grew that 

there will be only and exclusively rest for me, at the moment that every human 

being has entered this world. When I have been able to open the curtains for 

every human being. The moment when any person has lost all the feelings of 

pain and suffer and when the working of the web of the old world has been 

dissolved. All the persons who were able to enter the new world will return. 

Why Helena, will they all return? They will return to be able to help all the 

people with their sadness, with their fears and their despair, all the people who 

do not know and do not understand the Tao and who all think that the way they 

life is normal, acceptable and that there is no alternative. Every human being 

has to return to the natural Path, to the Tao and also you, my dear Richard, are 

playing a role in this enormous job, in leading all these people back to the 

natural Path. Which role you do play, will be clear in the future, but Richard, 

also you are playing your role in this work”. I kept in silence because I did not 

know what I had to say. Helena looked at me in a way of which I had the feeling 

that she was wondering if I knew what she meant. The only thing I was able to 

say, was, “my dear Helena, right as you say, it will all be clear in the future”. She 

embraced me and sauntering we continued our walk. “Helena, the only thing I 

can say now and which is rather in contrast with all the beautiful things you 

have said, is, that I am unbelievably hungry”. Helena smiled and said, “oh yes, 

how can I forget”. We ate all the nice things Helena had done in my backpack. 

Also Sam loved the things he got. Helena looked at me and she looked at Sam 

and she said, “Richard you and Sam are a lookalike, you both are always 

hungry”. I nodded, because she had a point. “Shall we do the qi gong exercises 

now? Yes, that’s a good idea”. We practised all the exercises and Helena already 

knew them all by heart.  

After the exercises we worked in our script and Helena wrote down all the 

things she had said and which were very important in my eyes. In the mean 

time the sun had risen fully and the temperature rose as well. We decided to go 

back to the cottage. Again I enjoyed in an extreme way, being alone with Helena 
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in this endless area of pure nature, where you only heard the vibration of 

silence and where you could smell pure oxygen. I realised that I was trying to 

burn some images and some events in my head. I tried to burn them on my 

retina in order to keep them there as fixed images, so that I was never be able 

to get lose of them for the rest of all the days of my life. There were some events 

and some images I never wanted to lose anymore. I had to store them 

somewhere and if I requested for them, they had to appear immediately. I told 

Helena what I realised an how I tried to fix these images and events and she 

told me that she tried the same. We realised that we had spent half of the time 

we had now for being together. I already had been Helena’s guest for one 

month. No I was no more just Helena’s guest, I was her lover and her mate. She 

called me her ‘soul mate’, whatever that might be. But I loved the expression of 

being her soul mate, because it meant something dearly for me. It meant for me, 

that I was extremely valuable for her and of course I had the same feelings for 

Helena. We slowly continued our way back home and after one hour we had 

again taken our places on the bench on the veranda. “The autumn is in the air”, 

Helena said. “Yes, you are right, I can smell it” I said. “I love the autumn, it is my 

favourite season” I said. “The autumn offers us the moments with the most 

beautiful colours in nature. It offers us the days with beautiful skies and a 

heaven with clouds which are flying in an autumn storm. I love the autumn. 

Nature is working, is preparing itself for new life. It will not take many days 

before you will see here the change in colours. Richard, shall we go tomorrow 

with the canoe and go for a wonderful trip? Yes Helena, that is wonderful. I 

already can enjoy it at this moment. The rest of the day we did some shopping’s 

and had dinner somewhere in a restaurant. That night we went to bed early to 

enjoy a new, wonderful and sensational night.  
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Chapter 15 

 

 

 

The next day things had changed. The summer had disappeared. The warmth 

had disappeared, there were more clouds, but it was dry. We prepared in the 

morning all the things we needed during the trip and stored that in bags. At half 

past nine the canoe was floating. Sam had to take his place right in the front and 

Helena took the front seat. I took the seat behind her. She explained how we 

could best take our seats and when we both had taken our place in the canoe, 

Sam jumped without any trouble on his spot. With the paddle we pushed the 

canoe away from the shore and there we were floating and leaving. I was 

curious for the speed we were able to produce without getting to tired. I was 

surprised for the possibilities with this little ship. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Helena was more or less trained in canoeing but for me it was different and 

new. I was an experienced rower, but this was different. We were gliding over 

the water and Sam enjoyed being in the front of the canoe. We crossed the lake 
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and Helena told that somewhere at the other side of the lake was a passage to 

another lake. We discovered it rather soon and entered this passage. After ten 

minutes we entered a much bigger lake. “Richard, what do you think of it? 

asked Helena. “It is great and wonderful” I called to her. She nodded and we 

were gliding onto the other lake. “Which way we have to go” I asked. Helena 

pointed with her paddle and she said that we had to go that direction. So we 

continued and although the technique of canoeing was unknown for me, it was 

not to difficult. We crossed the lake and noticed that there was more wind, so 

we needed more power to stay at speed. The wind was a reminder that I could 

ask Helena to go to the Finnsailer one of these days. I enjoyed the splendour of 

nature and I enjoyed to be on the water in this little boat, together with Helena 

and Sam. The clouds were covering the sun and the light was less intense as the 

days before, but in my feeling this was just the kind of weather we needed for 

this trip on the lakes in this northern part of the world. When we had crossed 

the lake, we continued for about one hour and we did follow the shore at that 

part of the lake. After again half an hour, Helena told me that we should go 

ashore because there was something she had to show me. So we went ashore 

and Sam was so kind to jump as first out of the canoe, which caused some 

trouble. After Sam, Helena and I followed.  
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I took the canoe and draw it for a part on the land. There it was safe. With a 

cord I tied it on a tree. “What is it Helena, you want to show me. I will show you 

a special, Finnish-like view”. The place where we had landed was a hill. 

Helena told me that we had to climb uphill and that we there should have a 

wonderful view from that spot. A view to different sides. From that spot you 

were able to have a view over different lakes.  

We climbed uphill. I had to help Helena different times, but after five minutes 

we were on the top and I followed Helena. She found a path, which we followed. 

Again five minutes later she asked me, “Richard, what do you think of it? 

 

The view to one side was wonderful. It was a part of the lake, slightly 

enlightened by the light of the sun. What I saw was the Finland from the picture 

postcards. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This time I saw it in reality and again I thought ‘wow’ what a country. Helena 

asked my opinion about this wonderful view and I loudly spoke my thoughts, 

‘wow’ what a country. This time I miss in your saying ‘wow’ what a woman” 

Helena said. I looked at her and she made me laugh. 
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“Dear Helena, you are and you stay more beautiful then all the Finnish lakes 

together”, She walked to me and kissed me. “I have been stupid” I said. If I had 

known how beautiful it is up here, I had taken the bag with coffee, because I 

really do like some now. When I looked around, I saw another path going down 

and it was an easier path to go. I also saw the canoe. “Wait Helena, I go and get 

our backpack and I will be back in some minutes”. Within five minutes I had 

returned with the coffee. We both had two cups of coffee and then we returned 

to the canoe. Also this time we shipped in without any problems. 

 

Again we pushed ourselves away from the shore and soon we reached an 

acceptable speed. We crossed the lake. “We will continue this course till we 

reach that rock and then we will go around it” Helena called to me over her 

shoulder. “All right” I called to her. After half an hour we reached the rock and 

rounded it. Now we had more wind right from the front and I had to increase 

my muscle power. Also Helena tried to do as much as she could. Again we both 

enjoyed the splendour of this nature. When we had rounded the rock we got 

the wind from the back. It was a lot easier now. Helena used this part to rest a 

little and she paddled very slowly. After half an hour I discovered Finland as a 

supplier of wood. I saw thousands of trees floating in the lake. “That are the 

materials which enriched my father and actually all of this, made me sad. 

Millions of acres will be cut down all over the world to produce things which 
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nobody actually needs. Also that is in my eyes walking the wrong way. It is 

against the Tao. See how many trees will be produced till all kind of useless 

things and they were and worked as the lungs of this world. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

It was obvious that Helena was angry and touched when she started to talk 

about this. How can you turn back all the things in this world which will not 

walk the way of Tao and is it really necessary to turn it all back? Has it really 

caused so much suffer in this world? Twenty-seven years later, I should again 

ask myself that same question and then there will no more be any doubt about 

the answer. Helena told me that we had to follow the right shore and that we 

should return back home. “First I like to eat something, somewhere”, I called to 

her. Helena nodded yes and she pointed with her paddle to a spot on the shore. 

“There” she called. Soon we reached the shore and in a short time we had left 

the canoe and were eating the things Helena had prepared. “How long will it 

take to paddle back home. I think maybe one hour and a half, maybe a bit 

longer. In the far distance we saw an endless stream of cut down trees. “It will 

be and it will stay difficult, to turn around the whole path humankind has gone 

up till now and if you will change direction, which direction you have to go 

Helena? Erase our economy Helena and then what? Do you know the answer to 

that? No” she said resolutely. “I do not know the answer to that. Nobody on 
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earth does know the answer to that, but that is also not necessary. If we are 

willing to break down anything in the old world by refusing to feed it anymore, 

then the natural way, the Tao will appear automatically. We do not have to 

search for the natural Path. We do not have to wonder what we have to do. The 

natural Path, the Tao is here and has always been here. The Tao is present in 

anybody. We only have to clean all our ballast. We have to ‘discover’ the path by 

cleaning the ‘cover’, which is on it. Then there will appear, what will be able to 

bring us back to our natural state. This will only happen by doing just nothing 

and by letting go all the old things, all the things from the old world, in stead of 

thinking a lot of things with our heads. You do know Richard, that any answer 

to any question will only produce new questions. There is no end. We never 

shall discover a ‘science of anything’. Never, because it does not exists. The 

more we do ‘practice science’, the more we will be withdrawn from our ‘home’ 

and the more we will be lost in the jungle. You do know Richard what the 

ancient Chinese people said. That was a golden rule in the ancient times and it 

still is a golden rule in this time. 

 

That is why real people return purposefully to the essential. Trusting to the 

support of the spirit and therefore reaching to completeness. 

That’s why they are able to sleep without dreams and nightmares and why 

they are able to awake without any sorrow. 

 

“That must be a wonderful time, it will be a time for which I will place my 

signature”, I said. “We both shall work on that realisation Richard. I do not 

know Helena, if I do have the power for that. Yes Richard, you do have that 

power, maybe not yet at this moment, but later. Also you Richard, are playing a 

role in this process”. I nodded to Helena, but I was not able to imagine anything 

with what Helena had said. When we had finished our meal we both laid down 

lazy in the grass. Sam was laying next to me and he was panting and although 

he was indefatigable, he actually was always panting with his great tongue out 

of his mouth. He always watched me and when I stood up to walk somewhere, 

he immediately followed me. He was my friend and that was how I felt it. After 

half an hour we shipped in and we paddled back home. Within two hours we 

arrived at the cottage. The canoe was quickly stored in the barn behind the 

sauna and also all the other things were cleaned up quick. “The summer has 

passed” Helena said. “The smell of the autumn increases each day”. Also then 

we can make wonderful trips here in the forests Helena. Richard you have 

become a bush-ranger, do you know that? Yes Helena, I do realise and I also do 

realise that it is one of the most beautiful things in life. To wander in the virgin 

nature. I never have felt me before as I do in these two months. And what is my 
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role in your nice feelings”, Helena asked teasing. Without any hesitation I said, 

“the biggest”, undoubtedly you are playing the biggest role, but Helena besides 

the fascinating life with you, has the rest of this incredibly, never ending nature 

a miraculous influence to me and it looks like, if that influence is increasing any 

day”. Helena smiled and she said that she agreed and that she exactly 

understood what I meant. 

“Actually we have to drive in your car Richard. Yes Helena, we will do that this 

evening. We will drive this evening and I will treat you for a dinner in the most 

beautiful restaurant we can find. We have to drive fifty kilometres and it is a 

good road” Helena said. “We will be there within one hour. Do you have a 

telephone number? I can look for that”. Helena did and ordered a table for two 

persons. My car had been repaired. We already had been at the garage and we 

brought it home. I wanted to test my car, because it had to bring me back to the 

Netherlands. This test would be practised this evening. I proposed Helena to 

take a shower, because working in the canoe had been caused some sweat. We 

both took a shower together and it worked, it cleaned us and it refreshed us. 

We went to the kitchen and worked on the kitchen table in our script to make 

notes. “I like to work out what you said about the discovering of the natural 

way which is situated deep within us, by taking away the cover, the cover of all 

the ballast. Together with Helena we produced something that I understood 

and with which I was able to do something. 

When that was finished we took my car and drove to the restaurant and drove 

our fifty kilometres. The trip was all right and the food was excellent. The 

sphere in the restaurant breathed romance. Helena and I enjoyed our dinner. In 

spite of the fact that it was impossible for us that we did not speak about all 

what Helena had to tell me, we had decided to choose this evening for other 

subjects in our conversation. We did not succeed. Helena could not stop telling 

and I could not stop asking. We accepted this without any problem. Also the 

trip back home did not cause any problem and I started to trust my car again. 

We both were tired from being on the water for all the day and working with 

the paddle caused for me some muscular pain. I respected Helena deeply. She 

was not practising power sports and she never mentioned a thing. She did not 

have any trouble by the paddling for the whole day. She only was tired and it 

was possible to repair this problem with a night filled a good sleep and a long 

sleep and that is what we did. 
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Chapter 16 

 

 

 

The next day it was even still more obvious that the autumn was replacing the 

summer. Again you could even better feel and smell the autumn. “That is a 

quick change” I said to Helena. “Yes the seasons do change here very quickly”. 

We both were fit again after a long night and a good sleep. “Helena, the time is 

flying to quickly. We only have three weeks left. We were sitting on the bench 

on the veranda but it was no more able to sit naked outside. We both had a 

good sweater and that was enough for now. Helena laid against me. “Richard do 

you still know, do you still remember that I offered you my help, that seems so 

long ago now. I can remember as if it was yesterday, although it also seem to be 

far away at the same time. What all has happened in these few weeks. ‘Will you 

please never forget me. Even if I a was willing, which I am not, but even if I was 

willing to forget you Helena, I know that it is absolutely impossible to forget 

you for all the coming days in my life. Helena you have been anchored in my 

system, in my complete system. You have been a part of me. You have been 

stored in each atom of each cell of my complete system. This will never change. 

If it is so, it is good” she said. “According to you Richard, it means for me exactly 

the same as what you said about me. She pushed herself against me and she 

looked sad. “We still have three weeks” I said. Helena smiled. In all these past 

weeks it was no more possible to count all the smiles of Helena, but also this 

smile touched my heart. I looked around and I noticed the change in the colours 

of the trees and the leaves. The leaves changed to the yellow- brown- and gold 

colour. There was moisture in the air and the air was full of the smell of the 

autumn. From the veranda we could see the yellow and brown coloured trees 

in the opposite of the house. “Richard, do you like to go for a walk this 

afternoon” Helena asked. “Lovely” I said, “but first coffee. Me too” Helena said. 

When I returned from the kitchen with two cups of hot coffee, I took my seat on 

the bench. Helena draw up to me and said “Oh you are warm”. I laid my arm 

over her shoulder. I tried to imagine what my life would be without Helena. I 

failed, I was not able to make an idea how life should be without her. After 

lunch we took our sticks and left for the hundredth time for our walk in the 

forests. Sam looked at us as if he wanted to say, “finally we will go”. Again 

Helena took another direction and we entered a part of the forest where we 

had never been before. Again I was surprised that this part of the forest looked 

quite different from all the other parts where we had been. 
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We went for a slow walk. The distance was of no importance. Being and 

walking in the open nature, just crossing the forest, was what we wanted to do. 

We stopped on a spot where we could take a seat on some rocks. “Helena, will 

you please tell me again, shortly, what you have seen, what you have felt. I like 

these repetitions because the more often you will tell me, the better I will start 

to understand your story and the better it will stay in my head”. Helena nodded 

that she agreed. “Will you please start with the moment that you discovered, 

that you were no more able to move further on in the old world, because you 

noticed that, in any way in your feeling, the way we live our lives in the old 

world, will never bring us real love and real happiness”. We stood up and 

continued with our walk. I could see in the face of Helena that she was 

concentrating, where and how to start. I already knew all the expressions of 

Helena’s face. She started to tell.  

“What will happen if you have the feeling that you are no more able to continue 

your life in the way you experience your life now? What will happen if you have 

the feeling that there is something extremely wrong in this world? What will 

happen if you have the feeling that you have tried all kinds of ways to live, to 

find happiness and that you will discover, with a shock, that you are not able to 

find a solution for all the suffering that you experience? What will happen when 

you discover that actually nobody is really happy and that you do realise that it 
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never can be the real purpose in life to live in a never ending feeling of 

unhappiness, as well for you as for all the other people? What will happen when 

you will get that desperate and when you do realise, that you do know that it 

will be for you the end of the road? What will happen in that situation with you, 

depends from your forces and your powers, depends how strong you will be. 

One solution is that you will stay passive and finally will collapse and that you 

will be brought back by the assistance people to your old place, to your old cage 

in the web. Assistance people, who also do not know the real answers and the 

real solutions, and which will mean for you that the old game will start again 

until the next time that you will collapse. If you have the power and the 

courage, you will in all your despair, ship in yourself and you will start with 

your quest, with your spiritual journey. When you have taken, consciously or 

unconsciously, this decision, then the next things might happen with you. You 

will see and you will understand that the old values in your life are no more 

able to make you happy and that you do not need them anymore in your life. 

You will see that all the people are hurting or being hurt and that all the fights 

caused by that, will never bring any solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You will see that that all the relationships, between all the people exclusively 

are based on power, where anybody is fighting to have power over other 
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people and that these relationships are ‘hold out’ by fear. You will see that 

human beings are like ‘merchants’ in their relationships with other human 

beings. ‘If I can have so much of my desires, then I will give that much of your 

desires’. You are wondering more and more if that has ever been the real 

meaning of life and you are wondering if it might be possible that we all have 

forgotten how life, in its reality, has to be lived. 

 

In short, you will be driven away from the spot in the web, from the spot in 

society, where you always have been and you are going to shove. Your values 

will change and slowly you will start to behave like that. You will start shaking 

the threads of the web. This web is ruled by two forces and these forces are 

power and fear. Other people will remark that you are changing and they will 

decide that they do not know anymore how predictable you are and that is very 

tiresomeness and frightening for other people. They will call you to account 

and they will tell you that you have to behave normal. They will tell you that 

you have to act as you have always acted before. But you are no more able to do 

so, so the resistance against you will grow and grow. You will lose friends and 

they will drop you at the moment you need them most. This will hurt you and it 

will not be good for your feelings of security. Being uncertain is something you 

will be in any way, because you had decided to throw away the old values 

before you had any new ones. This had also happened to me. Then there will be 

a moment, that you are in ‘no men’s land’, the land between the old and the new 

world and you are starting to lose any direction. If you have travelled far 

enough in ‘no men’s land’ and you would decide to return to your old place in 

the web, because you have absolutely no more any idea where you have to go, 

then you will discover, that you have also lost the way back, the way to your old 

cage in the web. Then there is only one thing left for you to do, take a deep 

breath, strengthen your back and continue and more of all, take care that you 

will not collapse. Not collapsing is not easy because the pressure of society will 

increase more and more. They decide that you are strange or at least that you 

act and react strange. Relationships are tottering and you will be confronted 

with the next problem. You will be confronted on this quest, on this spiritual 

journey, with your own ego. Your own characteristics will show themselves one 

by one and they will challenge you. Carefully you will notice that you will break 

your head on your own characteristics, time by time. You will start to realise 

that you have to fight these characteristics and that you will have to get rid of 

them all. During your journey you will be attacked by dragons and other 

monsters, which are symbols of your own characteristics and you will have to 

fight them with your bare hands. Any dragon you will defeat, is the killing of 

one characteristic. So you have to fight on two fronts. This journey has been 
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described by many people, who have made this journey during human history. 

If you are able to reach after many years the wall, then there will only left for 

you to wait for the moment, that you are ready to enter the gate. There is one 

thing you never must forget. For all the people who are knocking the door, this 

door will always be opened. 

From own experience I do know that you have to knock sometimes till your 

hands are bleeding, but there will always be help, even sometimes from 

absolutely unexpected directions. Sometimes, in these moments, you will 

experience that there will be an unexpected force which is giving you wings for 

that moment, so that you are able to pass an obstacle on your path. With this 

force you are able to continue your path and the battle you have to fight with 

your ego. Just as the ancient Chinese people said, 

 

‘When a wise man will hear of the Path or the Tao, he will 

search for it zealously. When an average man will hear of the 

Tao, he will search for it occasionally. When a fool will hear of 

the Tao, he will laugh intensively about it. If he is not laughing 

intensively about it, then it is not the Tao’. 
 

 

Honestly I must say that I do not know what a wise man is, what an average 

man is and what a fool is. Anybody may define, what these types of people will 

be and where he wants to place himself. 

In spite of anything Richard, I do have hope and I will not stop to have hope. 

What I have done, must be able for anybody. I am in no way special. I was and 

still am driven by the fact that I was convinced that all the misery in this world, 

never could and can be what was ever meant to be for life. I am not the only one 

who has ever started this journey and you will not be the last one who will fulfil 

this journey. So, I do have hope. Now, I do know what a human being as a real 

human being is. I do know what lives in each human being, beneath all the crust 

layers of all the unnatural, cultural and social influences. I do know what a 

human being will be and that’s why I do have hope. Finally will show, because 

you only are who you are and only can be who you are, that a human being will 

be the human being, which he is on a natural base. How desperate we all try to 

play the role of being the ones which we are not in a natural way, but caused by 

education, by cultural, social and religious influences, we finally will be driven 

in life by fear and despair. 

The roads of God are not always as inscrutable as we, often in advance, do 

suppose. Of course there are always things in life which we do not understand. 
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The working of the Path or the working of Life is of course, not always as clear 

as we wanted to have it. But, when you do not understand some things, do 

remember then, that Life can never be against Life and so it can never be 

against itself and therefore, it never will be against itself. That’s why Life never 

can be against you. The Way, the Tao, is the great ‘harmoniser’ in the universe 

and wants to repair anything which is out of balance back to a situation of being 

‘in balance’. Of course this also meant for you. A lot of things we do call unjust, 

are just the things which we experience, because we do not understand that we 

do create this world by our own meanings and convictions. Besides that we do 

not see, that we will be stopped by our own ego, by our own characteristics. We 

do not see, that by the fact, that we will conclude that we have been hurt by 

others, this conclusion again will rebuilt our world, in which we will experience 

all that we have rebuilt. Then we really are hurt and we shall experience that. 

We do not see that it is not in the first place by the influence of others and most 

probably that the others had in no way an intention to hurt us and to give us 

the experiences we had. It has been bumped against our ego, with all the 

consequences you can imagine. Every human being owns, by his connection 

with the Way, the knowledge and the possibility to change his life. We are the 

Way, but first we have to clean all the mess. The helmsman, the guide for that, is 

your own connection with the Source. 
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My dearest Helena, you do not know how much I do love you and you do not 

know how deeply I respect you at the moments you do tell me all these things, 

even if I do not understand immediately anything you tell me. What you have 

told me now was very clear”. I kissed her on top of her head while her blond 

hairs were waving in the wind. Suddenly I saw a game of light, leaves and damp 

in a way we had seen it before.  

 

I turned Helena around and pointed where she had to watch. It was again a 

wonderful scene. She agreed with me, it really is a wonderful scene. “Was it 

really clear for you Richard? Yes Helena, I understood very well anything you 

just told me. You keep holding good hopes. Don’t you Helena? Yes I do have 

hope and I never will abandon that. I do have hope because it is impossible, that 

we are and will stay, who we are not. You can try to play that role of being the 

one who you are not, but finally you can only be the one who you actually, 

really are. Once we will understand that and the only thing we have to do then 

is to let go the role of playing who we are not and then there will remain ‘the 

real us’. Then will remain the ones who we are in reality. Finally it is only that 

simple and it only can be that simple.  
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We have made it ‘artificial’ and therefore we do not understand it anymore for 

already a very long time. Therefore we have lost in a terrible way the Way, the 

Tao and therefore we have been lost, also in a terrible way, in the jungle. That is 

what we all feel and we all try to find the Way back home by using our heads 

and to think and to invent all kind of things. All the inventions will not lead us 

and not bring us to the increasing of our happiness or to the erasing of our 

unhappiness, to the erasing of our fear, our sadness, our despair and all our 

misery. The path of ‘the using of our head’ will never offer a final solution. The 

only thing which is able to lead and to guide us, is the path of the Spirit and the 

path of the Heart. 

 

Helena had taken my hand and had pushed herself against me. I stopped her, 

embraced her tightly and said, “I will play that role Helena, my role in this 

process, that, what you have told me before. Actually I have absolutely no idea 

how I have to play that role, but I will go for it. The Tao will show me the Way 

and once it will be clear for me. You have done enough Helena. I am going to 

help you. I don’t know if I have to go forwards, backwards, to the right or to the 

left. I honestly do not know at all. But I will go to help you. I do know Richard. 

Once there will be a time that I will do remember you to this promise. The time 

you will remember me, I will be there. I do know that as well”, Helena said. In 

silence we continued our walk back home. Going back to the cottage, we passed 

a wonderful spot in a corner of the lake, close to the cottage. We stopped here 

as well and we enjoyed this splendid piece of nature, dressed in the wonderful 

colours of autumn. 
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Chapter 17 

 

 

 

The days passed by, quicker then I wanted them to pass. From now on 

we did anything together. We wanted to enjoy each other as long as it 

was possible and we did not want to lose any moment. Once in a while 

we left for a walk in the forests and stayed there for hours. I already 

started to know the direction and often I knew in which direction we had 

to walk. Time and time again we enjoyed the wonderful nature, painted 

in the colours of autumn. We also sailed one day with the boat of 

Helena’s father. She really enjoyed it and was impressed by my sailing 

skills. More and more I started to see the total story of Helena and I 

started to understand which were the most essential points of her story. 

She also warned me not to pay to much value to her story. She also 

warned me, that she would explain me, that her story was no substitute 

of even which story. I did not understand her, but she told me to be 

patient. Before we should say good buy, she would explain it to me, but 

first a lot of things from Helena’s story were repeated and repeated. 

When I asked her for a summary of all what she had told me, she said 

that she would give me that, just only for the last time. After that we 

should make our notes in our script. We decided during the last week, to 

leave for a walk in the forests for the last time.  

 

During that last trip, she would give me my last summary as well as the 

sinister outcome of her own experience. We took our sticks and we left 

with Sam and some provisions. Helena tried to explain me that she 

would tell her story now, but then seen from the ‘backwards Way’. Again 

she started her story while we wandered through the forests and 

enjoyed the autumn splendour. “When you notice, that you are 

disappointed in your life, that your life is not able to bring you the things, 

which you expect, when you do suffer for that pain and all the pain and 

all the suffering of all the people around you and you do not know 

anymore how you have to escape this feelings, then do follow the 

‘backwards Way’. When you want to succeed, you first have to let go all 

of your expectations, all of your attachments. This means, you have to 
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make a choice and actually, this will not be such a big problem. If you 

decide to lay aside all your expectations, so that you also will not have 

any disappointments anymore and therefore will be the ruler about your 

own life, is the only thing you have to do, to lay aside all your opinions 

and convictions. Unfortunately that will not only be a matter of ‘just do’, 

because to be able to lay aside all your opinions and convictions, you 

have to take care that you will not bump anymore to yourself, that you 

will not bump anymore to your ego. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First you have to take care to break down all your characteristics. To reach 

your goal, is the breaking down of your ego, the breaking down of all your 

characteristics, the most difficult and the most important thing. We will not get 

ill by all the things which come from ‘our outside to our inside’, but we will get 

ill by the fact, how we deep inside, with our ego, do react to anything, which 

comes form ‘our outside to our inside’. If we do not get ill from the things which 

comes from outside to inside, we will also not be healed by the things, which 

are coming from outside to inside. Medicines, extra minerals, extra vitamins, 

extra supplements will only fight the symptoms and will give temporarily 

support, but the temporarily energy which all these things deliver, will by the 
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fact that we always and I mean always, live in fear and in stress, be consumed 

by our system and will never lead to a permanent healing of our complete 

system. This healing can finally only comes from inside, when we have been 

able to break down our ego completely and therefore have been able to be the 

ruler over our complete system. 

 

By all your opinions, by all your convictions, you will built and form a world 

which will be, as how this world will fit in the ‘field’ of your opinions and 

convictions. You will experience in that world what your opinions are, just to 

collect there these experiences. These opinions and convictions create there 

your ‘true world’. This creative process will be experienced by anybody in his 

own way. This ‘truly-like truth’ is not the same as ‘reality’. If you really start to 

realise that you are able to accept, with deep respect the ‘self-made worlds’ of 

every other human being without having the feeling of threat or fear, there will 

start to come rest and peace in your life. Then you will start to be able to get 

more understanding of all the lives of all the other people. Do realise that this 

will also mean, that anything of which you find that it is as it is, will also be 

exactly what you find that it is, because it has been created in your head and 

therefore it has been created in your world. So it will happen with me, so it will 

happen with you as it will appen with any person in this world.  

 

The next law is the law, which is the spill of anything in life. ‘Nothing and 

absolutely nothing lives in reality, but anything will live exclusively in the heads 

of all the human beings and therefore is nothing, absolutely nothing, ever as it 

seems to be in this world’.  

 

That, which is present in your head and in my head, has been defined by all the 

cultural and social influences which will have influenced you and me. Besides 

that, has anything which is present in your head and in my head, been defined 

by your and my characteristics, by your and my ego’s, which will always bother 

you and me”. 

 

Helena showed me the next example.  

‘Chinese, Turkish, Russian, Dutch, idiots, homophiles, Catholics, Muslim, 

cowards, heroes, masters, philosophers, Negroes, teachers, doctors, Jews, 

gipsies, kings, farmers and presidents exist, because we have given them these 

indications in our heads. That is the way all these people will live in our own 

truth, in our heads and how they will fit in the roles which we have given them, 

the images and labels, of which we will find that they will be just like the way, 

as they are in our heads. According to reality there is only one notion for all the 
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people in the up here called enumeration. This notion is that all these people 

are no more and no less then ‘People’, built up from the same energy and 

therefore be characterized by ‘oneness’ ‘.  

 

This separation which we use in life, the separation which will make us 

different from other people, will arise from the fear and the distrust, which we 

all have for each other. This separation causes and strengthen also the fear 

which we have for each other. With this separation we will specify ourselves. 

We will grow by that, like groups of drops in the ocean. If we break the fear and 

the mistrust, we will have to start to see each other exclusively as human 

beings. By that, we can break through the limitation of our feelings of ‘being 

specific’ and by that we can melt together all the drops and have it grown only 

to one enormous ocean, with which we can bring back the consciousness of 

‘oneness’. When we all have reached the consciousness of ‘oneness’, will love 

return in all the human beings and therefore will love return in this world. So, it 

is possible to make a choice in your life and to stop to have you influenced by 

anything which other people will think of you. It is not necessary that you will 

be overturned by all and anything what other people will think of you. What 

other people do think of you, does only tell, what other people do find of you. 

What other people do find of you, does only tell how other people do 

experience you. How other people do experience you, defines how you are for 

other people. How you are for other people is something of which you will not 

have very much influence. Take care that how you are for other people will not 

influence you. This means, that you are able to live without being disturbed by 

what other people will think of you. Is that not selfish? Does this mean that you 

are able to live only for yourself and that you have nothing to do with others? 

No Richard, you always must remember that you will always live according the 

best standards, you will always take care for other people according the best 

standards, as long as you will live according the standard of ‘whatever you 

don’t want that others will do to you, you also will not do to others’. If you will 

live according that what you do feel, addressed by your conscience, you always 

will live, without being able to hurt other people consciously. If other people do 

think that they have been hurt by you, they also will be hurt by you and they 

will experience that ‘hurting’ and it will be true for them and it will fit within 

the truth of their world, within the truth of their illusions, within the truth of 

their lives. Leave it that way, try not to be hurt because other people have 

decide that they have been hurt by you and therefore try not to fall over! You 

can only help other people at the moment that they will accept your help but 

since they have decided, that they have been hurt by you, it is most probably 

that they will not have to do anything with you. Then the only possibility for 
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them to solve their problems is, to reform their own world and that will only 

happen, if they will review their opinions and convictions about you. Only that 

will change their world and that will happen if they make a choice to do so. If 

they refuse to make a choice then that will be their problem and not yours. Do 

not be hurt by their opinions but give the others a chance to learn from their 

own experiences”.  

 

This is where Helena stopped talking and where she asked me for a cup of 

coffee. We just arrived at a little brooklet and a very tiny waterfall and we took 

here our rest. Helena spoke with emphasis that her story had in no way the 

intention to be complete. “Every moment I do realise that I can add new things. 

The story is never complete. Anybody has to make his own journey and 

anybody will come into situations, which will have to do with his or her own 

life. Anybody has to walk his own, unique path and no story of nobody will ever 

be complete for somebody else. This story does also not have the intention to 

describe exactly the experiences which I have had during my journey of many, 

many years and the experiences which I have had when I entered the gate. I am 

never able to share these experiences with other people. This is impossible. 
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You never can describe these experiences. I am not able to do so and nobody 

before me has ever been able to do so. What I have told you is not new in this 

world. Besides that, you already knew all what I have told you. You knew it 

already yesterday, you know it today and you will know it tomorrow. You own 

this knowledge. Your conscience is in connection with the natural source of 

Life, with the Tao and therefore, you are constantly in connection with this 

knowledge. You only have to be attended to it and of course you must be willing 

to do so, or maybe even better, you must dare to accept this. Do follow your 

conscience and also you will find out anything. You only have to remember 

when you have contacted again the ‘Source of Life’. 

 

When I was allowed after six years to pass the gate and to enter the new world, 

I discovered with a shock, that this treasure was always just one hand away 

from me. I always have been able to reach for and to touch this treasure. Six 

years I had to travel before I was able to touch this treasure. Six years I had to 

clear away all the mess, which made my treasure invisible and untouchable. I 

have wandered all these years without realising that I met a lot of finger-posts. 

When I arrived at crossings, I did not know which way I had to go. I tried new 

directions and examined if they worked for my goal, for my most uplifted 

visions. But there are finger-posts. Even my story might be a finger-post for 

some persons. Maybe you are able to shorten the period of your journey with 

my story and with all the stories which are available. I sincerely do hope this”. 

With this words Helena drank the last coffee from her second cup, which I had 

given her. 

 

“Dear, dear Richard, this is all I have to tell you and I do not know anymore how 

to tell you my story in another way. This is where my story ends. There will 

only be and remain the very last piece of my story, which I will tell you 

tomorrow. I do thank you that you have entered my life and I do thank you that 

you were willing to listen. I do thank you that you were my loved one for these 

two months, a loved one which you will be for the rest of times, wherever you 

might be in this world. I do thank you that you were my lover for these two 

months, which absolutely is the most beautiful period which I have ever had in 

my life and which I never will have in all of my days to come”. The tears were 

running over Helena’s cheeks and also I was not able to keep my eyes dry. I did 

not like that. At that time I was to much a macho and therefore absolutely 

unwilling to cry, but I was not able to stay in control. We both embraced each 

other. That is how we stood in the endless forests in the most northern part of 

Finland, Just Helena and me and no other soul in many, many miles around us 

and Sam who apparently did not understand anything of us and of what 
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happened, barked and wanted to play. This is how we sauntered back home to 

face and share our last few days together. 

 

The next day we were both different. We realised that something of which we 

both hoped and wanted, that it was endless, would reach its end. Helena was 

silently. You could see the sadness in her face. Her whole being expressed what 

she felt. For a moment I considered to cheer her up but I realised that it was not 

fitting in this situation, in this moment. Actually the process of working out this 

situation for both of us had already started. In silence we eat our breakfast and 

drank even more coffee as we usual did. Then we both took a shower together 

and went outside, well dressed against the cold weather. The autumn wind was 

blowing the leaves and the clouds through the sky. We took a seat, cloth 

together on the bench on the veranda and Sam laid down on our feet. I even 

could notice a difference in the behaviour of Sam. Sometimes he watched me 

and I knew that he understood what was going on. I took our script and a pencil 

and I told Helena that I had made notes this morning. She smiled. “Dear 

Helena”, I said, “the last piece of your story of which you said that it might be 

shocking for me, I want to hear it, I am ready now”. Again I saw the look in 

Helena’s face. Just in a flash she ordered her thoughts and she arranged 

anything in her head in order to tell me just in one time this last piece in a way, 

that it would be clear for me. Helena started with the very last piece of that, of 

which she had decided two months ago, that she had it to tell me.  

 

“Dear Richard, anything which I have told you about all the misery in this 

world, is mostly a result of the fact that we have all kinds of opinions and 

convictions. Having all these opinions and convictions are again the results of 

another process. ‘Our thinking’ produces an opinion and a conviction. These 

opinions and convictions do have creative power, through which we reform our 

world again and again, until the moment that we will experience in our worlds 

all the things which are related to our opinions and convictions. For that reason 

we will, as experience instruments, experience all these things and we will 

learn from that. This reformed and rebuild new worlds have a degree of reality 

which is hundred percent, which means that we are absolutely sure that 

anything we do experience in our worlds is absolutely true. The world, created 

by our opinions and convictions, is however an illusion, which represents for 

us, without any doubt, anything which is true.  

 

Richard, by this we can make the next and at the same time, an insane 

conclusion. 
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’The thinking process will lead to a serious mental, figuratively 

disease of all of our sense-organs. It leads to a false picture of 

what our eyes will see, of what our ears will hear, even of what 

our nose will smell. Thinking creates a ‘reforming process’ of 

our worlds, through which we will be guided into our new 

worlds, into our new realities, which will be different from all 

the realities we had before, even without the fact that we will 

know all what is happening’. It will bring us form illusion to 

illusion. Illusions which are unreal but with a degree of reality 

of 100 percent.  
 

‘The Thinking process’ reforms our world and will place us therefore in the 

opposite of all the worlds of all the other people. All these worlds are unique 

and not any world is equal to any other world of any other person. This results 

and proofs that we all do live in a great form of loneliness, which is frightening 

and threatening. This will also proof that it is very hard in this world to have 

and to maintain good relationships with other people. This will change at the 

moment that we will all understand the creative process of our thoughts. This 

will only change if we will understand that ‘oneness and consolidation of other 

people’ are the only working powers in the universe. When this will change in 

this world, we will see again great relationships between people, based to love, 

mutual acceptance and tolerance and free of any form of the will of ruling over 

other people. Then we will all know and understand the most extreme form of 

equivalence, which will mean for any human being and which will be directed 

to any human being. 

 

This conclusion is very sad and very fearful. The only bright spot to this story is 

that all this knowledge for me, which has been entered into my system via my 

promptings, my ‘aha experiences’, so via my feelings, has finally been leaded 

into my head, where I have worked out all the things which I have felt and 

which I have experienced. So, I have worked it out via my head, so via my 

‘thinking process’. Thinking will lead to a serious, mental, figuratively, disease 

of all of our sense-organs, which will of course also mean for my thinking 

process. Thinking is a process which will lead us into our ‘illusionary world’, 

which seems to be insane real, but which is still only an illusion.  

So Richard, anything which I have told you during the last two months, has 

been produced in my system with the help of my head, with the help of my 

thinking process. Anything which I have told you has been produced by me, 
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while I was suffering to a form of a mental disease of my sense-organs, when 

also I was living in my own world, in my own illusions, which also are no more 

and no less then just illusions. The only conclusion you can make that also my 

story is unreal and therefore not true! 

 

What I try to tell you with this very last piece of my story, is that there will 

always be a fight about the truth and the untruth of what people think and what 

people say. When I am able to realise that for me and for any other person in 

this world nothing really is what it seems to be, will I be able to approach and 

to treat any other person without any form of intolerance and arrogance. 

Anything what I think is true, just as anything which has been thought by any 

other person, bares the same truth. Anything I do think is untrue, because it 

will lead me to a illusionary world where I will experience the world of my 

thoughts. And also that will mean for any other person, just as it will mean for 

me. Truth and untruth, truth or untruth. Being right and not being right, being 

wrong or not being wrong. These are all instruments in our world, of which we 

must stop to put any energy in, because all these fights about the truth and 

about being right will never end to a solution, it will never end to a state of 

peace in this world. The worst and the most sad thing in this world is, that the 

battles and the wars about the truth, about being right, are the fights which you 

will see anywhere in this world. It is the fight about the fear and the power, 

which both does keepeach other alive. It is the battle and the war which will 

anywhere in this world, tear up people and will continue to tear up people. 

Let us stop this insane battle and insane wars. If you and I do stop now, might 

that be the start, which will lead us all to another world”. Helena watched me 

and asked me if I understood what she had said and what she meant. “I think I 

do understand” I said. “I have written down something this morning, because I 

wandered if I do understand now what I have to do with all these knowledge in 

my life. If I am able to place it in my own life, so that it will be a help for me. I 

will tell you now Helena the way as I think that I do understand it now. I will 

read it for you and you must tell me if I have understood anything which you 

have told me during the last two months. In this way I should try to explain 

other people your story”. I started to read. 

“What can we all do with all these knowledge in our lives? What will it give 

you? Especially the understanding of the influence which the thinking process 

has to our lives, for your life is the most important thing to be able to change 

your life. This most important thing in your life will always be a part in any 

factor of your life. If you start to understand and if you start to feel what the 

thinking process, what your thoughts means for you and so for your life, then 

you will obtain the flow and the possibility to choose the direction of your own 
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life. How will I be able to control the working of this instrument? You will 

control this instrument at the moment that you will feel and know that your 

thoughts, your opinions and your convictions will arrange anything which will 

happen in your world. You have to start to understand that you have to stop at 

this very moment that anything which will happen now in this world is self 

evident and that it has to be as it is now. Do realise that nothing in this world is 

ever what it seems to be. So, there is no truth and if there is no truth, then there 

is also no lie. If there is no truth and if there is no lie, then it is absolutely 

senseless to judge and to condemn. Your convictions will give direction to 

anything you will feel and experience. Do choose for luck and peace or do 

choose for anxiety and fear, you and only you do make the choices for your life 

and you and only you are responsible for all the consequences in your life. You 

are the one who is sticking labels to all the events in your life and with that you 

are the one who defines the colours in your life. If you can hold on daily the 

next thing in your life, you will have a safe anchor for all the things which will 

happen in your life.  

As long as you are who you are not and not will be the one who you are, you 

will never be the one who you are and as long as you are who you are not, you 

will never feel the power of being the one who you are and as long as you are 

who you are not, you will have to bear all the misery of the one who you are 

not, because you are not the one who you actually really are.  
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Since you only can be the one who you really are, because that is your only 

destination, because that is the only natural way, are all the other things, are all 

the roles which we play of being the one who we are not, false and unreal. As 

long as we are false and unreal by being the one who we are not, will there be 

endless diseases, sadness, fear, despair and misery in our lives. As long as we 

are and stay who we are, as we are not, will this situation be unchanged. At the 

moment that we will be who we really are and stay who we really are, because 

that is the way we only are, will all these abuses automatically dissolve. But 

only at that moment and no second before. The drama will be that we just think 

that we are who we are not and therefore we all do our utmost to stay who we 

are not and we think that being the one who we are not, is the way it ought to 

be and that it is the only right thing to do and to be, just with all the terrifying 

consequences. Do choose to be exclusively the one who you really are and lay 

down to be the one who you are not and therefore who you absolutely never 

are able to be. So, you don’t need anybody and anything, you only need your 

own ‘Real Self’. Go back to your own ‘Real Self’ and lay down your ‘not self’, lay 

down all of your ego. Do find yourself deep inside of who you are and what you 

are and become the ruler over your own Life, without any fear, without any 

pain, without any sadness and without any despair. Then also you will be able 

to sleep without dreams and nightmares and to awake without any sorrow”. 

 

Helena watched me and said that I could not have made her more happy, that I, 

her soul-mate, was able to go with her into another world. With all she had told 

me, she had done what she had to do, even she was not able to explain to me 

‘the why’. What I had told Helena, had a very good influence to her mood and 

she radiated, in spite of the coming leave. 

 

Then the day arrived on which the day after that day, I should leave. We 

decided to go for a walk in the forests for the very last time. We both felt rest 

and peace. We had convinced each other that we were, in any way, the most 

happy people on earth, because we had spent together these two magnificent, 

wonderful months. “This night will be our last night” I said to Helena. “Let’s 

make a night of it which we are no more able to forget for the rest of our lives”, 

she said. I smiled and I promised her that we should do so. We both 

disappeared with Sam into the forest. The weather was not only raw, it even 

was cold, but you can protect yourself against this weather with warm clothes.  

 

We wandered without a goal through the forests and I saw some birches and it 

made me remember to all this wonderful sauna bathes we had together. The 

oven of the sauna will be heated with the wood of the birch. 
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I told Helena where the birches made me think of and she smiled. After two 

hours we arrived back home. Helena called Birgit and told her that she would 

return Sam tomorrow, that her stay in the cottage was over and that she was 

going to her parents in Tampere. I should ride behind Helena for a while and 

somewhere we should stop, eat something and we should say good-bye to each 

other. Helena would then go one direction and I should go another. I decided to 

go back home as quickly as possible. I choose for a long ferry cross which gave 

me the possibility to take my rest at sea. I could try to order my thoughts and 

feelings at sea and to start the beginning of my work out of the stay of two 

months with and the farewell of Helena. I should book a ticket from Helsinki to 

Travemünde in Germany. From Germany I could drive just in one time back 

home. Helena did not want to have any money from me for my stay with her 

and she said that money was of no importance. I did not argue with her because 

I knew what she meant. That night was the most beautiful and the most warm 

night I have ever experienced in my life. That it was important that we had to 

be in a good condition for the ride we both had to do, was of no importance. We 

stood up, we took for the last time a shower together and had our breakfast. 

We both took all our things in our cars. The day before we had to leave we took 

gasoline in the cars so we could continue driving. At ten o’clock we left. I 

followed Helena for two hours. She stopped one time during this part of the trip 

for Sam and we had a little walk of five minutes. Then we reached the 

restaurant where Helena parked her car. I parked my car next to Helena’s car. 

Sam greeted me if he had not seen me for ages. If loved this silly dog and I told 

him that he was my friend. I was absolutely sure that he understood what I told 

him and he did anything to make me sure that he was my friend as well. We 

entered the restaurant and ate and drank something. Helena asked me if I knew 

which roads I had to take. She had given me the shortest way to Helsinki. Only 

highroads, so I could drive on. I had the feeling that Helena was less emotional 

then I was, but I also realised that even now it might be that nothing in life is as 

it seems to be. I was confirmed by that just fifteen minutes later. We said good 

buy near the cars and Helena got upset. She cried terribly and I tried to comfort 

her, but also I had to cry. There we stood. I told her to breath deeply and 

especially to breath deeply out. She relaxed a bit. We had each others addresses 

and we should stay in contact. We both had a feeling of which we both were not 

amused, but we did not talk about that. I dried her eyes because you are not 

able to drive with wet eyes. We embraced each other for the last time and I 

helped Helena into her car. I closed her door and she started the engine. Then 

she drove away with her arm waving out of the window. I decided to wait 

another quarter of an hour before I left. Then I was not able to overtake her and 
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then Helena had already taken the road to Tampere. Twenty minutes later I 

also drove away and took the direction of Helsinki.  

This was a journey which I was never able to forget for all the coming days in 

my whole lifetime. 
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Chapter 18 

 

 

 

It was Thursday evening, it was a cold evening somewhere in October. I had 

finished my walk with Sam. Sam is my big, blond Labrador. Every evening we 

walk for half an hour and every evening I enjoy my walk with Sam, no matter 

what kind of weather it may be. After I had drunk a nice cup of coffee, I took my 

seat behind my script because I still had to do some things. I had to write a 

letter, to search for some things on the internet and I had to check my mail, 

because I expected some. I opened outlook and I found some emails, but not the 

ones I expected. So I returned to the internet to look for some other things. My 

eldest son asked me if he could take over the computer. “Yes” I said, “another 

five minutes and you can take over”. Again I returned to outlook to see if the 

expected mails had arrived. ‘One new message’ was the call. I did not know the 

name of the sender so I did not know from whom this email was coming. This 

happens more often. Some years ago I created a website where I expose photo’s 

of my paintings. Most of the paintings which I have created have something to 

do with the sea and sea-going ships. On this site I have also a link to my email 

address, in order to give people who are interested, a possibility to react. Once 

in a while I receive a reaction. These reactions come from all over the world. 

The link to my email address gives an automatic description, which is ‘marine-

paintings’. Also this received email had this description. Most of the time it are 

people who are thinking they can do something for me, to offer me their skills 

in order they could make money. Most of the time I do remove these emails 

without reading. Also now I had the intention to remove this email without 

reading, when I just noticed the name ‘Helena’. I hesitated and opened the mail. 

Quick I read some key words and the only thing I could conclude was that this 

was an email from Helena. It just was the Helena. I stopped breathing for a 

while and then I breathed deeply in and out. Helena, after twenty-seven years. 

That was not possible, was it? Why and why now? I told my son that I needed 

another five minutes and he agreed. I read the mail again and again. Yes, it was 

Helena. Helena from Finland. It throw me out of my balance. This message 

created chaos. How is this possible? She wrote some things in this email which 

had to remember me, without any doubt, to my stay of two months with her in 

the northern parts of Finland, now twenty-seven years ago. She asked me 

urgently if I wanted to answer her mail. It was almost a supplication. I did not 

hesitate for a moment and I decided to claim my place behind my script for 

tomorrow evening and to answer her tomorrow. I had to settle down this 
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message and this event. I don’t know why, but I was not able to react 

immediately. I copied the text of her email to a word document and I also saved 

her email address in this document. I stored this document also on a memory-

stick. I called my son that he could take over. My memories brought me to 

Finland, twenty-seven years ago. The memories of the two months with Helena 

were running through my head and also the farewell with Helena was 

something I could remember as if it had happened yesterday. We corresponded 

one year intensively and then she told me that she would go to the United 

States of America. In that period I also moved and for some reason we had lost 

contact. I never received a message from Helena where she lived and for that 

reason, I was not able to inform her where I lived. My life continued and I met 

the woman with whom I wanted to share my life. Helena and my memories of 

her, were drifted away to the deeper parts of my soul and spirit. In spite of my 

new life, I was infected by her. What she had told me in these two months did 

never leave my system. I never did get lose of that. Her ideas about life were 

fixed in my soul, my spirit, my body, in every cell of my complete system. It had 

done what it had to do. Also, driven by my own circumstances, I started a quest. 

I also started to understand that things in life had to be changed. I also had the 

experience that I could not continue in my life with anything I saw happening 

around me, in general and in my own life. I also started to shake the threads of 

the web and I also went moving and started my search. I also have finally made 

the spiritual journey which Helena had described me twenty-seven years ago. I 

also had more or less the same experience as Helena by reaching the 

impregnable wall and finally the experience of passing the Gate. I think my 

experience was in some way different but it was comparable. I also understood 

in just one extra-ordinary moment anything of which Helena had described me. 

Although I was able twenty-seven years ago, to follow her with my head, with 

my brains, I was not able to fix it in my complete system, but finally the same 

thing happened with me. I also had to fight my own battles to reach that 

moment. A battle which did not please me and which took a to long time, but I 

survived and I had the same feeling which Helena had when she entered my 

life. The feeling of being different and not just normally different but different 

different. Different in relation to all the other people around me. Not worse 

then others and not better then others, but just different. Thanks to all the 

things which Helena had told me, I was able to go to the end and to reach the 

end, without collapsing or without growing mad. And now, just as a 

thunderstorm in a clear and bright sky, she rang at my digital frontdoor and let 

her letter slip into my digital letterbox. That night I slept restless. I was not able 

to get her out of my head. She had told me in her email who she was and in 

order to convince me she had told me some things, from which I was able to 
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conclude that she was absolutely speaking the truth. She told me things which 

only Helena and I were able to know. She asked me intensively if I wanted to 

reply her. If I was the Richard with whom she once had lived for two months, 

then she had to speak with me. That evening I took my seat behind my script 

and I answered Helena that I was the Richard, that I was extremely glad to hear 

that she was alive but that I did not understand why she contacted me after 

twenty-seven years. She answered me immediately. She answered me that 

there was a chance that she could answer me my questions personally. She 

asked me if I was living near Amsterdam and if I was able to take two days off. 

She had to go for a congress for one day to Amsterdam and she was planning to 

come for three days. Then we were able to have two days to spent together and 

we were able to talk about the twenty-seven years which stood between us. I 

was shocked by the idea. I was not able to see her for twenty-seven years and 

suddenly there was a possibility to see her and to walk and talk with Helena for 

two days. Only for one second I doubted, but then I mailed her that she had to 

give me the dates and that I should try. Next day I had arranged on my work 

that I was off for the two days. Helena told me that she already should arrive 

next week. The days after this day were strange days. I returned into the depth 

of my spirit and my memories of the two months in Finland, of the journey I 

had made that time, of the stay with Helena, anything rose to the surface of my 

conscioussness. Yes, it was burned into my soul and into my spirit. I received 

another mail from Helena with the name and the address of the hotel where 

she stayed. It was in Amsterdam. During the days before she arrived I searched 

in old paper stuff and finally I found the script which we had used to write all 

the things down during my stay with Helena. I turned over the leaves of the 

script and I saw pieces which had been written by Helena and pieces which had 

been written by me. Again this caused a lot of new memories. How should she 

look like after twenty-seven years? Maybe she would wonder the same about 

me. Should I be able to recognize her? Should she be able to recognize me? On 

Tuesdays she had her congress and on Wednesday and Thursday we had 

reserved to talk and to review old memories. I remembered that she had told 

me that she once should remember me to a promise which I had given her. I 

looked in the script and indeed I had written down that promise. I had written 

this promise in Dutch. Most of our notes were in English. Helena had also sent 

me a mail in which she asked what time she had to be ready and what time I 

should come to meet her. She also told me that even if it had to be five o’clock in 

the morning, that it was no problem for her at all. I had answered Helena that I 

should come to get her in the morning at seven. We agreed that she should wait 

in the hall of the hotel, so that it would be easy to find each other. Tuesday 

evening I went to bed and it was different then all the other nights before. I was 
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not able to fell asleep. I felt a tension and I was not sure if it was pleasant or 

unpleasant. Finally I felt asleep and the next morning at six o’clock I drove 

away, direction Amsterdam. Thanks to my electronic navigation system I drove 

just straight to the hotel and parked the car near the entrance of the hotel. It 

was a quarter to seven. I was one quarter of an hour to early. I doubted if I 

should wait outside and just enter the hotel at seven, but still I decided to go 

inside now. I passed the door and watched in the hall. It was not crowded. 

There were no more then fifteen people in the hall, men as well as women. 

Suddenly I saw a figure. It was a woman. She stood with her back towards me. 

Her hair was blond and just a bit longer then I remembered from the Helena 

from twenty-seven years ago. There she stood with a warm coat draped over 

her arm. I walked to her and when I was on a distance of two meters she turned 

around. We watched each other. There was not any doubt, not for her and not 

for me. “Richard” she said. “Helena” I answered. She looked at me and smiled. It 

was the old ‘Helena smile’. I stayed where I was and breathed deeply. She 

walked to me and took my arms with both her hands. Then she embraced me 

and kissed me on my both cheeks and on my forehead. I kissed her in the same 

way. Again there was this twinkling, just as twenty-seven years ago. I also 

noticed to Helena that this meeting did a lot with her. We stayed watching each 

other and we both did not know what to say. “Have you already had your 

breakfast” she asked. “No”, I said, “I just left at six o’clock. Shall we have 

breakfast here and are you still always as hungry as you were”? I smiled for 

what she said and I told her that it was all right to have our breakfast in the 

hotel. We walked to the hall where they served breakfast and took a table with 

two chairs. ‘Richard, how are you? I am all right but how are you Helena? She 

doubted for a little while and then she said that she was all right. “In any way” 

she said, “it is now very all right. I am so glad I can see you again and that we 

can talk. Two days” I said. “Two days my dear Helena. It is not the same as two 

months but it is much, much better than nothing”. She nodded that she agreed. 

“I am so glad with it. You are my guest for two days” I said. Again she nodded. 

We had our breakfast. I looked at her and said, “Helena, apart from the fact that 

I am extremely glad with this meeting, I do ask my self why and why now? I 

have lost you in the past and I have tried to do anything to get your address but 

I did not succeed. I was not able to contact you again and finally I found more or 

less peace in the fact that I had lost you. Why now?” Helena answered, “Also I 

have lost you Richard. Also I have tried all I could do to get your address and 

also I failed and also I accepted the fact that I had lost you. If you do know how 

much sadness that meant for me. I took her hand in my hand. “You wrote me 

that you were going to the United States of America. I moved as well in that 

same period and most probably it must be there where things went wrong. 
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Maybe you wrote your letters to my old address and these letters have 

probably never been transferred to my new address and for which reason I do 

not know. I also did not know your new address in the States and was therefore 

in no way able to give you my new address. ‘Accident’? Helena said. Richard do 

you still know that we were talking about destiny, that time, long ago in 

Finland”. I nodded and said, “yes Helena, the Tao or the Great Plan. What was it 

that was planned for our lives? Oh Richard”, Helena said, “we have so much to 

discuss. Slowly I start to understand now how and why we have lost contact. I 

was so desperate. Dear Helena, I really was complete upset at that time that we 

lost contact but then I did remember and realised something about sticking 

labels. I know, it just was an expedient, but it helped me to be alive. I said, 

“Helena we have moved in time now for twenty-seven years, undoubtedly you 

will have a life in Finland with a family, which I have here. We now do live in a 

digital period with all kinds of possibilities. Email, msn, sms and mobile 

telephones. I am not yet an expert in all these kind of things, but I have two 

children who both are undoubtedly able to learn me these things. We will use 

these techniques to keep contact from now on. I looked at her. “Absolutely” she 

said. I will never let go of you, even that we do live in a great distance from each 

other and even that the contact we have will be only digital. I looked at her and 

kept looking at her. Also Helena could not stop watching me endless straight in 

my eyes. “Richard, you have grown a little bit older, but you have not really 

changed”, she said. “Well Helena, I have grown at least some more fat and some 

more bald” I said. “Yes, you are right, but it is in no way unbecoming. Also you 

have grown a little bit older Helena, but you still have the same beauty which 

you had twenty-seven years ago. How is it possible that I sit now next to you 

and that I am able to talk with you and that I am even able to touch you. Have 

you ever thought about me in all these past years?” she asked. In the beginning 

I thought daily about you but when the years past by it got less. I still practise 

every morning my qi gong exercises and sometimes it is in my head that we 

agreed that every morning when we practised the exercises, we should think 

about each other. Richard I have done so for twenty-seven years. I have 

practised every morning during all these years the exercises and it was very 

beneficial for me and it has supported me in difficult times. By doing daily the 

exercises, I have thought about you every morning, no day excepted”. That 

remark touched my soul, deep inside of me. I looked at her and told her that I 

was excited to meet her again now and here and I also told Helena that I had 

the feeling that we were continuing exactly where we had stopped twenty-

seven years ago. It looks now if there is no gap of time between then and now. 

It looks now if we just have said good buy only yesterday. Helena nodded. “I 

have the same feeling. Helena I have to tell you something very important. Long 
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ago you have told me your story, you have told me then anything about your 

spiritual journey. Influenced by you and by anything which had happened in 

my own life, I also have started, first unconsciously, to shake the threads of the 

web. Also I have been driven away and have made during the last years my 

spiritual journey, my quest. Also I have been fallen out of the enormous box 

with the balls and also I have finally reached the impregnable wall. Finally 

when I was completely desperate that I was not able to pass this wall, the Gate 

opened and I was able to pass and I had more or less the same experience 

which you ever have had on the shore of a lake in northern Finland, near the 

cottage of your parents, some twenty-seven years ago. If you can imagine how I 

have missed you at that moment and how willing I was to talk with you”. She 

took my hands and held them firmly. She kissed my hands. “So Richard, you do 

know now from own experience what I have experienced twenty-seven years 

ago. Yes Helena, I do know. Now I do know what you have experienced all 

alone, as a young woman and how difficult it must have been for you to work it 

all out. No Richard” she said. “I did not work it out all alone. You have helped 

me in an unbelievable way to come through that process. Till now it is for me 

unbelievable what has happened with us twenty-seven years ago and for me 

you were a blessing. These two months are till this day the most beautiful 

months of my life. I have experienced then what real love is. Love without a 

battle, love without fear and tension and stress, in whatever way. Helena, also 

for me these two months have been without any doubt the most beautiful 

months in my life. Two months which have been written in my soul and which 

have pressed a stamp on my life. I must tell you that now, at this very moment, I 

have the feeling that the twenty-seven years which are between us, do not 

exist”. Again Helena nodded. “Again you speak the words which I had to tell 

you, just as you have done several times in the past.  

 

I asked Helena how the congress was. “Dull and tiresome” she answered. My 

colleagues already did not understand why I wanted to go there but because it 

was in Amsterdam, I got the idea that it maybe could be a possibility to go and 

search for you. I have searched your name first on google and hoped I could 

find something which might bring me in contact with you. Finally I found your 

website. When I saw the pictures of your paintings, I was almost sure that it 

were you. When I also found your email address on your website I could sing 

and dance from joy. I immediately have sent you that email and I hoped to 

receive an answer from you that same evening. Next day was a day with stress 

for me and when I got an answer from you at eight o’clock that evening, I was 

crying behind my screen. Yesterday was a strange day. I hardly have heard 

what they all had to tell. I felt some stress for the meeting with you. Last night I 
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was hardly able to sleep. The fact that I should see you again, caused more 

chaos then I had expected before. From the day on, that I had the possibility to 

go to Amsterdam, the storm wind rose again in my system. From the start it 

was really a storm wind and I even had not yet found your website on the 

internet. I watched Helena and told her that some days before I had received 

her email, also in my system again a storm wind had started. It was since long 

ago that this has happened with me again. When I received Helena’s email, I 

understood what it was that caused it. She watched me, still with unbelief in 

her eyes. I looked at her and said, “yes Helena, it truly is me. You don’t have to 

doubt. I still can’t believe it” she said. “Helena, you had a possibility to come to 

the Netherlands and you took that possibility. You had a chance to find me and 

you did find me. There was a possibility that you were able to meet me and I am 

glad that this possibility appeared and that you did anything to realise this 

meeting. The Tao is again on our hand. Was trying to meet me the only reason 

or was there still some other reason while you tried to come into contact with 

me? Why do you ask that Richard? When I reread your email again, I 

remembered that at the end of my stay with you in Finland you said to me, that 

once you should remember me to a promise I once have made”. She watched 

me and said, “just like I have found you once in the forest behind the lake, when 

you practised there for the first time your exercises, just by tuning in to you, so 

you have tuned me now and have felt what is living inside of me. So Helena, you 

come to remember me to my promise?” Helena nodded and said “yes, that is 

what I will do, but the strange thing is, that I have remembered me your 

promise not before I was in the plane from Helsinki to Amsterdam. Then this 

plan rose into my head and not before that moment. I want to ask you 

something, but I will tell you later, not now. Will you increase the tension, my 

dear Helena, just as you did twenty-seven years ago”. She smiled and said, 

“actually you have wonderful paintings on your website, you really are an 

artist. Thank you”, I said, but I am and will stay an amateur. Not for me”, she 

said. “I do feel honoured. Still I do mean it”, Helena answered. “When will you 

fly back to Helsinki? Tomorrow evening at ten o’clock I will leave from airport 

Schiphol. So, we have two whole days to talk, to talk and to talk. What is your 

plan” she asked. “I have thought about it and I have made a plan. From now on 

we keep into contact. Yes” Helena said, “if it is possible we will have daily 

contact, even if it is only one sms. That’s a deal and that will also mean that I 

will often sit behind my computer to email you. There is a possibility now that I 

take you home to show you my house. Not that my house is important, but it 

gives you the possibility to see where I live and how I live. This morning there 

is nobody at home and we can have a cup of coffee at my place. You can see my 

computer corner and that is the place where I will have my communication 
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with you. That is a wonderful idea. Is it far from here? By car it is no more then 

half an hour. I do have an idea about what we will have our conversations 

during these two days and I do know that the only real place where we can 

have these conversations is the same place where we had these conversation 

twenty-seven years ago. But Richard, that was in the forests in northern 

Finland and that is not a place we can travel to now. You are right” I said, but 

actually I mean something else and actually I also mean the same. My dear 

Helena, we were in nature, we were in the forests and that is the place where 

we both will be during the two days that you will be my guest. Good weather or 

bad weather, we will be outside in nature. Nature in the Netherlands is not as 

overwhelming as nature in northern Finland, but I do think that I have found 

two locations where it will be wonderful for us to be. After we have had coffee 

at my place, we will go to the Dutch coast and we will have a very long walk 

along the coast. We will visit our beach and you will see the Northsea and after 

that we will have dinner somewhere near the coast and of course you will be 

my guest. After dinner I will bring you back to your hotel. Tomorrow I will get 

you at seven o’clock in the morning and we will have breakfast here. Then we 

will drive to the Veluwe, where we will have a walk in the forests, the moor 

lands and the sandy plains. If you do check out tomorrow morning after the 

breakfast, then I can bring you, after we have had dinner, to airport Schiphol 

and I will take care that you will be in time to catch your plane. I will take care 

personally that it will be impossible for you also to forget this two days for the 

rest of your life. For that, it is not necessary that you have to do a lot of things”, 

Helena answered. “First we will go to my hotel room to collect some things”. I 

nodded. Five minutes later we left and went to Helena’s hotel room. When we 

were in her room and when Helena had closed the door behind her she said, 

”Richard, I have to tell you something. Twenty-seven years ago I loved you and 

you were my lover. I still do love you as much as twenty-seven years ago and it 

seemed now as if all these years have disappeared. In spite of the fact that I still 

love you as much as before, it is no more possible now that you will be now my 

lover. I have been married and I have three daughters in Finland. It is not that I 

not want to be your lover, but in my feelings it will not be good now”. She stood 

in front of me, embraced me and kissed me intensively. “Yes Helena, it is good” I 

said. “It is no problem at all” I said. “Actually Helena, it is exactly the same as I 

do think about it, because I have been married as well and I have two boys”. She 

looked at me and said, “you have to tell me anything about your boys”, I smiled 

and nodded and said, “and you have to tell me anything about your girls. Come 

on Helena, get your stuff and our two days journey will start”. Helena did some 

things in a bag and we left her room. When we were in my car and drove to my 

home I said to Helena,” you asked me if I ever have thought about you. To be 
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honest Helena I must tell you that I have not thought daily about you, as you 

have thought about me, but I can tell you that I have a surprise for you at the 

moment we will reach and enter my house. It is a proof that my stay with you in 

Finland, never really has disappeared out of my system. You make me curious. 

Still I will not tell you now what this surprise will be” I said. “You must be 

patient and I am curious how you will react to my surprise”. When we had 

reached the highroad I asked Helena, “are you happy?” She hesitated for a while 

and said, “now I am happy”. I looked at her and there was a lot of sadness in her 

eyes. “And you Richard, are you happy? Also I am at this moment very happy. 

Shall we close that chapter of our lives” she said. “I want to talk about you and 

me, about the past and about now and there are other things about which I love 

to talk with you, actually about which I have to talk with you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Also you Helena, are making me curious now. Half an hour later I parked in 

front of my house and we got out of the car. I told Helena not to be frightened 

when she would enter my house. I opened the front door and via the hall we 

went into the room. There was Sam and he greeted me and Helena, just as 

cheerful as he always did. “Wow”, Helena said, “a blond Labrador.  
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Yes”, I said “and his name is Sam. Is it”, Helena asked surprised? “Sam is my 

daily memory to a stay of twenty-seven years ago with you in the forests in the 

northern part of Finland. Sam is my memory to the two most beautiful months 

of my life with the most beautiful and the sweetest woman I have ever known”. 

Helena had tears in her eyes and she said, “he just looks like to our Sam. Yes he 

does, but our Sam had a black nose and my Sam has a pink nose, but besides 

that they are exactly the same. Helena got a bit emotional from the memories of 

Sam from twenty-seven years ago. I took her coat and made two cups of coffee. 

I showed her my house and pictures of my wife and children. I also told her to 

remember my computer corner, then she knew where I was typing all the 

emails to Helena. Next to my computer desk was an easel and on that was a 

painting, which I just had finished. The varnish had just dried since a few days. 

It was a forest view and I had painted it from memory on a large piece of 

canvas. Helena loved it and she was not able to stop looking at it. Again and 

again she told me how beautiful it was. 

 

One hour and a half later, we went to the car and left for a ride to the coast to 

wander a few hours on the beach. When we arrived at the coast, the wind had 

gotten stronger and there was a tough, raw breeze. “Isn’t it to cold for you 

Helena?” At home I had taken two of my big and thick sweaters and had put 

them in a bag. I offered Helena one of my sweaters which she loved to use. I 

took the other sweater and so we protected us against the cold and raw breeze. 

Helena was very glad with my sweater and she told me that I took good care of 

her, just as I did twenty-seven years ago in Finland. We toiled through the loose 

sand and we walked to the breakers. There the sand was much less loose and it 

was there easier to walk.  

Helena laid her arm around my waist and pushed her against me. I also laid my 

arm around her. “Not to cold” I asked. She nodded no, she was not to cold. “And 

now, my dear, dear Helena, again do tell me what you have to tell me and do ask 

me what you have to ask me”. 
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Hoofdstuk 19 

 

 

 

Helena started to talk. She started about our stay twenty-seven years ago, 

many, many kilometres from here. I have told you my story in the past. My 

story about my quest to the understanding for all the how’s and all the why’s of 

all the misery in this world. I have told you how my spiritual journey was and 

what that has meant for me. I have told you about my experience on that cold 

morning in February, near the lake of the cottage of my parents. I have told you 

what the results were from my journey and my ‘aha experiences’. We have 

talked about that many and many times. I have told you how I saw, again and 

again and anywhere and anywhere, how sadness and fear ruled the lives of all 

the people every second of their lives and how it will define for them that they 

will be afraid and stay afraid, that they will be desperate and stay desperate. I 

have told you then, that I had the feeling that this nightmare would increase in 

the future. 
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I have told you how people would be burden more and more by fear and 

despair. I will try to explain you that I was right and why I am so sure, that I 

was right. The springs, about which we talked, have been pulled out more and 

more. You see even more and more that much to far pulled out springs will 

jump back suddenly and explosively and the result of that will be that all these 

people will collapse and that they will be completely stressed and that they are 

no more able to do their jobs. You see more and more how people disappear to 

the wrong side of society and how they seek safety in alcohol, sex and drugs. In 

short, the fear in this world is increasing, the stress is increasing, the despair is 

increasing and people get more and more and more and more often sick. 

Helena, you are right. I also notice what you tell me and I do talk about this at 

my work with colleagues. The changes in society are moving quick. People get 

more and more suspicious and even more and more intolerance. It is growing 

more and more a society where we all have to take care of ourselves and in 

which every one hopes that God will take care of all of us. The tires are visible, 

pumped up more and more. Anywhere around you, you see valves blow away 

the much to high pressured steam. So Richard, also you do see this things 

happen around you? Yes but my colleagues do also see these things happen”. So 

Helena and I continued our way, talking and hanging in the wind. After a walk 

of an hour, we saw a restaurant on the beach. It was build against the dunes. 

“Look Helena, a restaurant. We can have a lunch there, are you hungry? Yes I 

am, I absolutely am. Come on let’s go”. When we entered the restaurant, it was 

comfortably warm and we took a table near the window, where we could see 

the beach and the breakers. It was not crowded in the month October. This was 

walking weather for the diehards among the walkers and the sea lovers. The 

waitress came and we ordered a good lunch but of course we started with a cup 

of coffee.  

 When the coffee arrived I took the backpack which I had taken with me and 

said to Helena that I had a present for her. I asked her to close her eyes, which 

she did. Out of my backpack I took the script which we had used and in which 

we had written all our notes twenty-seven years ago. I placed the script in front 

of her on the table and told Helena that she was allowed to open her eyes. 

When she saw the script at the table she took her hands in front of her mouth, 

she was absolutely astonished. For a little while she was disconcerted. She 

started to turn over the leaves of the script from the beginning. Every page she 

watched carefully and at some places in the script she read what was written 

twenty-seven years ago. I told her that I had taken care of the script for twenty-

seven years and I did not need it anymore. I asked her if she was willing to take 

care of it for the rest of her life. Helena laid her head against my shoulder and 

the tears were running over her cheeks. “Unbelievable” she said. 
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“Every single day of these two months will appear now in my mind”. I also had 

written some things in our script. I also had written how lucky and happy I had 

felt when we had one of these beautiful nights. “Dear Helena, now it is yours, I 

don’t need it anymore. I do know every single line by heart, so, now it is yours”. 

She kissed me and I kissed her. When she calmed down a bit, she told me that 

this was the most beautiful present I ever could have given to her. “Take care of 

it” I said. She told me that she would do so absolutely. The waitress came with 

our lunch and we started to eat. I took the script and turned over the leaves and 

yes, there was what I was searching for. “Dear Helena, here it is. Tell me now 

what you have to tell me. I am absolutely sure that it has to do with my promise 

to you. ‘I am going to help you. I don’t know if I have to go forwards, backwards, 

to the right or to the left. I honestly do not know at all. But I will go to help you’. 

So, my dear Helena, how am I able to help you? What is it, that you want me to 

do for you? Helena started to tell. “It is time Richard. It is time to tell the world 

that we can not go on the way we are going on now. We have to stop to live as 

we do now. I have the feeling that time runs out. People must start to 

understand that all the things are not as we think that they have to be. All our 

fear, all our sadness and all our despair is not self-evident. It is not just like that 

and we have to understand that all these things have to change. All the things in 

this world are not normal. I do know Helena. Richard you do know and I do 

know, but it is getting time now that the world must know. I have tried to write 
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it down. I have tried to make a book of it, but I am not able to do it. I did not 

succeed. I do not know how to write it down in a way that people will and can 

understand what I have to tell. I do not know how to make it readable and 

understandable. You are able to do it. You are an artist. I will ask you to write a 

book why anything in this world leads to fear, to sadness, to chaos and to 

misery. Why people do live in fear and despair. How it will come that we all get 

sick and that it is not according to the natural Path of life. That it is not all self-

evident. Will you please write this book? Will you please try it? Dear Helena, I 

am not an artist and if you want to give me that label then I am maybe a painter 

and not a writer. You think I can do more then I am able to. Dear Richard, you 

are my only hope. These two months have not only be for our pleasure. What 

we have experienced, the whole world must know. Wow, I said. What we have 

experienced, the whole world must know. All right Helena, you can stop to 

convince me. I will do it. I will write your book. You have given me an idea and 

actually the book is already in my head”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Helena looked at me with great eyes and was completely surprised. “Are you 

sure, do you already know how you will write this book?” I smiled and said, 

“yes I do know how to write this book and take care Helena, I am not a writer 
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but I am extremely driven. Helena your book will be born”. Helena embraced 

me and kissed me and she radiated.  

 

“Thank you Richard” she said. When will it be ready? When can I read it? I do 

promise you that I will sent you the manuscript within three months. Wow”, 

she said. We enjoyed our lunch and talked about our children, our work and all 

the other things we were interested in. When we had finished our lunch, we 

dressed us well against the cold and the wind and we continued our walk along 

the beach. The wind had decreased and even the sun was shining a little bit. 

Helena really loved this walk, she loved the sea, she loved the wind, she loved 

being with me and she loved just walking and talking. 

 

We continued our walk along the beach and the breakers for the whole 

afternoon and we stopped a few times and took a seat on the sand and enjoyed 

the sunshine. It was almost six o’clock when we returned to the car and we put 

out our sweaters. We were cold. I started the engine and soon the car got 

warmer and I said to Helena, “let’s have a look where we can have dinner. I took 

my little handcomputer with the navigation system and searched for 

restaurants in the neighbourhood. I told Helena that there were three 

restaurants and that we should see if they looked like pleasant. “It is impossible 

what you can do with these little handcomputers”, Helena said. “Do you still 

know Helena, what you told me about the power of science, which is not really 

a power and which will, in any way, not give us what we are looking for. We are 

searching for love, rest and peace and science is, up till now, not being able to 

give us that. When you are again back in Finland and when I am here, in the 

Netherlands, then we are able to communicate daily. At the very moment that I 

sent you my message, you will receive it. The digital age will bring people closer 

to each other. Distance and time will disappear. I can phone you next week in 

Finland with my mobile phone when I am walking here along the beach. I even 

can sent you an sms which you can read whenever you want and which you can 

answer whenever it will please you. When I am at home , I can contact you via 

msn and we even can use a web cam in order to see each other as well. This 

science is great and wonderful. It will bring people closer to each other and 

they don’t have to wait for answers anymore. Still the loneliness is more 

intense then it has ever been before. Still you can see that people are further 

away from each other then they have ever been. Still there is more mistrust to 

each other then there has ever been before. It just looks like if all this technical 

miracles in our lives, have taken away the hearts and the souls out of the 

people. You are right Richard, but it stays ambiguous. I must tell you that I am 

very glad that I can use all these technical miracles to have daily contact with 
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you when I am back in Finland. Yes Helena, I absolutely agree with you. Maybe 

we will once do realise that science can only be a means to an end. Maybe we 

once can strike the golden mean, because I also do use now my car and my 

hand computer, but for me, they are no holy cows. If I have to live tomorrow 

without them, I will be used to it in one minute. I do not want to make myself 

dependent on it. The base of life, the base of happiness, the base of peace and 

love will not be found in all the scientific inventions and in all the scientific 

miracles. Where will you be if you have to live tomorrow without all of them? 

Where will then be all your securities? In the meantime we entered the 

parking-place of the first restaurant. It looked like very cosy and we decided 

not to search any further and to have our dinner here in this restaurant. It was 

almost half past six.  

Dinner was great. Helena enjoyed and we both got again and again new 

memories from the two wonderful months we both spent twenty-seven years 

ago. “Richard tomorrow we will see each other the whole day long and I do not 

know if we will ever meet again after tomorrow. If you tells me that Helena, I 

am worried. You have a gift to feel the future. It is if the Tao is showing you 

pieces from the future. I am not amused about what you said but I still do have 

rest and peace with it now. We do have something together, I do not know what 

it is and I do not know how to name it. It is something without borders. It is 

something which is without time and without space. That will give me peace 

and that will give me rest. That, which I do have with you and which you do 

have with me, is something which is exclusively for us. That’s what I know. 

That’s what I feel. It is not tied to any feelings of possession and still I am never, 

ever able to get lose of you. It feels if it was like this for thousands and 

thousands of years and if it feels if it will be like this in thousands and 

thousands of years and therefore my dear Helena, it is all right. I am able to live 

with it. For me it is the same Richard. I also do feel peace with it, but please will 

you promise me that you will tell me anything about you. And I do mean, 

anything. I want to know when you feel fine and I want to know when you feel 

sad. I want to know anything. I will tell you anything Helena, anything, if you do 

promise me to tell me anything about you. I do promise” she said. At half past 

nine we left the restaurant and at ten o’clock we arrived at Helena’s hotel. I still 

went with Helena to her hotelroom where we both still had a cup of coffee. At 

ten thirty I said goodbuy to Helena and took the highway back home.  
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Hoofdstuk 20 

 

 

 

Next morning at a quarter to seven I parked next to the entrance of the hotel 

and Helena was already waiting in the hall. We kissed each other and I asked 

her if she had slept well. “Yes Richard, I really have slept very well, specially 

after our walk along the beach and with all this wind”. 

We went to the room where we had our breakfast and coffee. “Helena do you 

realize how many cups of coffee we have had together?” She had to laugh about 

my remark. “You still do drink it just as twenty-seven years ago. Yes Richard, in 

this way I do like it most”, she said. “Where do we go today? We will go to the 

‘Veluwe’. That’s the place where you will find the most beautiful forests, moors 

and sandy plains of the Netherlands. I have searched on the internet and I have 

found a wonderful, clearly, signposted walk. The weather-forecast is better 

then yesterday. Today we will have sunshine. It will be cold but we can dress to 

that. We will finish your two day visit with a memory to the forests of Finland. 

The forests in the Netherlands are not as overwhelming as the forests in 

Finland, but they have their beauty in their own specific way. I am sure you will 

enjoy it. “I am curious” she said. At half past eight we went to Helena´s hotel 

room to get some things. “I do not have a thick sweater” Helena said. “Do you 

think I need one? Yes Helena, you will absolutely need one ad for that reason I 

took my own sweater for you today. How sweet you are” she said and 

embraced me. That’s how we stayed for some minutes and we kissed each 

other. “That will be two coats for today, because Richard, your sweater is as a 

coat for me. As long as it will give you enough warmth. Yes Richard, it surely 

will”. We went to my car and drove away into the direction of the Veluwe. “How 

long will it take us to get there? About one hour”. It was not to crowded on the 

roads and after one hour and ten minutes we stopped on a parking place of a 

restaurant, where, according the internet, the walk started. “What do you think 

Helena, shall we start with a cup of coffee in order that we never shall forget all 

our cups of coffee. Helena smiled and said, “lovely”. I took the plastic bag with 

my two sweaters with me, so that we could put them on inside, when we should 

start our walk. We took a seat at a table and ordered two coffee and two pieces 

of apple pie. We were sitting near the window and we saw the moors and the 

forests. I asked for a description of the walk in the restaurant and I could get 

one. We went outside and crossed the road. There the walk started which lead 

us into the forests. After ten minutes we had walked some distance and I 

noticed how noiseless it was.  
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The forest was wonderful. The weather was beautiful, cold but sunny. Helena 

took my hand and we continued. “Have you still thought about the book of 

which you have promised to make for me? Yes Helena I have thought about it 

and actually it is already completely in my head. It is only a matter of writing it 

down. In the past I have made some notes on my computer and I think I can use 

them very well. I have to rewrite some of them, but I think if I will have time 

enough, I can do it within three months.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is it that you will write down and what are you going to write? In what 

way will you describe the story? Am I allowed to know? No, my dear Helena. I 

will keep this as a surprise for you. I am curious how you will react when I am 

ready and when you have read it. I only do hope that I will be able to describe 

clear and understandable anything which we will have to tell. I will not doubt to 

that. I am sure you will succeed. We shall see, dear Helena, but I will keep my 

promise which I gave you twenty-seven years ago and I will do anything to 

make it a success. Helena when you visited my home yesterday, I showed you a 

painting of which I think you really do love very much. You mean the painting 

of the forest view? Yes Richard, I really do love that painting, it radiates the 

sphere of our rambles of the past. Helena, do you agree when I offer you that 
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painting, just as a present, a present for the most wonderful and beloved friend 

I have ever had. I can sent it to you, to Finland. Would you like that. Are you 

serious Richard?” Helena took her arms around my waist and pushed herself 

against me. We kissed each other in a way which remembered us to the passion 

of long ago. “Richard”, Helena said, “I loved you in the past, I still love you and I 

will always love you in all the days to come. That means the same Helena, in my 

love for you”. I took her face in my hands and said, “I sent you the painting. 

Thank you”, Helena said. We continued our walk. “Helena, is there still anything 

about which you want to talk, I mean, just for your story, something important, 

something of which you say, ‘it also has to be taken a part of the book?’ Yes”, 

Helena said, “the next thing is very important, It is important because it is a 

part of life, special in this time and it is one of the reasons why it is not going 

good in our society and actually it is even getting worse. It is something we 

have to realise and that we have to change. This time is a period in which you 

see that we have to achieve, to achieve and again, to achieve”. I nodded and I 

told Helena that I also could see this at my work and that achievement in this 

period grows to more and more importance then before in our society, through 

which the race of life became more and more a ‘rat race’ and even more and 

more people were not able to keep on the speed of this race and collapsed. 

“What is it Helena that you want to say specifically about achievement?”  

Just in the same way as twenty-seven years ago Helena took a deep breath, 

ordered her mind and started to talk. 

 

“With anything we want in life, of which we do think and do decide that it has 

to happen in our lives because we just want it, we create the illusion that life 

will be and is, as we think that it has to be, even including the acting and 

reacting of other persons. Because we shall experience anything we think, that 

we are convinced of, will in this world, this illusion be created by us and for us. 

Because we are absolutely sure that the world is exact as we experience this 

world, will that create expectations for us. This will be expectations of how the 

things in our lives have to happen. All these expectations create 

disappointments, because they never will be fulfilled in the way we want them 

to be fulfilled, because they never can be fulfilled in the way we want them to 

be fulfilled. The thinking process will be produced by anything we want, we 

desire and by anything we find, by anything of which we have an idea, a 

meaning. The thinkingprocess creates an illusion in which we shall experience 

anything of which we find. Thinking, finding and all the convictions we have, 

will cause a disease of all of our sense-organs, also of our eyes and ears. This 

means that every person will experience its own illusion, its own truth. Because 

we all experience our own truth, will this mean that there does not exist any 
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truth. If there does not exist any truth, then will this also mean that there does 

also not exist any untruth. If there does not exist any untruth, then it is 

impossible that there can exist any judgement. If there does not exist any 

judgement, then it is impossible that there can exist any condemnation. If we 

all, anybody in this world, will start to realise this, then it is impossible that 

there can exist any argument, any fight, any battle. If there does not exist any 

argument, any fight and any battle, then it is impossible that there can exist any 

fear. If there does not exist any fear, then there can be only and exclusively be 

love, rest and peace in this world. If there will exist only love, rest and peace in 

this world and if we all do live in love, rest and peace in this world, then there 

will be peace all over this world. Nothing and I mean absolutely nothing in this 

world is as it seems to be and that’s why it is impossible that we can condemn 

other people and that’s why it is impossible that we can have any intolerance to 

other people and that’s why there can be exclusively tolerance and acceptation. 

Because there can only be tolerance and expectation in this world, there can 

only be consolidation for any other person. From this consolidation, 

consolidation for any other person, there only can be one enormous energy 

field, which will be carried and be strengthen by any person, in which and by 

which any person on this earth will be carried then by the force of love. When 

anybody will be carried by this forcefield of love, which also will be produced 

and carried by any person, then it is possible that any person on earth can use 

its own creativity and the creativity of any other person, to realise its own, 

most uplifted vision. 

 

To achieve is a notion which is very important in our society. To achieve is a 

notion which includes good and wrong. You only can achieve in two ways, good 

or not good. To achieve creates competition, competition includes being better 

then somebody else. 

To achievement we can fix the next possibilities, good, better and best. 

Achievement is always projected to take care that you will be better then 

somebody else. Achievement is projected to separation. Separation causes and 

will lead to fear. Fear will lead to despair and illnesses. A society which is 

projected to achievement is a society which is projected to fear. Fear which will 

lead to despair and sickness. A society which is focussed to achievement and of 

which anybody will think that this is the way it has to be and who will accept 

the consequences of this society with the remark ‘This is just as it is’ and ‘how 

can we change it’ will irrevocably, when the strings have been pulled out to far, 

after the moment that all these strings have been jumped back, fall down and 

collapse. Achievement and the consequences of this will also be find in the 

‘inter-human-relationships’. To achieve in a relationship in order to try to 
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answer to the demands of the other person, can also only lead to separation, 

because you are trying to make better achievements then you are able to and 

this will lead, without any question, finally to separation, because you are 

trying to achieve better then you are able to and maybe also then you are 

willing. From this can only follow a separation of your own Self, of the ‘your 

real and conscious You’ and will lead absolutely again to fear, illness and chaos. 

To achieve in a relation, by trying to satisfy the wishes of somebody else and 

therefore to separate you from your real conscious Self, is in no way compatible 

with whatever form of love. In spite of the fact that our culture asks us and 

demands us to achieve, to achieve and again to achieve in any form, in sports, in 

studies, at work and in the inter-human-relationships is not right and 

completely based to a wrong goal. We shall achieve, we have to achieve, just as 

long as we can and until we will collapse. Collapsing is what you see in these 

days, we will collapse on all the forms which I have described and we will do so 

together now with a lot of people. ‘Do not achieve to each other but do 

consolidate each other’. In a consolidation is actually based the strive for ‘being 

one or being in oneness’ and so the strive for oneness. Do strive for oneness 

and love will lay within the reach of anybody. 

To achieve in competition is equal to doubt. Doubt is deadly. Doubt is equal to 

believe and to believe is without any power but believing can be reformed to 

knowing. Somebody who has to achieve will only be confirmed in his doubt. 

Somebody who will be confirmed by a confirmation of somebody else, will be 

confirmed in that what he does, in that what he can. He will be confirmed and 

therefore he will start to believe in himself and therefore he will start to know 

what he is able to and therefore he will start to know who he is. Therefore 

achievement must be forbidden and the only thing which has to be showed in 

this world by all of us is confirmation to all of us. If confirmation starts to be 

self-evident, will also ‘self-confirmation’ be ‘self-evident’. When this ‘self-

confirmation’ will be self-evident, we will start to learn the power of ‘the Self’, 

the power of ‘our Self’. If we start to learn the power of our selves, we will start 

to learn the power of our ‘inner power’. If we start to learn the power of our 

‘inner power’, we will start to learn and start to know that all the solutions are 

laying inside of us. Then we will be able to heal ourselves from inside. Then we 

do not need anymore any influence from the outer world. These influences 

from the outer world will not heal us, but will only try to support the 

consequences of being ‘out of balance’, but we will stay out of balance. 

Confirmation is the base of all the acts in our life, of all our creativity. 

Confirmation will give to anybody who will be confirmed a bearing-power. 

Confirmation creates that people will act, not from the principle of the drive to 

achieve, to be better, but from the principle of creativity. Confirmation will give 
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a united force, a force based to support and the bearing-power of others, so 

based to oneness, so based to love, while achievement is a force based to 

competition and separation and therefore it only can be, finally carried by fear.  

 

My dear Helena, what you said is absolutely right and I will also write this in 

the story, in the book which I will create for you. Helena, were you always able 

to live conform your own principles, according anything you have told me in 

the far past? Did you always succeed in that? No Richard, in the beginning I 

thought I was able to do so. In some way I felt myself in the beginning more or 

less invulnerable, because I did understand how these things do work. But after 

some time in periods of my life, when I had a hard time and when I experienced 

again a lot of sadness, I discovered that I was not always able to stay in my new 

world. Sometimes you have to stand a force which is sometimes to strong to 

resist. To go this way alone and just on yourself is most of the times to difficult 

and to hard. This world is based on the old principles of separation and it is 

very hard and almost not possible to be always free of that. Situations and 

circumstances can draw you back in this world which is ruled by the old laws. 

Sometimes it is also very difficult to free you from these forces. This pressure is 

the pressure of the ‘collective consciousness’. But it is always possible to return 

to your new world and to find there and to receive there new energy. 
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The more people will start to act according the laws of oneness, the more easy 

it will become for every individual person to, carried by others, live according 

the laws of the new world”. We entered a path where I attended Helena to a 

wonderful piece of nature. Again she agreed with me. We stopped for a while 

and watched this scene of the beauty of nature. Helena continued her story. 

“The way you live, has to do anything with the choices you make. What will you 

choose for? What are you able to choose for? Which labels do you want to stick 

to which events? This has again to do with the characterizes of your own 

character and how great the social pressure will be to force you to go into a 

specific bodice. Sometimes it can save your life to follow this bodice. To make 

choices in your life is never easy, but the more you are going to feel and to 

understand how things are going in life, the more you are going to feel how 

things are working, the easier it will be to handle things in your life. The more 

people who will feel and understand that the laws of separation will not work, 

the more you will be carried by the force of the mass. If you will stay realising 

that the only thing which counts is that, what you will feel about it. If you stay 

realising that nothing, and I really mean nothing, in life is what it seems to be 

and that for that reason, there is no truth, no unique truth. If you stay realising 

that things in life as they go now, do not belong to go as they go now and that 

they are not self-evident. If you start to realise that fear, sadness, pain, illness, 

chaos and despair are no usual parts of life. If even more and more people will 

realise, then that can be the death-blow of this old world and maybe it might be 

possible that a new period can and will start. That” Helena said, “is actually the 

core of what I want to tell you. I do feel that it is necessary that somebody will 

put that into this world, there has to be a turn, because we are running even 

faster and faster into the wrong direction. People will be stressed even more 

and more. People are reacting even more and more extreme in their despair, 

which has been passed every acceptable border. The intolerance between 

people is increasing and increasing and will handle even more and more things. 

Population groups and religions are even more and more hostile to each other 

then they have ever been before. Terrorism is a notion which is almost common 

for us. We conclude that it is as it is and that it is not different. It is almost a 

common thing in our lives. Terrorism is based to fear, fear which is based to 

feelings of separation, separation which must be transferred into feelings of 

oneness. Even more and more people are fleeing in alcohol and drugs and 

destroy their own lives and the lives of other people. That is all I have to say. 

You know what I mean Richard, because you also have made and finished this 

part of your journey. Please Richard, do form anything about which we both 

have talked in the past and now into words, so that you can form a little book of 

it, a book, which must be understandable for all people. Maybe a group of 
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people will reach the consciousness that there must come a shift in our society 

and that a new period will rise. Richard, for this little book I only do have one 

request, will you add the next thing as a conclusion. It is the little piece which 

you told me in Finland to show and to prove me that you knew and understood 

what I had told you. That has always been an anchor for me. You told me so 

clearly that you understood what I had tried to tell you during the two months 

we both were in the forests of Northern Finland. That always gave me the 

power to continue. You told it me so clearly that I understood that you 

understood all of it. I also do hope sincerely that also other people will start to 

understand it”. Helena took the little script out of her bag and told me that she 

had read anything which had been written in this script last night in bed and 

she also told me that it had caused a lot of emotions. She turned over the leaves 

of the script till she reached the last page and she started to read loudly. 

 

“As long as you are who you are not and not will be the one who you are, will 

you never be the one who you are and as long as you are who you are not, you 

will never feel the power of being the one who you are and as long as you are 

who you are not, you will have to bear all the misery of the one who you are 

not, because you are not the one who you actually really are. Since you only can 

be the one who you really are, because that is your only destination, because 

that is the only natural way, are all the other things, are all the roles which we 

play of being the one who we are not, false and unreal. As long as we are false 

and unreal by being the one who we are not, will there be endless diseases, 

sadness, fear, despair and misery in our lives. As long as we are and stay who 

we are, as we are not, will this situation be unchanged. At the moment that we 

will be who we really are and stay who we really are, because that is the only 

way we are, will all these abuses automatically dissolve. But only at that 

moment and no second before. The drama will be that we just think that we are 

who we are not and therefore we all do our utmost to stay who we are not and 

we think that being the one who we are not, is the way it ought to be and that it 

is the only right thing to do and to be, just with all the terrifying consequences. 

Do choose to be exclusively the one who you really are and lay down to be the 

one who you are not and therefore who you absolutely never are able to be.  

So, you don’t need anybody and anything, you only need your own ‘Real Self’. 

Go back to your own ‘Real Self’ and lay down your ‘not self’, do find deep inside 

yourself, who you are and what you are and become the ruler over your own 

Life, without any fear, without any pain, without any sadness and without any 

despair. Then also you will be able to sleep without dreams and nightmares and 

to awake without any sorrow”. 
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Helena looked at me with tears in her eyes. I embraced her and pushed her 

against me, here on this spot, on the Veluwe, in the centre of a splendid area of 

forests and moors, disappeared time and distance. Finland became the Veluwe 

and the Veluwe became Finland and twenty-seven years melted down to only 

one and the same moment. That was for me the moment that I understood that 

time, places and distances are only illusions and in fact do not exist. I took 

Helena’s hand and we continued slowly and so we were wandering that day on 

the Veluwe, which was decorated in the most splendid colours of the autumn. 

Helena said, “tomorrow will be a hard day”, I nodded yes. “But we will never 

loose each other again” I said. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Helena smiled, “just one more time again I will not survive” she said. The last 

piece of the forest which we crossed back to the car was also very beautiful. At 

five o’clock in the afternoon we returned at the car. We searched for a cosy 

restaurant where we could take the time to eat. Helena had to be at airport 

Schiphol at eight o’clock in the evening and her plane would leave at ten 

o’clock. I told her that I should stay with her till the moment that she should go 

to her plane. A few hours later I said goodbye to Helena again. Again it was an 

emotional moment for both of us. During dinner we had told each other that we 
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both had the feeling that we had fulfilled what we had to fulfil. We had almost 

finished the job and only the last piece rested for me to be done. We both had 

the feeling that two lives of two persons were used to do what had to be done. 

Two lives of two persons who had made their own battles and had received 

experiences in return, experiences which have to be used now. When Helena 

had to leave to catch her plane, we embraced each other and I told her that I, in 

spite of anything, often had had the feeling and the wishes that I had been a 

grey mouse among all the other grey mice. I did realise, that I, because I had 

changed, had lost a lot of people who did not understand my change and had 

blamed me. Helena nodded that she understood what I told her and also she 

had often had that feeling. But she also told me that if we both had been and 

stayed two ordinary grey mice, we never had met each other in this lifetime. 

When I realised that, I understood what she meant and I told her that I never 

would have missed the contact in this lifetime with Helena, not for all the gold 

in this world. We kissed each other and Helena left for her plane. 
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Chapter 21 

 

 

 

Next morning at nine o’clock I received the first sms from Helena. She told me 

that she had arrived well but also very late and that she also had taken a day off 

today. She told me that she felt as well sad and happy. She was happy for the 

days we have been able to spent together and the feeling which she felt burning 

inside of her, the feeling of relationship with me and the knowing that she 

never had to lose contact with me. I sent her an sms back if it was okay that I 

should phone her at noon. She was glad with my message and we spoke each 

other at twelve o’clock. That was the beginning of our digital contact. That same 

evening I started to work out a plan to create the book. I could use the articles 

which I had already created in a word document. They had to be corrected, but 

it made a lot of difference. I created a new word document and I was searching 

for a name. Soon I found something which was all right for now. I combined all 

the individual articles in one document and ordered them. Then I wrote, item 

by item all the things I had to talk about, according to the story I had to tell. 

Being content I closed my script. There was a start. Some days later I had to 

frame the painting which I had given to Helena as a gift. One week later it could 

get it from the frame-maker and when I saw it, I was surprised for the result. It 

was a ‘forest-view’ and it breathed the sphere of the forests of Finland. That’s 

why Helena was fascinated by the painting the moment she saw it. “It created 

memories”, she had said. I send it to her and after three days she phoned me at 

one o’clock in the afternoon and she told me how glad she was and that it was a 

marvellous present. She also asked me if I already had started and that she got 

more and more curious and that she was sure that it would be a wonderful 

book. She also told me that she could not stop to read the notes in our script. It 

attracted her and by reading it time by time she got again all the memories of 

these two months. That’s good, I told Helena, because you will need all these 

memories. She asked me why and I told her to be patient. It got more and more 

difficult for Helena to wait until the book was ready. As far as I not already was 

driven to finish the book, Helena was a great stimulant for me to continue 

indefatigably. There happened something which I had not expected. I was hit by 

writing this book. I was under the spell of my story. Even more and more 

memories of these two beautiful months in northern Finland, twenty-seven 

years ago, rose on my mind. I was no more able to stop writing, but something 

which bothered me even more, I was no more able to step out of my story. If I 

was not writing, I remained continuously in the Finland of my story, together 
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with Helena. Often it was nice and sometimes it was confusing, especially when 

I had to concentrate myself to other things. Helena did not stop asking me if I 

was already ready and she loved to know in which way I was performing the 

book. What was the story? How did I tell the story of Helena? I noticed that she 

had absolutely no idea what she could expect. How difficult it was for me, I did 

not tell Helena what I was doing. And this was the way I was continuing to 

create the book, I created page by page and so I went on. I did realise that I had 

to illustrate the story of Helena. I needed images, that was for some reason 

important. I also realised something else, I realised that I thirty years ago, long 

before I had met Helena, already had the need and the idea to create a book in 

which I wanted to try to show and to tell people that there was more in this 

world then only sadness and misery. And also that book I wanted to illustrate. 

But at that moment, I had absolutely no idea how to realise such a project. That 

wish, from long ago, became now a reality and all of this thanks to Helena, the 

woman in which my soul had recognised the ‘one and only’. I do feel that we 

have an endless and timeless connection, I do feel that I do know her from a 

dizzy deep past, exceeding all times and all dimensions and so the weeks went 

by. Stimulated by Helena I wrote and wrote, continuously and finally the end 

came near. In this way I fulfilled my promise to her. The story has been written 

down. It is her story. I hope that she is able to decide that I have understood her 

story well enough and that I have felt her inspiration. I have had the honour to 

live with her for two months. These two months were the most beautiful 

months of my life. Helena has asked me to bring her story into the world, to 

shout her story from the rooftops. She hopes that this story may bring you and 

you and you the consciousness that things in life are not as they seem to be. All 

the sadness, all the pain and all the misery are not self evident in life. This 

world, this society, creates from us docile, vulnerable and manipulative people, 

who must have the feeling to be dependent from the flow, ‘from the outside into 

the inside’. We are dependent of the assistance and of the doctors and 

medicines. We are dependent of the government. The fact that we are happy or 

not happy is depending from the behaviour of my partner, the behaviour of my 

colleagues, the behaviour of my friends, of my girlfriend and so on. People do 

tell us that we are able to get sick and therefore we do think that it is the way it 

ought to be and therefore we will be sick. Only by the flow ‘from the outside 

into the inside’, via the assistance of physicians, via the assistance of all kind of 

instances and in any way via the assistance of all kind of people, we are only 

able to heal, because this is the way it ought to be. It is absolutely all wrong. It is 

exclusively different. We do have the power to change our lives. Or said in other 

words, we are that power. The only flow which is important for us, the only 

flow with viability, the only workable flow, is ‘the flow from inside to outside’. 
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There is where the real power is. That power is inside of us. We are that power, 

alive and creative. That is how it has to be and in no way it is different. Do 

change the image of which you think that it has to be and you will be a different 

human being and you will experience the power of your own Self. Be conscious 

of your own Self and start to use that power. Helena told me that is the time 

now for that change. Now it is the time that Helena, you and I will decide that 

enough is enough. If you do decide that enough is enough, then enough will be 

enough. Our history has taught us that. Between East and West Berlin was a big 

wall. This wall divided families and loved ones and if they tried to go to the 

other side of this wall, they were shot and killed by the army people. The wall 

was there and the wall stayed there, till the moment that the people decided 

that enough was enough and only in one night the people of Berlin destroyed 

this wall. In Southern Africa people with a black skin were discriminated and 

treated even worse then the dogs in the streets. This policy was called 

‘Apartheid’. The people revolted against this policy and were killed. All this 

happened till the moment that enough was enough and the policy of apartheid 

collapsed and within one month there was a new prime minister with a black 

skin. Also then applied that when enough is enough, enough will be enough. 

Also now the time has arrived that for all the pain, all the sadness, all the 

despair, all the chaos, all the misery and all the illnesses in this world, we have 

to realise that it is not the way it has to be and that enough is enough and that 

for all the misery in this world now, will apply that enough is enough. This will 

happen now because Helena, you and you and me will start to realise that we 

will no longer feed this insanity. If we really start to realise that enough is 

enough, then the ‘dis-creative process’ will start and then all the things which 

are fixed to this insanity will die. When finally all the mess has been cleaned, 

will only remain what already was, always has been and always will be. This is 

the ‘natural Path’, the Source, the Tao. In the name of Helena I will invite 

anybody to do the next test, a test to change your own life, a test to change with 

all of us this world. Imagine an image which is equal to your most uplifted 

vision. Do fix this vision, this image into your convictions. Then take in your 

convictions that all the chaos, misery, fear and illnesses are not self evident and 

therefore not ought to be in this world and replace this image with your vision 

how life in this world ought to be. A world with love, tolerance, acceptance for 

all life and for all that lives and is. After one week you will notice changes in 

your life. After three months you will live in another world. If enough people 

will help to change their own images, this world can be changed. Do not doubt. 

Doubt will kill any effort. Do believe in your creative powers. The choice is 

yours and yours and yours. After a week you will notice changes in your own 

life. After three months you will live in another world. Within one year this 
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world can be changed. Do not doubt, doubt will kill the effect, do believe in 

yourself and in your powers. The choice is yours and yours and yours. Nothing 

is really forced to be done, absolutely nothing, but do know that anything you 

will do have consequences. These consequences are yours. That is the only 

thing that matters. Will this world change? If you do help, if we all will help, it 

can be done and also now will apply that time will tell.  

 

When I completely had finished the story and the book I mailed it to Helena and 

I also sent her a sms with the message ‘My dear Helena, you do have mail’. 

Immediately I received a sms from Helena, ‘Mail received and I will start 

reading’. I was a bit stressed about Helena’s reaction and I wondered if she 

should be content about the choice of my style of writing. I had sent her the 

book on Sundays and on Mondays I did not hear anything from her. On Tuesday 

I received an email from Finland. She had read the book and she had been 

bewildered how detailed I had been able to tell anything from my stay with her 

in Finland twenty-seven years ago. New memories had entered her head from 

deep inside, emotions had been rolled over her and my story had captured and 

fascinated her. She had been glad, sad, delighted and fascinated all together. 

Again she told me that I had chosen and written the words which could have 

been hers but which she was, for a moment, not able to find. Again she had 

been caught by the equality of our way of thinking. She told me something 

which touched me deeply inside and which made my soul trembling. She wrote 

me that she saw this book as our child, written for this world and for which she 

had given me the seed twenty-seven years ago and which had been ended in 

the birth of this story, of this book. She accepted the whole story without any 

adaptation. Again Richard I do have one request, please bring it into this world 

in order to make the people understand that all the misery in this world is not 

normal and it is not the way we think it has to be. Please let the people know 

that nothing in this world and therefore also nothing in their lives is what it 

seems to be, as they think that it has to be. Tell all of them that every human 

being has the right to be a ‘real human being’, the natural human being. Tell 

them that every human being has the right to be a human being as it once has 

been planned to be. Being a human being in all its original and natural facets 

and in all its glory. Every human being has the right to experience the original 

nature of his source. Every human being has the right to experience that in full 

consciousness. Every human being has the right to experience in full 

consciousness to be the most unique and most brilliant human being which is, 

which has ever been and which always will be. He is a manifestation of energy, 

which is built in a manifestation of love and which will always strive to a 

situation of oneness. Every human being has the right for love, every human 
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being has the right for rest and every human being has the right for peace. This 

means for you and for you and for her and for him, but most of all it means 

especially for you. And she who is for me the ‘one and only’ already knew this 

twenty-seven years ago. For me she is the ‘one’. She is the soul of my soul. We 

are as two flowers to only one stem, We are the notes of one piece of music, 

who all together create that piece of music and where the music will not be 

pure when one of the notes will be absent. So it has been laid down in the 

creation of life and so it will be for anybody. Once, twenty-seven years ago she 

has told me all and now I do understand. Now I do understand her total story, 

her story in its full size. I do understand it now by full consciousness, but most 

of all I do experience it with my feeling. And as she is the one for me, there will 

also be ‘a one’ for you and for you and for you. Once all the ‘ones’ will be unified 

and will live in freedom, in love and in peace and that will be a start of a new 

period, of a new consciousness and of a new world. We can create that world, 

we can finish anything that Helena once started. How that world will looks like, 

I do not know. I only do know that how the world is now and how this world 

works conform the laws Helena has told me, it will be a world which will grow 

more and more uninhabitable. How will you survive in this society, which will 

be maintained by the everlasting changing game of power and fear? How do 

you survive in this society which is actually a jungle where you will find the 

laws of being the ruler or being dominated and being the eater or being eaten? 

How do you survive in our culture in which already for thousands and 

thousands of years with the greatest ease millions of people have been 

slaughtered and killed for only the three words, god, king and country? Do 

realize that living in this society is a game with actually absolutely insane rules 

of the game. Do realize that almost anybody is still only capable to worry about 

the things in life which not really do matter, because we all have forgotten the 

things which really do matter. To kill for god, king and country is absolutely 

completely insane. The king is only a human being just as you and me. Our 

country is only sand, water, grass, hills and trees, just as you will find anywhere 

on this planet and god is still a god of love and love is still something else then 

the slaughter of men, women and children. Still we are capable to do so and we 

already do so for centuries and centuries without any problem. Is this a society 

which you like? Is this a society which is tuned to your most uplifted visions? Is 

this a society you want to be continued or are you also a person who is desiring 

a society without fear, without chaos and without illnesses? The situation in 

this world is as it is. The situation in this world is exactly an image of what we 

are. We are the world. We, human beings are carrying the world. We do 

represent anything which is. We create anything which is. If we want to change 

the situation of this world, then we have to change ourselves. If we are not 
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willing to change ourselves, will this world not change and will anything stay as 

it is now. If I now ask you again to your opinion, if I ask you if Helena and me 

are still of this world, then it is for you to answer. If you do decide that this 

world is no more of this world and if also you do decide that you are no more 

able to live in this world as it is now, then you have to change. If you are willing 

to change you still are not ready because this battle will never end. It is a daily 

battle against the laws and the rules of the old world, against the pressure of 

the collective consciousness. Because we already are living in the same pattern 

for thousands and thousands and thousands of years, we will fall so easily back 

in this old pattern. This pattern is a part of the collective consciousness which is 

still integrated in this world. This battle is a battle which still is a daily part of 

the life of Helena and also of my life, but the consciousness and the knowledge 

that we are able to choose for ‘MORE’ is growing day by day. Again I do invite 

all of you to step in the flow of the changes and to help to build a new world 

where, as I hope, our children and our children’s children are able to live in 

love, in peace, without fear and without chaos and illnesses. Let us all help to 

build a new world based to a new concept, in which we will no more be ruled 

by fear and in which it is no more necessary to play the games of having power 

over other people. A new world in which people will be free of fear and will 

live, based to the consciousness of oneness and love and in which we all are 

able to sleep without dreams and nightmares and where we all are able to 

awake without worries.  

 

The most important thing in all of this, is to be able to let go anything. If you are 

able to let go anything, you literally will be freed of all the ballast. If you do keep 

anything with you, then you will maintain the situations and the circumstances 

of all these things and your life will not change. If you are able to break through 

the resistance and if you are able to accept the circumstances, then you will 

solve with letting go the resistance, the fixing and the maintaining of that 

situation. Resistance is equal to maintaining and therefore equal to a standstill 

of your life. Being able to accept is equal to letting go and is therefore equal to a 

movement. Energy which is not moving will be polluted and energy which is 

moving will clean you and your system. Just as a river, when the river is not 

flowing, the water will be polluted, but when the river is flowing, the water will 

be refreshed and cleaned. So, if you keep resisting against a situation or against 

circumstances, you will never be freed of that situation and circumstances. 

Watch the flow of your own life and see and examine what is happening with 

you and try to learn something about it and try to do something with it. Watch 

it and do not resist. Keep the flow of your own life moving. Do not resist but 

accept what is coming into your life and the way it is entering your life and then 
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you will see that the changes in your life will come quicker and quicker. The 

things in your life are not happening just like that. For anything which happens 

in your life, there is a reason. Watch it and learn from it and try to do something 

with it. The less resistance you have against the circumstances in your life, the 

less opinions you will have about these circumstances in your life. The less 

opinions you have about all the circumstances in your life, the less convictions 

you will have about these circumstances. The result of this will be that the 

creative process in your worlds of illusion will decrease until the moment that 

you are free of resistance and are able to accept and will not have any opinions 

about it. Do not forget that the circumstances of your life now, are also a result 

of your creative processes in the past. You do experience now, anything you 

have created in the past by all your opinions and convictions. To stop having 

opinions and convictions is the same as stopping the creations of our illusions. 

Stopping to have opinions and convictions is the same as breaking down the 

walls of our mental prisons, because our opinions and convictions are the 

result of all the labels which form the walls of our mental prison. What will 

remain at the moment that the walls of our prison have disappeared, because 

we have lost all our labels, is exclusively the natural Path, the Way, the Tao. We 

will resist against all the things which are not going the way we want them to 

go, which do not fix in our worlds of illusions. This resistance will maintain all 

the situations in our lives, which we do not like. This resistance is therefore 

maintaining the situation and will keep this situation unchangeable. Do break 

your own resistance and do accept what will enter your life. Anything you do 

desire, creates resistance, because you do create again an illusion, an illusion to 

which there will be no answer by other people in your world of illusions. Other 

people do not understand your worlds of illusions. This will be again 

frustrating for you. By this frustration your anger and resistance against the 

flow of your life will increase and will create more resistance. This growing 

resistance will create a situation of standstill in your life and will maintain the 

situation of frustration. Do realise that the things in your life, that the situations 

and circumstances in your life will not change, just because you do resist 

against all these situations and circumstances. All the circumstances and 

situations in your life now are the results of all the choices you have made in 

the past. The only way to change your life in the future, is to change the choices 

in your life now. 

Having all kind of opinions and convictions and having all kinds of desires, will 

not work. They will not work, because they will always bring you into 

expectations, which never will be and can be fulfilled by other people. These 

not fulfilled expectations will deliver you absolutely disappointments. When we 

ever, in a fathomless deep past, have lost the Path and have lost the connection 
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with our natural source, we have addressed our ability to use our head and we 

only will accept things when we are able to understand all the things with our 

brains. We tried to invent all kind of things, outer things, which had to bring us 

back to the Path and which had and have to give us back our feeling of 

happiness and which have to bring us back to our source. All these efforts are a 

failure and we tried to invent more and more to bring us our happiness and this 

is the way our sciences arose. Until today, until this moment, without the 

intended results. Human beings have not yet been returned to the rest of the 

source of the natural Path. What is going on, is the opposite, the unrest and the 

stress in human beings are even increasing. That’s the way our cultures 

developed and also our religions and our societies. These institutes had to lead 

us back to our source, but again and again we got more lost. Our society has 

grown till a kind of monster, in which we sacrifice with the greatest ease 

countless people to maintain this society. If it is necessary to maintain the 

system of a special form of society, then we will start a war in which hundred 

thousands or millions of people will be sacrificed. The leaders of such a society 

try to tell us that it is normal to defend our society in this way and that it is 

absolutely not abnormal. But it is. It is absolutely wrong to think this way. It 

have to be the human beings who have to be in the middle of our society. In the 

middle as the most important part of society. It is life which has to be in the 

middle of our society. We have to leave the old way. We can turn into a new 

Path by ending to deliver energy in the old path. By doing this the old path will 

fade away. This is a world, as our history has learned us, in which our culture 

and our society have no chance to survive. In our past many times all different 

kind of cultures have collapsed. And any time a culture collapsed, human beings 

started again to rebuild a new culture according the same rules which are the 

rules of the old World. And again they finally failed. This has to change now. 

anything Helena has told you is defensible and questionable. It will be true for 

you or it will not be true for you.  

 

It will be true for you as long as it will fit in the force field of your opinions and 

convictions, as it will fit in your own and unique, mental prison. No new story 

will replace whatever old story. The truth does not exist, because nothing and I 

mean absolutely nothing in life will be what it seems to be. The only thing 

which matters now, is if you will see and if you will find if the world is going 

into a direction in which you can live in joy and peace. A world which you will 

offer your children and your children’s children.  

Now is the time that we have to show that we are able to succeed to fulfil our 

most uplifted visions, with which we shall change this world. If we will be able 

to do so, time and only time will tell. So we will see what the future will bring. 
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Finland and Helena were both the factors for me to offer me a 

journey, a journey with for ever staying, extreme and 

extraordinary results. 
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Epilogue 

 

 

 

The most important essence, the essence of the complete universe is oneness. 

Anything and I do mean absolutely anything in the complete universe consists 

of a mass of the same, most little and most elementary particles of energy. All 

these most little and most elementary particles of energy have the same 

characteristic and this is oneness. This oneness will be experienced by us as 

love, love in an absolutely unconditional way. At the moment that we deny this 

oneness and at the moment we split us of from this consciousness of oneness, 

we do no more experience this feeling of unconditinal love but we will 

experience the opposite of this feeling and this is fear. Because we all have split 

off ourselves from the consciousness of oneness, we all do experience the 

feeling of fear, no one in this world excluded. This will also explain why this 

world has been soaked in an everlasting and anywhere consisting sphere of 

fear. Fear which will always lead to mistrust, despair, battles, illness and chaos. 

This is an experience which we all daily have. Mostly we do not notice these 

feelings because we think it is the normal way to be, the normal way to feel. 

Besides that, human beings are experience-instruments which are capable to 

create visions, opinions and convictions to a reality which will be the truth for 

these persons. Human beings are like God, they are creative beings. Whatever 

we think, we will create in our own worlds and therfor we will experience. 

Whatever we think, will be created in a truth which we will experience in an 

illusional world. So, human beings have the capability to create with the power 

of their convictions. Doubt invalidates our creative capability and therefore it 

invalidates the results. The creation, created by anything we think, by all of our 

convictions, have influence to our spiritual and material world. As a result of 

this it will mean that the only prayer which will always work is a gratitude, a 

prayer in which we thank the universe in advance for all what we have asked. If 

you ask your God, just only ask, then nothing will happen. If you thank your 

God, at the same moment that you want something from the universe, thank 

without any doubt of the results, then your own creative power will start to 

create for you where you have brought your focus to. It will happen because we 

are like Gods, we are creative beings and co-creators with the Great Creator of 

this universe and of all life. Isn’t it in the scriptures that only true believe, so 

only exclusively your conviction, will change your own life? Do know what your 

abilities are and do believe in yourself. Try to eliminate the everlasting doubt, 

which bothers all of us. If you are able to experience all your convictions in your 
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world, anything of which you are sure that it is the way you think it is, then will 

that also mean that any person will be the way you think that he or she is or 

will be. All the other persons will exactly be as they have to be according to 

your convictions, according to your images, according to the labels which you 

will fix on these persons. That does not mean that these persons are the way 

you do think they will be. This does not mean that these persons are equal to 

the labels you will give them. This does mean something else. Anything I do tell 

about somebody else, anything I do think about somebody else, tells nothing 

about the other person but tells anything about me. If I think somebody else is 

irritating, then that will only mean that anything the other person is doing, will 

hit something in me and that something tells me that anything the other person 

does, is not correct, is wrong. I will decide so, because I have learned it that way 

or because it will hit some of the characteristics of my character. It will hit my 

jealousy, it will hit my envy, it will hit my distrust or whatever. That is where 

the drama is. If I call somebody to account and if I tell this person what he is all 

doing wrong, I will accept that the other person will understand exactly what I 

mean. I will also accept that the other person will change and because the other 

person will change in my opinion, I will feel better again. The other person is 

not capable to understand what I mean because anything I told, has anything to 

do with myself. Because this other person will not understand anything of all 

my cultural backgrounds, anything of all the things of which I decide that they 

have to be that way, anything of all my characteristics, will he or she also not 

understand anything which lives inside of me, according to my feelings which I 

have about the other person. And again we have created a new tragedy. The 

never ending tragedy of not being capable to understand other people or being 

understood by other people. The everlasting tragedy which always ends in 

mistrust to others and which will lead again, as a result, to fear and again the 

everlasting, dramatic circle have been closed.  

 

Illnesses will arise for the greater part from all the processes which has been 

written in this book. First there is the never ending game, which has to be 

played in the web, the game of the fear to be dominated and as a result of that, 

the need to dominate other people. This game devours energy. This game will 

maintain the fear in all people and this game will exhaust us. By this we hardly 

have any energy left for all the other processes of life and for this reason our 

natural resistance is constantly undermined. Besides that you will find the 

creative processes as a result to all the things in which we have to believe, 

created by the structure of which our society, our culture has been built. 

Because we have built an enormous system, which we call the ‘health care’, 

existing of people who render assistance, such as physicians, psychologists and 
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psychiatrists and many others, we will be confronted by the fact that we are 

able to get sick, with the result that we will get sick. We will get sick because we 

will accept this image in our convictions and therefore we will create this 

conviction and will form it to a truth and therefore we will experience this 

conviction and we will get sick. By this we will enter a world, an illusion in 

which we are able to get sick and therefore we will get sick. Besides that we 

also do think that it is the way it has to be and that it is not different, apparently 

it is the way it belongs to be. We have to change our ‘thinking process’ and by 

doing so the situation which already exists for thousands and thousands of 

years, will be broken. Besides that there is a very important aspect. This aspect 

is something which undermines us and which attacks time by time our 

resistance. This aspect is something which presses on the shoulders of 

anybody. This aspect causes the fact that very much people walk with bowed 

heads and bended backs. It is the aspect which depress us and knock us down. 

It is the aspect of being guilty. The greatest burden is the fact that we are all 

guilty. We have no different choice and we are guilty, anybody is guilty and 

burdened with a burden which actually is not to carry and actually not to 

assimilate. We are guilty, we were guilty yesterday, we are today and we will be 

tomorrow. We have seen that any person has the feeling that he is not 

understood by others and any person is not able to understand anything which 

other people must feel and do mean. Therefore we will be disappointed in our 

expectations and therefore we will constantly be disappointed and unhappy. 

We have seen that we hardly have any other choice then to decide that any 

other person fails in our eyes and that they have to fail and that they therefore 

are guilty to our unhappiness and to our feelings of being unhappy. Any person 

is also constantly not able to understand me and all of my feelings. In our 

sorrow we are able to decide, without any problem, that you have done it 

intentionally and therefore you are a fool and therefore you are guilty. I am 

guilty in the eyes of all people and all people are guilty in my eyes. Besides 

there is still another aspect in our society. We have to achieve even more and 

more, we must be better then others and so we have to separate our selves 

even more and more from other people. I have to defeat you if I will have a 

chance in our society to survive. If I will not achieve enough, I am guilty and it 

will give me the feeling of ‘being not good enough’. Not being good enough, 

according to a measure which is fixed by our society. The measuring-line for 

that measure will be fixed even higher and higher and so it will be even more 

and more difficult to apply to this measuring-line. People will fail more and 

more in their attempts to reach the measuring-line and the feeling of being 

guilty will therefore increase more and more. By this increasing feeling of being 

guilty, piled up to all the feelings of guilt which we already still had, will the 
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burden which we have to carry increase more and more and therefore will our 

resistance be attacked more and more. Our springs, which already still are to 

tightened, will be pulled out even further and further. So we are guilty and we 

will collapse literally under the weight of this burden. Besides that, there are 

apart from the ‘inter-human problems of being good enough or not’, thousands 

and thousands of other factors, which will tell me or order me that I am guilty. 

To tell you only a few aspects of being guilty: I am to fat and that is wrong 

because I am not beautiful enough when I am to fat and I am not healthy 

enough, so if it is not changing, I will be guilty and so, I am guilty. I am to stupid 

and therefore I will not apply to all the demands of the ‘achievement-race’ of 

our society and therefore I will be guilty and so, I am guilty. I am not beautiful 

enough and being a woman I am not as beautiful as the picture which is painted 

by the advertising world, so I will be guilty and so, I am guilty. Anybody is able, 

even without the need to think deeply, to mention a lot of other reasons why 

we are guilty in our society. Guilty according the measuring-line of our society. I 

have decided to refuse to be guilty anymore. I am no more guilty.  

 

I have decided to refuse to be guilty anymore to something of which I have 

absolutely not any influence. I have decided to refuse to be guilty anymore 

without knowing what the results of my decision for my life would be. Of 

course I did not shout it from the rooftops, but I made the decision in silence. I 

have decided not to be guilty anymore about the facts that other people will 

condemn me because I never will apply to their expectations and that therefore 

I will be fool. I have decided not to be guilty anymore because of the fact that 

also I am no more able to reach for the measuring line, to which the present 

social measure has been fixed. I have decided not to be guilty anymore because 

I am not able to satisfy whomever for whatever reason in this society. I have 

decided that it does no more matter for me. I will do whatever I am able to do, 

guided by my own measure which tells me not to do to others, which I do not 

like that others will do to me. I have decided that when I will pass this measure, 

I will take action to repair the damage which I have caused. That is all I have 

decided and it is all for me that matters. I have decided that I will refuse to 

pump any energy anymore in a battle which is useless and which I, just as you 

and you, am not able to ever win. Maybe I will give other people the feeling that 

I will not work hard enough to fit in the game of Life. By this my feelings of guilt 

must increase, but I have also decided to refuse to play this game. Of course I 

play the game but without feelings of guilt. I have decided not to be guilty 

anymore, no more being burdened and no more being loaded by the weight of 

the guilt. I have decided that ‘I am free’. Just as you are free and you and you. 

The result of taking all these decisions is immense. The result by taking these 
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decisions is like the feelings of rest and peace. I got the feeling that I, coming 

out of a world with the noises of war, entered a world with the silence of 

nature. The silence which this action offered me and the rest which came over 

me, are working inside of me. You can imagine what such an action will do and 

will mean for your own life as well. You are not guilty in spite of the fact that 

anybody is giving you that feeling. Step out of the world of being guilty. Actually 

this means that anything which is valid for your life is also valid for the lives of 

all other people. I am not guilty, you are not guilty and therefor nobody is 

guilty. I really do mean nobody. If we all do realise that absolutely nobody is 

guilty then we don’t have to bother with trying to forgive other people and each 

other. What kind of world will the next world be? A world where nobody is 

guilty. A world where we don't have to forgive each other. A world where we 

understand that we live in our own mental prisons and where we shall help 

each other to erase our labels and where we shall help each other to let go of 

our egos. A world where we shall help each other to free our selves out of our 

mental prisons. A world where we can live in tolerance and where we shall 

accept each other unconditionally. A world where all the accounts to settle our 

guilt can be thrown to the stake and burn till there is nothing left. I shall sign to 

help to create this world. A world where we can learn to love each other 

unconditionally. A world which can be shaped to the paradise as it always was 

meant before. All these things we can do, will be fortified by the law and the 

consciousness of “oneness”. The law and consciousness of oneness will take 

care that anything we do, will influence anybody else.  

 

Another facet of feeling guilty is the fact that there is a linear relation from this 

feeling of guilt to the feeling of happiness. It is impossible to feel happy at the 

same time that you feel guilty and it does not matter if you do feel guilty 

consciously or unconsciously. Take care that you will eliminate your feelings of 

guilt and you will open the way for yourself to feel happy. As long as you do 

realise that you are guilty, it is impossible for you to feel happy. So do realise 

your innocence and be happy. Many people are on a quest and have the feeling 

that they are fixed in their grow and that they are not able to continue their 

journey. Many people have many, many questions and they are intensively 

searching for answers. Sometimes they think that they have found the answer 

until they get again restless and the disturbance starts again and that they find 

out that they have not travelled a lot on the Path. Do accept that this is not the 

way which will bring you further on the Path. The answer will not be found in 

‘filling’ yourself, but it will be found in ‘making yourself empty’. Do empty 

yourself completely, let go all of your labels and empty your mental prison. And 

while you are making yourself empty, you have to make contact with your own 
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source, deep within of yourself. There is the place where you will find all the 

answers. Do accept that so many other people are on their quest. Do not 

condemn anybody because now we know that nothing in our lives is ever what 

it seems to be. Bring tolerance, acceptation and love for every other human 

being and actually do so for all that lives. Do not block and freeze yourself on 

this journey by fixing all the truths which are no truths, because truths do not 

exist. Being fixed to a truth which is no truth is the same as acting against ‘the 

natural’ and will cause agitation with you, this agitation will increase and again 

it will block your movements on the Path. The answers you will receive from 

inside, from your own source, are answers which will bring the movements 

back in your journey. These answers never are the ultimate answers. They 

never are, because ultimate answers don’t exist. They are no ultimate answers 

because the journey has no ultimate ending. Any answer you will receive from 

inside will bring you some further just at that moment and will take care that 

you are able to continue your journey. The more empty you will be, the more 

you will see of the ‘total image’ and the more you therefore will see the 

connection in and of life. Do not worry about all the aspects in life which might 

hurt you but which you are not able to solve because you are not able to 

change. Do accept that there is only one way to maintain movement. The art is 

to find the movement, which will be anchored in rest. In the rest you will find 

the silence and in this silence you will find your answers.  

 

Let go all the old things and find in the emptiness of ‘nothing’ the ‘phenomenal 

new’. In that emptiness you will discover that the only law in the universe is, 

that there is only oneness. That anything there is, is oneness and that anything 

there is, only can be oneness. In that emptiness you will understand, that 

oneness only can be experienced by the power of love and that love is the only 

‘stowing power’ in the whole universe. In that emptiness you will understand 

that anything that human beings will experience, apart from the experience of 

love, exclusively is as the result of the fact that we have forgotten the 

consciousness of oneness and that we have split off from this consciousness. In 

that emptiness you will discover how big and magnificent you are and always 

have been and that you also have forgotten that. In that emptiness you will 

discover which powers you all have and that all the powers you need are just 

inside of yourself, where you can find them. In that emptiness you will discover 

and confirm anything Helena has told, which means, that you will discover who 

you are and what you are. In that emptiness you will confirm that you only and 

exclusively can be the one who you are and always have been and always will 

be and that you therefore never can be the one who you are not and therefore 

never are able, to be. 
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At that very moment you will also start to realise that you will 

only have rest at the moment that you know that all people 

will have this consciousness. You will only have rest if for all 

people the curtains have been opened. Also then you will start 

to go outside to help others and you will start to tell other 

people how they are able to change their lives and how they 

can be able to return to their own source and how they will be 

able to grow beyond themselves. You will tell them also how 

they are able to receive rest, peace and love in their lives and 

how they can eliminate the fear and the battle of obtaining the 

power over others, which has been fought already for 

hundreds and thousands of centuries in this world. 
 

This is finally the complete story of Helena. A story which has been told by her 

to me on a spot far away from here, now twenty-seven years ago. Her story has 

been now fully integrated in my life and has also become my story and I do 

realise the truth and the untruth of her story. I do realise that nothing in this 

world is what it seems to be. This means that all the circumstances of ‘to be’, 

created by the ego and ruled by dualism, are ‘illusions’. Circumstances of to be, 

are necessary because we have the need to be able to qualify the things in our 

lives. We have the need to be able to define how things are, what is right and 

what is wrong. For us, that are our anchors. These circumstances of to be, will 

give us a guidance and therefore it is important for us that we will use them. 

But do not forget that ‘anything is, as long as it is and it is only what it is, until 

the moment that it is no more what it is’. And all these things are defined by us. 

What means for this moment that it is a state of ‘to be’, can no more be a state 

of ‘to be’ for just only one minute later. So use all the ‘states of to be’ which are 

important for you, but be always careful and critical by fixing conclusions to 

these states of to be, because you can condemn now somebody, while within a 

minute can be shown to you that this ‘state of to be’ was no more then a ‘fake 

state of to be’ and that it had lost the worth which it had just a minute ago. 

 

‘To be’ is therefore no more then an empty sheet of paper and 

‘to find’ is the pencil with which you are creating your world 

and with which you fill up and therefore create the 

circumstances in your world.  
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In this dualistic world nobody has the ultimate ‘right’ and therefore nobody has 

the ultimate ‘wrong’. Duality is characterized by fixing two extremes. Extremes 

as good and wrong, acceptable and not acceptable. Duality is not only 

characterized by extremes but also forces these extremes. Any opinion causes 

the creation of a counter opinion. It works like a pendulum of a clock. If the 

pendulum reaches one extreme, the pendulum will always search for the other 

extreme.  

 

Because in the process of splitting off from life, splitting off from nature, 

splitting off from God, the ego has been created and this ego took over 

command from our ‘conscious us‘. Because we now do live, ruled by our ego’s, 

this mean that we will always live in fear, because our ego’s are no part of the 

natural Path, no part of the Tao. It has not been created by Nature, by the 

Creator, but it has been created by ourselves at the moment that we left the 

Path, we left the Tao and got lost in the jungle. Splitting off from nature, the fact 

that we divided ourselves form the source of life, means by definition, that we 

will live in fear. From this fear the ego has built the consciousness that it must 

always be superior. When my ego is superior, I can rule others and than there 

will be an illusion of ‘being safe’. This means for me but it also means for 

anybody else. So there is a never ending battle between all ego’s which live in 

this world. Duality has been born out of separation and created this battle. The 

battle is needed to show who is the ruler and the battle is needed to show who 

is superior. If we want to return to the Path of oneness, we shall have to brake 

down and let go all of duality. If we want to let go duality, we first have to let go 

our ego’s. On the Path of oneness there is no battle, there is no need anymore to 

be superior and there is no more right or wrong, built on the consciousness of 

duality.  

 

Nobody is exclusively right and therefore nobody is exclusively wrong. Truth 

does not exist and therefore does the lie also not exist. To judge or to misjudge 

is senseless because eany judgment and any condemnation will miss the clue, 

because nothing in this dualistic world is as it seems to be and because you will 

always judge according to incomplete and wrong opinions. If you can fix this in 

your life, so that it will be anchored in your system, you will no more be 

surprised about the things which happen in your life and about the way they do 

happen. If you can accept that nothing in life is as it seems to be, are all the 

standards which you have built and created in your illusional world with all 

your thoughts and opinions ‘worthless’, because nothing of it will be realised 

and because other people never will be able to answer to your standards and 

expectations. If therefore there will be no more expectations, you also will no 
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more be amazed and disappointed. Your standards were your anchors, your 

securities, but seemed to be finally only ‘fake securities’, because they were 

only able to deliver you disappointments. Because nothing is as it seems to be, 

you also do not have to expect anything and that will deliver you an immense 

feeling of freedom. 

 

The effect of Helena’s story has strengthened my feelings and has made me 

realise that something has to be happen. Something which will change the 

course of all life on this planet. A course which will bring back rest, peace, love 

and happiness in this world.  

Decide for yourself what you will do with Helena’s story. It is up to you and 

exclusively to you. Do define just for yourself in what kind of world you and all 

the human beings after you, will live. 

 

If we can built again a world, which is built on the fundament of oneness and in 

which every human being will live in oneness, will all our illusional worlds 

disappear and will ‘REALITY’ shine as a bright light above every person and 

will all the love we have for every form of life, carry and help every person on 

his or her Path to Christhood.  

 

Finally do realise, that you are living in a world, which will be 

defined by your convictions and your opinions. Your opinions 

and convictions will be defined by your thoughts. Your 

thoughts are ‘round spinning words’. Your words define for 

you your world. Choose for yourself the right words and you 

will choose for yourself the right world to live in. If you do not 

speak any words you will make no choices and your world will 

get empty. When your world gets empty, will the fog in your 

world disappear. When the fog in your world has disappeared, 

you will only see what is, what has ever been and what will 

always be. You will see the natural state of anything that is.  

Yes indeed, it only is that simple. 

 

Just then, when we are able to remember ourselves who we 

are, if we have connected again with the source deep inside of 

us, are we able to love each other again and that will be the 
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time that all the fear has been disappeared and that will be the 

time that relationships, in the most sublime form, will be 

possible again. 
 

Still the tide is changing. Also modern science, which is maybe the biggest 

religion on this planet, is starting to understand and to proof step by step, that 

the essence of anything in life and the essence of the complete universe is 

exclusively oneness. Also is modern science able to understand that mindpower 

of human beings is able to influence matter and that therefore human beings 

have creative powers. Modern science starts to understand that anything is 

energy and only energy, also matter is energy and modern science starts to 

discover step by step what spirituality already was able to tell you for 

thousands and thousands of years and which many people throughout the 

centuries had already seen, felt, understood and experienced by their insights. 

Maybe spirituality and science can once come more close together and fill up 

each other, so that they can do more as a union, more in oneness.  

 

This world will change at the moment that we are willing and allowing to 

change our opinions and convictions. This world is a total of all of our personal 

illusional worlds and all the truths we are using in this world are all illusional 

truths.  

 

These truths are therefore illusions and therefore we all live, nobody excepted 

in our own worlds in which real truths not really exists.  

Still there is, behind all these illusional truths a reality. This reality is situated 

behind and outside the area of our present form of thinking, behind the borders 

of the consciousness of separateness. This reality is outside the area of duality, 

which is used by our ego’s.  

 

This reality is not unknown on this planet and is stored inside all of us. It is our 

source and the only thing we have to do is to restore the automatic telephone 

line with our source and to free ourselves of our ego’s.  

 


